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Preface
Phononic crystals are artificial periodic structures that can efficiently alter the flow
of sound, acoustic waves, or elastic waves in solids. They were introduced about
twenty years ago and have gained increasing interest since then, both because of their
amazing physical properties and because of their potential applications. The topic of
phononic crystals stands at the crossroad of physics (condensed matter physics, wave
propagation in inhomogeneous and periodic media) and engineering (acoustics,
ultrasonics, mechanical engineering, or electrical engineering). Phononic crystals
cover a wide range of scales, from meter-size periodic structures for sound in air to
nanometer-size structures for information processing or thermal phonon control in
integrated circuits. I have tried to reflect this variety in the present book.
Phononic crystals have a definite relation with the topic of photonic crystals in optics. The marriage of phononic and photonic crystals also provides a promising structural basis for enhanced sound and light interaction in the context of optomechanics
or of phoxonic crystals. Such interactions are not treated in the present book because
the field is still new and rapidly evolving. Depending on how this book on phononic
crystals is received, it may be a subsequent book project for the author.
Since the topic of phononic crystal is getting popular, it is nowadays presented
and discussed at various international conferences. After the first ten years (1993–
2004, approximately) during which the topic remained mainly theoretical with a few
proof-of-concept demonstrations appearing in the literature, the latest evolution has
been towards applications (including technology development), instrumentation (e.g.
“seeing” phonons with optical systems), and novel designs (negative refraction, spatial dispersion control). The physical explanations for various effects are now quite
well understood and efficient numerical methods and analysis tools have been developed. These are the reasons why the field has become mature for books. Other books
that have appeared recently are general contributions, and although they are collections written by authoritative authors who are also current researchers in the field,
they somehow lack the homogeneity of a monograph. The present book was written
single handedly, which is both its strength and its weakness. Though it probably contains many mistakes and misses certain developments and contributions, it can but
only reflect the sincere knowledge of its author. To all distinguished colleagues, collaborators, and often friends, I wish to present my apologies for any omissions in my
text.
As a researcher, I first entered the field of phononic crystals sometime around
2002. Before that, I had been a researcher in optical information processing and wave
propagation for a few years. The topic of elastic waves in solids is one I am particularly fond of, because of its formal perfection and simplicity when written in the
mathematical language of tensors. The reader will probably identify many traces of
this inclination toward applied mathematics in the text. This is especially true of the
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choice I have made of illustrating most numerical examples by results obtained using the finite element method. Part of the book may be used as an introduction to the
Galerkin finite element method as applied to the solution of problems in the physics
of wave propagation.
The level at which this monograph aims is rather advanced, at the master level
or above. The author is a full-time researcher and has extensive experience in training post-graduate students. It is doubtful that lectures will be given focusing only on
the topic of phononic crystals. The subject, however, is of interest to many scientists
nowadays and I thought a global reference was missing.
This book is dedicated to those individuals who have had most influence on my
scientific life so far. There have been many and I do not wish to enter into the embarrassing process of citing all their names. As an exception to this rule, I wish to express
special thanks to Dr Abdelkrim Khelif and to Dr Sarah Benchabane with whom I have
been researching phononic crystals for more than ten years. Finally, I am wholeheartedly grateful to my wife and family for their patience and support during all the writing
of this book.
Besançon, March 31, 2015

Vincent Laude
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To Jean-Pierre Laude, for whom this book represents most after myself
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1 Introduction
Phononic crystals were officially born in 1993 after a famous paper by Kushwaha and
co-authors [74] drawing the analogy to acoustic waves of the photonic crystal concept
for light, which itself had been inspired by the theory of electrons in crystal lattices.
Of course this statement is a simplification, and deciding that phononic crystals were
born at a certain time is just putting a name on an idea that was ready to start living
its own life as it detached from the tree of the physics of waves in periodic media.
Over the last twenty years, the phononic concept has developed gracefully. It has been
researched by many authors and has reached maturity in the sense that it became
ready to be the subject of a monograph. The purpose of this book is to propose a selfcontained presentation of the topic, going from the basics of the physics of waves upto
the description of potential applications.
Preliminary comments. The topic of phononic crystals is clearly a branch of physical
acoustics, and even more so a branch of the physics of waves. For completeness, in
Chapter 2 we have gathered a synthetic presentation of many concepts of wave propagation in periodic media. The material in that chapter is elementary and independent
from the concepts and the specific equations of physical acoustics. The presentation
is limited to scalar waves, but introduces some important and fruitful tools such as
Bloch’s theorem, the band structure, evanescent waves, basic mechanisms for band
gap formation, the classification of artificial crystals according to their Bravais lattices,
and primitive cells and the first Brillouin zone. All these are used abundantly in the
subsequent chapters.
The materials inside which waves will be considered to propagate can be broadly
classified as either fluids (liquids, gases) or solids (natural crystals, amorphous solids,
metals, piezoelectric solids, etc.). A note on terminology is needed here. Although the
physical concepts are globally shared, the wave equations in fluids and solids differ
mathematically. We will speak of acoustic waves as the pressure waves propagating
in fluids; they can be described by a time-dependent scalar field in three-dimensional
space, which we denote p(t, x). In Chapter 3 we have gathered a self-consistent presentation of linear acoustic waves in fluids, including water and air. In the case of
solids, elastic waves are described most conveniently by a vector field of particle displacements, which we denote u(t, x). The implication is that elastic waves have a polarization and that even homogeneous solids can be naturally anisotropic, including
the important case of natural crystals. We shall try to reserve the adjective “acoustic”
for pressure waves, but the practice in the literature is very often to use it for elastic waves in solids as well. Chapter 5 summarizes the topic of elastic waves in homogeneous solids, introducing such important concepts as anisotropy, piezoelectricity,
surface elastic waves, and plate waves.
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As the material in Chapters 2, 3, and 5 is not specific to phononic crystals, those
chapters may be skipped by the knowledgeable reader. Please note, however, that frequent or implicit reference is made to their contents in the other chapters.
Artificial crystals. By artificial crystals we mean periodic material systems that were
made by technology or craft. The adjective artificial is used to differentiate them from
natural crystals, which are the topic of solid state physics and are the support of
phonons – the particles of sound in matter. Artificial crystals usually have a periodicity measured by a length, the lattice constant, that is much larger than the interatomic
distances in natural crystals. For this reason they can be treated macroscopically using
the equations of continuum mechanics. Still elastic waves in solids can be considered
as the asymptotic limit of acoustic phonons, which is a reason for the choice of the
name “phononic crystal”.

Fig. 1.1: Artificial crystals for waves in 1D, 2D, and 3D. The crystals depicted are composed of a
periodic repetition of a certain distribution of solid or fluid matter, or possibly voids. The smallest
volume that can be used to pave all space by periodicity is a primitive cell of the crystal. Material
distribution is implicitly assumed to be continuous within the different regions but discontinuous at
their interfaces.

The phononic crystal appeared around 1993, as we said earlier, and is an artificial crystal for elastic waves in solids. It is typically composed of a periodic alternation of at
least two different materials, or a periodic heterostructure, as depicted in Figure 1.1.
Depending on the number of periodicities, we shall classify them as one-dimensional
(1D), two-dimensional (2D), or three-dimensional (3D) phononic crystals. Of course, it
is perfectly possible to consider in theory phononic crystals defined from continuous
variations of elastic parameters (mass density and elastic constants), but practical realizations almost always involve discontinuous regions of different materials. It is also
perfectly possible to replace one material with holes, as the surface boundary conditions at the surface of the holes will provide the necessary scattering properties. As
a note for readers interested in photonic crystals, a vacuum does not support elastic
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wave propagation, in contrast to optical waves in free space; this is a major difference between phononic and photonic crystals. Another difference is the polarization
of elastic waves, which admit three independent modes of propagation in general,
whereas there are two independent optical modes of propagation in dielectric materials. Phononic crystals are first introduced in Chapter 6.
Sonic crystals are artificial crystals for pressure waves in fluids. In the literature,
the terms phononic crystal and sonic crystal are often used indifferently to encompass all cases of artificial crystals for mechanical waves. For clarity, we shall generally
imply more restrictive and separate meanings: sonic crystals for acoustic or pressure
waves, and phononic crystals for elastic waves. Sonic crystals are first introduced in
Chapter 4 and support only one mode of propagation. They can be composed of a periodic distribution of different fluids, like air bubbles in water, but true voids or holes
will not be permitted in practice. By extension, the very common case of solid inclusions in a fluid matrix will also be referred to as a sonic crystal. Indeed, although all
three propagation modes of elastic waves exist in the solid inclusions, measurements
of the properties of fluid-solid crystals are made via pressure waves. For exactly the
inverse reason, fluid inclusions in a solid matrix will be termed a phononic crystal.
Coupling of elastic and acoustic waves, and some associated effects, are discussed in
Chapter 8.
As artificial crystals, sonic and phononic crystals owe a lot to condensed matter
physics and borrow concepts that have been used to describe electronic and photonic
band structures, as well as phonons in crystal lattices. The concept of Bloch waves –
the natural modes of periodic media – is ubiquitous. Their dispersion properties are
presented in diagrams called band structures, plotted with reference to first Brillouin
zones, as Chapter 2 explains. Maybe the most salient property of artificial crystals is
the existence of band gaps, or frequency ranges inside which propagating Bloch waves
are absent whatever the wavenumber and thus propagation is not allowed. A partial
band gap is valid for at least one direction in k-space, but not necessarily for others.
A complete band gap is valid for all values of the wavevector k, that is for any direction of propagation, but possibly for only one polarization mode. A full band gap is
a complete band gap that is valid for all polarization modes and thus for all possible waves in the crystal. The distinction between full and complete band gaps is only
meaningful for phononic crystals, both definitions being equivalent for sonic crystals.
As a note, the distinction between full and complete band gap is not generally made
in the literature, but we shall try to stick to it in this book for clarity. As an example,
Figure 1.2 displays the band structure of a 2D square-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods
in water, together with the corresponding first Brillouin zone. The diameter of the rods
has been chosen such that a complete – or full in this case – band gap appears.
Mechanisms for band gap formation. It is perfectly possible to go a long way with
sonic and phononic crystals with just numerical simulations, solving the acoustic or
elastodynamic equations to obtain Bloch waves and to plot phononic band structures,
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Fig. 1.2: Band structure example for a 2D square-lattice sonic crystal. The sonic crystal is composed
of cylindrical steel rods in water. The ratio of the rod diameter to the lattice constant a is 0.83. The
first Brillouin zone is sketched at the bottom left. For the square lattice, the first Brillouin zone is
also a square whose high symmetry points are noted Γ , X, and M. The irreducible first Brillouin
zone is further defined with respect to all symmetries of the unit cell and shaded in gray. The band
structure on the right shows the dispersion of propagating Bloch waves as the relation between
wavenumber k and angular frequency ω. It is plotted along the boundary of the irreducible first Brillouin zone as path [Γ –X–M–Γ ]. The area shaded in gray in the band structure indicates a complete –
or full, in the sonic crystal case, – band gap.

or computing the transmission through a finite crystal to locate frequency band gaps.
Beyond numerical computation, however, an important question is the physical origin for the opening of a band gap. The most common and the historically first invoked
physical mechanism is Bragg interference. Bragg scattering occurs at every periodic
plane of scatterers inside a crystal. Bragg band gaps can be created anytime a forward
and a backward propagating Bloch wave are phase matched, i.e. when they would
have degenerated in the band structure space (k, ω) if they did not couple. In the limit
of a vanishingly small material contrast, such band crossings occur in the empty lattice model at every high symmetry point of the first Brillouin zone. This is the phenomenological reason why Bragg band gaps appear at symmetry points in reciprocal
space, and hence along the irreducible Brillouin zone. In Figure 1.2, band foldings
occur at points Γ, X, and M of the first Brillouin zone. The author however humbly
recognizes he does not know of a mathematical demonstration of this property in the
general case of medium or strong material contrast.
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A second possible physical mechanism for band gap formation is the existence
of a local resonance in the internals of the unit cell of the crystal [89]. In this case,
there is possibility for part of the incoming wave energy to be trapped for some time in
the resonator before it is radiated away to all permitted propagation modes. The local
resonance principle is discussed in Chapter 10 and can be viewed as a classical analog
of the Fano resonance, i.e. as the coupling of a continuum of propagating waves with
a localized resonant state.
There are quite different types of phononic crystals that have been considered in
the literature. On the one hand, when inspired by photonic crystals, or because of
technological constraints when going to the microscale, the inclusions in the unit cell
are quite often limited to simple shapes such as cylinders or spheres. In such conditions the possible geometries are rather limited and the engineering efforts to design
artificial crystals are mostly directed to material constant contrast. On the other hand,
when the lattice constant is not too small, there may be enough room for structural
design with small-scale details inside the unit cell. Both types of phononic crystals,
based on material contrast or structural design, can sustain the two mechanisms of
band gap formation we discussed above.
Whenever a band gap is present, it is traditional to say that no wave can propagate through the crystal. Though this statement is perfectly correct, it says nothing
about the other waves that can exist at frequencies within a band gap range. Band
gaps are actually the realm of evanescent Bloch waves. Evanescent waves are plane
waves whose wavenumber is complex valued. The imaginary part of the wavenumber is especially significant as it describes the exponential decay or amplification of
the evanescent wave. The transmission through a finite length crystal at frequencies
within a band gap range is governed by exponentially decaying evanescent waves.
Evanescent Bloch waves and the complex band structure are introduced in Chapter 9.
Applications of phononic crystals. The potential applications of phononic and sonic
crystals cover the full range of microsonics, ultrasonics, and audible frequencies. At
the small scale, when the lattice constant is of the order of one micron, phononic crystals can be combined with surface acoustic wave technology (SAW), thin-film bulk
acoustic resonators, and with microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Chapter 7 introduces the fundamentals of surface and Lamb wave phononic crystals.
Full band gaps, when they exist, in principle offer a very convenient platform for
designing functionalities such as mirrors, cavities, and waveguides. Indeed, adding a
defect in an otherwise perfectly periodic crystal is a powerful way to localize the flow
of acoustic or elastic energy. This idea is exemplified in many different instances in
Chapter 11.
Sonic and phononic crystals are strongly dispersive, meaning that the conditions
for propagation of waves can change drastically with only small changes in the frequency. The effects of spatial and temporal dispersion, the exploitation of crystal
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anisotropy to achieve positive or negative refraction, and the variations of the group
velocity are discussed in Chapter 12.
This book is also about numerical simulation. One very strong motivation during the
writing of the book was to offer the reader a rather complete knowledge to perform
numerical simulations in most situations that occur with sonic and phononic crystal.
Overall, the book can also be viewed as a practical guide to numerical simulation of
sonic and phononic crystals, especially with the finite element method (FEM) and in
view of obtaining Bloch waves and band structures. There is also a presentation of using FEM methods to solve problems in acoustic wave propagation and scattering, and
in elastic wave propagation in bulk anisotropic and piezoelectric media, at surfaces,
and in plates. The choice was made to insist on some simple variational formulations
that describe the physics of wave propagation while leaving the technical details of
mathematical solving to an FEM code and the technical details of domain meshing
to specialized software. The examples in the book have been obtained with the open
source FEM software FreeFem++ [48]. Meshing of 3D unit cells was performed with
the open source software gmsh [41]. A full explanation of the plane wave expansion
(PWE) method is also provided, with full consideration of anisotropic materials and
piezoelectricity.
This book is not about . . . some possibly important topics! The extent of every subject
has to be bounded by some arbitrary choices. Some topics that have a close connection to phononic crystals have not been included in our presentation, such as acoustic
metamaterials, wave propagation in periodic structures of applied mechanics, structural optimization of phononic crystals, thermal phonon control, phoxonic crystals
and optomechanics. A short introduction to some of these topics is given in the general conclusion.

|
Part I: Acoustic waves in sonic crystals
Tout estoit sans beauté, sans reglement, sans flamme.
Tout estoit sans façon, sans mouvement, sans ame :
Le feu n’estoit point feu, la mer n’estoit point mer,
La terre n’estoit terre, et l’air n’estoit point air :
Ou si ja se pouvoit trouver en un tel monde,
Le corps de l’air, du feu, de la terre, et de l’onde :
L’air estoit sans clarté, la flamme sans ardeur,
Sans fermeté la terre, et l’onde sans froideur.
Guillaume de Salluste du Bartas

2 Scalar waves in periodic media
This chapter is devoted to presenting the physics of waves in periodic media that
are devoid of further complications such as polarization, anisotropy, tensors, loss,
etc. These various physical concepts and their influence will be introduced in subsequent chapters. This chapter is thus a self-contained presentation of periodic media
for scalar waves. Nevertheless, it is probably the most dense and mathematically difficult chapter of this book, introducing many concepts in a synthetic presentation. We
encourage the reader who finds some derivations difficult to seek further examples
and illustrations in subsequent chapters, or to consult more introductory or comprehensive texts.

2.1 Scalar waves in homogeneous media
We start with an introduction to scalar wave propagation in homogeneous media. The
scalar wave equation and the scalar Helmholtz equation are introduced.

2.1.1 One-dimensional wave propagation
A wave is generally speaking a perturbation of the equilibrium state of some medium
that propagates both in space and time. Let us consider functions u(t, x) of time t and
of a single spatial coordinate x. A scalar wave equation is a partial differential equation
of the form
∂2 u
∂2 u
− c2 2 = 0.
(2.1)
2
∂t
∂x
The celerity c has the units of a velocity, m/s. The constant c2 in the equation is independent of position x, as expected for a homogeneous medium: material properties
do not depend on the particular position of space where the equation is evaluated. For
mechanical waves, the wave equation results from the balance of kinetic and potential
energy: the first variation of the Lagrangian is zero, which is known as Hamilton’s principle (the Lagrangian is the difference of kinetic minus potential energy, L = E k − E p ;
its first variation is written δL = 0). For optical or electromagnetic waves, the wave
equation can be derived from Maxwell’s equations.
It is peculiar to the one-dimensional case that a general solution to the wave equation is known analytically. Indeed, it can be easily verified that the general solution is
given by
u(t, x) = F(t − x/c) + G(t + x/c),
(2.2)
where F and G are arbitrary functions of one variable that are at least twice differentiable. The functions F and G are independent and represent a wave traveling to
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c(t2 − t1 )
Waveform at time t2
x

Waveform at time t1

Fig. 2.1: Schematic representation of a general solution of the one-dimensional wave equation.
Only the right-propagating part of the solution, or waveform F(t − x/c) in (2.2), is shown. The time
and ordinate axes are essentially the same in one-dimensional space.

the right and to the left, respectively. As an example, let us consider the vibration
F(t) = sin(ωt), where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency and f is the frequency (units:
Hz). Then the part of the wave traveling to the right is u(t, x) = sin(ωt − kx), with
k = ω/c the wavenumber (units: rad/m).
Figure 2.1 depicts one possible waveform, a solution of the one-dimensional scalar
wave equation. Only the right-propagating part is shown, for simplicity. The arbitrarily
shaped waveform propagates without any change, it is simply translating to the right
along the x axis as time increases, with velocity c.
Plane wave spectrum. Every sufficiently regular function of one variable F(t) has a
̄
and reciprocally
Fourier transform F(ω)
+∞

F(t) =

1
̄
exp(ıωt) ;
∫ dω F(ω)
2π
−∞

+∞

̄
F(ω)
= ∫ dtF(t) exp(−ıωt).

(2.3)

−∞

We refer the reader to specialized books on Fourier transforms for their detailed definition, properties, and extension to distributions. Please note the multiplicative factor
(2π)−1 in the inverse Fourier transform formula which is not present in the direct formula. Because the general solution to the one-dimensional wave equation has the very
simple form given by (2.2), with time and space variables playing essentially a similar
role, we are led to the following property.
Property 2.1 (Plane wave spectrum). The plane wave spectrum of a solution of the
one-dimensional wave equation is
+∞

u(t, x) =

1
̄
exp(ı(ωt − k(ω)x))
∫ dω F(ω)
2π

(2.4)

−∞

with k(ω) = ω/c. The left-propagating part of the solution admits a similar plane wave
spectrum with Ḡ instead of F̄ and with k(ω) = −ω/c. k2 (ω) = ω2 /c2 is a dispersion
relation gathering both the right- and the left-propagating solutions.
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Proof. Let us consider only the right-propagating part of a general solution to the 1D
̄
wave equation, so that G = 0 in (2.2). F(t) admits a Fourier transform F(ω).
Changing
variables from t to t − x/c in (2.3) leads immediately to (2.4).
The significance of the plane wave spectrum in this case is that the spectral contents,
̄
represented by function F(ω),
are not changed upon propagation. Furthermore, for a
constant celerity c, all frequency components of the wave travel with the same speed.
This situation is typical of nondispersive media.
Dispersion. Whenever the celerity is dispersive, i.e. when it depends on frequency,
the dispersion relation k(ω) = ±ω/c(ω) is no longer linear. In the dispersion diagram
obtained by plotting ω as a function of k, the dispersion relation no longer defines
straight lines (see Figure 2.2). Relation (2.2) is no longer valid, but the plane wave spectrum in (2.4) remains valid, though we need to refine the wave propagation problem a
bit by introducing the Helmholtz equation.
Proof. To prove that the plane wave spectrum property still holds in the presence of
dispersion, we first consider the Fourier transform of (2.1), with c first considered a
constant, and write
−

̄
∂2 u(ω,
ω 2
x)
̄
= ( ) u(ω,
x).
2
c
∂x

̄
This is a Helmholtz equation for u(ω,
x) where ω is now only a parameter. Hence, we
can let the celerity depend explicitly on frequency and write
−

̄
x)
ω 2
∂2 u(ω,
̄
=
x).
(
) u(ω,
c(ω)
∂x2

Thus, every frequency component of the wave travels at a different speed. At this point,
we remark that, for the sake of considering dispersion, we have implicitly changed the
definition of the wave equation, since an inverse Fourier transform of the last equation
would not lead back to (2.1).
Next we define the temporal and spatial Fourier transform as
+∞

+∞

̂
u(ω,
k) = ∫ dt ∫ dx u(t, x) exp(−ıωt) exp(+ıkx).
−∞

(2.5)

−∞

The choice of sign for the spatial Fourier transform is of pure convenience. û satisfies
̂
k) = 0.
(k2 − ω2 /c(ω)2 ) u(ω,
Thus it has nonvanishing values only when the dispersion relation applies and we can
write
̄
̄
̂
u(ω,
k) = δ(k − ω/c(ω))F(ω)
+ δ(k + ω/c(ω))G(ω)
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ω

Dispersive

Non dispersive
k
Fig. 2.2: Dispersion relation for dispersive media. The dispersion relation is conventionally presented as angular frequency ω as a function of wavenumber k. Propagation is dispersive whenever
the functional relation between angular frequency and wavenumber is nonlinear. Note that we could
equally well have presented k as a function of ω.

with two arbitrary functions F̄ and G.̄ Considering the inverse temporal and spatial
Fourier transform
+∞

+∞

−∞

−∞

1
̄
u(t, x) =
k) exp(ıωt) exp(−ıkx)
∫ dω ∫ dk u(ω,
(2π)2

(2.6)

and using the properties of delta functions, we are readily led back to (2.4).
Given a general explicit dispersion relation k(ω), the phase velocity is defined by
v(ω) = ω/k(ω).

(2.7)

The slowness is the inverse of the phase velocity, s(ω) = 1/v(ω) (units: s/m). The
group velocity is by definition
v g (ω) =

dω
dk(ω) −1
=(
) .
dk
dω

(2.8)

Both the phase velocity and the group velocity have units of m/s; they differ in dispersive media but are equal in nondispersive media. Note that the group velocity defined
here is of temporal origin and is a measure of dispersion; later we will introduce a
spatial group velocity that is a measure of anisotropy.
Deformation of a pulse subject to dispersion. The spectral phase acquired along a
given propagation length L is ϕ(ω) = k(ω)L, as (2.4) implies. The time it takes for the
wave to travel this length, in an energetic sense, is known to be given by the group
delay
dϕ
L
t g (ω) =
=
.
(2.9)
dω v g (ω)
Let us specify the meaning of such a statement by expressing the following property.
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Property 2.2 (Mean arrival time). The mean arrival time of a wavepacket is the propagation distance divided by the group velocity averaged over its spectral contents, or
the relation
+∞

+∞

∫ dt t|u(t, x)|2 =
−∞

1
x
2
̄
,
|F(ω)|
∫ dω
2π
v g (ω)

(2.10)

−∞

with the hypothesis that the wavepacket is centered on t = 0 at x = 0. The energy is
assumed normalized according to
+∞

+∞

1
2
̄
= 1,
∫ dt |u(t, x)| =
∫ dω |F(ω)|
2π
2

−∞

(2.11)

−∞

where the first equality is Parseval’s theorem.
̄
Proof. Consider the plane wave spectrum in (2.4). F(ω)
exp(−ık(ω)x) is the Fourier
transform of u(t, x), or
+∞

̄
F(ω)
exp(−ık(ω)x) = ∫ dt u(t, x) exp(−ıωt).
−∞

We separate the spectral amplitude (which is a complex-valued function of frequency)
into its modulus and its phase (i.e. two real-valued functions of frequency), according
to
̄
F(ω)
exp(−ık(ω)x) = A(ω) exp(−ıϕ(ω)),
where ϕ(ω) = ψ(ω)+k(ω)x is the sum of an initial phase ψ, accounting for the possible
inherent dispersion of the wavepacket at x = 0, and of the dispersion arising from
propagation over distance x, k(ω)x.
Differentiating with respect to ω yields
+∞

(A (ω) − ıϕ (ω)A(ω)) exp(−ıϕ(ω)) = −ı ∫ dt tu(t, x) exp(−ıωt).
−∞

Multiplying by A(ω) exp(ıϕ(ω)) then leads to
+∞

+∞

A (ω)A(ω) − ıϕ (ω)A(ω)2 = −ı ∫ dt tu(t, x) ∫ dt u∗ (t , x) exp(−ıω(t − t )).
−∞

−∞
+∞
1
2π ∫−∞ dω(.

. . ). Integration of the left-hand
The final step is the spectral integration
side leads to
+∞
+∞
1 1
1
2
[ A(ω) ] − ı
∫ dω ϕ (ω)A(ω)2 .
2π 2
2π
−∞
−∞
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For a well-behaved wave, the spectrum vanishes at infinity, so that the first term is
zero. Integration of the right-hand side leads to
+∞

+∞

+∞

−ı ∫ dt tu(t, x) ∫ dt u∗ (t , x)
−∞

−∞

1
∫ dω exp(−ıω(t − t )).
2π
−∞

The last integral is the delta function
+∞

δ(t − t ) =

1
∫ dω exp(−ıω(t − t )),
2π
−∞

so that the triple integral reduces to
+∞

−ı ∫ dt t|u(t, x)|2 .
−∞

Gathering the results we obtain the result that
+∞

+∞

1
∫ dω ϕ (ω)A(ω)2 = ∫ dt t|u(t, x)|2 .
2π
−∞

−∞

ϕ (ω)

= ψ (ω) + k (ω)x. The hypothesis that
We have the group delay time relation
the wavepacket is centered on t = 0 at x = 0 implies that
+∞

1
∫ dω ψ (ω)A(ω)2 = 0,
2π
−∞

which concludes the derivation, since the group delay time on propagation is k (ω)x =
v g (ω)−1 x.
The previous theorem only gives an indication about the central position of the waveform, as measured by its first temporal moment. It is possible to continue a similar
derivation for higher order moments. We introduce the following notation for the temporal and the spectral means of a function:
+∞

⟨f⟩t = ∫ dt f(t),

(2.12)

−∞
+∞

1
⟨ f ̄⟩ ω =
∫ dω f ̄(ω).
2π

(2.13)

−∞

Parseval’s theorem has a more general form that previously used in the derivation of
Property 2.2
(2.14)
⟨fg⟩t = ⟨f ̄ g⟩̄ ω
for two arbitrary functions f and g.
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Property 2.3 (Pulse width). The temporal variance of a wavepacket satisfies the following identity
⟨(t − t0 )2 |u(t, x)|2 ⟩t = ⟨A2 ⟩ω + (⟨ϕ2 A2 ⟩ω − ⟨ϕ A2 ⟩2ω ) .

(2.15)

The first spectral term is related to the natural temporal width of the wavepacket (at
x = 0), while the second spectral term is the group delay variance. In this expression,
t0 = ⟨t|u(t, x)|2 ⟩t = ⟨ϕ A2 ⟩ω is the mean arrival time introduced in Property 2.2 and
the energy normalization ⟨|u(t, x)|2 ⟩t = 1 is assumed.
As a comment, the expression √⟨(t − t0 )2 |u(t, x)|2 ⟩t is an estimate for the temporal
width of the wavepacket at position x. The property shows that this temporal width,
obtained as a standard deviation, results from the combination of a minimum temporal width and of the added effect of dispersion. In particular, the minimum temporal
width is √⟨A2 ⟩ω , which represents the width of the pulse at constant phase, i.e. when
all frequency components in the spectrum have the same phase.
Proof. The extended form of Parseval’s theorem (2.14) is the basis of the derivation
of (2.15). We first note that ⟨(t − t0 )2 |u(t, x)|2 ⟩t = ⟨t2 |u(t, x)|2 ⟩t − t20 . Then we choose
f = tu and g = tu∗ . The Fourier transform of f is
(A (ω) − ıϕ (ω)A(ω)) exp(−ıϕ(ω)),
as we obtained in the proof of Property 2.2. Similarly, the Fourier transform of g is
(A (ω) + ıϕ (ω)A(ω)) exp(+ıϕ(ω)).
Parseval’s theorem (2.13) tells us that
⟨t2 |u(t, x)|2 ⟩t = ⟨fg⟩t = ⟨(A − ıϕ A)(A + ıϕ A)⟩ω ,
which simplifies to
⟨t2 |u(t, x)|2 ⟩t = ⟨A2 ⟩ω + ⟨ϕ2 A2 ⟩ω ,
from which it is easy to conclude.
In practice, a polynomial model is often considered for the spectral phase, according
to a Taylor expansion around some angular frequency ω0
ϕ(ω) = ϕ(ω0 ) + (ω − ω0 )t g (ω0 ) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +

1
dn ϕ
(ω0 ) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
(ω − ω0 )n
n!
dω n

The different derivatives have a special meaning and their effect on the wavepacket
can be clearly identified. The constant phase ϕ(ω0 ) has no particular physical significance since it depends essentially on the chosen origin for space and time. t g (ω0 ) is
d2 ϕ

a group delay (units: s). dω2 (ω0 ) is called the group delay dispersion (GDD, units: s2 ).
The group delay t g (ω0 ) gives a first order approximation of the arrival time of the
wavepacket, valid only if the group delay does not vary too much in the considered
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spectral region; it is much cruder than the definition t0 = ⟨ϕ A2 ⟩ω we introduced
earlier. To see this, we can evaluate
⟨ϕ A2 ⟩ω ≈ ⟨(t g (ω0 ) + (ω − ω0 )

d2 ϕ
(ω0 ))A2 ⟩ = t g (ω0 ).
dω2
ω

For the last equality, we have assumed that the spectrum is centered around ω0 , so
that ⟨(ω − ω0 )A2 ⟩ω = 0. Similarly, the group delay dispersion gives an indication of
the temporal width that is due to dispersion in a given bandwidth. Actually, we can
approximate the variance
⟨ϕ2 A2 ⟩ω − ⟨ϕ A2 ⟩2ω ≈ ⟨(t g (ω0 ) + (ω − ω0 )
=

d2 ϕ
(ω0 ))2 A2 ⟩ω − t g (ω0 )2
dω2

d2 ϕ
(ω0 )2 ⟨(ω − ω0 )2 A2 ⟩ω .
dω2

Defining the spectral width by the standard deviation
B2 = ⟨(ω − ω0 )2 A2 ⟩ω ,
an estimate for the temporal width that is due to dispersion is then
2
√⟨ϕ2 A2 ⟩ω − ⟨ϕ A2 ⟩2ω ≈ d ϕ (ω0 ) × B.
dω2

As an illustration, Figure 2.3 displays the case of a short pulse undergoing secondand third-order spectral dispersion. To be specific, we consider an optical spectrum
extending around the frequency 375 THz (corresponding to a wavelength for light in a
vacuum of 800 nm). The spectrum of the pulse displayed in Figure 2.3 (a) is a Gaussian
function with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 44 THz (B/(2π) = 18.7 THz).
The real part of the inverse Fourier transform is shown in Figure 2.3 (b). It is also a
Gaussian function, with a temporal FWHM of 10 fs (standard deviation 4.2 fs). A second-order spectral phase is then added to the wavepacket, with GDD=100 fs2 . The
FWHM of the pulse is enlarged by approximately 30 fs (standard deviation 12.5 fs),
as shown in Figure 2.3 (c). As a comparison, the estimate GDD × B ≈ 11.7 fs. When a
third-order dispersion (TOD) is added to the spectral phase of the wavepacket, with
TOD = 2000 fs3 , the pulse is dispersed in an asymmetrical way. As Figure 2.3 (d) illustrates, the trailing edge of the pulse is more affected than its leading edge.
Green’s functions for 1D wave propagation. Let us come back to nondispersive propagation and consider now that the wave equation has a right-hand side
2
∂2 u
2∂ u
−
c
= h(t, x).
∂t2
∂x2

(2.16)

The right-hand side term h(t, x) is driving the response of the medium and hence the
generation of waves inside it. In other words, it is a source term for the wave equation.
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Fig. 2.3: Influence of dispersion on the temporal shape of a wavepacket. (a) A Gaussian spectrum
distribution around the optical frequency 375 THz is considered. (b) The shortest pulse in the time
domain corresponding to the spectrum in (a) has a Gaussian envelope and is obtained for a constant or linearly varying spectral phase. (c) When group delay dispersion (GDD) is added to the spectral phase, the pulse is enlarged symmetrically. (d) When third-order dispersion (TOD) is added
instead, the pulse is deformed asymmetrically in time.

We have so far considered “free” solutions of the wave equation without this term
acting (or with h(t, x) = 0). “Forced” solutions can be obtained by a general procedure
involving particular solutions called Green’s functions.
The Green’s function of (2.16) is a particular solution obtained for h(t, x) =
δ(t)δ(x), i.e. it is the response to an infinitely sharp excitation in both time and space.
Once the Green’s function g(t, x) is known, the solution of (2.16) with an arbitrary excitation can be obtained as the convolution product of the excitation with the Green’s
function
+∞

+∞


u(t, x) = [h ⋆ g](t, x) = ∫ dt ∫ dx h(t , x )g(t − t , x − x ).
−∞

(2.17)

−∞

Property 2.4 (1D Green’s function for the wave equation). The 1D Green’s function for
the wave equation assumes the following forms depending on the choice of representation space
̂
g(ω,
k) =

1
,
c2 k2 − ω2

(2.18)
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1
H(t − |x|/c),
2c
1
̄
exp(−ıω|x|/c),
g(ω,
x) =
2ıcω
g(t, x) =

(2.19)
(2.20)

with H the Heaviside distribution defined by
{1
H(x) = {
0
{

if x > 0,

(2.21)

if x < 0.

The different forms of the one-dimensional Green’s function are depicted in Figure 2.4.
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̄
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Fig. 2.4: Schematic representation of the three expressions for the 1D Green’s function. (a) In the
reciprocal (ω, k) space, (2.18) is singular on the dispersion relation for the right- and the leftpropagating plane waves. (b) In the direct (t, x) space of waves, (2.19) has the shape of a double
cone respecting causality. (c) In the mixed (ω, x) space of monochromatic waves, (2.20) is composed of two oscillating parts, one traveling to the right (x > 0) and one traveling to the left (x < 0).
The real (imaginary, respectively) part is shown with a solid (dashed, resp.) line.
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Proof. Starting with the driven wave equation
∂2 g
∂2 g
− c2 2 = δ(t)δ(x),
2
∂t
∂x
we take the time and space Fourier transform and immediately obtain
̂
k) = 1,
(−ω2 + c2 k2 )g(ω,
from which (2.18) follows.
We next verify that (2.20) is indeed a solution to the transformed (Helmholtz)
equation
∂2 ḡ
−ω2 ḡ − c2 2 = δ(x).
∂x
Taking the first spatial derivative
−1
∂ ḡ { 2c
2 exp(−ıωx/c)
={
1
∂x
exp(ıωx/c)
{ 2c2

if x > 0,
if x < 0.

It can be seen that this function is discontinuous at x = 0 with a jump from
down to −1
at x = 0+ . Hence we write
c2

1
c2

at x = 0−

∂ ḡ − sgn(x)
exp(−ıω|x|/c),
=
∂x
2c2
where sgn(x) is the signum or sign distribution. The second derivative is
ıω
1
∂2 ḡ
=
exp(−ıω|x|/c) − 2 δ(x),
∂x2 2c3
c
where the last term results from the sign distribution derivative d sgn(x)/ dx = 2δ(x).
Replacement in the Helmholtz equation above shows that (2.20) is indeed a solution.
Finally, we derive (2.19) from the inverse Fourier transform of (2.20). This inverse
Fourier transform is
+∞

exp(ıω(t − |x|/c))
1 1
g(t, x) =
.
∫ dω
2c 2π
ıω
−∞

Then

+∞

1
1 1
∂g(t, x)
=
δ(t − |x|/c).
∫ dω exp(ıω(t − |x|/c)) =
∂t
2c 2π
2c
−∞

Since δ is the derivative of the Heaviside function, (2.19) follows.
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2.1.2 Three-dimensional wave propagation
The three-dimensional isotropic and homogeneous wave equation has the form
∂2 u
− c2 Δu = 0
∂t2

(2.22)

with u(t, x) a function of time and space. x is a vector with Cartesian coordinates
∂2
∂2
∂2
+ ∂x
(x1 , x2 , x3 ) in Euclidean space, as depicted in Figure 2.5. Δ = ∂x
2 +
2 is the
∂x2
1

2

3

Laplacian operator. Isotropy implies that c is a constant independent of the direction
of propagation. Homogeneity still means that c does not depend on the position in
three-dimensional space.
In this chapter and the rest of this book we shall use the following conventions to
simplify mathematical expressions with vectors and tensors.
– y i is the i-th component of vector y.
∂u
– u ,i = ∂x
, for i = 1, 2, 3, is a partial derivative of the scalar function u(x). The
i
gradient ∇u is the vector with components u ,i :
u ,1
∇u = (u ,2 ) .
u ,3
–
–

∂y i
Let y(x) be a vector function of position. Then y i,j = ∂x
. The gradient ∇y of the
j
vector function is the matrix (or rank-2 tensor) with components (∇y)ij = y i,j .
Summation is implied whenever an index is repeated. For instance, the norm of
vector y is the scalar |y| = √y i y i . Δu = ∇ · (∇u) = u ,ii is the Laplacian of the scalar
field u (it is a scalar).

By isotropic wave equation we mean that the properties of the propagation medium
are invariant by any rotation of the coordinate system. As a consequence, the propagation velocity for plane waves is a constant in an isotropic medium. When we consider phononic crystals for elastic waves, we will encounter anisotropic media. We
defer the full discussion of this case until then, but we note for completeness that the
anisotropic scalar wave equation in a homogeneous medium is of the form
∂2 u
− c2ij u ,ij = 0.
∂t2

(2.23)

The rank-2 tensor c ij is introduced here to stress that the velocity depends on the direction of propagation.
Plane wave. A plane wave in 3D space is of the form
u(t, x) = F(t − s · x) = F(t − s n i x i ),

(2.24)

with F some arbitrary function and with n a unit vector giving the propagation direction, as depicted in Figure 2.6. s is the slowness vector and s = |s| is its magnitude.
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x3

x

x2

O

x1
Fig. 2.5: Cartesian coordinate system for three-dimensional wave propagation in Euclidean space.
The notation (x1 , x2 , x3 ) for coordinates is chosen to conform with tensorial notations.

x2
n

Wavefronts

x1
Fig. 2.6: Representation of a plane wave of the form F(t − sn · x) at some time t. s is the slowness
(the inverse of the phase velocity) and n is a unit vector in the direction of propagation, orthogonal
to the wavefronts.

Obviously, this expression generalizes (2.2). The general solution to the 3D wave equation, however, is no longer given by (2.2), i.e. there are other solutions that are not of
this particular form.
Inserting (2.24) in the 3D isotropic wave equation results in
(1 − c2 s2 n i n i )F  (t − sn i x i ) = 0.
Discarding the case that F  = 0 identically, and since n i n i = 1 for a unit vector, we
have that 1/s = c. The propagation velocity is thus simply c for any direction, as we
anticipated above. Considering the 3D anisotropic wave equation results instead in the
relation (1/s)2 = n i c2ij n j . Propagation is hence anisotropic with a direction dependent
velocity given by √n i c2ij n j .
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A particular type of plane wave is the harmonic plane wave
u(t, x) = exp(ı(ωt − k · x)) = exp(ı(ωt − kn i x i )).

(2.25)

The angular frequency is ω and the wavevector is k = k n = ω s.
Plane wave spectrum. Can we generalize the 1D plane wave spectrum to solutions of
the 3D wave equation? The inverse temporal and spatial Fourier transform is written
+∞

+∞

−∞

−∞

1
̄
k) exp(ıωt) exp(−ık · x).
u(t, x) =
∫ dω ∫ dk u(ω,
(2π)4

(2.26)

The integral is over harmonic plane waves. If u is a solution to the 3D wave equation,
then every harmonic plane wave must satisfy the dispersion relation. We thus choose
to express, say, k3 as a function of ω, k1 , and k2 . Then we have
+∞

+∞

−∞

−∞

1
̄
u(t, x) =
k) exp(ıωt)
∫ dω ∫ dk1 dk2 u(ω,
(2π)3
× exp(−ı(k1 x1 + k2 x2 + k3 (ω, k1 , k2 )x3 )).

(2.27)
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Fig. 2.7: Cross section of the equifrequency surface for isotropic wave propagation. The equifrequency surface given by (2.28) is cut by the plane k2 = 0. The real part forms a circle (solid line),
while the imaginary branches are hyperbolic (dotted line).
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As an example, for isotropic propagation we have k2 = ω2 /c2 and then
{±√ ω2 /c2 − k21 − k22
k3 = {
2
2
√ 2 2
{±ı |ω /c − k1 − k2 |

if k21 + k22 < ω2 /c2 ,
if k21 + k22 > ω2 /c2 .

(2.28)

This relation defines a complex surface in the ω, k1 , k2 space. A cross section at constant frequency is called an equifrequency surface. Considering in addition a cross
section by plane k2 = 0 leads to the equifrequency contour plotted in Figure 2.7. The
integration over k3 is then seen to be replaced by two complex branches, corresponding physically to a right- and a left-propagating plane harmonic wave. One difficulty
with the plane wave spectrum just introduced is that it is not so easy to extend to
anisotropic wave propagation. If one is only interested in the far field, away from any
source of waves, it is possible to neglect evanescent waves corresponding to the imaginary branches of the dispersion relation and to consider alternatively the angular wave
spectrum along the following lines.
Angular wave spectrum. Suppose we know the dispersion relation in the form k(ω, n),
i.e. the wavenumber is a function of frequency and of the direction of propagation.
This formalization will be useful to describe the anisotropy of elastic waves in Chapter 6 but also to study refraction in and reflection on sonic and phononic crystals in
Chapter 12. The following representation can be used instead of (2.26) and is typical
of the far field
+∞

1
̄
u(t, x) =
n) exp(ıωt) exp(−ık(ω, n)n · x).
∫ dω ∫ dnu(ω,
2π

(2.29)

−∞

The integral over n must be understood as over all directions of space.
We introduce the following definitions for wave propagation in dispersive and
anisotropic media.
– v(ω, n) = ω/k(ω, n) is the phase velocity and its inverse s(ω, n) = k(ω, n)/ω is
the slowness. If propagation is not dispersive, the slowness is solely a function
of the direction of propagation. If propagation is dispersive, then equifrequency
contours inform about spatial propagation.
– v g (ω, n) = (∂k/∂ω)−1 is the temporal group velocity which is a measure of the
propagation velocity of a signal.
– vg (ω, n) = ∇k ω is the group velocity vector giving information on the direction
of propagation and velocity of the energy carried by the wave. The relation between the group velocity vector and the Poynting vector will be specified later in
Chapter 5 when we discuss elastic waves in solids.
It may seem weird that we have to define both a temporal and a spatial group velocity,
as actually they must be related physically as they are obtained from the same dispersion relation. It can actually be noted that the two particular forms of the dispersion
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relation that we have assumed, first k3 (ω, k1 , k2 ) for the plane wave spectrum and second k(ω, n), are different explicit forms of the same physical reality. A more general
approach is to consider the dispersion relation in implicit form, for instance as
D(ω, k1 , k2 , k3 ) = 0.

(2.30)

This implicit equation actually defines a hypersurface, or a 3-dimensional surface in
the 4-dimensional space (ω, k). The partial derivatives that define the temporal and
spatial group velocities can then be given a much less mathematically ambiguous
meaning than those just given. This type of notation will be used in Chapter 12 when
we discuss anisotropy in sonic and phononic crystals. On this occasion, we will also
demonstrate that the spatial group velocity is orthogonal to the equifrequency surface,
defined for a given frequency ω as the locus of k(ω, n) as a function of the direction n.
For nondispersive media, the spatial group velocity is also orthogonal to the slowness
surface defined as the locus of s(ω, n) as a function of the direction n. Reciprocally, n
is also orthogonal to the wave surface, defined as the locus of vg (ω, n) for all values
of the direction n. These surfaces are especially useful to describe the propagation of
harmonic plane waves in anisotropic media but also the far field of waves radiated
from point sources.
Property 2.5 (Far field approximation). Energy concentrates along trajectories such
that the phase is stationary in time and space, or t = (n · x)/v g and x = vg t. The second
relation implies that energy propagates in the direction of the group velocity vector.
The first relation implies that the time it takes is the distance measured normally to
the phase fronts divided by the temporal group velocity. Overall, both group velocities
are related by v g = n · vg .
Proof. As a note, the following arguments are heuristic and we make no attempt at
true mathematical rigor. The integral (2.26) is an oscillatory integral. We will assume
̄
that the variations of u(ω,
k) in (2.26) are rather slow or even constant, the limiting
case being the harmonic plane wave. Within the method of the stationary phase approximation, the contributions to the integral of most values of ω and k are negligible
because they result in destructive interferences: the phase in the exponential term
varies very quickly over a wide range of angles and the resulting mean of the exponential term tends to zero. Only those values that make the phase stationary can contribute effectively to the far field of the wave. Then the trajectory for rays must concentrate around the stationary values of the phase ϕ(ω, k) = ωt − k · x. For the phase to
be stationary, its first derivatives with respect to ω and k must vanish, or
∂ϕ
∂k
=t−
n · x = 0,
∂ω
∂ω
∂ϕ
∂ω
=
t − x i = 0.
∂k i ∂k i
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Fig. 2.8: Equifrequency surface (or slowness surface) and wave surface. (a) For a given angular frequency ω, the equifrequency surface k(ω, n) indicates the slowness and the phase velocity of a harmonic plane wave propagating in direction n. It must be understood as a plot in the Fourier space of
spatial frequencies. The spatial group velocity is orthogonal to the equifrequency surface and indicates the direction of energy flow of each particular plane wave component. (b) The wave surface is
constructed from all values of the spatial group velocity. In physical space it represents the far field
radiated by a point source located at the origin.

The two relations t = (n · x)/v g and x = vg t follow immediately from the definitions
above. Further projecting the second relation on n, v g = n · vg follows. For nondispersive media, the last relation simplifies to v = n · vg , with v the phase velocity.
As a result, propagation in anisotropic media follows the principles depicted in Figure 2.8. The energy of a harmonic plane wave propagating in the phase direction n is
directed along the vector vg . The direction of the latter vector is easily obtained graphically from the slowness surface, while its length can be obtained from v g = n · vg .
Reciprocally, the waves radiated from a point source are emitted in any direction and
concentrate in time and in the far field along concentric surfaces that are homothetic
to the wave surface. The wavefronts are locally orthogonal to the wave surface and
can thus be reconstructed from it. In particular, it is possible to easily recover the direction n that corresponds to a particular point of the wave surface by drawing the
perpendicular at that point.
Mirrors, cavities, and waveguides. Let us consider the reflection of a plane wave traveling to the right along axis x1 in an isotropic medium and incident normally on a
plane mirror orthogonal to this axis. As the problem is one-dimensional, this wave
can be written as F(t − sx1 ). It is sensible to consider that the reflected wave is also a
plane wave and that it travels to the left, so we can write it as G(t + sx1 ). We made the
implicit assumption that the slowness is the same, because the two waves travel in the
same medium. The total wave is thus the superposition u(t, x1 ) = F(t−sx1 )+G(t+sx1 ).
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Suppose now that the boundary condition is that the amplitude vanishes at the mirror
surface, i.e. u = 0 at x1 = 0. Such a boundary condition (BC) is known as a Dirichlet
BC, or essential BC. We must have F(t) + G(t) = 0 at all times and consequently
u(t, x1 ) = F(t − sx1 ) − F(t + sx1 ).
The reflected wave thus appears in the incident medium as if it had been reflected at
the mirror and its sign had been changed, as depicted in Figure 2.9 (a).
Mirror

F(t − sx1 )

0

Mirror
F(t + sx1 )

F(t − sx1 )

0

x1

x1

−F(t + sx1 )
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.9: Total reflection for a plane wave reflecting on a perfect mirror. (a) When the boundary condition at the mirror surface is of the Dirichlet type (vanishing wave amplitude), the reflected wave
bounces on the mirror with a sign change. (b) When the boundary condition is of the Neumann type
(vanishing normal derivative of the wavefield), the reflected wave bounces on the mirror without a
sign change.

Suppose now that the boundary condition is that the normal derivative of the ampli∂u
= 0 at x1 = 0. This is known as a Neumann
tude vanishes at the mirror surface, i.e. ∂x
1

BC, or natural BC. This time we have F (t) − G (t) = 0 at all times and then
u(t, x1 ) = F(t − sx1 ) + F(t + sx1 ).
The reflected wave appears in the incident medium as if it had been reflected at the
mirror but with its sign unchanged, as depicted in Figure 2.9 (b). As a consequence,
the value of the wavefield exactly at the mirror surface is exactly doubled.
Let us consider the particular case of harmonic plane waves. For the Dirichlet BC,
the superposition is
u(t, x1 ) = −2ı exp(ıωt) sin(kx1 ).
This particular solution, the interference of two harmonic plane waves traveling in opposite directions, is a standing wave. The amplitude of the standing wave vanishes at
x1 = 0, but also at a distance L = π/k away, with k = sω. If we add a second mirror at a
distance L, we define a one-dimensional cavity that can store waves. Resonances of the
cavity are obtained whenever the wavenumber equals k n = nπ/L with n a positive integer larger than 1, as obtained from the condition u(t, L) = 0, or sin(kL) = 0. This condition defines the normal modes of the cavity, with angular frequencies ω n = ncπ/L,
n ≥ 1. The first three normal modes are plotted in Figure 2.10 (a).
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Fig. 2.10: Field distribution inside a cavity of width L closed by two perfect mirrors, for the first normal modes. (a) Case of Dirichlet boundary condition at the mirror surface. (b) Case of Neumann
boundary condition at the mirror surface.

Now assuming instead that the Neumann BC applies, the superposition becomes
u(t, x1 ) = 2 exp(ıωt) cos(kx1 ).
Again considering a cavity of width L, the normal frequencies are unchanged since
they are defined by the resonance condition cos(kL) = ±1, though the case n = 0 is
now allowed in addition. The normal mode distribution for n = 0 is a constant and
has zero resonant frequency. The first four normal modes are plotted in Figure 2.10 (b).
We now consider in addition an arbitrary incidence angle on the mirrors, which
are still assumed parallel and separated by a distance L. This situation is depicted in
Figure 2.11 (a). The part of the wave propagating to the right is written as the harmonic
plane wave exp(ı(ωt − k1 x1 − k2 x2 )). Reflection on the right mirror will induce a harmonic plane wave propagating to the left. We assume Dirichlet boundary conditions at
the surfaces of the mirrors. In order for the superposition of two harmonic plane waves
to satisfy the boundary conditions, phase matching should be achieved. Writing the
reflected wave as A exp(ı(ω t − k1 x1 − k2 x2 )), with A some unknown coefficient, the
superposition is
u(t, x1 , x2 ) = exp(ı(ωt − k1 x1 − k2 x2 )) + A exp(ı(ω t − k1 x1 − k2 x2 )).
Since we must have
u(t, x1 = 0, x2 ) = exp(ı(ωt − k2 x2 )) + A exp(ı(ω t − k2 x2 )) = 0
whatever t and x2 , the only possibility is A = −1, and the phase matching conditions
ω = ω and k2 = k2 . In terms of waves, the phase matching conditions express that
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Fig. 2.11: A simple waveguide. (a) Two perfect plane mirrors are separated by a distance L. Propagation of guided modes is along axis x2 , while the wavefield is confined along axis x1 . (b) Dispersion relation of the first guided modes, ω(k2 ). Both real (propagating) and imaginary (evanescent)
branches of the dispersion relation are shown. The cut-off frequency of the first guided mode is
ω1 = πc/L. All subsequent cut-off frequencies are integer multiples of ω1 . The evanescent branches
of the dispersion relation appear as circle arcs with the chosen normalization for frequency and
wavenumber.

both frequency and the tangential part of the wavevector are conserved upon reflection on a plane interface. In terms of particles (e.g. photons or phonons), we would say
that energy and momentum are conserved. Further application of the dispersion relation and knowledge that the reflected wave travels to the left then imply k1 = −k1 . The
value of coefficient A is determined from the boundary conditions. For the Dirichlet
boundary condition, A = −1; for the Neumann boundary condition, A = 1. We select
the latter case for deriving the dispersion of the waveguide as shown in Figure 2.11.
The superposition simplifies to u(t, x1 , x2 ) = 2 exp(ı(ωt − k2 x2 )) cos(k1 x1 ). This is a
guided wave that is standing along x1 but progressive along x2 . As in the case of the
cavity, k1 can only assume discrete values given by k1n = nπ/L, with n ≥ 0. Each of
the guided modes then follows a dispersion relation given by
ω(k2 ) = √ c2 k22 + ω2n ,
with the cut-off frequencies ω n = ncπ/L, or reciprocally
k2n (ω) =

1√ 2
ω − ω2n .
c
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It is clear that each particular guided wave with n > 0 is evanescent below its cut-off
frequency. Indeed, for ω < ω n ,
k2n (ω) =

±ı √ 2
|ω − ω2n |.
c

We will meet mirrors, cavities, and waveguides again in the context of sonic and
phononic crystals in Chapter 11. Evanescent waves in this context are specifically discussed in Chapter 9.

2.2 Bloch’s theorem
Bloch’s theorem is a classic of solid state physics. It is usually introduced in the context of crystals, which are composed of atoms organized periodically according to a
lattice. It was originally presented by Felix Bloch to describe the motion of electrons
in crystals, a problem which is represented in quantum physics by a Hamiltonian with
a periodic potential. In the context of phononic crystals, the periodic potential is replaced by a periodic modulation of the material constants of a Helmholtz equation,
and we are interested in the propagation of classical waves. In this section we propose a demonstration of Bloch’s theorem that applies to the Helmholtz equation with
periodic coefficients
− ∇ · (c(r)∇u(r)) = ω2 u(r).
(2.31)
An essential property of a crystal is that it is invariant under any translation that is
an integer multiple of the lattice constants. Let us accordingly introduce the primitive
lattice vectors a1 , a2 , and a3 (in 2D only a1 and a2 are required). They are not required
to be orthogonal, but they must not be parallel. As represented in Figure 2.12, they
define a parallelepiped (or rhomboid) in 3D, with volume V = |a1 · (a2 × a3 )|, or a
parallelogram in 2D, with surface S = |a1 · a2 |. The parallelepiped or the parallelogram
thus defined is a unit cell of the crystal. In Section 2.4 we specify the concepts of a
primitive unit cell and a Wigner–Seitz cell, but they are not required at this stage.
Theorem 2.1 (Bloch’s theorem for classical waves). The eigenmodes of the periodic
Helmholtz equation are Bloch waves of the form
̃
u(r) = exp(−ık · r)u(r)

(2.32)

̃ is a periodic function with the same periodicity as the crystal and k is the
where u(r)
Bloch wavevector.
We propose a simplified proof of the theorem in the following. By simplified, we mean
that we do not attempt a rigorous mathematical proof, which would be outside our
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Fig. 2.12: Primitive lattice vectors of a crystal. (a) The primitive lattice vectors in 2D are two nonparallel vectors a1 and a2 . They define a natural unit cell in the form of a parallelogram with surface
S = |a1 · a2 |. The parallelogram can be used to pave all 2D space periodically. (b) The primitive lattice vectors in 3D are three nonparallel vectors a1 , a2 , and a3 . They define a natural unit cell in the
form of a parallelepiped (or rhomboid) with volume V = |a1 · (a2 × a3 )|. The parallelepiped can be
used to pave all 3D space periodically.

scope and capabilities, but that we want to outline instead the important concepts
that lead to the theorem itself.
Proof. Let us first define the translation operator T(R) that shifts every wavefield by
the vector R = n1 a1 + n2 a2 + n3 a3 , where n1 , n2 , n3 are integers. Its action is defined
by T(R)u(r) = u(r + R). Discrete periodicity in a crystal can be described as invariance
in any such translation. Defining the Helmholtz operator by Lu(r) = −∇ · (c(r)∇u(r)) −
ω2 u(r), where c(r) is a periodic function, it is clear that L(r + R) = L(r). Furthermore,
L commutes with all translations, i.e.
T(R)Lu(r) = L(r + R)u(r + R) = L(r)T(R)u(r).
It is also obvious that translations commute, or
T(R )T(R)u(r) = u(r + R + R ) = T(R)T(R )u(r).
We will assume that eigenvectors of all the translation operators and of the Helmholtz
operator do exist. Then from the commutation property of operators, we know that
there exists a common eigenvector basis to the Helmholtz operator and all the translation operators. In linear algebra, this is known as the fact that commuting matrices are
simultaneously diagonalizable. Note that the different operators actually have different eigenvalues for every particular common eigenvector. The common eigenvectors
are called – by definition – Bloch waves.
Let us consider one such Bloch wave u(r). We denote as α i its eigenvalues for the
elementary discrete translations T(ai ), i = 1, 2, 3. Since T(ai )u = α i u, it follows that
n n n
T(R)u = α11 α22 α33 u. Hence, we have a simple expression for the eigenvalues of all
discrete translation operators of the lattice. We have two possibilities from now on to
conclude the demonstration.
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(i) In solid state physics, it is customary to consider that the crystal is periodic
but finite in size, and that it can be viewed as composed of N1 × N2 × N3 unit cells.
If the crystal is large enough, we can consider Born–Von Karman periodic boundary
N N N
conditions for the crystal as u(r + N i ai ) = u(r). Then we have α1 1 α2 2 α3 3 = 1, which
implies that the α i are N i -th roots of unity. In particular they are complex numbers of
modulus one.
(ii) If we want to avoid the Born–Von Karman periodic boundary conditions, we
can remark that a translation of the wavefield preserves its energy (is a unitary transformation). Then its eigenvalues should be of unit modulus. Of course this implies
that the energy of the wave can be defined. For instance, the energy of the plane wave,
obtained by integrating its square modulus over the whole space, is infinite! This example shows that the requirement is not always fulfilled. One way around this is to
consider the energy density integrated over any compact (closed and bounded) subset of Euclidean space.
Anyway, because they are complex numbers of unit modulus we can now pose
α i = exp(−2ıπβ i ), with the β i some real numbers. We further form a vector k = β1 b1 +
β2 b2 + β3 b3 , where the bi are basis vectors, until now arbitrary. We are in a position
̃ ≜ exp(ık · r)u(r) is periodic. Actually
to prove that u(r)
̃ + ai ) = exp(ık · (r + ai ))u(r + ai )
u(r
= exp(ık · r) exp(ık · ai ) exp(−2ıπβ i )u(r)
̃
= exp(ıβ j bj · ai ) exp(−2ıπβ i )u(r).
̃ + ai ) = u(r).
̃
Hence it suffices to choose the bi such that bj · ai = 2πδ ij to obtain u(r
This natural choice defines the reciprocal lattice basis vectors. The reciprocal lattice
is a periodic pavement of wavevector space.

2.3 Physical origin of band gaps
We will frequently meet Bloch’s theorem again in the remaining chapters. It will specifically be used to define the band structure of sonic crystals in Chapter 4 and of phononic crystals in Chapter 6. But before doing so, it is instructive to directly derive
some properties of wave propagation in periodic media for some simple but illustrative
cases, especially in one dimension. This is particularly useful in order to understand
the concepts of Bragg band gaps and of local resonance, independently of further complications.
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2.3.1 1D periodic media
Let us start with the very common example of a linear chain of masses coupled by
springs. This is the basic model that is often used to introduce the concept of phonons
in solid state physics.
C

C

m

(a)

m

C

a

ω(k)/Ω

2

1

0
−1

0

(b)

1

k/b

Fig. 2.13: A linear chain of masses coupled by springs. (a) The masses m are assumed to be punctual and to be connected by springs with stiffness C. The one-dimensional chain is periodic and
infinite, with a lattice constant a. (b) The dispersion relation (2.36) gives the frequency of propagating Bloch waves as a function of wavenumber. b = 2π/a is the reciprocal lattice constant and
Ω2 = 2C/m.

Linear chain. Let us consider a linear chain of punctual masses m connected by
springs with stiffness C (a very simple model for atoms with nearest neighbor only
bonds, as depicted in Figure 2.13 (a)). The dynamical equation of motion of the masses
is given by Newton’s first law
m

∂2 u n
= C(u n+1 − u n ) + C(u n−1 − u n ).
∂t2

(2.33)

This is an infinite system of linear coupled equations. We consider the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the sequence u n as
∞

̌
u(q)
= ∑ u n exp(2ıπqn),
n=−∞

q ∈ [−1/2, 1/2],

(2.34)
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with the inverse formula
1/2

̌
exp(−2ıπqn).
u n = ∫ dq u(q)

(2.35)

−1/2

Taking the DFT of the linear chain equation, every Fourier component is decoupled
and we have
m

̌
∂2 u(q)
̌
̌
= C(exp(2ıπq) + exp(−2ıπq) − 2)u(q)
= 2C(cos(2πq) − 1)u(q).
∂t2

This is a harmonic equation: the solutions are time harmonic (monochromatic) with
an angular frequency given by the dispersion relation
ω2 = Ω2 (1 − cos(2πq))
with Ω2 = 2C/m. Considering that the masses are separated by distance a, the lattice
constant, we choose to write 2πq = ka, with k the wavenumber.¹ Hence we cast the
dispersion relation in the form
ω(k)2 = Ω2 (1 − cos(ka)).

(2.36)

It is not difficult to verify that every function exp(ı(ωt−kna)) is a Bloch wave of the original equation (2.33). To show this, let us apply Bloch’s theorem by defining the solution
over the unit cell in the form u(r) = u n δ(r − na). The Dirac delta function is introduced
to respect the discrete physical nature of the problem. Every Bloch wave then has the
dependence u n = u0 δ(r − na) exp(ı(ωt − kna)), with only one degree of freedom (u0 )
per Bloch wave. Inserting this expression in (2.33) directly yields the dispersion relation (2.36). With this example, we want to stress that it is not always necessary to use
Bloch’s theorem to obtain the eigenfunctions of a periodic wave propagation problem.
The dispersion relation of the linear chain of masses is plotted in Figure 2.13 (b). It
can be observed that propagating Bloch waves belong to only one band and that there
is a maximum frequency √2Ω that is attained at the edge of the first Brillouin zone.
Dispersion relation (2.36) can also easily be expressed in the form k(ω), in which case
solutions of the dispersion relation with complex imaginary values of k are readily
found. We will highlight these evanescent solutions in the following example of the
bilinear chain.
Bilinear chain. Let us enrich the previous model and consider a linear chain with two
types of punctual masses, or two types of atoms, as depicted in Figure 2.14. The dy-

1 Note that the wavenumber k was defined previously through a continuous Fourier transform. Since
we are using a discrete Fourier transform here, k is arbitrarily defined from the variable q with respect
to the lattice constant.
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namical equations of motion are
∂2 u n
= C(v n − u n ) + C(v n−1 − u n ),
∂t2
∂2 v n
m2 2 = C(u n+1 − v n ) + C(u n − v n ).
∂t

m1

(2.37)
(2.38)

Taking the DFT, and with the notations Ω21 = 2C/m1 and Ω22 = 2C/m2 ,
̌
Ω21
∂2 u(q)
̌
̌
=
(1 + exp(−2ıπq))v(q)
− Ω21 u(q),
2
∂t2
̌
Ω22
∂2 v(q)
̌
̌
=
(1 + exp(2ıπq))u(q)
− Ω22 v(q).
2
∂t2
This is a pair of coupled harmonic equations, with time harmonic solutions such that
Ω21
̌
(1 + exp(−2ıπq))v(q)
= 0,
2
Ω2
̌
̌
+ 2 (1 + exp(2ıπq))u(q)
= 0.
(ω2 − Ω22 )v(q)
2

̌
+
(ω2 − Ω21 )u(q)

These equations are compatible only if the determinant vanishes, leading to the dispersion relation
1
(ω2 − Ω21 )(ω2 − Ω22 ) = Ω21 Ω22 (1 + cos(ka))
(2.39)
2
where we have again used 2πq = ka. As previously, exactly the same dispersion relation can be obtained directly from Bloch’s theorem by considering a unit cell with two
degrees of freedom, for instance
u(r) = u n δ(r + a/4 − na) + v n δ(r − a/4 − na).
Solving (2.39) for ω as a function of k we obtain
ω2 =

1 2
1
(Ω + Ω22 ) ± √ Ω41 + Ω42 + 2Ω21 Ω22 cos(ka).
2 1
2

(2.40)

The dispersion relation (2.40) defines two bands, as shown in Figure 2.14 (b). Looking
at frequency ω as a function of k, there are two solutions for the frequency ranges
[0, Ω1 ] and [Ω2 , √ Ω21 + Ω22 ]. We can thus notice the appearance of a band gap for frequencies between Ω1 and Ω2 : there are no propagating Bloch waves in this frequency
range. The same observation holds for all frequencies above √ Ω21 + Ω22 .
Suppose we place some mechanism at the origin to excite waves inside the bilinear
chain of masses, for instance some system vibrating at frequency ω. If the frequency
is within one of the two pass-band ranges, we can expect to see waves outgoing to the
left and the right from the origin, with a phase velocity given by the ratio ω/k that can
be read from Figure 2.14 (b). In order for this phase velocity to be defined uniquely, the
range of wavenumbers must be restricted to the first Brillouin zone, shown inside the
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Fig. 2.14: A bilinear chain of masses coupled by springs. (a) The masses m1 and m2 are assumed to
be punctual and connected by springs with stiffness C. The one-dimensional chain is periodic and
infinite, with a lattice constant a, but there are two “atoms” per unit cell. (b) The dispersion relation
(2.40) gives the frequency of propagating Bloch waves as a function of wavenumber. b = 2π/a
is the reciprocal lattice constant. Ω21 = 2C/m1 and Ω22 = 2C/m2 . The first Brillouin zone for the
one-dimensional lattice is outlined in gray. (c) The complex dispersion relation (2.41) and (2.42) give
the real part (left panel) and the imaginary part (right panel) of k as a function of ω. Note that the
periodicity of the real part of k is not shared by its imaginary part. Bloch waves with complex values
of the wavenumber are evanescent.
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gray rectangle in the figure. As we will argue in Section 2.4, this restriction is a direct
consequence of periodicity. But what happens if the frequency is within one of the two
band gap ranges where no propagating Bloch wave exists?
In order to answer that question, let us solve for the wavenumber as a function of
frequency in (2.39). For any frequency for which a Bloch wave exists, we will find the
same solutions as before, obviously. Frequencies inside the first band gap are such
that the left-hand side of (2.39) is negative; frequencies in the second band gap are
such that this quantity exceeds Ω21 Ω22 ; in both cases no real-valued solution can be
found for k. We thus let the wavenumber become complex so that the dispersion relation can be satisfied. Writing k = k r + ık i , and using the identity
cos(x + ıy) = cos x cosh y + ı sin x sinh y,
we can solve the dispersion relation as follows.
– Inside the first band gap, k r a = π (2π), so that cos(ka) = − cosh(k i a). The notation
π (2π) means π modulo 2π. We find two complex bands as
k i a = ± cosh−1 (1 − (
–

ω2
ω2
−
1)
− 1)) .
(
Ω21
Ω22

(2.41)

Above the second band, k r a = 0 (2π), so that cos(ka) = cosh(k i a). We find again
two complex bands as
k i a = ± cosh−1 ((

ω2
ω2
−
1)
− 1) − 1) .
(
Ω21
Ω22

(2.42)

Figure 2.14 (c) displays the real part and the imaginary part of k(ω) as obtained from
(2.41) and (2.42). This way of plotting the dispersion relation is a complex band structure and will be discussed specifically in Chapter 9. It is of course identical to the classical band structure ω(k) plotted in Figure 2.14 (b), providing it is limited to the frequency range of propagating Bloch waves. Inside the band gaps, a nonzero imaginary
part of k indicates an evanescent wave. Actually, the Bloch wave expression (2.32) is
explicitly in this one-dimensional case
̃
u(x1 ) = exp(k i x1 ) exp(−ık r x1 )u(r).

(2.43)

The first exponential term indicates either an exponentially increasing wave if k i x1 >
0, or an exponentially decreasing wave otherwise. If the boundary conditions of the
problem command to select only decreasing solutions, as in the case of radiation toward infinity, then k i < 0 must be chosen for the half space x1 > 0 and conversely
k i > 0 must be chosen for the half space x1 < 0. As Figure 2.14 (c) illustrates, both
signs of k i are always present, so this choice can always be made. We can now answer the question we asked previously: if the frequency is within one of the two band
gap ranges where no propagating Bloch wave exists, then the response of the bilinear
chain of masses will be in the form of a localized (nonpropagating) wave centered at
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the excitation point and decaying evanescently on both sides so that no energy can be
transported toward infinity. The spatial extent of this localized wave is directly measured by the magnitude |k i |, a larger value meaning a faster decay.
We could also have obtained complex values for ω(k) generalizing (2.40). We did
not do so because we find it a bit less easy to attach a physical meaning to a complex
frequency ω for a given real wavenumber k. The excitation would have a spatial dependence of the type exp(−ıkx1 ), but there are always a number of propagating Bloch
waves with different real frequencies whatever the wavenumber, so it would be difficult to isolate complex frequencies in the response of the system. Anyway, coming
back to the discussion of explicit and implicit dispersion relations, the k(ω) and the
ω(k) dispersion relations are explicit, while the dispersion relation (2.39) is implicit.
The latter contains the former, obviously, and has an even richer span of potential
(ω, k) solutions than those we plotted in Figure 2.14.
One-dimensional sinusoidal grating. Let us consider a sinusoidal modulation of the
celerity in the 1D wave equation
∂2 u
∂2 u
− c2 (x) 2 = 0, c2 (x) = c20 + c21 sin(2πx/a)
2
∂t
∂x

(2.44)

as depicted in Figure 2.15 (a).

3b
ω/c0
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(a)
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k

Fig. 2.15: A one-dimensional sinusoidal grating. (a) The sinusoidal modulation of the squared velocity extends to plus and minus infinity along axis x. (b) The dispersion relation in the limit that
the amplitude of the sinusoidal modulation goes to zero is called the empty lattice model. In the
one-dimensional case it is simply composed of two sets of parallels lines indicating left- and rightpropagating Bloch waves.
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̃ exp(ı(ωt −
Let us look for the Bloch waves of this equation in the form u(t, x) = u(x)
̃
kx)). u(x)
is a periodic function with period a and thus admits the Fourier series representation
∞

̃
u(x)
= ∑ ũ p exp(−2ıπpx/a).

(2.45)

p=−∞

According to the definition of the reciprocal lattice, here also one-dimensional, we put
b = 2π/a. As a result, we can write
∂2 u(t, x)
= −ω2 exp(ıωt) ∑ ũ p exp(−ı(k + pb)x)
∂t2
p
and
∂2 u(t, x)
= − exp(ıωt) ∑(k + pb)2 ũ p exp(−ı(k + pb)x).
∂x2
p
Inserting these expressions in the wave equation and noting that sin(bx) =
− exp(−ıbx)) results in the infinite set of coupled equations

1
2ı (exp(ıbx)

(c20 (k + pb)2 − ω2 )ũ p +

c21
c2
(k + (p + 1)b)2 ũ p+1 − 1 (k + (p − 1)b)2 ũ p−1 = 0.
2ı
2ı

The matrix of this linear system of equations is Hermitian tridiagonal
..
c21

..

.

2
(− 2ı (k − 2b)
(
(
0
(

.

c20 (k − b)2 − ω2
c21

− 2ı (k −
0

(

..
.

0
b)2

c21

2
2ı k
c20 k2 − ω2
c2
− 2ı1 k2

0

) (ũ −1 )
)( ̃ )
) ( u0 ) = 0.
+
)
2
2
2
ũ 1
c0 (k + b) − ω
..
..
. )
.
)(
0

c21
2ı (k

b)2

The system of equations is compatible only if the determinant vanishes, which will
provide us with a secular dispersion relation in the end. Because the matrix is infinite,
however, it is impossible the find the roots analytically. With a computer program, it
would be straightforward to truncate the matrix to some finite size and to obtain the
roots. Let us, however, outline a simple approximate solution. If the modulation is
small, or c21 ≪ c20 , the determinant will be dominated by its diagonal term (which is
just the product of all diagonal terms). If c1 = 0, the determinant vanishes exactly for
c0 (k + pb) = ±ω, for all p. This defines the empty lattice dispersion relation of the 1D
periodic structure and is depicted in Figure 2.15 (b).
If c1 is small, the determinant will vanish in the vicinity of the empty lattice dispersion relation, by continuity. We have in addition the exceptional case when two
diagonal terms with different indices p and p vanish simultaneously for the same k
and ω. This happens whenever k + pb = −(k + p b) = ω/c0 . The first equality implies that 2k = (p − p)b, which is exactly the condition defining the crossings of the
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empty lattice model. Now if |p − p| > 1 there is no off-diagonal coefficient in the matrix to couple the two amplitudes. Hence we can restrict the analysis to the case that
|p − p| = 1.
Let us specify the dispersion relation around the conditions ω = c0 b/2 and k =
b/2, i.e. for p = 0 and p = −1 (an equivalent possibility is to select any pair of integers
such that p − p = 1). In the infinite matrix, the only diagonal terms close to zero are
those for p and p . Then ũ p and ũ p can be expected to have dominant values compared
to all the other amplitudes. We can thus restrict the analysis to these two partial waves
only. Correspondingly, we extract the submatrix of size 2 × 2
(

c20 (k − b)2 − ω2
c2

− 2ı1 (k − b)2

c21 2
ũ −1
2ı k
)(
)
2 2
2
ũ 0
c0 k − ω

= 0,

which amounts to neglecting all other Fourier amplitudes. The dispersion relation is
given by the vanishing determinant
(c20 (k − b)2 − ω2 )(c20 k2 − ω2 ) −

c41 2
k (k − b)2 = 0,
4

(2.46)

providing us with an implicit dispersion relation. In order to ease calculations we introduce the notations
α=

c21

,
2c20
b
k = (1 + q),
2
b
ω/c0 = (1 + η),
2
with q and η assumed small compared to unity. The dispersion relation can be rewritten
(q − η − 2)(q + η)(q − η)(q + 2 + η) = α2 (q + 1)2 (q − 1)2 .
A Taylor expansion limited to second-order terms gives
η2 = q2 (1 −

α2
α2
.
)+
2
4

(2.47)

The dispersion relation ω(k) is thus parabolic around k = b/2 (or q = 0) with two
branches that are symmetric with respect to the horizontal line ω/c0 = b/2 and given
by
ω(q)/c0 = b/2 (1 ± √ q2 (1 −

α2
α2
)+
).
2
4

(2.48)

The width of the band gap is Δω/c0 = αb/2, since the entrance and exit frequencies
of the band gap are given by ω(q = 0)/c0 = b/2(1 ± α/2) in (2.48).
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Fig. 2.16: Complex band structure k(ω) of the 1D sinusoidal grating. (a) The real part of the dispersion relation follows the empty lattice dispersion relation away from crossings where a band gap is
formed. The band gap width is αb/2, a measure of the modulation depth of the sinusoidal grating.
(b) The imaginary part of the dispersion relation approximately forms a circle in the band gap range.

Let us analyze the complex band structure k(ω) in the vicinity of the band gap. We
obtain from (2.47)
2
√ η2 − α4
q(η) = ±
.
(2.49)
√1 − α22
This complex dispersion relation is plotted in Figure 2.16. Expression (2.49) shows that
2
within the band gap the wavevector becomes complex imaginary since η2 − α4 ≤ 0.
The largest imaginary value is obtained at the center of the band gap (for η = 0) and is
approximately q = ±ı 2α . The two imaginary branches thus approximately form a circle
connecting the lower and the upper real bands.
The solution technique we have just used can be termed a coupling of modes technique. The coupled equations actually relate the amplitudes ũ p exp(−ı(k + pb)x) of the
Bloch waves of the empty lattice or unperturbed periodic medium. The significance of
the result we have obtained is that the coupling of these amplitudes is only important
around the crossings of the dispersion relations of the unperturbed Bloch waves. In
this picture, we can say that the band gap opens as a result of the interference of a
right-propagating Bloch wave with a left-propagating Bloch wave.
One-dimensional general grating. We can generalize the previous sinusoidal grating
by considering an arbitrary periodic modulation of the celerity in the 1D wave equation. We will only outline the derivation, which is straightforwardly extended from
the purely sinusoidal case, and give the main conclusions. Expression (2.44) is gener-
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(x)
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∞

c2 (x) = ∑ c2q exp(ıqbx)

(2.50)

q=−∞

with b = 2π/a as before. We can look for the Bloch waves of this equation by inserting
the Fourier series expansion of c2 (x) in the wave equation. We will end up with a linear
system of coupled equations for the amplitudes of the unperturbed Bloch waves of the
1D lattice
∞

∑ c2q (k + (p + q)b)2 ũ p+q = ω2 ũ p .
q=−∞

In matrix form, this system is
..

.

(
(⋅ ⋅ ⋅
(
..
( .

..

.
2
c0 (k − b)2 − ω2
c2−1 (k − b)2
c2−2 (k − b)2
..
.

..

.
2 2
c1 k
c20 k2 − ω2
c2−1 k2
..
.

..

.
2
c2 (k + b)2
c21 (k + b)2
2
c0 (k + b)2 − ω2
..
.

..

.

..
.

ũ
) ( −1 )
)
(
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ) ( ũ 0 )
) = 0.
ũ 1
.
..
. ) ( .. )

For any pair of integers p and p = p + q such that two diagonal terms with different
indices vanish simultaneously, we can expect the corresponding unperturbed Bloch
waves to become coupled. Coupling is then provided through the off-diagonal matrix
elements containing c2±q . This happens whenever k + pb = −(k + p b) = ω/c0 , further
implying 2k = −(p + p)b = −(2p + q)b and ω/c0 = −qb/2. As a result, band gaps are
expected to appear at all crossings of the empty lattice model, with band gap widths
directly depending on the value of c2±q /c20 . The edges of the Brillouin zones are reached
for odd values of q; their centers are reached for even values of q other than zero;
no band gap opens at the center of the first Brillouin zone and ω = 0 (q = 0 is not
allowed).

2.3.2 Two- and three-dimensional cases
Wave propagation in 2D and 3D periodic media in general cannot be treated analytically as we have just done in a few 1D examples. In the subsequent chapters we will
introduce theoretical and numerical tools to tackle them in the case of sonic and phononic crystals. Here we want to emphasize some physical concepts specific to wave
propagation in two and three dimensions, and to introduce the concept of the Bragg
band gap in a heuristic fashion based on them.
Figure 2.17 (a) shows an example calculation of the 2D scattering of a plane harmonic wave on a small cylindrical object. The practical implementation of this computation is explained in Chapter 3; it is based on solving the acoustic Helmholtz equation
for pressure waves using the scattered field method (see Section 3.3). A plane harmonic
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Fig. 2.17: Scattering of a harmonic plane wave by cylindrical inclusions. Inclusions are made of
steel and placed in water. The frequency is 850 kHz in all examples. Incidence is horizontal and from
the left to the right. A perfectly matched layer (PML) terminates the computation domain. (a) A single cylinder with radius 0.8 mm scatters the incident wave in all space, re-emitting cylindrical waves
in the far field. Both the scattered field (a1) and the total field (a2) are shown. (b) 7 cylinders form
a row with separation a = 1 mm. The radius of the cylinders is now 0.4 mm. Both the scattered
field (b1) and the total field (b2) are shown. (c) A line source with height 5a is added to the left of
the 7-cylinder row. A unit pressure at the line source is enforced as an internal boundary condition.
(d) Sketch of the computational domain in case (c).
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wave of the form u i = exp(ı(ωt − k1 x1 )) is incident along direction x1 in a homogeneous and isotropic medium with velocity c1 . A cylindrical object with a different velocity c2 is placed somewhere in space. The diameter of the object is roughly of the
order of one wavelength as measured in the incident medium. The small object introduces a heterogeneity that redistributes the incident wave in all space. The scattered
field u s = u − u i plotted in Figure 2.17 (a1) measures this change, with u the actual
wavefield plotted in Figure 2.17 (a2). Of course, u = u i + u s can also be said to be the
sum of the incident and of the scattered fields. In the near field, the scattered field
appears mostly as a dipole with an excess of pressure in front of the cylinder, caused
by reflection on its boundary, and low pressure inside it. But in the far field, the wavefronts become more and more circular in shape as they escape from the scatterer. This
is consistent with Property 2.5 in Section 2.1.2, considering the scatterer a secondary
source of waves.
Next we form a row of seven cylinders parallel to the incident wavefronts, as
shown in Figure 2.17 (b). The diameter of the cylinders is now about half a wavelength. The distance between cylinders, a, is chosen in anticipation of introducing a
Bragg band gap in a sonic crystal composed of such steel cylinders in water. Being
smaller, the individual scatterers are less efficient than the single scatterer case we
considered before, but their combination as a row is able to create a scattered field
forming vertical lines similar to those of the incident plane harmonic wave.
Instead of an incident plane harmonic wave, which is after all only a mathematical idealization, it is tempting to try to include a source of pressure waves that would
resemble an actual ultrasonic transducer. In Figure 2.17 (c) this is implemented by introducing a line source along which a unit pressure is imposed. The height of the line
source is only 5a, or a bit less than 3 wavelengths in water. For such a small height,
the waves emitted by the source line undergo a strong natural diffraction, diverging
fast as they propagate away. Compared to the incident harmonic plane wave case in
Figure 2.17 (b), a standing wave appears between the source and partial reflection on
the row of cylinders; in the transmitted wavefield after the cylinders there is to some
degree a re-collimation of the waves emitted by the small line source. Diffraction and
collimation in sonic and phononic crystals will be discussed specifically in Chapter 12.
A square-lattice sonic crystal is next formed by considering four rows of seven
steel cylinders, as shown in Figure 2.18. With the lattice constant and the material combination chosen, there is in principle a band gap around the frequency of 850 kHz, as
we will show in Chapter 4. The existence of the band gap will be demonstrated for an
infinite periodic crystal, but how does it manifest in a finite crystal with only a small
number of rows? The scattered field shown in Figure 2.18 (a1) is concentrated before
the entrance interface and after the exit interface between plain water and the crystal. On the reflection side, the scattered waves are approximately plane and in phase
with the incident field: interference is constructive and reflection is enhanced. On the
transmission side, the scattered waves are also approximately plane but in phase opposition with the incident field: interference is destructive and transmission tends to
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Fig. 2.18: Appearance of a Bragg band gap in a finite-size square-lattice sonic crystal. A 7 × 4 array
of steel cylinders in placed in water. The radius of the cylinders is 0.4 mm and the lattice constant
a = 1 mm. The frequency is 850 kHz. Incidence is horizontal and from the left to the right. A perfectly matched layer (PML) terminates the computation domain. (a) Numerical simulation is first
performed in the scattered field formulation with an incident harmonic plane wave. Both the scattered field (a1) and the total field (a2) are shown. (b) Numerical simulation is then performed by
adding a line source with height 5a. (c) Sketch of the computational domain.

be canceled. This is a direct illustration of the mechanism of Bragg interference. The
addition of more crystal rows reinforces reflection and accordingly decreases transmission. Various illustrations of the Bragg band gap mechanism will be shown in later
chapters.

2.3.3 Local resonance
We have already discussed at length the Bragg mechanism for opening band gaps.
Local resonances can also open band gaps, as we will now illustrate with a simple onedimensional example that is adapted from reference [161]. A more in-depth discussion
of local resonance is proposed in Chapter 10.
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Fig. 2.19: A single resonator grafted on a waveguide. (a) Schematic with definitions of transmission
channels (see text). The two-dimensional waveguide is single-mode within the frequency range of
interest. Neumann boundary conditions apply on the waveguide walls. The width of the waveguide
is L. (b) Dispersion relation of the fundamental guided mode (mode 0) and of the first evanescent
guided mode (mode 1). ω1 is the cut-off frequency of the first guided mode, Ω is the resonance
frequency of the isolated resonator in (2.52). α and β are propagation constants. (c) Plot of the reflection (|r|), transmission (|t|), and evanescence (|s|) coefficients as a function of frequency.

A single resonator grafted on a waveguide. Let us consider a generic waveguide supporting only one propagating mode in the frequency range of interest. We also say that
the waveguide is single-mode. As an example, the waveguide in Figure 2.11 supports
only the propagation of the fundamental mode for angular frequencies ω < πc/L,
with L the width of the waveguide. We consider Neumann boundary conditions on
the waveguide walls, so that the fundamental guided mode is nondispersive. A practical implementation is the air tube [161].
As depicted in Figure 2.19, there is a resonator connected to the side of the waveguide. For our purpose, we will not need to precisely explicate the details of the resonator. Its resonant behavior can be simply understood by stating that even a vanishingly small excitation can set it into motion, providing it is applied with the correct
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frequency. A model of this behavior is the forced harmonic oscillator with equation
Ku + M

∂2 u
= F exp(ıωt),
∂t2

(2.51)

with M a mass, K a stiffness, and F a force. u here represents displacement of the center of mass with respect to an equilibrium position. The same simple model is found
with optical or electrical resonators, for instance, with a different physical meaning
attached to the parameters of the model (i.e. dielectric constant, or capacitance and
inductance). Under harmonic motion, u = ū exp(ıωt) and the resonator equation becomes
(K − ω 2 M)ū = F.
K
the oscillation amplitude ū has the Lorentzian frequency dependence
With Ω = √ M

ū =

F
1
F
= L(ω).
M Ω2 − ω2 M

(2.52)

Obviously, ū becomes infinite at the resonance condition ω = Ω.
Now, we wish to describe the interaction of the waveguide with the resonator, and
ultimately to compute a reflection and a transmission for waves inside the waveguide.
As the waveguide is single-mode for the frequency range of interest, the fundamental
guided mode is a propagation channel for waves traveling to the right and to the left.
The field to the left of the resonator and far from it can be written as the superposition
of a right-propagating and of a left-propagating guided wave
p0 (x) = ψ0 (x2 ) (a1 e−ıβx1 + b1 e+ıβx1 ) ,

(2.53)

with wavenumber k1 = ±β = ±ω/c. Similarly, the field to the right of the resonator and
far from it can also be written
p0 (x) = ψ0 (x2 ) (a2 e−ıβx1 + b2 e+ıβx1 ) .

(2.54)

The function ψ0 (x2 ) is the transverse distribution of the fundamental guided mode; in
the 2D case it can be taken as a constant. In close proximity to the resonator, however,
the situation is different. Far from the connection between waveguide and resonator,
the force density is identically zero at equilibrium. In the vicinity of the connection,
however, the boundary conditions are modified and the field inside the waveguide
induces a force that can drive the resonator. Accordingly, energy from the waveguide
will be dragged by the resonator and will set it into motion. Reciprocally, the motion of
the resonator acts back on the waveguide and changes its equilibrium very locally. As
a useful idealization, we will consider that the connection can be reduced to a single
point at x1 = 0 where the force density is proportional to a Dirac delta function δ(x1 ).
Such a localized excitation of the waveguide results in the excitation of bound modes
composed of evanescent waves of the waveguide. Coming back to the dispersion relation of the waveguide depicted in Figure 2.11, all modes with number n ≥ 1 are evanescent with k1n (ω) = ±ı√(nπ/L)2 − ω2 /c2 . For simplicity, we will only retain the least
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evanescent partial wave with n = 1 and introduce the notation α = √(π/L)2 − ω2 /c2 .
Figure 2.19 (b) shows the dispersion relations of the fundamental and of the evanescent guided modes. There is thus a second channel for transmission through the waveguide, centered on the connection point and such that
{c1 ψ1 (x2 )e αx1
p1 (x) = {
c ψ (x )e−αx1
{ 2 1 2

if x1 < 0,
if x1 > 0.

(2.55)

The function ψ1 (x2 ) is the transverse distribution of the first evanescent guided mode;
in the 2D case it can be taken as proportional to cos(πx2 /L). The appearance of evanescent waves inside the waveguide can be understood as arising from the Green’s function of the waveguide under the excitation δ(x1 ). At any position along the waveguide
except at x1 = 0, the total field is the superposition p(x) = p0 (x) + p1 (x).
At the connection point, we will assume that the field p is continuous. Because
the two waveguide modes are orthogonal there result the two conditions
a1 + b1 = a2 + b2 ,

(2.56)

c1 = c2 .

(2.57)

If the field p is continuous at the junction, its first derivative ∂p/∂x1 may not necessarily be. Actually, p1 in (2.55) is clearly discontinuous, and so should the superposition
be. We write the jump of ∂p/∂x1 as
+

[

∂p 0
] = L(ω)κ(x2 )p(0, x2 )
∂x1 0−

(2.58)

which can be obtained by integration of the wave equation in the waveguide subject to
a force density L(ω)κ(x2 )p(x)δ(x1 ), meaning that the resonator was initially set into
motion by the field distribution p(x) at the junction, with a resonant line shape given
by the Lorentzian L(ω), and creates back a stress distribution with some cross-section
dependence indicated by κ(x2 ), some function of x2 . Projecting this equation on the
two modes, we obtain the two equations
ıβ(−a2 + b2 ) − ıβ(−a1 + b1 ) = L(ω)(κ00 (a1 + b1 ) + κ01 c2 ),
−α(c1 + c2 ) = L(ω)(κ10 (a1 + b1 ) + κ11 c2 ),
with κ ij = ∫ dx2 κ(x2 )ψ i (x2 )ψ j (x2 ). The presence of the discontinuity thus acts as a
mixer of the two types of modes, which are otherwise completely uncoupled along the
waveguide. In obtaining this set of equations, however, we have created two equations
for the amplitudes of ψ0 (x2 ) and ψ1 (x2 ) from only one, so we must add the compatibility relation that the determinant of matrix κ ij vanishes, or κ00 κ11 − κ01 κ10 = 0.
We define the coefficients 𝛾0j = L(ω)κ0j /(2ıβ) and 𝛾1j = L(ω)κ1j /(2α). The equation system relating outgoing amplitudes (a2 and b1 ) to incoming amplitudes (a1 and
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b2 ) can then be written
1
( 12
0

1
2

−1
+ 𝛾00

𝛾10

0

a2

1

𝛾01 ) (b1 ) = ( 12 − 𝛾00
1 + 𝛾11
c2
−𝛾10

−1
a1
1
2 ) (b ) .
2
0

(2.59)

The solution to this linear system can be obtained exactly as
t
a2
(b1 ) = ( r
s
c2

r
a1
t) ( )
b2
s

1 + 𝛾11
,
D

r = t − 1,

(2.60)

with
t=
s=

−𝛾10
,
D

D = (1 + 𝛾00 )(1 + 𝛾11 ) − 𝛾01 𝛾10 .

r and t have the meaning of a reflection coefficient and of a transmission coefficient, respectively. s measures the part of the incoming amplitudes that is stored in the evanescent wave. Because of the compatibility relation, D = 1+ 𝛾00 + 𝛾11 . Far from resonance,
the 𝛾ij coefficients are negligible and it follows that t = 1, i.e. waves are simply transmitted through the waveguide without reflection and significant excitation of the resonator. r and t are seen to be related by the simple formula r = t − 1, implying that if
the transmission vanishes, then the incident wave is fully reflected (with a phase shift
of π). The condition for t = 0 is given by 1 + 𝛾11 = 0, which can happen at the angular
frequency
κ11
ω20 = Ω2 +
.
(2.61)
2α
Transmission canceling mostly occurs thanks to the Lorentzian line shape: even if the
coupling strength is small, since an undamped resonator will be able to exactly cancel
the transmission through the waveguide at a frequency close to but different from the
natural frequency Ω.
Figure 2.19 (c) shows the variation of the coefficients |t|, |r|, and |s| as a function
of frequency. The coupling coefficients are given the arbitrary values κ 00 = 0.05,
κ11 = 0.2, and κ01 = κ10 = 0.1. Note the sharp drop to zero of the transmission coefficient at locally-resonant frequency ω0 , in agreement with formula (2.61) (upward
frequency shift). At that frequency, transmission is completely canceled and a standing wave is formed as a result of the interference of the incident wave with the reflected
wave, as Figure 2.20 illustrates. The numerical computation in this figure is conducted
with the finite element and for pressure waves in air as explained in Chapter 3. In particular, radiation boundary conditions are implemented at both ends of the waveguide
in order to cancel spurious reflections.
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Fig. 2.20: A single resonator grafted on a waveguide. Numerical simulation of the pressure distribution in an air tube with a grafted resonator at exactly the locally-resonant condition (2.61). For
this frequency, transmission is completely canceled. Note the much stronger pressure distribution
inside the resonator compared to the waveguide.

A periodic array of resonators grafted on a waveguide. Let us now consider a onedimensional crystal of resonators grafted on a waveguide, as depicted in Figure 2.21.
We rewrite the scattering matrix of (2.60), limited to the amplitudes of the fundamental mode, as a transmission matrix.
t −r
a2
) = ( tr
b2
−t
2

(

2

r
a1
t
1 ) (b ) .
1
t

(2.62)

It can be easily verified that the determinant of this transmission matrix is unity. We
wish to relate the modal amplitudes at both ends of the unit cell of the crystal. We thus
use the propagators
(

e−ıβa/2
a2
) = (
0
b2

to obtain
(

0

a2

)(
e+ıβa/2
b

t
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)
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(
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r
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t
1 +ıβa ) ( b  )
1
te

= T(

0
a
) ( 1 )
+ıβa/2
e
b1

a1
).
b1

We can now apply Bloch’s theorem. As the problem is scalar, we can write Bloch
waves as p0 (x) = p̄ 0 (x) exp(−ıkx1 ) with p̄ 0 (x) periodic. In particular, we have the periodic Bloch boundary conditions
p0 (a/2, x2 ) = exp(−ıka)p0 (−a/2, x2 ).
Such periodic boundary conditions are somehow weaker than the original Bloch theorem, but are sufficient to determine the solution of the problem. Indeed, they show
that λ = exp(−ıka) is an eigenvalue of the transmission matrix T. In order to obtain
the eigenvalues, we can look for the zeros of the characteristic polynomial det(T − λI),
with I the identity matrix. A direct calculation shows that
det(T − λI) = λ2 + 1 −

λ 2
[(t − r2 )e−ıβa + e+ıβa ].
t
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Fig. 2.21: A periodic array of resonators grafted on a waveguide. (a) The resonators are arranged periodically along the waveguide with a lattice constant a. (b) The complex band structure shows that
around the locally-resonant frequency ω0 the imaginary part of the wavenumber becomes nonzero,
indicating evanescence within a band gap range. The real part of the wavenumber concurrently
undergoes a π-phase shift at frequency ω0 , in connection with the zero of transmission at this frequency.

Next we note that t − r = 1 and t2 − r2 = t + r, but also that
λ+

1
= 2 cos(ka).
λ

det(T − λI) = 0 then leads to the dispersion relation
r
cos(ka) = cos(βa) + ı sin(βa).
t
A smooth dependence with frequency enters via the definition of β, but a sharp dependence around the resonance frequency enters via r and t.
To understand the physical meaning of this dispersion relation, let us first remark
that whenever reflection is negligible (r = 0), transmission is unity (t = 1) and the
dispersion relation reduces to k = ±β, the dispersion of the fundamental guided mode.
Physically, the waves propagating along the waveguide do not see the local resonator
and nothing particular happens.
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Now, as we approach resonance, t becomes smaller and r increases. As a result
the second term (in sin(βa)) will dominate the first one (cos(βa)) as resonance is approached. It is actually useful to express
−𝛾11
L(ω)ακ11
r t−1
=ı
.
=
=
t
t
1 + 𝛾22
2αβ + L(ω)βκ22
Finally, we can express the dispersion relation as
cos(ka) = cos(βa) −

L(ω)ακ11
sin(βa).
2αβ + L(ω)βκ22

In the absence of loss, L(ω) is purely real. Assuming further that the coupling constants κ ij are real, the right-hand side is real also. The resonant term in factor of sin(βa)
goes to ±∞ at frequency ω0 . Around the resonant frequency, there is a range of frequencies where k becomes complex, defined by the condition |cos(ka)| > 1. A band
gap is thus introduced by the periodic array of resonators grafted on the waveguide.
Figure 2.21 displays the shape of the locally-resonant band gap in the complex
band structure. It can be noticed that this shape is quite different from those obtained
previously for the bi-atomic chain (Figure 2.14) and for the 1D sinusoidal modulation
(Figure 2.16). Here, the real part of the wavenumber reaches 0 at the band gap entrance
(defined by cos(ka) = ±1), stays constant until the resonant frequency ω0 where it
suddenly flips to π/a, reflecting a sign change as the resonance is crossed. It remains
constant again until the band gap exit (defined by cos(ka) = ∓1) is reached. Concurrently, the imaginary part of the wavenumber forms an asymmetric peak centered on
the resonant frequency ω0 .

2.4 Lattices, Brillouin zones and the band structure
In this section we give some definitions relative to the mathematical and physical description of crystals and more conceptually of periodic geometries. The presentation
is not intended to be comprehensive and we only describe the lattices that will be most
useful for subsequent chapters.

2.4.1 Bravais lattice
A Bravais lattice is an infinite array of discrete points generated by a set of discrete
translation operations described by vectors
R = n 1 a1 + n 2 a2 + n 3 a3 ,
a notation we have already used in Section 2.2. The integers n i are arbitrary and the
vectors ai are the primitive vectors. It is clear that seen from any position R the lattice
looks exactly the same. In other words, it is translationally invariant.
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A natural or artificial crystal is made up of a periodic arrangement of one or more
atoms, or of a given unit cell with an internal structure. This basis is repeated at each
lattice point, which is similar to a convolution of the punctual lattice with the unit cell.
Consequently, the crystal is translationally invariant in the same discrete translations
as the lattice.
Based on symmetry considerations,² there is only a finite number of distinct
Bravais lattices in each dimension.
– In one-dimensional space there is just one type of Bravais lattice, obviously.
– In two-dimensional space, there are five Bravais lattices: oblique, rectangular,
centered rectangular (rhombic), hexagonal, and square. They are depicted in Figure 2.22, together with a primitive cell (see next section).
– There are a total of 14 possible Bravais lattices in three-dimensional space. They
are conventionally grouped in 7 lattice systems and possibly differentiated by lattice centerings according to the definitions:
– Primitive (P): lattice points on the cell corners only.
– Body (I): one additional lattice point at the center of the cell.
– Face (F): one additional lattice point at the center of each of the faces of the
cell.
– Base (A, B or C): one additional lattice point at the center of each of one pair
of the cell faces.
Bravais lattices classified by lattice system and lattice centerings are listed in Table 2.1. The example of the cubic lattice system is depicted in Figure 2.23.

Tab. 2.1: The 14 three-dimensional Bravais lattices according to the seven lattice systems and four
different lattice centerings. Each Bravais lattice is named according to the combination of lattice
centering and system, in that order. For instance, the simple cubic (SC), the body-centered cubic
(BCC), and the face-centered cubic (FCC) lattices belong to the cubic lattice system.
Lattice centering
Lattice system

Simple
(P)

Body-centered
(I)

Face-centered
(F)

Base-centered
(A, B or C)

Triclinic
Monoclinic
Orthorhombic
Tetragonal
Rhombohedral
Hexagonal
Cubic

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

—
—
I
I
—
—
I

—
—
F
—
—
—
F

—
C
C
—
—
—
—

2 Two Bravais lattices are said to be equivalent if they have isomorphic symmetry groups.
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a2

a1

a2

(c)

a1

a2

a1
(d)

a1

(e)

Fig. 2.22: The five two-dimensional Bravais lattices. The primitive cell is shown as the gray parallelogram. The angle between primitive vectors a1 and a2 is denoted ϕ. (a) The oblique lattice is such
that |a1 | ≠ |a2 | and ϕ ≠ π/2. (b) The rectangular lattice is such that |a1 | ≠ |a2 | and ϕ = π/2. (c) The
centered rectangular lattice is such that |a1 | ≠ |a2 | and ϕ ≠ π/2, but (2a2 − a1 ) · a1 = 0 (the initial rectangle is shown with the dotted line). (d) The hexagonal lattice is such that |a1 | = |a2 | and
ϕ = 2π/3. (e) The square lattice is such that |a1 | = |a2 | and ϕ = π/2.

a2
a3
a3
a3

a2

a2
a1
a1
SC

BCC

a1

FCC

Fig. 2.23: Three-dimensional cubic Bravais lattices. Primitive vectors and primitive cell are depicted
for the simple cubic (SC), the body-centered cubic (BCC), and the face-centered cubic (FCC) lattices.

The lattice system should not be confused with the crystal system which is a class
of point groups. There are 7 different crystal systems that gather the 32 point groups
in three-dimensional space. The concepts of crystal system and point group will be
used to introduce the tensorial notation for elastic constants in Chapter 5. Sonic and
phononic crystals will be explicitly classified according to their Bravais lattice and
their symmetry properties will be discussed separately.
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2.4.2 Primitive cell
The crystal structure of a material, be it natural or artificial, can be described in terms
of its unit cell. The unit cell is any geometric “box” containing one or more “atoms”
arranged in two- or three-dimensions. Unit cells stacked periodically form the crystal
without leaving any empty space. There are actually an infinite number of possible
unit cells in general.

HEX

SQ
a

HC

a
a

Fig. 2.24: Wigner–Seitz cells for the square lattice, the hexagonal lattice and the honeycomb lattice.
The inclusions or “atoms” inside the cell are drawn for the close packing condition where they are
touching but nonoverlapping between adjacent cells.

The primitive cell is a unit cell built on the basis of the primitive vectors, as we have
depicted in Figures 2.12, 2.22, and 2.23. It has the minimum surface or volume required
to pave all space. The Wigner–Seitz cell also has exactly this minimum surface or volume. It is defined around a lattice point as the locus of points in space that are closer
to that lattice point than to any of the other lattice points. To construct it graphically,
one may first pick a lattice point. Then, lines are drawn to all closest lattice points. At
the midpoint of each line, another line (or plane) is drawn normal to each of the first
set of lines. As an example, Figure 2.24 shows the Wigner–Seitz for the square lattice,
the hexagonal lattice, and the honeycomb lattice, in two dimensions. The so-called
honeycomb lattice is actually a hexagonal lattice with two “atoms” in the primitive
cell, centered at positions ±(a1 − a2 )/3. The “atoms” are drawn at the maximum filling fraction, just at the condition of close packing. Note that the Wigner–Seitz cells of
the square and the honeycomb lattices are identical to the primitive cells, but that it is
a hexagon for the hexagonal lattice (compare with Figure 2.22). The Wigner–Seitz cells
of 3D Bravais lattices should ideally be practiced with 3D drawing software in order
to gain some intuition with them. Representations can be found in specialized books
and on the internet (e.g. Wikipedia).
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Tab. 2.2: Some useful geometrical quantities for some Bravais lattices. Coordinates are given with
respect to a reference Cartesian coordinate system. a = |ai | for 2D lattices; a is the side length of
the original cube for 3D cubic lattices. Filling fractions (FF) are defined with d the diameter of a cylindrical or spherical inclusion. The maximum filling fraction is given for the close packing condition.
Lattice

a1

a2

S or V

a3

SQ

(a, 0)

(0, a)

HEX

( 2a , − √23a )

( 2a ,

HC

( 2a , − √23a )

( 2a ,

SC

(a, 0, 0)

BCC
FCC

FF

max. FF
d2
a2

−

a2

π
4

√3a
2 )

−

√3a2
2

π d2
2√3 a2

π
2√3

√3a
2 )

−

√3a2
2

π d2
√3 a 2

π
3√3

(0, a, 0)

(0, 0, a)

a3

π d3
6 a3

π
6

( 2a , 2a , − 2a )

(− 2a , 2a , 2a )

( 2a , − 2a , 2a )

a3
2

π d3
3 a3

π √3
8

( 2a , 2a , 0)

(0, 2a , 2a )

( 2a , 0, 2a )

a3
4

2π d3
3 a3

π
3√2

π
4

Table 2.2 lists some useful geometrical values for some usual Bravais lattices we will
consider with sonic and phononic crystals.

2.4.3 Reciprocal lattice
The reciprocal lattice of a Bravais lattice is by definition the lattice in which the Fourier
transform of the wavefield of the original lattice is represented. The reciprocal lattice is
itself a Bravais lattice, and the reciprocal of the reciprocal lattice is the original lattice.
Mathematically, the reciprocal lattice can be described as the set of all vectors K that
satisfy the following identity for all lattice point position vectors R:
exp(−iK · R) = 1.
In the derivation of Bloch’s theorem we have already met the required reciprocal lattice
primitive vectors, defined from the relations
bj · ai = 2πδ ij ,
which form the natural basis for reciprocal lattice vectors written as
K = m 1 b1 + m 2 b2 + m 3 b3 .

The reciprocal lattice of the square lattice is also a square lattice. The reciprocal
lattice of the hexagonal lattice is also hexagonal, but with an additional π/6 rotation
in reciprocal space. The simple cubic Bravais lattice, with cubic primitive cell of side a,
has for its reciprocal a simple cubic lattice with a cubic primitive cell of side b = 2π
a .
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The reciprocal lattice to a face-centered cubic lattice is the body-centered cubic lattice,
and reciprocally.
The first Brillouin zone can be simply defined as the Wigner–Seitz cell of the reciprocal lattice. Knowledge of the Bloch waves inside it is thus sufficient to construct all
Bloch waves of a periodic medium. Any wavevector outside the first Brillouin zone can
be folded back inside because of periodicity, using some vector K with integer coordinates (m1 , m2 , m3 ). This is the reason why band structures are plotted with respect
to the first Brillouin zone. Further considering all of the symmetries of the unit cell in
the point group of the lattice, the first Brillouin zone can be reduced to the irreducible
Brillouin zone.
Figure 2.25 depicts the first Brillouin zones for the square and the hexagonal lattices in two dimensions. Some conventional high symmetry points are indicated in
each case. Point Γ represents the zero wavevector and all its translations by a reciprocal lattice vector; it is conventionally taken at the center of the first Brillouin zone.
k2
k2
M
b

M

X
Γ

K
Γ

k1

k1

b
Fig. 2.25: First Brillouin zones for the square and the hexagonal lattices. a = |ai |; b = 2π/a. The
irreducible Brillouin zone for a centro-symmetric unit cell is shaded in gray. The letters define high
symmetry points.

Tab. 2.3: Coordinates of high symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone for some Bravais lattices.
Coordinates are given with respect to a reference Cartesian coordinate system of reciprocal space.
a = |ai | for 2D lattices; a is the side length of the original cube for 3D cubic lattices; b = 2π/a.
SQ

X ( b2 , 0)

M ( b2 , b2 )

HEX

K ( 2b
3 , 0)

M ( b2 ,

SC

X ( b2 , 0, 0)

M ( b2 , b2 , 0)

R ( b2 , b2 , b2 )

BCC

H (0, 0, b)

P ( b2 , b2 , b2 )

N ( b2 , b2 , 0)

FCC

X (0, b, 0)

L ( b2 , b2 , b2 )

W ( b2 , b, 0)

b
)
2√3

U ( b4 , b, b4 )

K ( 3b
4 ,

3b
4 , 0)
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Points X and M for the square lattice, and K and M for the hexagonal lattice, are particular vertices of the first Brillouin zone boundary. Except for point K, they are midway
between two adjacent nodes of the reciprocal lattice. According to our discussion of
the empty lattice model, they are points in the band structure where the dispersion
of oppositely propagating Bloch waves cross; they are thus possible loci for the appearance of Bragg band gaps. Many examples of this property will be met later; it was
clearly apparent in the band structure in Figure 1.2 for a square-lattice sonic crystal.
In addition, Figure 2.25 also shows the irreducible Brillouin zones for the case that the
inclusions in the unit cell do not reduce the symmetries of the square and of the hexagonal lattices, as for instance drawn in Figure 2.24. Band structures are conventionally
plotted for a path in reciprocal space that goes along the boundary of the irreducible
Brillouin zone.
We do not specifically plot the Brillouin zone for 3D lattices, but representations
can easily be found in specialized books or internet webpages. For reference, we give
the coordinates of the high symmetry points of the Brillouin zones for the square, the
hexagonal, the simple cubic, the body-centered cubic, and the face-centered cubic
lattices in Table 2.3. These coordinates are typically useful to write computer programs
to obtain band structures.

3 Acoustic waves
This chapter proposes a synthetic presentation of the subject of acoustic waves in fluid
media, limited to linear elasticity. The contents are purposely limited to the necessary
background for understanding sonic crystals.

3.1 Dynamical equations of acoustic waves
3.1.1 1D acoustic equations
In this section, we present a basic derivation of linear acoustic equations, limited to
small deformations. For simplicity, we start with the one-dimensional case.
Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions. Let us consider a continuous, isotropic, and
perfectly compressible fluid. The Lagrange variables are attached to the material
point, for instance a particular molecule of the fluid. We denote a(t) the equilibrium position at time t. Any physical quantity can be thought of as a function of this
position and of time: G(t, a). The Euler variables, in contrast, only pay attention to
geometrical points of a given coordinate system: coordinate x and time t. The same
physical quantity as before will then be denoted g(t, x). Of course, the two descriptions aim at describing the same reality and they must be connected. The position of
any material point is a certain trajectory in the Eulerian coordinate system that we
write as x = X(t, a). It follows that G(t, a) = g(t, X(t, a)). This basic relation can be
specialized to the displacement by writing
U(t, a) = X(t, a) − a = u(t, X(t, a)).

(3.1)

This relation is illustrated by Figure 3.1.
∂X
The particle velocity is Vp = ∂U
∂t = ∂t in the Lagrangian description, while the
∂u
local velocity is v = ∂t in the Eulerian description. Given the relation (3.1) between
Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions, we have by the rules of differentiation of functions of several variables
(V p )i =

∂u i
∂u i (t, X(t, a))
.
= v i + (V p )j
∂t
∂x j

(3.2)

The approximation of linear acoustics is that every component of the gradient of the
i
displacement vector is much smaller than unity, or | ∂u
∂x j | ≪ 1. Under this approxima∂u i
tion, the strain S = ∇ · u = ∂x i is also much smaller than unity, or |S| ≪ 1, and the
particle and the local velocities are equal to the first order of approximation, or
Vp ≈ v.
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a

O

U(a, t)

x = X(a, t)

Fig. 3.1: Relation between Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates.

There is then no longer any need to distinguish between the Lagrangian and the Eulerian descriptions.
Let us consider the motion of a slice of fluid of surface σ and extending from x
to x + dx, such as depicted in Figure 3.2. We assume that dx is very small and will
eventually let it go to zero as a limit. The left-hand side of the slice experiences a displacement u, while the right-hand side experiences a displacement u + du. We note
that
∂u(t, x)
du =
dx = S dx
∂x
is much smaller than dx because of the approximation of linear acoustics. The coordinate of the left-hand side is x + u, while the coordinate of the right-hand side is
x + dx + u + du ≈ x + dx + u.
We assume that an acoustic wave is characterized by the pressure field P(t, x) it
induces within the fluid. The elementary pressure force acting on the slice is
dF = σ(P(t, x + u) − P(t, x + u + dx)),
where care has been taken that the force on each side points inward. To first order, the
elementary pressure force is then approximated by
dF ≈ −σ

∂P(t, x + u)
∂P(t, x + u)
dx = −
dV,
∂x
∂x

with dV = σ dx the volume of the fluid slice. The units of pressure are Pa, or N/m2 .
We can now apply Newton’s first law to the slice of fluid. We neglect any force
other than pressure, including gravity. We have
−

∂P(t, x)
∂2 u(t, x)
,
=ρ
∂x
∂t2

(3.3)

where ρ is the (static) density of the fluid, with units kg/m3 . In writing this relation,
we have approximated the mass of the slice as ρ dV, thus neglecting any (first-order
and above) variation of the fluid density. For the acceleration of the slice, the time
derivative of the local velocity has been used.
Pressure is in fact the sum of a static pressure and of a dynamical pressure
P(t, x) = P0 + p(t, x).

(3.4)

For instance, P0 could be the atmospheric pressure for acoustic waves in air. If seeking
a dynamic equation for the acoustic wave, we will only be interested in the variable
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u(t, x)

σ

x+u

x

p

dx

p

dx + du

Fig. 3.2: Deformation of a slice of a fluid under pressure. In its equilibrium state, the slice has position x and thickness dx. Under the action of the pressure field P(t, x) = p0 + p(t, x), the slice is
moving in time, reaching position x + u(t, x), while its thickness is changed by dx +du with du ≈ S dx
and S the strain.

part p(t, x). Indeed, P0 does not contribute to the dynamics of the fluid slice, as prescribed by (3.3), if it is independent of space. For the compressible fluid model, we
have the condition that the dynamical pressure is proportional to the local volume
variation. Hence, a constitutive relation is written as
p = −B

∂u
δ(dV)
= −B
= −BS,
dV
∂x

(3.5)

where B is an elastic modulus of compression (units: Pa); its inverse B−1 is the compressibility coefficient. It is implicit in this formula that the strain is considered a measure of the local dilation or compression of the fluid. In deriving (3.5), we have approximated δ(dV) ≈ σ((dx + du) − dx) = σ du. The choice of sign is such that a positive
elastic modulus implies that the volume of the fluid is diminished (S < 0) when it is
compressed (p > 0).
1D homogeneous wave equation. Suppose first that both ρ and B are constants anywhere in the spatial domain. Then combining (3.3) and (3.5), we obtain the 1D homogeneous wave equation
2
∂2 u
2∂ u
−
c
= 0 or
∂t2
∂x2

2
∂2 p
2∂ p
−
c
= 0,
∂t2
∂x2

(3.6)

with the acoustic velocity c = (B/ρ)1/2 (units: m/s). The local velocity and the strain
satisfy exactly the same scalar wave equation.
1D inhomogeneous wave equation. Suppose now that ρ and B are both functions
of position x. They could even be discontinuous functions. This is the general case
for sonic crystals, because the unit cell is inhomogeneous since the material con-
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stants change abruptly when passing from one material to another. The different physical quantities describing wave propagation then follow slightly different differential
equations, though they are all still of the wave equation type.
Pressure satisfies
∂ 1 ∂p
∂2 p
(3.7)
(
) = 2 ( ),
∂x ρ ∂x
∂t B
while the displacement satisfies
∂u
∂2 u
∂
(B ) = ρ 2 .
∂x
∂x
∂t

(3.8)

The main difference between the two equations comes from the fact that the material
constants cannot be factored out of the parentheses enclosing partial derivatives since
ρ and B depend on x.
In addition, it is seen that the strain follows yet another slightly different equation
∂ 1 ∂
∂2 S
(
(BS)) = 2 .
∂x ρ ∂x
∂t

(3.9)

Acoustic impedance. Assuming again a homogeneous acoustic medium, we can
come back to the general 1D solution to the wave equation outlined in Chapter 2:
u(t, x) = F(t − x/c) + G(t + x/c),
with F and G two arbitrary functions (arbitrary, though at least continuous and twice
differentiable). We have
v(t, x) =

∂u
̇ + x/c)
̇ − x/c) + G(t
= F(t
∂t

and
p(t, x) = −B

∂u
̇ + x/c)),
̇ − x/c) − G(t
= Z(F(t
∂x

with the acoustic impedance Z = ρc = B/c = √ρB (units: N.s/m3 ). As a result, pressure and velocity are proportional for waves propagating to the right, p+ = Zv+ , and
for waves propagating to the left p− = −Zv− . It is important to notice that the sign
changes before the acoustic impedance when propagating from left to right, and conversely. This remark will be important in the derivation of reflection and transmission
coefficients at the interface between two homogeneous media.

3.1.2 3D acoustic equations
In this section, we reconsider the equations previously obtained for 1D acoustic wave
propagation, in order to extend them to 3D propagation.
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x3
dx3 + du3

dx2 + du2
dx1 + du1

u
x2
dx3
dx2
dx1

x

x1
Fig. 3.3: Displacement and deformation of a small parallelepipedic volume dV under the action of
an acoustic wave.

The total pressure is
P(t, x) = P0 + p(t, x)

(3.10)

and is now a function of time t and of the position vector x = (x1 , x2 , x3 Strain is
still defined as the volume variation caused by the passing of the acoustic wave, or
)T .

S(t, x) =

δ(dV)
.
dV

With the linear acoustics frame, strain is approximated as
S(t, x) ≈ ∇ · u = u i,i ,

i = 1, 2, 3.

(3.11)

As an elementary proof, let us consider a parallelepiped defining volume dV, as depicted in Figure 3.3. One corner is at position x and side lengths are dx1 , dx2 , and dx3 .
As before, the parallelepiped moves in time and space. The origin corner is displaced
to position x + u and the side lengths are changed to dx i + du i , with du i ≈ u i,i dx i (no
repeated index summation in the last formula). The volume of the parallelepiped is
dV = dx1 dx2 dx3 . The variation of this volume is
dV + δ(dV) = (dx1 + du1 )(dx2 + du2 )(dx3 + du3 ),
so that to first order
δ(dV) ≈ du1 dx2 dx3 + dx1 du2 dx3 + dx1 dx2 du3 ,
and finally
S=

δ(dV) du1 du2 du3
+
+
≈ u i,i .
≈
dV
dx1 dx2 dx3

Newton’s first law writes
ρ

∂2 u
= −∇p
∂t2

or

ρ

∂2 u i
= −p ,i .
∂t2

(3.12)
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This vector equation is a direct generalization of (3.3). In particular, this equation
shows that the polarization of a plane wave is longitudinal: displacements are in the
direction of propagation. Indeed, consider the plane wave described by pressure p =
p0 F(t − s i x i ), then
∂2 u i
ρ 2 = p0 s i F  (t − s j x j )
∂t
and the acceleration is aligned with the slowness vector s.
For a linear and compressible fluid, we have again the constitutive relation p =
−BS. In the general case that the material constants are allowed to be discontinuous
with the domain of definition, pressure and displacement vector satisfy the following
wave equations
∂2 p
1
(3.13)
∇ · ( ∇p) = 2 ( )
ρ
∂t B
and

∂2 u
.
(3.14)
∂t2
The equation for pressure is a scalar wave equation while the equation for the displacement is a vector wave equation. The former is generally easier to solve than the
latter, this is the reason why pressure is most often used as the independent variable
for acoustic wave problems. In case the propagation medium is homogeneous, both
equations simplify to a scalar or vector form of the wave equation
∇ (B∇ · u) = ρ

∂2 p
− c2 △p = 0
∂t2

or

∂2 p
− c2 p ,ii = 0,
∂t2

(3.15)

∂2
u − c2 ∇(∇ · u) = 0
∂t2

or

∂2 u i
− c2 u j,ji = 0.
∂t2

(3.16)

and

Both equations are straightforward generalizations of (3.6). The velocity of acoustic
1
waves in the homogeneous fluid is still c = (B/ρ) 2 .

3.1.3 Poynting’s theorem for acoustic waves
Let us outline a result that is very useful for the analysis of the energy content of an
acoustic wave, Poynting’s theorem. We consider again (3.12), but now adding a body
force term that drives the solution
ρ

∂v
+ ∇p = f.
∂t

Taking the scalar product with the velocity, we get
ρ

∂v
· v + ∇p · v = f · v.
∂t
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The right-hand side is the time derivative of the density of work of the body force. The
first term of the left-hand side is the time derivative of the density of kinetic energy, or
ρ

∂( 1 ρv · v)
∂v
·v = 2
.
∂t
∂t

The second term can be transformed using the divergence relation
∇ · (pv) = (∇p) · v + p(∇ · v)
to give
∇p · v = ∇ · (pv) − p(∇ · v) = ∇ · (pv) + BS

∂S
.
∂t

Gathering all the terms, we obtain the relation
f ·v =

∂( 12 ρv · v) ∂( 12 BS2 )
+
+ ∇ · (pv).
∂t
∂t

n

Ω
σ

Fig. 3.4: Schematic representation of Poynting’s theorem. The temporal variation of the internal energy of domain Ω is given by the work of internal forces, and is a balance of kinetic energy, potential
(elastic) energy, and Poynting’s vector flux through surface σ.

Figure 3.4 depicts some domain of space Ω that is enclosed by surface σ. Integrating
the previous relation on Ω allows us to assign physical meanings to its different terms
and leads to the following property.
Property 3.1 (Poynting’s theorem). The temporal variation of the internal energy of
the closed domain Ω is given by the work of internal forces W, and is a balance of
kinetic energy E k , potential (elastic) energy E p , and the flux of Poynting’s vector P
through the enclosing surface σ. This relation reads mathematically
∂w ∂e k ∂e p
=
+
+ ∇·P
∂t
∂t
∂t

or

∂W ∂E k ∂E p
=
+
+ ∫ P · n,
∂t
∂t
∂t
σ

(3.17)
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with
∂w
= f · v,
∂t

W = ∫ dxw,

(3.18)

Ω

E k = ∫ dxe k ,

ek =

1
ρv · v,
2

(3.19)

ep =

1 p2 1 2
= BS ,
2 B
2

(3.20)

Ω

E p = ∫ dxe p ,
Ω

P = pv.

(3.21)

The small letters w, e k , and e p are for the densities of the relevant quantities. The
flux of the Poynting vector P actually measures the power transported by the wave.
Note that P itself does not have a clear and unique physical meaning, contrary to its
divergence at any position in space or its flux through a closed surface.
Furthermore, for complex harmonic plane waves with a exp(ı(ω(t − x/c))) dependence, one should instead use the formulas
ek =

1
ρ Re(v∗ · v),
4

ep =

1
B
Re(p∗ p) = Re(S∗ S),
4B
4

P=

1
Re(pv∗ ).
2

Case of plane waves, intensity. Let us specify the form of Poynting’s theorem for
plane waves. While in this case P · n represents the instantaneous power density per
unit surface transported by the wave, the intensity is defined by the temporal mean
T

1
I = ⟨P · n⟩ = lim
∫ dt P · n
T→∞ T

(3.22)

0

For a plane wave propagating in direction n, we know that the displacements are longitudinal and we have
u n = F(t − x/c),

̇ − x/c),
v n = F(t

̇ − x/c) = Zv n ,
p = Z F(t

with x = x · n. As a result,
1 ̇2
ρ F (t − x/c),
2
P · n = Z Ḟ 2 (t − x/c),
ek = ep =

P · n = c(e k + e p ),
since Z = √ρB = ρc. The intensity is
I = Z⟨Ḟ 2 (t − x/c)⟩.
For a given waveform, intensity is then mostly dependent on the acoustic impedance.
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Case of harmonic plane waves. For harmonic plane waves of the form F(t − x/c) =
u0 sin(ω(t − x/c)), we have v n = ωu0 cos(ω(t − x/c)) = v0 cos(ω(t − x/c)). Accordingly,
ek = ep =

1 2 2
ρω u0 cos2 (ω(t − x/c)).
2

As a result
⟨e k ⟩ = ⟨e p ⟩ =

1 2 2 1 2
ρω u0 = ρv0 .
4
4

Furthermore
P · n = Zv20 cos2 (ω(t − x/c)).
Hence
I=

Z 2
1 2
v0 =
p .
2
2Z 0

3.1.4 Constants of fluids, loss
As the previous equations show, the relevant material properties of acoustic waves described using linear pressure waves are the mass density ρ and the bulk modulus B.
If these quantities are known for every fluid material in the domain considered, then
wave problems can be solved in principle. Table 3.1 lists a few representative numerical values for different fluids. These values will be used for the different examples in
this book and they assume standard and controlled conditions. Actual values depend
on temperature, static pressure, altitude, humidity (for air), salinity (for water), and
so on. For experiments, consequently, it is generally safer to trust experimentally determined results, as acoustic velocities can be rather easily and precisely measured
by delay-on-transmission experiments. The table also gives effective values for some
isotropic solids. Solids of course do not support exclusively longitudinal waves, as we
will see in Chapter 5. There are some situations, however, where it is practical to assume it is so to simplify calculations, and thus to treat a solid as an equivalent fluid.
This is often the case in the literature about certain sonic crystals. In Chapter 8 we will
discuss the limits of this approximation.
A simple model for acoustic loss. Let us introduce a simple phenomenological model
for acoustic loss in fluids. It seems intuitive that a fluid cannot react instantly to a
solicitation. Phenomenologically, and to first order in time, the constitutive relation
can be modified to read
∂S
p = −B (S + τ ) ,
(3.23)
∂t
where τ is some time constant.
For instance, if pressure were made abruptly discontinuous at t = 0, jumping from
0 to p0 , we could write p(t) = p0 H(t) where H is the Heaviside distribution. It is not
difficult to check that strain then responds as
p0
S(t) = − (1 − exp(−t/τ))H(t).
B
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Tab. 3.1: Material constants for acoustic waves in fluids, at room temperature (T = 293 K). The
second part of the table gives values for isotropic solids considered as effective fluids, i.e. values
for longitudinal waves are given (B = c11 ).
Density ρ
kg/m3
Air
Water
Propanol
Mercury
Nylon
Plexiglas
Steel
PVC

Bulk modulus B
GPa

1.2041
1 000
786
13 500
1 150
1 190
7 780
1 560

1.42 10−4
2.2
1.076
28.38
6.6
9.0
264
7.8

Sound velocity c
m/s

Impedance Z
N.s/m3

343.4
1 483
1 170
1 450

413.5
1.483 106
1.16 106
19.6 106

2 400
2 750
5 825
2 236

2.76
3.27
45.3
3.49

106
106
106
106

Hence S(t) continuously decreases from 0 to the minimum value −p0 /B in roughly
time τ and asymptotically becomes a constant.
Now what happens to the acoustic wave equation? The propagation equation
(3.14) becomes
∂2 u
∂∇ · u
ρ 2 = ∇ (B∇ · u + τ
(3.24)
).
∂t
∂t
This is no longer a wave equation, obviously, because of the mixed partial derivative with respect to time and space coordinates. Anyway, the Helmholtz equation for
monochromatic waves can still be given a simple and meaningful form. Consider propagation in the x direction (all directions are equivalent, since the medium is assumed
isotropic) of a harmonic plane wave exp(ı(ωt − kx). Substituting in (3.24) we obtain
the complex dispersion relation
ω2 = c2 (1 + ıωτ)k2 .

(3.25)

The appearance of complex coefficients suggests to solve for the complex wavenumber
and thus to write k = k r + ık i . This describes a harmonic plane wave whose amplitude
depends on the propagation distance, as
exp(ı(ωt − kx) = exp(k i x) exp(ı(ωt − k r x).
As a result, the amplitude of the plane wave is either exponentially increasing or
decreasing, a situation that represents either gain or loss. Providing ωτ ≪ 1, the
wavenumber reads to second order
ki ≈ −

ω2 τ
,
2c

k r ≈ ω/c (1 −

(3.26)
3
(ωτ)2 ) .
8

(3.27)
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Hence, in the low frequency range, where low refers to frequencies much smaller than
the inverse of the time constant τ, losses scale with the square of the frequency. The
units of k i are Np/m. The minus sign guarantees that the amplitude of the wave is
indeed exponentially attenuated.
In practice, the dispersion relation (3.25) suggests that we complexify B as B(1 +
ıωτ). This defines a complex-valued and frequency-dependent bulk modulus that can
readily be used in the Helmholtz equation derived from (3.13) or (3.14) for harmonic
acoustic waves.
As a note, the simple model we have outlined gives the same exponential attenuation as the Stokes law of sound attenuation, providing we take
τ=

4
3η

+ ηv
B

(3.28)

with η the dynamic viscosity coefficient of the fluid and η v its volume viscosity coefficient. For water at T = 293 K, η ≈ 1 mPa.s and η v ≈ 3 mPa.s. As a result τ ≈ 2 ps.
Viscosity values for gases and liquids can be found in the literature. They very significantly depend on temperature and other factors.

3.2 Reflection and refraction
We propose a brief explanation of the phenomena of reflection and refraction at an
interface separating two nonviscous fluids, as depicted in Figure 3.5. This is a situation
that frequently arises in inhomogeneous media, including sonic crystals.
Suppose a pressure wave is incident on the interface. We first want to write boundary conditions that connect the wavefields inside the two fluids. It is natural to consider that pressure is continuous across the interface if the latter is supposed to remain
x2

Medium 1

Medium 2

Z1

Z2

0

x1

Fig. 3.5: Interface between two fluid media with acoustic impedances Z1 and Z2 .
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at equilibrium. It can furthermore be shown (see also Section 3.3.2) that the normal acceleration is further continuous. Mathematically, this boundary condition is obtained
by application of the divergence theorem to (3.13) upon introducing a suitable closed
contour around the interface. Assuming the interface is at coordinate x1 = 0 and extends normally to the x1 axis, we can write
– the continuity of acoustic pressure at the interface,
p(1) (t; x1 = 0, x2 , x3 ) = p(2) (t; x1 = 0, x2 , x3 ),
–

(3.29)

and the continuity of the normal component of displacement at the interface,
(1)

(2)

u1 (t; x1 = 0, x2 , x3 ) = u1 (t; x1 = 0, x2 , x3 ).

(3.30)

Similar relations hold for the normal components of velocity and acceleration.
For the numerical solution of scattering problems, these two boundary conditions are
enough. Further analytical results – the Fresnel coefficients for reflection and transmission – can nonetheless be obtained in the case of plane waves.
Normal incidence for plane waves. A plane wave normally incident on the interface
gives rise to both reflected and transmitted plane waves. The normal displacements at
the interface are then
(1)

u1 (t; r) = F i (t − x1 /c1 ) + F r (t + x1 /c1 )
and
(2)

u1 (t; r) = F t (t − x1 /c2 ).
At the interface (x1 = 0), (3.29) implies
Ḟ i (t) + Ḟ r (t) = Ḟ t (t)
and (3.30) implies
Z1 (Ḟ i (t) − Ḟ r (t)) = Z2 Ḟ t (t).
From these equations, we obtain the reflection and transmission velocity coefficients
as
Ḟ r (t) Z1 − Z2
rv =
,
(3.31)
=
Ḟ i (t) Z1 + Z2
Ḟ t (t)
2Z1
tv =
.
(3.32)
=
̇F i (t) Z1 + Z2
Similarly, the reflection and transmission pressure coefficients are
Ḟ r (t) Z2 − Z1
=
,
Ḟ i (t) Z1 + Z2
Z2 Ḟ t (t)
2Z2
.
=
tp =
̇
Z
1 + Z2
Z1 F i (t)

rp = −

(3.33)
(3.34)
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The velocity and pressure coefficients are connected by the very simple relations r p =
−r v and Z1 t p = Z2 t v . Though this may be puzzling at first sight, these relations simply
remind us that acoustic waves can be represented either using their velocity or their
pressure distributions, but that these cannot be independent. A practical pitfall would
be to assume that a concept such as the reflection and transmission coefficients can
be uniquely defined; as the formulas above show, whether the coefficients are defined
for velocity or for pressure has to be specified.
As a note, it can easily be checked that t v = 1 + r v and t p = 1 + r p . Overall,
only one of the four amplitude coefficients we have defined contains all the necessary
information on reflection and transmission at the interface.
Considering that acoustic power was previously related to the flux of Poynting’s
vector through a given surface, we can further define reflection and transmission
acoustic power coefficients as
|P r |
Z1 − Z2 2
= −r v r p = (
) ,
|P i |
Z1 + Z2
4Z1 Z2
|P t |
.
= tv tp =
T=
|P i |
(Z1 + Z2 )2

R=

(3.35)
(3.36)

It is easily verified that T + R = 1, meaning that acoustic power is conserved upon
reflection and transmission. This is fortunate, since there is no source of loss in the
present problem, so that any departure from this relation would indicate a faulty
derivation. R = (1 − z)2 /(1 + z)2 is a function of the impedance contrast z = Z2 /Z1
only and is plotted in Figure 3.6. It can be seen that total reflection (R = 1) is obtained
as the impedance contrast goes either to zero or to infinity, which is just a matter of
exchanging the roles of the incident and of the transmission medium. Reflection vanishes only if the impedance contrast z = 1. This can happen for media with different
densities and bulk moduli, providing their acoustic impedances are equal. As a note,
R is positive since r v and r p have opposite signs.
Almost total reflection is obtained for instance at the interface between air and
water, for which the impedance contrast z ≈ 3600 according to Table 3.1. For such a
value, the reflection acoustic power coefficient R ≈ 0.998 89. Accordingly, the conversion of acoustic waves from air to water or the converse is very inefficient, and almost
total reflection is the rule.
For acoustic waves incident from air onto water, the velocity and pressure induced
into water are almost zero (t v = 0 and t p = 0). Concurrently, r v = −1, meaning that
the reflected velocity is in antiphase with the incident velocity (there is a π-phase shift
between them). Normal velocities inside the fluid then vanish at the interface, as a result of the interference of incident and reflected waves. In addition, r p = 1, meaning
that the reflected pressure is in phase with the incident pressure; as a result, the total
pressure is doubled at the interface as seen from air. The corresponding equivalent
boundary condition is that of a “wall” causing the normal velocity to vanish at the in-
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terface (v1 = 0). For the pressure acoustic equation (3.13) this is a Neumann boundary
condition.
For acoustic waves incident from water onto air, the velocity and pressure induced
into air are again almost zero (t v = 0 and t p = 0). In contrast, however, r v = 1 and
r p = −1, meaning that the reflected pressure is in antiphase with the incident pressure. The total pressure in the incident medium then vanishes at the interface. The
corresponding equivalent boundary condition is that of a “soft boundary” causing
pressure to vanish at the interface (p = 0). For the pressure acoustic equation (3.13)
this is a Dirichlet boundary condition.

1
0.1

R

0.01
0.001
0.0001
1e−05
1e−06
0.01

0.1

1

10

100

z = Z2 /Z1
Fig. 3.6: Reflection acoustic power coefficient as a function of the impedance contrast Z2 /Z1 , for
normal incidence.

Arbitrary incidence for an harmonic plane wave. Let us now consider an arbitrary
incidence angle ϕ i , defined with respect to the normal to the interface. For harmonic
plane waves, the equality of pressures along the interface implies
A i exp(ı(ω i t − k i2 x2 )) + A r exp(ı(ω r t − k r2 x2 )) = A t exp(ı(ω t t − k t2 x2 )).
This relation must hold at all times and for all points of the interface, which implies
the following properties.
– Reflection and transmission on a static (nonmoving) interface occur without a
change in frequency (ω i = ω r = ω t ).
– The Snell–Descartes law applies: components of the wavevector tangential to the
interface are conserved (k i‖ = k r‖ = k t‖ ).
A graphical construction of the reflected and the transmitted wavevectors that is obtained from the second condition is depicted in Figure 3.7. This second condition in-
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deed implies
ϕ r = −ϕ i ,

(3.37)

sin ϕ t sin ϕ i
=
.
c2
c1

(3.38)

k2

k2

kt
kr

kt

ki

ϕr

kr
ϕi

ϕt

ki

ϕr

ϕi

k1

k1

ω/c1
(a) c2 < c1

ω/c2
(b) c1 < c2

ω/c2

ω/c1

Fig. 3.7: The Snell–Descartes law. The wavevectors of the reflected and of the transmitted harmonic
plane waves can be constructed from the dispersion relations in both fluid media and knowledge
of the incident wavevector. The projection of the incident wavevector onto the interface axis is a
conserved quantity. Diagrams are drawn in the incidence plane containing all wavevectors. (a) If
c2 < c1 , then a transmitted plane wave exists for all angles of incidence ϕ i (ϕ t < ϕ i ). (b) If c1 < c2 ,
then there is a critical incidence angle beyond which the transmitted plane wave becomes evanescent. The figure is drawn for that condition (ϕ t = π/2).

The continuity of pressures implies
Ai + Ar = At .
Normal velocities are further continuous at the interface, or
cos ϕ r
cos ϕ t
cos ϕ i
Ai −
Ar =
At .
Z1
Z1
Z2
From these two relations, the reflection and transmission pressure coefficients can be
readily obtained as
A r Z2 cos ϕ i − Z1 cos ϕ t
=
,
Ai
Z2 cos ϕ i + Z1 cos ϕ t
At
2Z2 cos ϕ i
tp =
=
.
Ai
Z2 cos ϕ i + Z1 cos ϕ t

rp =

(3.39)
(3.40)
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The reflection and transmission velocity coefficients are
r v = −r p ,

(3.41)

Z1 cos ϕ t
2Z1 cos ϕ t
tv =
tp =
.
Z2 cos ϕ i
Z2 cos ϕ i + Z1 cos ϕ t

(3.42)

The reflection and transmission acoustic power coefficients are simply given by R =
|r v |2 and T = 1 − R.
The formulas (3.37) to (3.42) are valid for all values of the angle of incidence, of
the impedance contrast z, and of the ratio of velocities c2 /c1 . Figure 3.8 displays the
variations of reflection and transmission coefficients as a function of the angle of incidence for different cases. In the particular case that c1 < c2 , there exists a critical
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Fig. 3.8: Reflection and transmission coefficients as a function of the angle of incidence ϕ i . Four
different cases are represented depending on whether the impedance contrast z = Z2 /Z1 and the
ratio of velocities c2 /c1 are larger or smaller than one.
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incidence angle such that ϕ t = π/2 in (3.38),
ϕ c = sin−1 (

c1
).
c2

For ϕ i larger than this critical angle, ϕ t becomes complex valued. Letting ϕ t = π/2 +
ıψ, (3.38) is solved for ϕ i > ϕ c by
ψ = cosh−1 (

c2
sin ϕ i )
c1

and cos ϕ t = −ı sinh ψ. Hence, r p and r p are complex numbers of unit modulus, and
then R = 1. The transmitted harmonic plane wave is evanescent and the real part of
the Poynting’s vector flux is zero, consistently with T = 1 − R = 0. This phenomenon
is called total internal reflection (TIR).

3.3 Finite element modeling of scattering acoustic problems
In this section we describe how the partial differential equations of linear acoustic
(pressure) waves can be solved in practice for a rather arbitrary domain of definition
using the finite element method. The section also serves the purpose of introducing
the finite element method that has been used to obtain most of the computational results illustrating this book, at first for the relatively simple case of the scalar Helmholtz
equation. The presentation in particular includes the methods that were used to obtain the computation results shown in Figures 2.17 and 2.18.

3.3.1 Mesh, finite element space, weak form, problem solving
Figure 3.9 illustrates different useful concepts. The domain is a finite piece of space,
here a square, inside which we seek to solve a partial differential equation given appropriate boundary conditions. In the example, it is the union of two nonoverlapping
subdomains, Ω = Ω1 ⋃ Ω2 . Subdomain Ω2 is a disk here.
A boundary is a line in two dimensions, a surface in three dimensions. Different
boundaries are shown in Figure 3.9. σ = σ1 ⋃ σ2 is a closed line made of two nonoverlapping open lines with two common points, which will be used later to impose either
Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions. σ i is the internal boundary separating
subdomains Ω1 and Ω2 , and is a closed circle. Actually, Ω1 ⋂ Ω2 = σ i .
A mesh Th generated for domain Ω is shown in Figure 3.9 (b). The mesh closely
follows the boundaries, replacing them with sequences of straight segments. The inner parts of the subdomains are meshed with triangles that are placed freely by the
meshing program. Such a mesh is termed unstructured because the internal points
are not fixed beforehand.
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σi

Ω2
σ2

Ω1
σ1
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.9: A computation domain and its mesh. (a) The domain Ω is the union of sub-domains Ω1 and
Ω2 . The outer boundary is σ = σ1 ⋃ σ2 . σ i is the internal boundary separating sub-domains Ω1 and
Ω2 ,. (b) The mesh follows closely the boundaries, replacing them with sequences of segments. The
inner parts of the sub-domains are meshed with triangles.

Each of the triangles in the mesh is the support of a finite element. Given the domain
Ω and its mesh Th, any function of space coordinates u(x) is approximated using only
a finite number of degrees of freedom (dof), for instance the nodal values u ej for the
j nodes of element e. As an example, Lagrange elements in 2D are defined on a triangle
by a number of nodes defined with respect to the vertices. The P1 element uses 3 dof
placed at each vertex of the triangle. The P2 element uses 6 dof placed at each vertex
plus in the middle of each side, defining a total of 6 nodes. Inside each element, u(x)
is approximated by
u e (x) = ∑ N je (x)u ej
j

N je (x)

where the
are basis functions. For Pn elements (n = 1, 2, . . . ), polynomials of
degree n are used. In 2D, polynomials of degree 1 can be generated from 3 independent
basis functions (obtained from 1, x1 , and x2 ), hence the necessary 3 dof and 3 nodes
of element P1. Still in 2D, polynomials of degree 2 can be generated from 6 independent basis functions (obtained from 1, x1 , x2 , x21 , x22 , and x1 x2 ), hence the necessary
6 dof and 6 nodes of element P2. In 3D, triangles can be replaced by tetrahedrons; the
P1 element has 4 nodes; the P2 element has 10 nodes. Note that almost all nodes are
common to at least two different elements. The common nodes can be used to enforce
continuity of u e (x) between elements or not, depending on the type of elements that
are chosen. Pn elements enforce this continuity. P2 elements in particular are used
almost exclusively in this book. Finally, the finite element space Wh is the set of all
functions defined piecewise by u(x) = u e (x) if x ∈ e. A finite element space is a functional space of finite size, contrary to the initial partial differential problem. The finite
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size is the total number of dofs, with each dof belonging to several elements counted
only once.
In two-dimensional space a partial differential equation is any equation of the
type
Lu = f
with u(x1 , x2 ) a function and L is a differential operator containing x1 , x2 , u,

∂u
∂x1 ,

∂u
∂x2 , . . .

and functions of these quantities. The definition is easily extended to 3D. Classical examples include:
– Laplace’s equation, −∇ · (∇u) = 0,
– Poisson’s equation, −∇ · (ϵ∇ϕ) = ρ,
– Helmholtz equation, −∇ · (c∇u) − k2 u = 0.
Finite element models can be built using Galerkin’s method, as outlined next. Given a
partial differential equation Lu = f defined on domain Ω, solution u is expanded on
the functional basis w j of the finite element space Wh,
n

u = ∑ aj wj ,
j=1

where a j are unknown coefficients (real or complex). The differential equation is projected on all possible functions w i in Wh:
∫ w i Lu = ∫ w i f,
Ω

∀i = 1 . . . n,

Ω

with n the dimension of the finite element space. Inserting the expression for u, we
obtain a linear equation of the form
Aa = f
with A ij = ∫Ω w i Lw j and f i = ∫Ω w i f . A is a square matrix of size n × n; f is a vector of length n. The formal solution is then a = A−1 f. In practice, the solution to the
linear problem is obtained numerically using a solver, which is a computer program
specially optimized for this purpose. A significant advantage of finite element models
is that the matrices that are obtained are sparse, reducing both storage requirement
and computation time. There are many powerful FEM software applications that can
be used, either commercial or open source. All examples in this book were obtained
with FreeFem++ [48] completed with gmsh [41] for 3D meshing.

3.3.2 Weak form of the acoustic wave equation
Let us consider the acoustic wave equation written for pressure in (3.13)
1
1 ∂2 p
− ∇ · ( ∇p) +
= f,
ρ
B ∂t2

(3.43)
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where we have explicitly considered that B is independent of time. It can, however,
still be a function of position x. It can moreover be a discontinuous function of position
as the wave travels across the interface between media with different properties.
We consider that function p(t, x) at fixed t belongs to a finite element space defined on a domain Ω, in the sense that we just explained in the previous subsection.
We further consider all possible test functions q(t, x) belonging to the same finite element space and we form their scalar products with (3.43)
1
1 ∂2 p
− ∫ dx q∇ · ( ∇p) + ∫ dx q
= ∫ dx qf.
ρ
B ∂t2
Ω

Ω

(3.44)

Ω

The weak form of (3.43) is then: instead of solving the original equation at every point
in space (which means at infinitely many points), we solve (3.44) for all elements q of
the finite element space. This leads to as many equations as degrees of freedom, and
in any case to a finite number of equations.
Equation (3.44) contains second-degree derivatives in space, meaning that p
should be at least continuous and once differentiable. This is a problem with Lagrange finite elements since the basis functions are only continuous. The problem
is circumvented by transferring one of the spatial derivatives to the test function by
using the divergence or Gauss theorem. This theorem states that
∫ dx ∇ · g = ∫ ds g · n,

(3.45)

σ

Ω

that is, the integral over the closed domain Ω of the divergence of a vector function
equals the contour integral along the boundary σ of the normal component of the
vector function. Considering g = q ( 1ρ ∇p), we have the chain rule derivation formula
1
1
∇ · g = q∇ · ( ∇p) + ∇q · ( ∇p)
ρ
ρ
and as a result the weak form can be written as
1
1
1 ∂2 p
= ∫ dx qf.
∫ dx ∇q · ( ∇p) − ∫ ds q ( ∇p) · n + ∫ dx q
ρ
ρ
B ∂t2
Ω

σ

Ω

(3.46)

Ω

There are two benefits to this formulation. First, we need only evaluate first spatial
derivatives of the functions, which is compatible with Lagrange finite elements. Second, boundary conditions along σ can be explicitly considered.
Let us first consider boundaries σ i internal to the domain Ω, along which the material constants can be discontinuous. To simplify the notation, we restrict our attention to the case that σ i divides Ω in exactly two subdomains Ω1 and Ω2 . The case of
an arbitrary but finite number of internal boundaries follows obviously. All domain
integrals in (3.44) are easily broken down as
∫ dx ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ∫ dx ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ∫ dx ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ .
Ω

Ω1

Ω2
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In the application of the Gauss theorem, however, every internal boundary will appear
twice, whether we transform an integral on Ω1 or on Ω2 . Since the normal to a boundary is oriented, we have n2 = −n1 on σ i (the normal is reversed when seen “from”
Ω1 or Ω2 ). Thus we can write the boundary integral in (3.46) as
1
1
∫ ds q [( ∇p) − ( ∇p) ] · n1 .
ρ
ρ
1
2

σi

As a consequence, omitting the surface internal boundary integrals in the variational
formulation implies that ( 1ρ ∇p) · n is implicitly assumed to be continuous across σ i .
In physical terms, it means that the normal acceleration is continuous across the interface. This is the natural boundary condition for acoustic waves.
Let us now consider the boundaries enclosing domain Ω. There are two basic types
of external boundary conditions that simplify the problem. Neumann or free boundary
conditions are such that
1
(3.47)
∇p = 0 on σ1 ,
ρ
where σ1 is some subset of σ. Obviously, the boundary integral vanishes identically
for a Neumann boundary condition, whatever the test function q,
1
∫ ds q ( ∇p) · n = 0.
ρ

σ1

Dirichlet or essential boundary conditions are of the form p = p0 on a subset σ2 of
σ, with p0 some constant function. In this case, the finite element space for q has to
be modified to impose q = 0 on σ2 . The reason is that the degrees of freedom lying
on σ2 are all imposed beforehand, and hence an equal number of equations must be
removed from the set of equations in (3.46). Accordingly, for the Dirichlet boundary
condition,
1
∫ ds q ( ∇p) · n = 0.
ρ
σ2

Other boundary conditions can be considered as well. In general the boundary
integral will not necessarily be zero, however.

3.3.3 Radiation boundary condition
Very often we would like to consider conditions where waves can propagate through
all space without being reverberated by obstacles. In a numerical simulation, the typical case is that we have some internal source generating waves and that we want to
observe their interaction with some object or structure. Waves should then be free to
escape the computational domain Ω without significant reflection. A first approach to
the simulation of an infinite domain with only a finite computational domain is the
radiation boundary condition.
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Suppose a monochromatic plane wave is incident on a boundary with local normal n. The pressure distribution of the plane wave is written
p = p0 exp(ı(ωt − k · x))
with p0 a constant. Its gradient is
∇p = −ıkp0 exp(ı(ωt − k · x)) = −ıkp.
The boundary integral in (3.46) involves the quantity ( 1ρ ∇p) · n that has the physical
meaning of the normal acceleration at the boundary. In the present case, we have
1
p
∫ ds q ( ∇p) · n = ∫ ds q (−ık · n ) .
ρ
ρ
σ

σ

Suppose in addition that the wavevector is everywhere directed along the normal to
the boundary, then k · n = k = ω/c according to the dispersion relation in the homogeneous fluid. The boundary integral further simplifies to
1
ωp
).
∫ ds q ( ∇p) · n = ∫ ds q (−ı
ρ
cρ
σ

σ

We have seen in Chapter 2 that sufficiently far away from all sources, the plane
wave spectrum loses any evanescent component, but also that the wavevector becomes nearly orthogonal to the local wavefront. Under such conditions, the relation
k · n = ω/c can be considered as almost verified for plane waves (for 1D geometries or
waveguides), for cylindrical waves (for 2D geometries), or for spherical waves (for 3D
open space). The radiation boundary condition is thus simply expressed as
ωp
1
.
( ∇p) · n = −ı
ρ
ρc

(3.48)

It is implied that because it is satisfied, plane (or cylindrical, or spherical) waves will
not be reflected at the boundary. Then, since any solution to the wave equation can be
considered a superposition of plane waves, reflections can be expected to vanish or at
least to remain small.
Suppose further that in addition we want to let some plane wave be incident in
the computation domain from the outside. The pressure of this incident plane wave
can be written
p i = p0 exp(ı(ωt − k0 · x)),
(3.49)
with k0 an incident wavevector. We now remove the condition that this wavevector
should be directed along the boundary normal. Elaborating upon the previous radiation boundary condition, we write
pi
1
ωp
ω
+ ı ( − k0 · n) .
( ∇p) · n = −ı
ρ
ρc
c
ρ

(3.50)
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There are three terms in the right-hand side of this expression. The first one is as before
added to avoid reflection of plane waves incident from the inside of the domain. The
third one is added in view of taking into account that
∇p i = −ık0 p i
for the wave incident from the outside. The second term is then a correction to the first
one so that the latter is canceled when p = p i , i.e. when only the wave incident from
the outside is considered. The present reasoning holds because of the linearity of the
wave equation.

3.3.4 Representation of an internal source of waves
We have just seen that a source of waves incident from the outside of the boundary
enclosing the computational domain can be considered using the radiation boundary condition. If we instead want to consider an internal source of waves, we have a
number of options.
A first option would be to use the function f in (3.46) to represent a distribution of
the excitation. Note that f is homogeneous to the divergence of the acceleration of the
fluid, hence it is expressed in units of s−2 .
Second, we can use a Dirichlet boundary condition to impose the value of pressure
along some internal boundary σ i of Ω. For instance, Figure 3.10 shows the case of a
line of excitation with an imposed pressure of p = 1 Pa.
As a third option, we could require that the normal acceleration of the fluid has a
given value along the internal boundary σ i . This condition would be expressed as
1
( ∇p) · n = a n
ρ
with a n some normal acceleration distribution in units of m/s2 . The corresponding
boundary condition is then imposed via the boundary integral by setting
1
∫ ds q ( ∇p) · n = ∫ ds qa n .
ρ

σi

σi

As a note, this boundary condition is enforced only weakly, hence it should not be
expected that the normal acceleration of the solution equals exactly the requested
value a n on σ i .
Figure 3.10 shows an example combining an internal source of prescribed pressure
with a radiation boundary condition applied along a circular outer boundary. Note
that the radiation boundary condition without an incoming wave in (3.48) is pretty
flexible as there is no explicit dependence with position x or local normal n.
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σi

Water
(a)

σ

(b)

Fig. 3.10: Internal source and radiation boundary condition. (a) The computational domain is a disk
of water inside which a linear source is added by prescribing p = 1 Pa along internal boundary σ i .
A radiation boundary condition (without an incoming wave) is applied at boundary σ. (b) The solution shows the natural diffraction of the acoustic beam radiated from the source. The source dimension is slightly less than 3 wavelengths in water.

3.3.5 Perfectly matched layer for monochromatic waves
As an alternative to radiation boundary conditions, one can consider adding an absorbing region around the computational domain to absorb outgoing waves. An absorbing region can be defined simply by adding an imaginary part to a material constant, as we discussed in Section 3.1.4. The magnitude of this imaginary part should be
quite important if we do not want to extend the mesh more than necessary. On second
thoughts, however, we remark that we have to define a boundary between the original
computational domain and the absorbing region. Defining the transition carelessly
must surely result in a reflection at the boundary by virtue of the Fresnel coefficients,
since we will introduce an impedance mismatch between the two regions of space.
The principle of an absorbing region that does not introduce spurious reflections was introduced by Bérenger [13] and has become a widely popular topic in
applied mathematics, electromagnetics, optics, and acoustics. It is known as a perfectly matched layer (PML). The concept was originally introduced for the (Maxwell)
wave equation based on complex coordinate transformations, but can be more easily
explained in the context of monochromatic waves by simple considerations. From the
expression of the Fresnel reflection coefficients, it is clear that there is no reflection
at the (plane) boundary between two media with identical impedances. Hence, the
physical idea is to introduce an adiabatic increase of losses as the absorbing region is
penetrated by the waves. Consider for instance a circular domain of radius R centered
at the origin and enclosed by an additional cylindrical PML region with thickness D.
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We define a complex loss function as

𝛾(x) = 1 + ı

x2 − R2
α.
D2

(3.51)

As a result, 𝛾(x) varies very smoothly from 1 at the entrance of the PML to 1 + ıα at its
end. α is an dimensionless parameter that has to be adjusted to the problem considered.
The loss function is inserted in the original weak formulation as follows
∫ dx ∇q · (

1
1
1 ∂2 p
= ∫ dx qf.
∇p) − ∫ ds q ( ∇p) · n + ∫ dx q
𝛾ρ
ρ
B ∂t2
σ

Ω

Ω

(3.52)

Ω

σi

Water
PML
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.11: Internal source and perfectly matched layer for harmonic waves. (a) The computational domain is initially a disk of water inside which a linear source is added by prescribing
p = 1 Pa along internal boundary σ i , similarly to Figure 3.10. An additional cylindrical region
is added in order to implement a perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing waves outgoing from
the central region before they reach the outer boundary. (b) The solution again shows the natural
diffraction of the acoustic beam radiated from the source that is slightly less than 3 wavelengths in
water. Notice the close correspondence with the result in Figure 3.10.

As an example, Figure 3.11 considers the same radiation problem as in Figure 3.10, but
replacing the radiation boundary condition with a perfectly matched layer. The computational result inside the central region is essentially the same. The computational
result inside the PML is only displayed to show the effective absorption of outgoing
waves.

3.3.6 Scattering of an incident plane wave
We have seen earlier that the radiation boundary condition allows for adding an external source of waves. With the PML, because of the addition of a lossy artificial region
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Water
PML
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.12: Illustration of the scattered wave formulation. The problem considered is the scattering
of an incident plane harmonic wave on a circular inclusion, with PML and external source. (a) The
computational domain defines three different subdomains, one for the central scatterer, one for
water, and one for the PML. (b) The incident harmonic plane wave p i is a solution of the wave equation in water. Its real part is displayed. (c) The scattered wave p s is obtained by solving (3.51). The
PML only applies to this field. (d) The total pressure field is reconstructed artificially by summing p i
and p s . Values inside the PML are not physically significant. (c) and (d) were already presented in
Figure 2.17.

to the original domain, the same technique is not directly possible. It is convenient
instead to implement a scattering wave formulation along the lines of the following
ideas.
Consider the particular but often encountered case that we are interested in the
scattering of an incident wave by some small region with different material properties.
As an example, we could be interested in the scattering of an acoustic plane wave
in water incident on a spherical air bubble. As depicted in Figure 3.12, the incident
medium has material properties ρ1 and B1 , while the scatterer has material properties
ρ2 and B2 . The scatterer defines a subdomain Ω2 imbedded in the incident subdomain
Ω1 . Obviously, Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 . ρ and B are piecewise continuous functions of position
and they are discontinuous at the boundary between the two subdomains.
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Suppose that the incident wave is a solution to the wave equation in the homogenous incident medium, that is
− ∇· (

1
1 ∂2 p i
∇p i ) +
= 0,
ρ1
B1 ∂t2

in Ω1 .

(3.53)

Of course, the incident wave p i is not a solution of the wave equation inside the scatterer. We write the total pressure field as a sum of the incident wave and of a scattered
wave, p = p i + p s . Upon replacing this superposition in the original wave equation,
the scattered wave is found to be the solution of the modified problem
1
1
1
1 ∂2 p i
1 ∂2 p s
1
− ∇ · ( ∇p s ) +
=
∇
·
.
−
−
∇p
−
((
)
)
(
)
i
ρ
B ∂t2
ρ ρ1
B B1 ∂t2

(3.54)

Since p i is assumed to be specified, the right-hand side can readily be evaluated and
acts as a driving force for the scattered wave. The material functions 1ρ − ρ11 and B1 − B11
vanish in Ω1 but not in Ω2 . As a result, the right-hand side is similar to a source of
waves f placed inside the scatterer. The scattered field p s can be solved for using (3.46).

4 Sonic crystals
In this chapter, we get a first glimpse at artificial crystals for acoustic waves. Sonic
crystals are considered here as artificial crystals for sound or pressure waves. Strictly
speaking, this definition requires that all materials composing the crystal are fluids.
For obvious reasons of difficulty of fabricating a perfectly periodic fluidic structure,
however, sonic crystal is a term adopted whenever the host material is a fluid, such
as air or water, even though the inclusions can be solid. Waves propagating through
a sonic crystal can then be considered as purely longitudinal as long as coupling of
shear elastic waves existing inside the solid parts to pressure waves in the fluid can be
completely ignored. Figure 4.1 presents photographs of some sonic crystals that have
been studied in the literature. They most often consist of a stable solid crystal that is
immersed in a host fluid.

4.1 Modeling of sonic crystals
In this section, we give a general treatment of sonic crystal calculations that is mostly
centered around the problem of obtaining accurate band structures. Furthermore, the
mathematics described are useful for other problems that will be tackled in subsequent chapters. The developments are made for pressure waves only, i.e. they apply
only to scalar longitudinal waves propagating in fluids. Generalization to elastic waves
in solids will proceed in Chapter 6, where the complications introduced by the polarization of waves will be added.

4.1.1 Dynamical equations
Before turning to the different methods that are used to describe wave propagation in
sonic crystals, let us remark that one can encounter different kinds of computational
problems. There is a first, obvious distinction of problems depending on whether they
are considered in the spectral or in the time domain. In principle it is always possible to
go from one type to the other with the help of Fourier transforms. A deeper separation
of problems, arguably, stems from the boundary conditions that are considered, as
these lead to different types of waves (i.e. bulk, surface, and plate waves); only bulk
waves are considered in this chapter, for the sake of simplicity. Less fundamental in
character, but very important for the understanding of the physics behind sonic and
phononic crystals are the different problem types that can be considered in addition to
band structures: waveguides, cavities, and scattering problems. The latter problems
will be described in depth in Chapters 11 and 12.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 4.1: Some sonic crystals that have appeared in the literature. (a) A square-lattice crystal of
acrylic rods in air [100]. (b) A sculpture by Eusebio Sempere (Fundación Juan March, Madrid) [96].
(c) A phononic crystal of steel rods in water [110].

Summary of equations for pressure waves. As we have set out in Chapter 3, plane
wave propagation in fluids (gases, liquids) only involves longitudinal displacements,
at least as long as viscoelasticity can be neglected. As a consequence, it might be
thought that propagation in fluids could be treated as a limiting case of elastic wave
propagation in isotropic solids with only the longitudinal displacements considered,
but it turns out that this simplification is not correct in general. Indeed, as the velocity
vector in the pressure wave formulation includes both longitudinal and shear components, it is not permitted to simply set the shear components to zero. In the absence
of applied external forces, the basic equations for propagation of acoustic waves in a
still fluid can be taken as the first-order differential equations (see Section 3.1.2)
−

1
∂v(t, x)
∇p(t, x) =
,
ρ(x)
∂t

(4.1)
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1 ∂p(t, x)
= −∇ · v(t, x),
B(x) ∂t
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(4.2)

where variable dependence has been stressed and will not be repeated in the following. ρ is the mass density and B is a bulk modulus expressed with the same units as
elastic constants. We have purposely employed vector notations instead of tensorial
notations because it is the customary way to present these equations, but of course
both are equivalent. The spatially-dependent material constants ρ and B are purposely
placed close to the pressure terms rather than close to the velocity terms. This choice
makes the subsequent derivations much simpler.
Velocity can be eliminated from (4.1–4.2) to get a scalar wave equation for the
pressure only
1 ∂2 p
1
= ∇ · ( ∇p) .
(4.3)
2
B ∂t
ρ
This has the form of a second-order differential equation. If we had eliminated the
pressure instead, we would have obtained a vector wave equation for the velocity
(or the displacement) similar (but not equivalent) to (4.3). Solving the pressure wave
equation is the best choice in practice with the finite element method (FEM), in particular for band structure computations. Nevertheless, when surface and evanescent
wave problems are considered, the set of first-order differential equations (4.1–4.2) relating pressure and velocity is the logical choice. It will also prove useful to derive the
plane wave expansion (PWE) method.
When looking for Bloch waves, the pressure distribution has to be taken in the
form
̃
p(t, x) = p(x)
exp(ı(ωt − k · x))
(4.4)
̃
̃ +R) = p(x)
̃
with p(x)
a periodic function, i.e. p(x
with R any lattice vector. In this case,
the gradient of pressure in the previous equations has to be replaced with
∇p = (∇p̃ − ıkp)̃ exp(ı(ωt − k · x))

(4.5)

and a similar equation for velocity. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) become for Bloch waves
1
− (∇p̃ − ıkp)̃ = ıωv,̃
ρ
1
̃
ıω p̃ = −(∇ · ṽ − ık · v),
B

(4.6)
(4.7)

Boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are very important to define the solution
of a partial differential equation. For pressure waves, Dirichlet or essential boundary
conditions are of the form
p = p0
(4.8)
on some part of the boundary of the domain, with p0 a constant or possibly a function of position. For sonic crystals, Dirichlet boundary conditions are mostly useful to
represent a source of waves, but hardly for anything else.
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Neumann or free boundary conditions are of the form
1
( ∇p) · n = 0
ρ

(4.9)

with n a unit vector normal to the boundary. This condition means that the normal
derivative of pressure vanishes on the boundary. Physically, this situation arises at
the boundary between the fluid and a very massive wall. Specifying such a condition
amounts to assuming that no elastic waves are generated inside the solid wall as pressure waves reflect on it. It is a good approximation for a low density fluid enclosed
in a solid container, such as air in a closed room with concrete walls. It is not a valid
approximation for a dense fluid enclosed in a container, such as water in a tank. As an
example, let us consider the interface between water and Plexiglas. The impedances
of water (Z1 = 1.483 106 N.s/m3 ) and of Plexiglas (Z2 = 3.27 106 N.s/m3 ) are in a
ratio of z = Z2 /Z1 = 2.2, or a power reflection coefficient of only R = 0.14 in normal
incidence. As a comparison, for air in the same solid container we have z = 7908 and
R = 0.9995.
At the boundary between two fluids, pressure is continuous. Note that we will
neglect surface tension effects at the interface of two fluids such as water and air.
Periodic boundary conditions are further needed for the computation of band
structures when the solution is defined on a unit cell. In such a case, the unit cell can
be chosen to be bounded by d pairs of boundaries. With a primitive cell, d is also the
number of periodicities. In this case, each pair of boundaries is such that one boundary (Σ2 ) is obtained by a translation a i of the other (Σ1 ), with i = 1, . . . d (see Figures 2.22 and 2.23). If a different unit cell is used, for instance a Wigner–Seitz cell, d
can be larger than the number of periodicities (for instance, the Wigner–Seitz cell of
the hexagonal lattice has d = 3, see Figure 2.24). Still one boundary is obtained by a
translation R of the other, with R some lattice vector. As a whole, the periodic boundary conditions write for each pair
̃
̃ + R)|Σ2 = p(x)|
p(x
Σ1

(4.10)

p(x + R)|Σ2 = exp(−ık · R) p(x)|Σ1 .

(4.11)

or

In this description, the constant exp(−ık · R) is a phase factor relating both sides of
the unit cell. It must be noted that periodic boundary conditions (4.10) and (4.11) are
̃ + R) = p(x)
̃
weaker statements of periodicity than the original strong statement p(x
with R any lattice vector and x any position in space. In practice, however, solutions
of the wave equation obtained with periodic boundary conditions can be used to pave
all space and thus satisfy the strong periodicity statement individually.
We finish this discussion of boundary conditions for pressure waves by a note
on the interface between a fluid and a solid material. The case of phononic crystals
containing both solid and fluid materials has been considered quite often in the literature, especially in relation to experiments, for instance in cases of steel rods in water
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or air. The reason is that macroscopic realizations of phononic crystals are rather easy
with these material systems. As will be apparent when we introduce elastic waves in
solids in Chapter 5, it is not possible to use just one set of equations with coefficients
assuming different values in different regions of space. The rigorous way to consider
the problem is to solve the problem known as fluid-structure interaction, and more
precisely for our needs the coupling of acoustic and elastic waves. Simpler but only
approximate methods can be followed if the solid is considered very rigid: either the
solid boundary can be considered to have no motion (hence it is assumed there are no
elastic waves in the solid), or the solid material can be regarded as an equivalent fluid
supporting only longitudinal waves (and thus having an equivalent bulk modulus).
The latter approximate solution gives results less distant from the exact solution than
the former. These are the two approaches we will follow in this chapter to describe
fluid-solid sonic crystals, the more exact acoustic-elastic coupling formulation being
the subject of Chapter 8.

4.1.2 Plane wave expansion (PWE) method
The PWE method is directly inspired by Bloch’s theorem: as both the material properties and p̃ are periodic functions of position, their Fourier series expansions can be
conveniently used to solve the problem.
Fourier series of material constants. In a perfect sonic crystal, the material constants
distributions 1/ρ(x) and 1/B(x) are periodic functions of position. As such, they admit
Fourier series expansions. In most actual situations, however, they can be considered
only as piecewise continuous functions, because the unit cell contains more than one
material. If the constituent are homogeneous, the material constants distributions are
piecewise constant functions. Fourier series in contrast are intrinsically continuous,
i.e.
+∞

ρ−1 (x) = ∑ ρ−1
m exp(−ıGm · x),

(4.12)

m=−∞
+∞

B−1 (x) = ∑ B−1
m exp(−ıGm · x)

(4.13)

m=−∞

define continuous material distributions. In the PWE method, it is implicitly assumed
that if the series are truncated to an arbitrary number of coefficients, convergence to
the exact solution can be achieved to a desired precision simply by increasing the
number of harmonics. In the Fourier series, the index m runs over all possible reciprocal lattice vectors, according to Gm = m1 b1 + m2 b2 + m3 b3 . Thus m can be understood
as a shorthand notation for the triplet of (m1 , m2 , m3 ). The exact order in which the
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different indices (m1 , m2 , m3 ) are classified to define the vector (Gm ) is not important
providing the relation is bijective.¹
The Fourier series expansion of a continuous and regular function is in principle infinite. In practice, however, when writing a computer program to handle Fourier
expansions, one has to consider some truncation of the Fourier coefficients. To be specific, let us consider Fourier series with 2N i + 1, i = 1, . . . 3 coefficients for each periodicity direction (a 2D sonic crystal is simply described by setting N3 = 0). The total
number of harmonics is then 2N + 1 = (2N1 + 1)(2N2 + 1)(2N3 + 1) and we can write
+N

ρ−1 (x) = ∑ ρ−1
m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

B−1 (x) = ∑ B−1
m exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N

For a function α(x), the coefficients α m can be obtained by a simple Fourier integral over the unit cell as
αm =

1
∫ dxα(x) exp(ıGm · x),
V(Ω)

(4.14)

Ω

with V(Ω) = ∫Ω dx the volume (or surface S(Ω)) of the unit cell. The orthonormality of
Fourier exponentials writes
1
∫ dx exp(ıGm · x) exp(−ıGn · x) = δ m−n .
V(Ω)

(4.15)

Ω

For some simple inclusion shapes, the Fourier coefficients are known analytically [74].
In 2D, a centered disk of radius r has the values
{1 if |x| ≤ r,
α(x) = {
0 if |x| > r,
{
πr2 J1 (|Gm |r)
,
αm = 2
S(Ω) |Gm |r
where J1 is the Bessel function of first kind and first order. A centered rectangular
inclusion in 2D with side lengths l1 and l2 has the values
{1 if |x1 | ≤ l1 /2 and |x2 | ≤ l2 /2,
α(x) = {
0 otherwise,
{
l1 l2
αm =
sinc(G m1 l1 /2) sinc(G m2 l2 /2),
S(Ω)
with an obvious generalization to the 3D case.
1 Bijective here means that (m1 , m2 , m3 ) defines m uniquely, and reciprocally.
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Fig. 4.2: Fourier series expansion of material constants. The figure illustrates the effect of increasing
the number of Fourier harmonics.

As an illustration, let us examine the 2D representation of a disk inclusion with constant value α = 8 inside the disk and α = 1 outside of it. As shown in Figure 4.2, we
consider a square lattice with a1 = a2 = a and the radius of the inclusion is r = 0.4a.
The figure shows the spatial distribution obtained by keeping exactly 2N +1 = 72 , 112 ,
and 172 Fourier harmonics. Though the approximation of the sought step function
clearly improves as N increases, it is also observed that high spatial frequency oscillations remain. The amplitude of these oscillations around the discontinuities actually
converges to a finite value, which is known as Mach’s phenomenon. As a consequence,
it is illusory to think of approaching a discontinuous function with its Fourier series
(uniform convergence), and this limitation should be accepted with the PWE method.
PWE equations. Let us now set out the PWE method explicitly for sonic crystals. The
following derivation is simple but not completely rigorous. An alternative derivation
using Laurent’s theorem for Fourier series and explicitly considering discontinuities
of the material constants is given in Appendix 4.A. Assuming monochromaticity (time
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harmonic waves) and making use of the Bloch–Floquet theorem, we have for the periodic part of the solution
1
− (p̃ ,i − ık i p)̃ = ıω ṽ i ,
ρ
1
ıω p̃ = −(ṽ i,i − ık i ṽ i ).
B

(4.16)
(4.17)

The periodicity of p̃ and ṽ i allows us to use the Fourier series expansions
+N

̃
p(x)
= ∑ p m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

ṽ i (x) = ∑ v im exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N

The first derivatives are simply
+N

p̃ ,i − ık i p̃ = −ı ∑ (k i + G im )p m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

ṽ i,i − ık i ṽ i = −ı ∑ (k i + G im )v im exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N

In order to make use of matrix algebra later on, we define the following vectors of
Fourier coefficients with 2N + 1 elements
P = (p−N , . . . , p0 , . . . , p N )T ,

V i = (v i−N , . . . , v i0 , . . . , v iN )T ,

(4.18)

and the diagonal square matrix with (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) elements
(Γ i )mn = δ m−n (k i + G im );

m, n = −N, . . . , N.

(4.19)

With these notations, we can rewrite
+N

p̃ ,i − ık i p̃ = −ı ∑ (Γ i P)m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

ṽ i,i − ık i ṽ i = −ı ∑ (Γ i V i )m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N

where Γ i P and Γ i V i should be understood as matrix-vector products. The meaning
of these equations is that the Fourier series of the gradient of a function are simply
obtained by left-multiplying its Fourier coefficients with matrix Γ i .
The products of the material constants by the physical fields are a bit more involved but can again be written as matrix-vector products. For a reason that will be
understood soon, we extend the Fourier series for the material constants to the range
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[−2N : 2N]. Expressing first the left-hand side of equation (4.16)
̃
B−1 p(x)
=

+2N

∑

+N

∑ B−1
m p n exp(−ı(Gm + Gn ) · x),

m=−2N n=−N
+N

̃
= ∑
B−1 p(x)

n+2N

∑

n=−N m =n−2N
+N

̃
B−1 p(x)
= ∑


B−1
m −n p n exp(−ıGm · x),

N


∑ B−1
m −n p n exp(−ıGm · x).

m =−N n=−N

In the second line we have swapped both summations and considered the change of
variables m = m + n. In the last line we have truncated the sum over m to the original
range [−N : N] and then swapped back the sums. The truncation introduces an error,
obviously, but this error is limited to Fourier harmonics outside the range we have
chosen for the field quantities. Finally we define the square band matrix with (2N +1)×
(2N + 1) elements
Bmn = B−1
m, n = −N, . . . , N,
(4.20)
m−n ;
with which we can write
+N

̃
B−1 p(x)
= ∑ (BP)m exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N

̃ are just (BP)m . In order to transform
Hence the Fourier coefficients of function B−1 p(x)
equation (4.17), we further define the square band matrix with (2N + 1) × (2N + 1)
elements
Amn = ρ−1
m, n = −N, . . . , N,
(4.21)
m−n ;
and we can now write equations (4.16)–(4.17) in the matrix form
AΓ i P = ωV i ,

(4.22)

ωBP = Γ i V i .

(4.23)

These equations relate the vectors of Fourier coefficients of pressure and velocity. They
can be written because the Fourier series expansions are unique, so that equality of
the functions can be replaced by equality of the Fourier coefficients.
The band structure can be adequately computed from the following eigenvalue
problem, obtained by eliminating the velocity vectors
(Γ i AΓ i )P = ω2 BP.

(4.24)

This is a generalized eigenvalue problem. Γ i AΓ i and B are square matrices with
(2N + 1) × (2N + 1) elements. There are then 2N + 1 eigenvalues ω2 and up to the same
number of linearly independent eigenvectors P. Since the matrices Γ i , i = 1; . . . , p are
functions of the Bloch wavevector, solving the eigenvalue problem allows one to plot
the band structure in the form ω(k). Appendix 4.B summarizes some useful properties
of eigenvalue problems.
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Fig. 4.3: Band structure of a square-lattice sonic crystal composed of steel rods in air. The radius of
the rods is r/a = 0.4. (a) The PWE calculation is converged for 2N + 1 = 92 Fourier harmonics, showing the existence of a complete band gap around ωa
2π = 200 m/s. (b) The same calculation is shown
for a wider frequency range (big dots) together with the calculation result for only 2N+1 = 52 Fourier
harmonics (small dots). Visual inspection shows that for a given number of harmonics, convergence
is more easily achieved for lower bands than for higher bands.
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Band structure convergence. Let us apply the previous results in the case of a squarelattice sonic crystal of steel cylinders in air or water. This choice of materials is mostly
practical: it is quite difficult to actually build purely fluid sonic crystals, with the possible exception of crystals of air bubbles in water. Still, periodic arrays of steel cylinders
in air or water are usually termed sonic crystals since acoustic waves are incident from
the fluid side. The reverse situation, fluid inclusions inside a solid matrix, would generally be called a phononic crystal, for a similar reason. Of course, steel is not a fluid
and a trick is needed here to account for acoustic wave propagation inside it. Elastic waves in solids will be treated in Chapter 5 and fluid-solid phononic crystals will
only be accounted for satisfactorily in Chapter 8. Anyway, we will consider here that
only longitudinal elastic waves are excited in the steel inclusions, so that we can take
B = c11 = 264 GPa. The mass density of steel is taken to be ρ = 7780 kg/m3 . As a
result, the longitudinal velocity in steel is taken as c = √B/ρ = 5825 m/s. This velocity, as well as the impedance Z = √Bρ = 45.3 106 N · s · m−3 , are markedly larger
than the corresponding values in air and water given in Table 3.1. As a result, we can
expect that the reflection coefficients at the interface between fluid and solid are quite
high. For normal incidence, the power reflection coefficient is R = 0.88 at a water-steel
interface.
Figure 4.3 (a) shows the band structure for a square-lattice sonic crystal of steel
rods in air, with r/a = 0.4. The diagram is a plot of frequency as a function of
wavenumber, considered along the enclosure of the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ).
Only the lowest bands are shown, but the band structure extends to higher frequencies. In this conventional plot, both frequency and wavenumber are normalized
against the lattice constant a. The reduced frequency, ωa
2π , has the units of velocka
, is a dimensionless coordinate with respect to
ity, m/s. The reduced wavenumber, 2π
the first Brillouin zone extension. Figure 4.3 (a) was plotted for 2N + 1 = 92 Fourier
harmonics. In the low frequency range, this number of harmonics is enough to obtain
convergence of the PWE method. As an illustration, and as a warning to the reader,
we plot in Figure 4.3 (b) an extended view of the band structure with more bands
included. In addition to 2N + 1 = 92 , the plot for 2N + 1 = 52 Fourier harmonics was
also added. It can be seen in the latter case that convergence is achieved for the low
frequency range but not for the high frequency range. This is a general trend: convergence of the band structure calculation generally degrades for the higher bands.
For the frequency range shown in Figure 4.3 (b), convergence is actually obtained for
2N + 1 = 72 and larger values.
In generating band structures, we are imposing the wavevector to lie in the first
Brillouin zone. For instance, along direction ΓX, k1 a/2π varies between 0 and 1/2. We
could have used any real value for the reduced wavenumber and we would expect
the result to be the same because of periodicity. Because of truncation of the Fourier
series, however, numerical errors can accumulate, degrading convergence of the band
structure for increasing k. To see this, let us write the Bloch wave for k = k + Gn , i.e.
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for an integer shift in reciprocal space
̃
p(t, x) = p(x)
exp(ı(ωt − k · x))
+N

= ∑ p m exp(−ı(Gm + Gn ) · x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x))
m=−N

=

+N+n

∑

p m exp(−ıGm · x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)).

m=−N+n

Hence, the Bloch wave for k is the same as the Bloch wave for k, but the index of
Fourier series must be shifted to account for the shift in reciprocal space. The choice we
have made of considering Fourier harmonics ranging between −N and +N is adapted
to the first Brillouin zone, but is decreasingly well adapted as we move away from
small k values.
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Fig. 4.4: Band structure of a square-lattice sonic crystal composed of steel rods in water. The radius
of the rods is r/a = 0.4. The PWE calculation is shown for 2N + 1 = 92 Fourier harmonics. A complete
band gap extends around ωa
2π = 850 m/s.

Figure 4.4 shows the band structure for the same square-lattice sonic crystal of steel
rods, with r/a = 0.4, but now immersed in water instead of air. The resemblance between Figures 4.3 (a) and 4.4 is striking, and apart from small details in the bands, it
almost seems as if they can be superposed by simply scaling the frequency axis. The
ωa
complete band gap appearing around ωa
2π = 200 m/s in air now appears around 2π =
850 m/s in water. The central value in both cases is given approximately by c/2, with
c the longitudinal velocity in the fluid.
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4.1.3 Multiple scattering theory (MST and LMS)
Multiple scattering theory (MST) type computation methods have a long history in
condensed matter and particle physics. The methods used for phononic crystals have
a close relationship with those used for the treatment of electron scattering in solids
and for the computation of the band structure of photonic crystals and transmission
through them. The basic idea is to make use of the superposition principle for identical
nonoverlapping scatterers embedded in a homogeneous matrix.² Considering a single
scatterer with a given shape in the matrix, one first obtains the field scattered from an
incident plane wave with given angular frequency and wavevector. Then the scattered
field from an assembly of scatterers is constructed by summing properly all individual
contributions. The method thus works very efficiently if the single scatterer problem
can be solved analytically, as is the case of isotropic spherical scatterers in a homogeneous isotropic medium (for which spheroidal expansions are known) or of infinite
isotropic cylinders in a homogeneous isotropic medium (for which Bessel expansions
are known). Multiple scattering methods have been employed with great success for
the computation of band structures, density of states, and transmission through finite
phononic crystals, though almost always for isotropic spheres or cylinders embedded
in an isotropic background, as is the case for sonic crystals. Generalization of multiple
scattering methods to arbitrary anisotropic periodic materials still remains a highly
difficult problem.
Arguably the most developed and versatile MST method is the layer multiple scattering (LMS) method [126, 135, 136]. We refer the reader to these papers for a full mathematical description of the method. We will only outline it here. The basic principle
of the LMS method is that the wave incident on a given scatterer can be viewed as the
sum of waves outgoing from all the other scatterers and from the externally incident
wave. A scattering matrix relating the amplitudes (which are expansion coefficients in
a given basis) of the scattered wave with those of the incident wave is obtained for the
composite system from the corresponding matrices of the individual scatterers and
proper propagator functions in the host medium. The LMS method considers a phononic crystal to be constituted by a stack of phononic crystal layers. It proceeds layer
by layer, evaluating the scattering properties of the phononic crystal from those of
the constituent phononic crystal layers, for given frequency and wavevector. The layers can be either planes of 3D scatterers with the same 2D periodicity, or homogeneous
layers. For each plane of scatterers, the method calculates the full multipole expansion
of the total multiply scattered wavefield and deduces the corresponding transmission
and reflection matrices in the plane wave basis for the surrounding media. For homogeneous layers, the transmission and reflection matrices are thus directly obtained in
the plane wave basis of the homogenous material.
2 The fact that the matrix is homogeneous is very important as the method relies implicitly on the
shift-invariance of the individual scattering problem (scattering on one isolated inclusion).
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In any multiple scattering calculation, the angular frequency is a fixed quantity.
The wavevector only appears as an eigenvalue in band structure computations or as a
particular component of the wavevector of the wave incident on a finite phononic crystal. As such, MST and LMS methods give access to complex band structures (see Chapter 9) and to the consideration of propagation loss in the form of frequency-dependent
viscous elastic constants [124]. An open-source LMS program is available.³

4.1.4 Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
There exist a variety of implementations of FDTD methods for pressure waves. We here
refer specifically to the implementation presented by Miyashita [102] for sonic crystals.
The derivation is only presented in the 2D case, but the 3D version is straightforward.
The starting point is again equations (4.1) and (4.2). In the FDTD method, all fields
are defined on a staggered and interleaved grid, as depicted in Figure 4.5. A time increment, Δt, and space increments, Δx1 and Δx2 , are first defined. The pressure is
evaluated at time and space points (t n = nΔt; x1i = iΔx1 , x2j = jΔx2 ) of the initial
grid.

Δx1
j+2
p
Δx2
v1

j+1

v2

j

i

i+1

i+2

Fig. 4.5: Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) space grid for pressure waves.

3 Program MULTEL, http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/summaries/ADUT_v1_0.html.
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First derivatives are estimated using centered differences, e.g.
∂p
p(n + 1; i, j) − p(n; i, j)
(n + 1/2; i, j) ≃
∂t
Δt
p(n;
i
+
1,
j) − p(n; i, j)
p ,1 (n; i + 1/2, j) ≃
Δx1
p(n; i, j + 1) − p(n; i, j)
p ,2 (n; i, j + 1/2) ≃
.
Δx2
As a result, first derivatives are displaced by half a grid increment in either time or
space. Because of the particular form of waves equations (4.1) and (4.2) – pressure and
velocity are related through their first derivatives – it is natural to define the velocity on
shifted grids. v1 is evaluated at time and space points (t n = (n+1/2)Δt; x1i = (i+1/2)Δx1 ,
x2j = jΔx2 ) and v2 is evaluated at (t n = (n + 1/2)Δt; x1i = iΔx1 , x2j = (j + 1/2)Δx2 ). It
thus takes three interleaved grids to write FDTD equations in 2D (and four interleaved
grids in 3D).
It is then straightforward to work out the FDTD equations. With Z = ρc = B/c the
acoustic impedance,
1
Z
1
v2 (n + 1/2; i, j + 1/2) = v2 (n − 1/2; i, j + 1/2) −
Z

v1 (n + 1/2; i + 1/2, j) = v1 (n − 1/2; i + 1/2, j) −

cΔt
(p(n; i + 1, j) − p(n; i, j)),
Δx1
cΔt
(p(n; i, j + 1) − p(n; i, j)),
Δx2

p(n + 1; i, j) = p(n; i, j)
cΔt
(v1 (n + 1/2; i + 1/2, j) − v1 (n + 1/2; i − 1/2, j))
Δx1
cΔt
(v2 (n + 1/2; i, j + 1/2) − v2 (n + 1/2; i, j − 1/2)).
−Z
Δx2

−Z

These formulas are forward steps in time: velocities on the grid are first updated given
their previous values and those of the pressures, then pressures are updated in a similar fashion and the process can be repeated. There exist more elaborate time schemes
which use an improved approximation for time derivatives and result in a sequence of
forward and backward time steps, but the scheme above was used successfully [100–
102]. Since the wave equations are solved both in time and space, the FDTD method
closely matches usual experimental conditions under which wave propagation can be
observed. It is, however, not too well suited to resonant problems with long lived excitations, since the simulation time has to be extended to capture the existence of all
waves.
The grid size cannot be chosen arbitrarily for convergence to be achieved. The
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition is generally used as a necessary condition
for stability of the numerical solution of the above equations. The CFL condition reads
in this case
cΔt cΔt
+
< 1.
Δx1 Δx2
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Physically, it means that to correctly capture the amplitude of a wave traveling across
a discrete spatial grid, the time increment must be less than the time it takes for the
wave to travel to adjacent grid points. The velocity c in the CFL condition should be
taken as the smallest in the whole crystal.
There is another limitation of FDTD that arises in relation with discontinuities in
material constants. Actually, in the three FDTD equations above the impedance Z has
to be estimated at space points (i+ 1/2, j), (i, j+ 1/2), and then (i, j). Depending on where
grid points are positioned with respect to the internal boundaries, it is not always clear
which impedance value should be used: host matrix, inclusion, or some combination
of both? To improve upon this situation, alternative models can be constructed where
the raw impedance value is replaced by an adequate weighting taking into account
the position of grids points with respect to boundaries [90].

4.1.5 Finite element modeling (FEM)
The finite element method (FEM) was introduced in Chapter 3. Here we discuss how
the band structure can be obtained by taking into account periodicity in application
of Bloch’s theorem.
The basic equations for propagation of acoustic waves in a fluid are (4.1) and (4.2).
In the context of Bloch’s theorem, they further simplify to (4.6) and (4.7), where p̃ and ṽ
become the unknown field distributions instead of the pressure p and of the velocity v.
Each solution is associated with a pair (ω, k).
The domain of definition of the periodic parts p̃ and ṽ is naturally a unit cell of
the phononic crystal. The domain can thus be a primitive cell or the Wigner–Seitz cell,
for instance. Finite element meshes for some primitive unit cells for 2D phononic crystals are shown in Figure 4.6. All these meshes are bounded externally by exactly two
pairs of boundaries. We apply periodic boundary conditions on each pair of external
boundaries: the unknown fields are set equal at corresponding nodes of these boundaries. Such periodic boundary conditions are hard-coded in the very definition of the
finite element space.
In order to obtain the band structure, it is enough here to consider a variational formulation of (4.3). Multiplying with the complex conjugate of a test function
q̃ exp(−ık · r), integrating over domain Ω (the unit cell), and performing an integration
by parts, we obtain
1
1
̃ = ∫ dr ((∇q̃ − ıkq)̃ † (∇p̃ − ıkp))
̃ ,
ω2 ∫ dr (q̃ ∗ p)
B
ρ
Ω

∀q.̃

(4.25)

Ω

As compared to the variational formulation (3.47), we note that there is no source
term – since we are looking for modes and not at the response of a system under
some force – and that the boundary integral vanishes identically because of the periodic boundary condition (the normal pressure gradient changes sign at either pair
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of boundaries and hence the total boundary integral vanishes). Another difference to
(3.47) is that the wavevector k enters directly inside the variational formulation, and
more precisely inside the stiffness matrix associated with the FEM problem.
The variational equation (4.25) is used to obtain band structures simply by varying the wavevector in the first Brillouin zone and computing the discrete set of eigenfrequencies. As a result of Hermitian symmetry in case the material parameters are
purely real (no material loss), the resulting eigenvalue problem for ω2 has only real
and positive solutions. The FEM formulation just described only requires truly periodic boundary conditions; an alternative derivation with periodic boundary conditions involving complex phase factors can be equivalently used [63]. In the latter case,
the wavevector dependence only enters the periodic boundary conditions, but not the
FEM matrices.
With FEM, the mesh quality is important to obtain a converged solution. The basis
functions on each element have few degrees of freedom, usually some coefficients of
a polynomial of small degree, and thus can only represent functions of space that do

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 4.6: Some examples of FEM meshes for various unit cells. 2D examples are given for the
square (a)–(c), the hexagonal (d)–(f) and the honeycomb (g)–(i) lattices. In each case, examples
are given for hollow circular inclusions (left), filled circular inclusions (middle), and an unstructured mesh of the unit cell (right). See text for a description of the use of each type of mesh. For
the hexagonal lattice, the Wigner–Seitz cell can be used alternatively to the primitive cell.
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not vary too fast within one element. In the context of waves, spatial variations are
scaled by the wavelength, and it is generally considered that elements with longest
dimension 5 to 10 times smaller than the wavelength are sufficient for a proper convergence. Numerical convergence should anyway always be checked for the particular
case considered.
Independent of mesh refinement, discontinuity of the material constants at the
boundaries between any inclusion and the matrix must be taken into account properly. Let us consider the very common case that functions of space B1 and 1ρ are piecewise constants: they have one value in subdomain Ω1 (the matrix) and another value
in subdomain Ω2 (the inclusion). The union of the two subdomains is domain Ω. The
integrals in (4.25) can be decomposed over the subdomains, for instance
1
1
1
̃ = ∫ dr (q̃ ∗ p)
̃ + ∫ dr (q̃ ∗ p)
̃ .
∫ dr (q̃ ∗ p)
B
B
B
Ω

Ω1

Ω2

In order to implement this decomposition in practice, the mesh must follow the
boundary between subdomains as precisely as possible. If it can be performed, the
domain decomposition method is probably the most accurate for a given mesh refinement. Figure 4.6 presents some examples of meshes for the square, the hexagonal,
and the honeycomb lattices. For a sonic crystal of solid inclusions in air, it is sufficient
to use the meshes shown in Figure 4.6 (a), (d) or (g). Indeed, since pressure can be assumed not to penetrate the solid, meshing of the solid part becomes unnecessary; the
inclusions can simply be replaced with a free (Neumann) boundary condition on their
boundaries, implying that pressure will be extremal at any point of the boundaries.
For a sonic crystal mixing two different fluids, the meshes shown in Figure 4.6 (b),
(e) or (h) should be used if possible. They contain well-defined internal boundaries
in the form of polygons closely following the shape of the circular inclusions. Even
though the mesh is composed of triangles and fills the whole domain, there are nodes
that fall exactly on the inclusion boundary, so that the elementary integrals on each
triangle can be evaluated only on homogeneous subdomains (material constants can
be taken as numerical constants inside every triangle).
If domain decomposition of the mesh is difficult to achieve, for any reason, it is
still possible to use the mesh of the unit cell together with projections of B1 and 1ρ as
finite element functions. In this case, an arbitrary mesh of the unit cell can be considered, such as those depicted in Figure 4.6 (c), (f) or (i); the shape of the inclusions is not
taken into account during the meshing process. For Lagrange finite elements, finite element functions are continuous between elements, hence the original discontinuous
material functions have to be replaced by continuous approximations. For instance,
for a 2D sonic crystal with circular inclusions, we can write
1
1
1
w(x) +
(1 − w(x)),
≈
B B2
B1
|x − x0 | − r
1
w(x) = (1 − tanh (
)) .
2
h
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Function w(x) equals 1 inside the inclusion of radius r centered at point x0 of the unit
cell and equals 0 outside. The jump of B−1 at the boundary is replaced by a continuous transition occurring within distance h. Note that the definition of w(x) above
is equally valid to represent a sphere of radius r centered at point x0 in the unit cell
of a 3D sonic crystal. Here we have used the hyperbolic tangent function to define a
proper window function w(x) for piecewise constant functions, but other choices are
obviously possible.

4.1.6 Other methods
The methods we have described in this section are not exhaustive, and there are many
different possible approaches that have been taken in the literature. We will only mention some, though they have generally not been used extensively by researchers other
than the original authors.
We demonstrate in Appendix 4.A that the PWE method can be considered as a
subcase of the Galerkin method, performed on a functional space spanned by Fourier
exponentials functions. In this case, the Galerkin method is meshless and the degrees
of freedom are not functional values at nodal positions, but expansion coefficients.
Sánchez-Pérez et al. have devised a Galerkin method specific to sonic crystals [137].
For the functional basis, they considered a superposition of localized functions that
are products of 1D cubic B-splines. A related approach is the use of a wavelet basis in
a Galerkin method [171]. Though it was presented in the context of phononic crystals
of solid/solid and solid/fluid composition, it should apply as well to sonic crystals.
Another alternative is the use of Green’s functions. Such an approach is especially
useful if there is only one homogeneous material, possibly within a complex geometry,
for which the Green’s function for free propagation is known. For instance, a boundary
element method (BEM) for acoustic waves can be implemented efficiently for sonic
crystals of rigid scatterers in air, since only pressure waves in air need to be described.
An open-source BEM software is freely available.⁴

4.2 2D sonic crystal
In this section, we discuss some examples of 2D sonic crystals that have been studied
experimentally in the literature. It should be stressed that there have not been reports
about truly fluid/fluid compositions, because of the obvious experimental difficulty
in obtaining a stable periodic structure composed only of gases and liquids. A close
situation to the ideal sonic crystal is however the fluid/solid composition (matrix is

4 Program AcouSTO is available at http://acousto.sourceforge.net/.
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fluid; inclusions are solid), since only pressure waves can propagate inside the matrix.
A major distinction can be made regarding whether the inclusions can be considered
as perfectly rigid or not. For solid cylinders in air, the rigid inclusion approximation
holds firmly. As plotted in Figure 3.6, the reflection coefficient for a pressure wave at
an interface separating two fluids with an impedance contrast larger than 100 can
practically be considered as reaching 100 %. Hence, pressure waves in air will hardly
set any solid material into motion. The situation is different if the impedance contrast
is limited, as in the case of pressure waves in water impinging on solid materials such
as polymers or plastics. In the context of this chapter, we will neglect elastic wave
propagation in the solid parts but replace the solid by an equivalent effective fluid with
the same density and longitudinal wave velocity. The validity of this approximation
will be discussed later in Chapter 6.

4.2.1 Rigid cylinders in air
The case of a periodic array of solid cylinders in air attracted early experimental attention because of the ease of manufacturing sonic crystal samples in this case. The
solid cylinders can be made of plastic, glass, metal or wood, and can be held together
by frames ensuring periodicity. If the cylinders are long enough, the sonic crystal is
approximately two-dimensional; long enough here means longer than the dimension
of the source and the receiver. The source should emit quasi-plane waves in order to
define a precise direction of propagation, i.e. a wavevector direction. Similarly, the
receiver should give a measured value proportional to a plane wave amplitude if the
result of an experiment is to be tested against a computed band structure. In air, the
most practical arrangement is to use a combination of loudspeakers and microphones,
which are readily available in the spectral range 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Signal processing of
experimental data can be performed with the inexpensive digital audio equipment of
personal computers. Both emitted and received signals will generally be expressed as
a voltage as a function of time, loudspeakers and microphones acting as transducers
converting electrical signals to pressure waves and vice versa.
There are different signals that can be used to measure a transmission as a function of frequency. One might simply think of playing one pure frequency after another,
but this is a very long and inefficient procedure. Instead, one can rely on Fourier analysis and send a known temporal signal smoothly covering a given spectral range, for
instance a Gaussian pulse. The different frequency components will travel with different speeds and suffer different attenuation while propagating through the sonic crystal. The spectral transmission is obtained by comparing the results with a reference
measurement obtained in the absence of the sonic crystal.
Miyashita [100] studied a 2D square-lattice sonic crystal of acrylic cylinders in air
and compared the transmission measurement to FDTD computations. The reported
measurements are shown in Figure 4.7. A complete band gap is found experimentally
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Fig. 4.7: A 2D sonic crystal of acrylic cylinders in air. The crystal is arranged according to a square
lattice with lattice constant a = 24 mm and radius r = 10.2 mm. The filling fraction is 0.567.
(a) Experimental set-up and (b) transmission measurement compared to an FDTD computation
(adapted from Miyashita et al. [100], copyright 2002 The Japan Society of Applied Physics).
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between 6.8 to 9.5 kHz, or between 0.475 to 0.67 in normalized frequency units a/λ =
ωa/(2πc) with c = 343 m/s.
Since the recorded signal is a real-valued function of time, V(t), its Fourier trans̃
form is complex valued and has Hermitian symmetry, V(−ω)
= Ṽ ∗ (ω). Hence, only
positive values of frequency need to be represented in the transmission spectra. The
intensity spectrum is customarily plotted as a function of frequency, as a measure
of spectral transmission. One also has direct access to the spectral phase and to the
̃
group delay. Writing V(ω)
= a(ω) exp(−ıφ(ω)) with a(ω) the real-valued amplitude
and φ(ω) the phase, it is easy to check that
t g (ω) =

dφ
dṼ 1
= − Im (
).
dω
dω Ṽ

(4.26)

The latter expression of the group delay is well adapted to numerical approximation by
̃
finite differences, because the function V(ω)
varies smoothly. In contrast, the former
expression is ill-defined since the spectral phase φ(ω) is numerically reset every 2π.
Figure 4.8 shows the band structure computed with FEM using the rigid inclusion
model for the parameters of Figure 4.7. The complete band gap outlined in gray extends from ωa/(2π) = 160 to 228 m/s, or from 0.466 to 0.665 in normalized frequency
units, in close agreement with the experimental result quoted above. Apart from the
obvious complete band gap, reading a phononic band structure is not always easy but
offers a lot of information in a synthetic plot. Below the band structure, we show the
pressure distribution of Bloch waves belonging to the first five bands in the ΓX direction. The pressure distributions are obtained from the eigenvectors of (4.25) at the X
point of the Brillouin zone. Bloch waves 1, 2, and 5 actually belong to a subset of bands
forming Bragg band gaps at the Γ and at the X points, where they undergo band foldings. Bloch waves 3 and 4 belong to a different subset which we will later identify in
Chapter 9 as arising from Bragg diffraction inside the sonic crystal. It suffices to remark at this point that these Bloch waves have a sinusoidal spatial variation in the x2
direction, contrary to Bloch waves 1, 2, and 5 (propagation is along the x1 direction
in this case). Furthermore, Bloch wave 4 is deaf, meaning that for symmetry reason it
cannot be excited by a plane wave source emitting waves along axis x1 . The concept
of deafness will be clarified in Section 4.2.3.
The case of the hexagonal lattice and its derivatives, including the honeycomb
lattice, was discussed by Caballero et al. with an emphasis of the effect of symmetry breaking on band gap width [20]. These authors used a frame to hold 1 meter long
cylinders with variable diameter according to a hexagonal lattice with lattice constant
a = 63.5 mm. When the unit cell contains two cylinders with different diameters, as
depicted in Figure 4.9, the lattice constant is larger by a factor √3, or a = 110 mm. Two
complete band gaps were found experimentally, with the additional surprise of transmission dips wider than expected from the band structure alone, which the authors
attributed to the existence of deaf bands, whereby introducing this concept.
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Fig. 4.8: Band structure of a 2D sonic crystal of steel cylinders in air. The crystal is arranged according to a square lattice with d/a = 0.85, similarly to Figure 4.7. The FEM computation assumes a
rigid boundary condition on the cylinders. The real part of the pressure field of the first five Bloch
waves at point X are depicted, with number corresponding to the band number. The gray scale is
such that negative values of pressure appear darker, p = 0 is 50 % gray, and positive values appear
lighter.

Let us consider the band structure for the hexagonal lattice of rigid cylinders in air,
shown in Figure 4.10 with the dimensions considered in Caballero’s experiment. It
can be seen that no complete band gap is opened. In particular, a partial band gap
opens between the first and the second band at the M point of the Brillouin zone, but
remains closed at the K point. The plot in the ΓK direction was also extended beyond
the boundary of the first Brillouin, by simply letting the wavenumber span twice a
larger range. Indeed, as k increases from its value at the K point, 4π/3a, it will reach
a point M equivalent to the M point at k = 6π/3a and a point K equivalent to K
at k = 8π/3a. Hence, an experiment performed in the ΓK direction will reveal the
existence (or not) of a complete band gap without having to scan to ΓM and the MK
directions. It is however customary to plot the band structure along a path enclosing
the irreducible Brillouin zone, and we will stick with this custom in the following.
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Fig. 4.9: A 2D hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal of acrylic cylinders in air. The lattice constant is a =
110 mm, and there are two different cylinders with diameters d1 = 40 mm and d2 = 10 mm. The
transmission measurement indicate the existence of two complete band gaps, indicated by arrows
(from Caballero et al. [20], copyright 1999 American Physical Society).

The simple hexagonal lattice is not very well adapted to the production of complete
band gaps. Indeed, such a complete band opens as d/a approaches the close-packing
value, but it is more efficient for a given d/a value to invoke the symmetry-breaking
principle. For instance, if a second inclusion with the same diameter is inserted in
the hexagonal unit cell, the honeycomb lattice results. As shown in Figure 4.11, two
complete band gaps now open, between the first and the second bands, and between
the third and the fourth bands.

4.2.2 Steel cylinders in water
The case of a 2D array of solid inclusions in water is similar to sonic crystals in air with
regards to fabrication. Again, the sonic crystal can be assembled mechanically before it is immersed in a water tank for measurements. Because the velocity of pressure
waves in water is larger than in air, operation can be achieved at ultrasonic frequencies, typically around a few MHz for millimeter-size lattice constants. In this range,
commercial transducers are readily available, together with dedicated signal forming
electronics sold for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) applications as well as for medi-
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Fig. 4.10: A 2D hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal of acrylic cylinders in air. The diameter of the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.63. The FEM computation assumes a rigid boundary condition on the cylinders. The real part of the pressure field of the first five Bloch waves at
point K are depicted, with number corresponding to the band number. The extended Brillouin zone
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a reciprocal lattice translation (b = 2π/a).
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Fig. 4.11: A 2D honeycomb-lattice sonic crystal of acrylic cylinders in air. The diameter of the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.3636. The FEM computation assumes a rigid
boundary condition on the cylinders. The real part of the pressure field of the first five Bloch waves
at point K are depicted, with number corresponding to the band number.

cal imaging applications. In particular, transducers emitting intense short pulses with
plane wavefronts are available.
Khelif et al. explored the properties of square-lattice 2D sonic crystals of cylindrical steel rods in water [65]. Steel is chosen as the material for the inclusion because of
the strong contrast it offers with respect to water. The density of steel is about 7.8 times
greater than the density of water, while its elastic modulus for longitudinal waves is
about 73 times greater. The rigid approximation used for air is obviously no longer
valid and we use the “liquid” steel model for the inclusions.
Figure 4.12 shows the experimental arrangement used to measure the transmission through the square-lattice water/steel sonic crystal. The input short pulse as well
as the dispersed signal detected by the receiver are shown. Combining measurements
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Fig. 4.12: A square-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The lattice constant is a = 3 mm and
the diameter of the rods is d = 2.5 mm (filling fraction 0.54). (a) The experimental set-up involves
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Fig. 4.13: 2D square-lattice sonic crystal of steel cylinders in water. The diameter of the cylinders
normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.833, as in Figure 4.12. The FEM computation assumes
pressure waves only inside the steel rods. The real part of the pressure field of the first five Bloch
waves at point X are depicted, with number corresponding to the band number. Bloch mode 4 is
deaf.

along directions ΓX and ΓM, a complete band gap is found to extend from 260 to
312 kHz. Along the ΓX direction, there is an additional partial band gap between 400
and 487 kHz. In the figure, measurements are compared with an FDTD computation,
with overall good agreement, particularly regarding band gap positions.
The band structure for the 2D square-lattice water/steel sonic crystal is shown in
Figure 4.13, for dimensions corresponding to the dimensions of the experiment in Figure 4.12. The complete band gap extends from ωa/(2π) = 800 to 1023 m/s. Given that
the lattice constant a = 3 mm, the complete band gap is predicted between 267 and
341 kHz, and is thus a bit overestimated compared to the measurements. We will see
in Chapter 8 that taking elastic wave propagation inside the steel inclusions into account indeed improves the numerical result. Pressure distributions for the first five
Bloch waves at the X point of the Brillouin zone are also shown in the figure. The main
difference to the air/rigid sonic crystal of Figure 4.8 is that pressure now extends con-
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tinuously inside the steel inclusion. The absolute values of pressure in water and in
steel are of the same order of magnitude, but it should be kept in mind that the kinetic
energy density and the potential energy density are proportional to ρ−1 and B−1 and
are thus clearly larger inside water. Bloch waves 1, 2, and 5 again belong to a subset of
bands forming Bragg band gaps at the Γ and at the X points, where they undergo band
foldings. Bloch waves 3 and 4 again belong to a different subset of Bragg diffraction
inside the sonic crystal. Bloch wave 4 is again deaf.
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Fig. 4.14: A hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The lattice constant is
a = 1.5 mm and the diameter of the rods is d = 1.2 mm (filling fraction 0.58). Transmission
measurements (solid line) along directions (a) Γ K and (c) Γ M are compared to FEM band structures
in (b) and (d). FDTD simulations of transmission are shown in (a) and (c) in dashed line. Band gaps
are outlined in dark gray and deaf bands are outlined in light gray (after Hsiao et al. [53]).
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Fig. 4.15: 2D hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal of steel cylinders in water. The diameter of the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.8, as in Figure 4.14. The FEM computation assumes pressure waves only inside the steel rods. The real part of the pressure field of the first five
Bloch waves at point K are depicted, with number corresponding to the band number. Bloch modes
2 and 4 are deaf.

The case of the hexagonal and honeycomb-lattice 2D water/steel sonic crystal was
studied by Hsiao et al. [53]. Their experimental results are shown in Figure 4.14 for
the hexagonal lattice and in Figure 4.16 for the honeycomb lattice. In each case, measurements are shown along the ΓK and the ΓM directions, and are compared with the
theoretical band structure computed with the coupled acoustic and elastic FEM that
we will describe in Chapter 8. The presence of Bragg band gaps and of deaf bands
is specified in each case. It can be noticed that the presence of the deaf bands has a
strong influence on transmission dips. Without the information on deafness obtained
from the theoretical model it would be almost impossible to experimentally separate
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Fig. 4.16: A honeycomb-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The lattice constant is
a = 2.6 mm and the diameter of the rods is d = 1.2 mm (filling fraction 0.387). Transmission
measurements (solid line) along directions (a) Γ K and (c) Γ M are compared to FEM band structures
in (b) and (d). FDTD simulations of transmission are shown in (a) and (c) in dashed line. Band gaps
are outlined in dark gray and deaf bands are outlined in light gray (after Hsiao et al. [53]).

Bragg band gaps from deaf frequency ranges. Compared to the air/rigid sonic crystal,
a band gap is opened between the second and the third band for the hexagonal lattice.
Band structures for the hexagonal and the honeycomb lattices are presented in
Figures 4.15 and 4.17 for the geometrical parameters of Figures 4.14 and 4.16. The computation is performed with steel represented as an equivalent fluid medium. Most of
the features of the coupled acoustic and elastic computation are reproduced, at least
for the lowest bands, although frequencies are generally slightly overestimated. In the
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Fig. 4.17: 2D honeycomb-lattice sonic crystal of steel cylinders in water. The diameter of the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.46, as in Figure 4.16. The FEM computation
assumes pressure waves only inside the steel rods. The real part of the pressure field of the first five
Bloch waves at point K are depicted, with number corresponding to the band number. Bloch waves
2 and 5 are deaf.

ΓK direction, both bands 2 and 4 are deaf for the hexagonal lattice. For the honeycomb
lattice, bands 2 and 5 are deaf.

4.2.3 Deaf bands and unit cell symmetry
We now discuss the relation between symmetries of the unit cell of a sonic crystal
and the existence of deaf bands. Our discussion follows the presentation in Laude
et al. [82].
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Experimental investigations of the dispersion of a sonic crystal or of a phononic
crystal usually rely on the excitation of Bloch waves by an external source, for instance
by monitoring the transmission of a particular mode of the medium surrounding a
finite size crystal sample, as we have illustrated previously. It is thus clear that the
intrinsic properties of the crystal are only explored through modal conversions that
occur at the boundary between the surrounding medium and the crystal. Obviously,
modal conversion to different Bloch waves results in different conversion efficiencies,
which we will specify in Chapter 12. Here we only discuss the nonexcitation of certain
Bloch waves because of symmetry reasons.
Deaf Bloch waves were originally observed in two-dimensional (2D) sonic crystal of rigid rods in air arranged according to a square lattice [20, 132, 137, 138]. They
were afterward also found in three-dimensional (3D) crystals of solid spheres in a
solid [126, 127] or a fluid matrix [125], and in 2D sonic crystal of steel rods in water
with hexagonal-type lattices [53]. They were observed in phononic crystal slabs as
well [44, 148, 170]. Deaf Bloch waves manifest themselves as dips in the transmission,
much as band gaps do, and thus lead to apparent discrepancies between the theoretical band structure and the experimental result. These discrepancies are soon explained by observing that a plane wave incident normally on the crystal is symmetric
with respect to the propagation direction; if a particular Bloch wave is antisymmetric
with respect to the same axis, then it cannot be excited and it cannot contribute to
transmission through the crystal. In the band structure, bands formed by deaf Bloch
waves are by extension termed deaf bands.
Deafness and unit cell symmetry. Let us consider 2D crystals such as depicted in Figure 4.18. Two different lattices are shown, square (SQ) and hexagonal (HEX). The SQ
lattice has symmetries with respect to axes x1 and x2 and with respect to both diagonals, i.e. every nπ/4 with n an integer. The HEX lattice has symmetries every nπ/6.
Two different inclusions are further considered, either a circle or a semicircle. While
the circular inclusion preserves all lattice symmetries, the semicircular inclusion only
preserves symmetry along the x2 axis. It is thus the combination of the symmetries of
lattice and inclusions that defines the symmetry of the unit cell of the crystal and an
inclusion of arbitrary shape generally removes any symmetry.
Let us now consider wave propagation in a sonic crystal. The Bloch–Floquet theorem states that for a fixed angular frequency ω, the modes of the phononic crystal have
the form (4.4). The symmetry directions of the crystal are shared by Bloch waves. It can
further be inferred that if the unit cell has a symmetry direction, then Bloch waves with
their wavevector pointing in that direction part into two groups, either symmetric or
antisymmetric. Antisymmetric Bloch waves are then deaf for this wavevector. Even in
the case of a symmetric lattice and of a symmetric inclusion, there is consequently a
simple way to break symmetry: it is sufficient to consider a wavevector that is not along
a direction of symmetry. As a result, changing the angle of incidence even slightly generally removes the deafness character from all Bloch waves.
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circular or a semicircular inclusion. Regarding wave propagation, the circular inclusion preserves all
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A criterion for deafness. Identifying deaf Bloch waves by plotting their modal distribution band by band is cumbersome. Can we obtain a simple criterion to judge
whether they are deaf or not? Bloch waves are intrinsic modes of the periodic crystal. In practice, the crystal is of finite extent and has boundaries separating it from the
surrounding medium. Figure 4.19 depicts such a boundary for a square-lattice crystal.
Two cases have been illustrated, with the crystal cut along symmetry direction X or M.
It can be noted that the periodicity constant along the crystal boundary, a‖ , is different
in both cases. A plane wave with angular frequency ω and wavevector k0 is incident
on the crystal boundary. The incident pressure field is
p i (r, t) = exp(ı(ωt − k01 x1 − k01 x2 )),

(4.27)

with the dispersion relation k201 + k202 = ω2 /c2 and c the velocity in the incident
medium. There is a certain degree of arbitrariness in the exact choice of boundary
σ; in Figure 4.19 we have chosen it to lie exactly on the boundary of the unit cell, but
other choices can be made without changing the result of the analysis.
We next examine the conversion of the incident wave to Bloch waves. Conservation of energy and momentum requests conservation of the frequency and of the k1
component of the wavevector. Thus, the relevant Bloch waves in the PC are given as solutions of a problem of the form k2 (ω; k01 ) that yields a discrete set of complex-valued
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Fig. 4.19: Modal conversion problem for a plane wave incident on the boundary of a sonic or phononic crystal. The two cases shown are for a square-lattice 2D crystal cut either along (a) direction X or
(b) direction M.

solutions k n2 , with n the mode index [78]. Anticipating the results of Chapter 12, we
consider the scalar product between the incident wave and the n-th Bloch wave, measured along the boundary σ, as a measure of modal conversion. This quantity reduces
to a line integral of the periodic part of the Bloch wave solution
< p i (ω; k01 )|p n (ω; k01 ) >= ∫ ds exp(ı(k02 − k n2 )x2 )p̃ n (r).

(4.28)

σ

In the particular case that σ is a simple straight line, as in Figure 4.19 (a), we can take
the integral along x2 = 0, in which case the above equation reduces to
< p i (ω; k01 )|p n (ω; k01 ) >= ∫ ds p̃ n (r).

(4.29)

σ

Even though the incident wavevector does not appear explicitly in this expression,
both k n2 and p̃ n (r) depend on the pair (ω; k01 ). Obviously, if the periodic part of the
Bloch wave, p̃ n (r), is antisymmetric, then the scalar product in (4.29) is zero. For normal incidence, i.e. k01 = 0, this property remains true whatever the value of k ny and
deaf Bloch waves form deaf bands. When incidence is not normal, i.e. k01 ≠ 0, deafness is lost immediately since the wavevector breaks the symmetry. Deafness is indeed
highly sensitive to the incidence angle.
The line integral defined above provides a simple means of evaluating the symmetry or antisymmetry of Bloch waves for normal incidence. It can thus be used to
investigate the intrinsic symmetry properties of band structures. Figures 4.20 and 4.21
display band structures for propagating Bloch waves for a square-lattice 2D sonic crystal of steels rods in water, in the case of the circular and of the semicircular inclusion
depicted in Figure 4.18 (a) and (b), respectively. For the circular inclusion, Figure 4.20,
the three symmetry directions X, M, and Y show deaf bands, and directions X and Y
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Fig. 4.20: Band structure for a square-lattice 2D sonic of circular steels rods in water with d/a = 0.8,
shown along direction X, M and Y in the first Brillouin zone. Antisymmetric (deaf) bands are plotted
with small dots, while nondeaf bands are plotted with large dots. Note that bands 3 and 4 in directions X and Y are degenerate in frequency, but that band 3 is deaf while band 4 is not.
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Fig. 4.21: Band structure for a square-lattice 2D PC of semi-circular steels rods in water with
d/a = 0.8, shown along direction X, M and Y in the first Brillouin zone. Antisymmetric (deaf) bands
are plotted with small dots, while nondeaf bands are plotted with large dots.
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are equivalent. For the semicircular inclusions that only preserve symmetry along direction Y, deaf bands only appear along this same direction, as Figure 4.21 illustrates.
It can further be observed that the complete band gap observed in the case of a circular
inclusion disappears for the semicircular inclusion.

4.2.4 Sonic crystal design
Let us finish our presentation of 2D sonic crystals with some general remarks on the
design of sonic crystals with large band gaps. The widest band gaps that were predicted are for water/air sonic crystals, understood in the form of air “bubbles” in water [72]. Kushwaha et al. have provided gap maps for 2D bubble sonic crystals, which
particularly show that the widest band gaps are obtained at the lowest filling fractions [72]. Of course, this particular type of crystal is probably difficult to obtain as a
two-dimensional array of bubbles with a very long third length. It remains that except
for localized frequency bands arising from internal resonances of the bubbles, such
a sonic crystal is in theory able to block the propagation of sound in a very wide frequency range. Experimental demonstrations are still missing, though there have been
some attempts in 3D (see next section).
The bubble provides very soft boundary conditions around the inclusions that
scatter acoustic waves in water. Considering perfectly rigid boundary conditions instead, such as the air/rigid sonic crystal, leads to relatively moderately wide band
gaps. As a note, gap maps for the air/rigid composition were provided by Caballero
et al. [20]. Band gaps generally open as the filling fraction tends to its maximum value.
This trend remains the same if the inclusion is chosen to be more rigid and more massive than the matrix, such as with water/steel sonic crystals.

4.3 3D sonic crystals
We now turn our attention to 3D sonic crystals. Figure 4.22 displays 3D FEM meshes
for the simple cubic (SC) and the face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice sonic crystals. Again
following the strategy introduced for 2D FEM meshes in Figure 4.6, we differentiate the
different cases of a totally unstructured mesh, to be used with material constants described as space-dependent functions of space coordinates; of a mesh with an internal
hollow inclusion, to be used with the rigid boundary condition; and of a mesh with an
internal plain inclusion, to be used with a domain decomposition method. The meshes
shown are for the primitive cell, but the Wigner–Seitz cell can be considered as well
in the FCC case, resulting in a polyhedron with 12 faces.
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Fig. 4.22: 3D meshes for simple cubic (SC, left) and face-centered cubic (FCC, right) lattice sonic
crystals. From top to bottom, the unstructured 3D meshes of the primitive cell, of the primitive
cell with a hollow spherical inclusion, and of the primitive cell with a plain spherical inclusion are
shown. The meshes with an inclusion are clipped to show their internal structure.
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4.3.1 Air bubbles in water
Water/air sonic crystals, or bubble crystals, possess the widest complete band gaps of
all sonic and phononic crystals, both in 2D [72] and in 3D [73]. We are aware, however,
of only one experimental report of a periodic structure approaching this theoretically
ideal case [84]. In contrast, the theory is rather well developed.
Figure 4.23 shows the band structure for the simple cubic (SC) lattice for a filling fraction of 0.1, corresponding to a case discussed by Kushwaha et al. [73]. The first
band is really extremely flat and a series of three very wide complete band gaps until a
reduced frequency ωa/(2π) = 749 m/s. In-between there are two groups of flat bands,
corresponding to resonant modes of the air bubbles: three resonant modes around
ωa/(2π) = 402 m/s and four resonant modes around ωa/(2π) = 649 m/s. Further
groups of resonant bubble modes can be identified on the figure for higher frequencies. Note that the band starting at ωa/(2π) = 749 m/s at the Γ point is a Bragg order
of diffraction.
The case of a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice water/air sonic crystal is presented
in Figure 4.24. Again we consider a filling fraction of 0.1, following Kushwaha et al.
[73]. In the latter paper, the authors used a PWE method to obtain the band structure.
The same problem was considered by Kafesaki et al. using an MST method [60]. Their
results are essentially identical to our Figure 4.24 that is obtained with FEM. Similar
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Fig. 4.23: Band structure of simple cubic-lattice sonic crystal of air bubbles in water. The bubbles
have a normalized diameter d/a = 0.576 (the filling fraction is 0.1).
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Fig. 4.24: Band structure of face-centered cubic lattice sonic crystal of air bubbles in water. The
bubbles have a normalized diameter d/a = 0.3628 (the filling fraction is 0.1).

to the SC case, the first band is very flat and a sequence of complete band gaps starts
almost immediately, only interrupted by flat bands corresponding to groups of resonant modes of the air bubble. There is also a band corresponding to the first Bragg
order of diffraction, but its onset frequency is above the range of Figure 4.24, since the
effective grating constant of any Bragg plane is significantly smaller for the FCC lattice
compared to the SC lattice.
As we noted before, an experimental demonstration of bubble sonic crystals is
still missing, and their huge complete band gaps remain a theoretical conjecture at
the time of writing this book.

4.3.2 Tungsten carbide beads in water
A 3D sonic crystal of tungsten carbide spheres arranged according to the FCC lattice
was used by Yang et al. [172] to explore tunneling of acoustic waves within a Bragg
band gap. We will discuss the associated results in Chapter 12 and only present here
the band structure computed with the FEM method and the unstructured mesh shown
in Figure 4.22. Since the crystal is constructed by hand by piling 0.8 mm diameter
beads, it can only respect the close-packing condition that every sphere is in contact
with its six closest neighbors. For the FCC lattice, the close-packing condition is ob-
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Fig. 4.25: Band structure of face-centered cubic lattice sonic crystal of tungsten carbide beads in
water. The close-packed beads have a normalized diameter d/a = 0.707 (the filling fraction is 0.74).

tained for d/a = 1/√2, and the filling fraction is then 0.74. If we were to attempt a
domain decomposition method, we would need to clip the central sphere at the six
faces of the FCC primitive parallelepiped and to incorporate the six clipped sphere
caps emerging from the six neighboring spheres. To avoid these complications, we
simply describe the material constants by space-dependent functions of space coordinates. An alternative is to use the Wigner–Seitz cell, since the latter fully contains
the inclusion even at the close-packed condition.
The band structure is shown in Figure 4.25. A rather large complete band gap can
be observed, but it should be noted that it only forms as the sphere diameter closely
approaches the close-packing value. For small filling fractions as considered previously with bubble crystals, no complete band gap would be observed. It can also be
remarked that there are only dispersive bands, i.e. no resonant modes of the tungsten
carbide beads appear.

4.A Derivation of PWE equations
In this appendix, we give a more rigorous derivation of the PWE equations than the one
presented in Section 4.1.2. Laurent’s rule for Fourier series states that if function h(x) =
f(x)g(x) is the product of two functions f and g, then the Fourier series coefficients of
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h are obtained as the convolution of the coefficients of f and g, or
+∞

h n = ∑ f n−m g m .
m=−∞

Since we made a direct derivation of the PWE equations, we did not have to use Laurent’s rule explicitly, but it is clearly behind definitions (4.20) and (4.21). Of course,
there are conditions that the various functions should satisfy for Laurent’s rule to lead
to a useful result; in the case of sonic crystals, these conditions are related to discontinuities of the material constants and of the physical fields.
To simplify the analysis, let us consider univariate functions of x with period 2π.
Let us denote the Fourier series expansion of function f as
+∞

F[f](x) = ∑ f m exp(−ımx).
m=−∞

F[f](x) is a continuous function of x, which is not necessarily the case of the original
function f(x). If f(x) is continuous and left- and right-differentiable at point x, then the
Fourier series converges to the function value, i.e. F[f](x) = f(x). This is the case for the
sonic crystals we considered, for any point x not exactly on the discontinuity between
two material regions. At a staircase discontinuity, however, we already mentioned the
Gibbs phenomenon: F[f](x) does not converge to f(x) but instead oscillates very fast
around the mean value 12 (f(x+ ) + f(x− )), as N goes to infinity. So, does Laurent’s rule
always lead to a meaningful result? The question has recently been debated extensively in the optical grating and photonic crystal literature. Li [85] gave mathematical
arguments as to when one should select the Fourier series (f m ), or the inverse of the
−1 )−1 ) when evaluating the Fourier coefficients
Fourier series of the inverse function ((f m
of h(x). As an example, Li considers
{1
f(x) = {
1
{2

if |x| <
if

π
2

π
2

< |x ≤ π

and g(x) = f −1 (x). It is then obvious that h(x) = f(x)g(x) = 1. Anyway, when Laurent’s
rule is used, h n = ∑+∞
m=−∞ f n−m g m , F[h](x) oscillates very fast around 1 at the original
−1 −1
discontinuity points. Of course, in this case, using h n = ∑+∞
g m removes
m=−∞ (f n−m )
−1
the problem, since g m = f m . What the present example says is that we should avoid
considering the product of two functions that are simultaneously discontinuous at the
same points.
Coming back to the sonic crystal problem, we know that pressure p is continuous
everywhere, but that only the normal velocity is continuous across a discontinuity
between material regions. The material constants ρ and B, as well as their inverses,
are clearly discontinuous. This is the reason why we wrote (4.16) and (4.17) as they
stand: discontinuities are present on either side of the equations, but not twice on the
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same side. If instead we had written
−(p̃ ,i − ık i p)̃ = ıωρ ṽ i ,
ıω p̃ = −B(ṽ i,i − ık i ṽ i ),
then we would have introduced a convergence problem in the resulting PWE equations since both right-hand sides would now be twice discontinuous at every material
boundary.
Let us now show that the PWE method is actually a Galerkin method on the basis
of Fourier exponential functions. In this respect, this property implies that the PWE
method has a well-defined meaning: it has a weak form, or variational formulation on
some functional space. This functional space is, however, not a finite element space
in that no mesh is required. The PWE method is thus a meshless method.
We consider the space spanned by the Fourier exponentials on the periodic unit
cell, which we term the PWE space. The degrees of freedom of functions f in this space
are just the Fourier coefficient f m in the Fourier series expansion. The Fourier exponentials exp(−ıGm · x) are orthogonal on the domain Ω since
1
∫ exp(ıGn · x) exp(−ıGm · x) = δ n−m .
V(Ω)
Ω

Let us build the weak form of (4.16) and (4.17). We consider the test functions q̃ (dual
to p)̃ and w̃ i , i = 1, 2, 3 (dual to ṽ i ). The test functions belong to the PWE space
̃
q(x)
= ∑ q m exp(−ıGm · x),
m

w̃ i (x) = ∑ w im exp(−ıGm · x).
m

The scalar equation (4.17) is left-multiplied by q̃ ∗ and integrated over the unit cell. We
have for the left-hand side
ıω

1
1
1
1
∫ q̃ ∗ p̃ = ıω ∑ ∑ q∗n p m
∫ exp(ı(Gn − Gm ) · x)
V(Ω)
B
V(Ω)
B
n m
Ω

Ω

1
= ıω ∑ ∑ q∗n p m ( )
B
n−m
n m
= ıωQ† BP.
The matrix B obtained from the Fourier coefficients of B1 thus introduces naturally. Q is
obviously the vector of Fourier coefficients q n and Q† denotes its transpose conjugate.
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Furthermore, the right-hand side is
−

1
∫ q̃ ∗ (ṽ i,i − ık i ṽ i ) = ı ∑ ∑ q∗n (k i + G im )v im
V(Ω)
n m
Ω

×
=
=

1
∫ exp(ı(Gn − Gm ) · x)
V(Ω)

Ω
∗
ı ∑ q m (k i
m
ıQ† Γ i V i .

+ G im )v im

The equality of the two bilinear forms holds whatever the vector Q, from which the
PWE equation (4.17) follows: ωBP = Γ i V i .
Each of the three equations (4.16) is left-multiplied by w̃ ∗i (i = 1, 2, 3) and integrated over the unit cell. We have for the left-hand side (the repeated index summation
rule is not applied here)
−

1
1
∫ w̃ ∗i (p̃ ,i − ık i p)̃ = ı ∑ ∑ w∗in (k i + G im )p m
V(Ω)
ρ
n m
Ω

×

1
1
∫ exp(ı(Gn − Gm ) · x)
V(Ω) ρ
Ω

1
= ı ∑ ∑ w∗in (k i + G im )p m ( )
ρ n−m
n m
= ıW i† BΓ i P.
Furthermore, the right-hand side is
ıω

1
1
∫ w̃ ∗i ṽ i = ıω ∑ ∑ w∗in v im
∫ exp(ı(Gn − Gm ) · x)
V(Ω)
V(Ω)
n m
Ω

Ω

=

ıωW i† V i .

The equality of the three pairs of bilinear forms holds whatever the vector W i , from
which the PWE equation (4.16) follows: BΓ i P = ωV i .

4.B Some properties of eigenvalue problems
Let us consider a square matrix M ij with dimension n × n, whose elements can be
either real or complex valued. An eigenvalue problem for the eigenvalue λ and the
eigenvector u i is of the form
(4.30)
M ij u j = λu i
Eigenvalues are roots of the characteristic polynomial obtained with the determinant
|M ij − λδ ij | = 0.
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(k)

There are exactly n eigenvalues λ(k) and at most n eigenvectors u i , which are
a priori complex valued. Eigenvectors are nonvanishing and can be renormalized
(k) (k)
(k)
(u i u i = 1). They can be arranged as columns in a square matrix X ik = u i so that
(4.30) becomes
M ij X jk = X ij Λ jk with Λ jk = λ(k) δ jk .
(4.31)
If X is nonsingular, then M = XΛX −1 .
If M is real and symmetrical, eigenvalues are real and eigenvectors are mutually
orthogonal: X −1 = X T .
In practice, there exist very efficient algorithms to obtain numerically eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and one should not try to obtain the roots of the characteristic
polynomial for this purpose.

|
Part II: Elastic waves in phononic crystals
I come from fields of fractured ice,
Whose wounds are cured by squeezing,
Melting they cool, but in a trice,
Get warm again by freezing.
Here, in the frosty air, the sprays
With fern-like hoar-frost bristle,
There, liquid stars their watery rays
Shoot through the solid crystal.
James Clerk Maxwell
To the Chief Musician upon Nabla: A Tyndallic Ode

5 Elastic waves
In this chapter, we give an overview of the theory of elastic waves in solids, including
piezoelectricity, plus an original part on finite element modeling of elementary elastic wave problems. This presentation aims at providing some basics required for the
presentation of phononic crystals that follows in the next chapters.

5.1 Elastodynamic equations
Let us first introduce the basic concepts and relations for linear elastic waves.
Strain tensor. Let us consider some solid material. The solid is certainly composed
of a very large number of atoms that are firmly bonded together but are still relatively
free to vibrate about their mean equilibrium positions. In crystalline solids, the amplitude of vibration of an individual atom can safely be assumed to remain much smaller
than the mean interatomic distance, because of the very stiff bonds that tie the atom
to its neighbors. We will assume this linear elastic approximation to apply in the following. We want to describe these tiny vibrations which can ultimately form elastic
waves when they act collectively. To obtain a tractable problem, we have to abandon
the idea of describing the individual motion of each and every atom. Instead, in the
frame of continuum mechanics, we consider there is a rigid reference frame that is attached to the solid body and that can be used to describe mechanical motion. Let us
thus consider some point x with coordinates (x1 , x2 , x3 ) inside a solid material. As a
measure of the local deformation around x, we introduce the displacement vector u.
The displacement vector and its components, the displacements u i , are functions of
the position x. The first-order Taylor expansion of the displacements is
u i (x + dx) = u i (x) +

∂u i
dx j .
∂x j

i
By definition, ∂u
∂x j is the displacement gradient, a tensor of order 2. We can separate
this gradient into its symmetrical part, S ij , and its antisymmetrical part, Ω ij :

∂u i
= S ij + Ω ij ,
∂x j
1 ∂u i ∂u j
+
(
),
2 ∂x j ∂x i
1 ∂u i ∂u j
−
Ω ij = (
).
2 ∂x j ∂x i
S ij =

(5.1)

S ij is the (symmetrical) strain tensor that measures the local deformation of the solid
structure. The antisymmetrical tensor Ω ij measures local rotations. The expansion, or
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local variation of the volume, is
S ii = S11 + S22 + S33 = ∇.u,
or the trace of the strain tensor. Diagonal tensor elements S11 , S22 , S33 are associated
with longitudinal motion, while antidiagonal tensor elements S ij with i ≠ j are associated with shear motion.
x3

T31

P

T21

T11

O

x2

x1

Fig. 5.1: Representation of the stress vector on a surface containing the center P of an elementary
solid cube. The case depicted is for a surface orthogonal to axis x1 . The stress orthogonal to the
surface is T11 + T21 + T31 in the direction of positive x1 , with T11 the longitudinal stress and T21 + T31
the shear stress.

Stress tensor. In contrast to fluids, shear forces are transmitted through a solid and at
an interface between two bonded solids. Three independent forces can be applied on a
surface: a traction-compression stress and two shear stresses. Let us consider that the
small elementary cube depicted in Figure 5.1 is subject to a deformation, for instance
caused by an elastic wave. In addition to possible body forces f i , for instance gravitation, stresses appear inside the bulk of the solid because the strong atomic cohesion
resists local deformations. Considering a surface orthogonal to axis x1 and passing
by the cube center P with coordinates x, the traction per unit surface, or stress, in the
positive x1 direction can be written as T11 + T21 + T31 . By the principle of action and
reaction, or Newton’s third law, the stress in the negative x1 direction is exactly opposite. Similar considerations of course apply to the surfaces orthogonal to axes x2
and x3 , and more generally to any surface passing by point P. This means that there
is a linear relationship between the surface traction and the normal to the surface: for
an elementary surface with normal n, the stress is T ik n k . Overall, this linear relation
defines a symmetrical rank-two tensor T ij , which is called the (Cauchy) stress tensor.
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Tab. 5.1: Contracted (or Voigt) notation for symmetric pairs of indices.
(ij)

11

22

33

23 or 32

13 or 31

12 or 21

I

1

2

3

4

5

6

The units are those of pressure, Pa or N/m2 . The linear relation between stress and
local normal follows from the fundamental laws of conservation of linear momentum
and static equilibrium of forces. Moreover, the principle of conservation of angular
momentum implies that the stress tensor is symmetric.
The fundamental equation of elastodynamics can be written
∂2 u i
∂T ik
+ fi = ρ 2 ,
∂x k
∂t

(5.2)

with f i the body forces and ρ the mass density. The first term is the divergence of the
stress tensor, ∇ · T. This equation is obtained by writing the equilibrium condition for
a small region of 3D space, like the cube in Figure 5.1, and then letting its volume go
to zero.
Hooke’s law and elastic constants. Experience shows that in the limit of small deformations, most solids obey Hooke’s law, which stipulates that the Cauchy stress tensor
is proportional to the strain, or
T ij = c ijkl S kl .
(5.3)
In the case of tensors, proportionality means that a tensor with constant elements relates the two proportional tensors. Since both the strain tensor and the stress tensor
are second-order tensors, the tensor relating them linearly must be of fourth order,
hence the four indices indicated for the elastic tensor c ijkl in Hooke’s law (see Appendix 5.A).
The elastic tensor has in principle 34 = 81 elements. The symmetry of both T ij
and S kl however implies that
c jikl = c ijlk = c jilk = c ijkl .

(5.4)

As a consequence, there are at most 36 independent tensor elements. This property
is used to reduce the tensor notation of Hooke’s law to a 6 × 6 matrix notation. First,
the pair of symmetric indices (ij) (i and j running from 1 to 3) is replaced by a single
number I running from 1 to 6, according to the rule summarized in Table 5.1. Similarly,
the symmetric pair (kl) is replaced by J. The contracted notation is then used to write
the second-order stress tensor as a 6-component vector and the fourth-order elastic
tensor as a 6 × 6 matrix
T I = T ij ,

(5.5)

c IJ = c ijkl .

(5.6)
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Hooke’s law then has the matrix-vector product form
T I = c IJ S J ,

(5.7)

with the vector S J having components
S1 = S11 ;

S2 = S22 ;

S3 = S33 ;

S4 = 2S23 ;

S5 = 2S31 ;

S6 = 2S12 .

(5.8)

The factors 2 in the shear strains S4 , S5 , and S6 must be added so that the matrix-vector
product gives the same result as the original tensor product.
Tab. 5.2: Elastic constants for some isotropic solids and anisotropic crystalline solids. The crystal
system is indicated in bold in the first column. This table should be used together with Figure 5.2.
Material

Point
group

Elastic constants

ρ

(1010

(103 kg/m3 )

N/m2 )

Iso.
SiO2

—

c11
7.85

c44
3.12

Cubic
AsGa
Si

̄
43m
m3m

c11
11.88
16.56

c12
5.38
6.39

c44
2.83
7.95

Hexa.
PZT-4
ZnO

—
6mm

c 11
13.9
21.0

c12
7.8
12.1

c13
7.4
10.5

c33
11.5
21.1

c44
2.6
4.2

Tetra.
TiO2

4/mmm

c11
26.6

c12
17.3

c13
13.6

c33
47.0

c44
12.4

c66
18.9

4.28

Trigonal
Al2 O3
LiNbO3
quartz-α

̄
3m
3m
32

c11
49.7
20.3
8.7

c12
16.3
5.3
0.7

c13
11.1
7.5
1.2

c33
49.8
24.5
10.7

c44
14.7
6.0
5.8

c14
−2.3
0.9
−1.8

3.986
4.7
2.648

2.203
5.307
2.329
7.5
5.676

The final number of truly independent elastic constants, however, depends on the
point group of the crystal that is considered. Isotropic materials like glasses have only
two independent elastic constants, cubic crystals have three, and so on. Figure 5.2
gives the shape of matrix c IJ depending on the crystal system and on the point group.
Further, in Table 5.2 we give a list of the elastic constants and of the mass densities
that are used in the examples in this book. Values for many materials and crystals as
well as a detailed explanation of the shape of c IJ can be found in specialized books.
Energy relations and Poynting’s theorem for elastic waves. Let us neglect body forces
in the elastodynamic relation (5.2). Combined with Hooke’s law (5.3), we are led at once
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Isotropic (2)

Tetragonal (6)
̄
42m,
422,
4mm, 4/mmm

Cubic (3)

Tetragonal (7)
4, 4,̄ 4/m

Orthorhombic (9)
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Hexagonal (5)

Trigonal (6)
̄
32, 3m, 3m

Monoclinic (13)

Trigonal (7)
3, 3̄

Triclinic (21)

Fig. 5.2: Independent elements of the elastic tensor represented in contracted notation c IJ and in
the frame of the crystallographic axes for the different crystal systems and point groups. Missing
symbols indicate zero values. Equal values are connected with lines. Empty circles indicate minus
the value of connected plain circles. Gray circles indicate c66 = (c11 − c12 )/2. The number of independent elastic constants is indicated inside parentheses in each case. Note that c IJ is symmetric.

to an anisotropic wave equation
ρ

∂2 u i
∂2 u l
= c ijkl
.
2
∂x j ∂x k
∂t

(5.9)

This equation is the fundamental equation of elastodynamics.
Let us give an energetic interpretation for the propagation of elastic waves in general. In this section, we assume that all physical quantities are real valued. We contract
the elastodynamic equation with the velocity vector v:
ρ

∂T ij
∂v i
vi .
vi =
∂t
∂x j
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The left-hand side is the time derivative of the density of kinetic energy,
ek =

1
ρv i v i .
2

(5.10)

To transform the right-hand side, we use the chain-rule relation for derivatives:
∂T ij
∂v i
∂
(T ij v i ) =
v i + T ij
∂x j
∂x j
∂x j
∂T ij
∂S ij
=
v i + T ij
∂x j
∂t
∂e k ∂e p
+
,
=
∂t
∂t
with the density of elastic energy defined as
ep =

1
1
T ij S ij = c ijkl S ij S kl .
2
2

(5.11)

Note that the interchange of the time derivative from the strain to the density of elastic
energy in the relations above is made possible by the symmetries of the elastic tensor.
Finally, defining the Poynting vector as
P j = −T ij v i ,

(5.12)

we obtain the local form of Poynting’s theorem as
∂P j
∂e k ∂e p
.
+
= −∇ · P = −
∂t
∂t
∂x j

(5.13)

From the local form of the Poynting theorem, a global form can be obtained by
invoking the Gauss (or divergence) theorem. Let Ω denote a closed domain with enclosing boundary σ; n is the outward normal to boundary σ. Integrating (5.13) over
domain Ω and swapping time and space derivatives we have the Poynting theorem
∂E k ∂E p
+
= − ∫ P · n,
∂t
∂t

(5.14)

Ek = ∫ ek ,

(5.15)

σ

with

Ω

Ep = ∫ ep .

(5.16)

Ω

The physical meaning of this result is that the time variation of the internal energy
(the sum of the kinetic energy and of the elastic energy) equals minus the flux of the
Poynting vector through the boundary enclosing the domain of integration. The flux is
thus understood as measuring the power flow leaving the system if its internal energy
decreases. This statement justifies the sign convention used when defining Poynting’s
vector.
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5.2 Bulk waves in elastic solids
In this section we discuss the anisotropy of elastic wave propagation in crystalline
solids. This will lead us to define the slowness curves and wave surfaces for elastic
waves. The relation between group velocity, Poynting’s theorem, and energy conservation will be made apparent in this nondispersive case.

Christoffel equation – For harmonic plane waves of the form
u i (t, r) = û i exp(ıω(t − s n.r)),

(5.17)

we are led to the Christoffel equation
ρ û i = s2 c ijkl n j n k û l .

(5.18)

Here, the slowness s(n) = k(n)/ω (with units s/m) is a function of the propagation
direction as given by the unit vector n. As a note, any quantity of the form √c/ρ with
c some elastic constant has units of velocity. The Christoffel equation is independent
of frequency, meaning that propagation of bulk acoustic waves is anisotropic but not
dispersive.
In elastic solids, the velocities of bulk elastic waves can be very strongly anisotropic. We introduce the second-order symmetric Christoffel tensor
Γ il = c ijkl n j n k ,

(5.19)

which is the contraction of the elastic tensor with the unit vector n (twice). We emphasize that the Christoffel tensor depends on the selected direction of propagation. The
Christoffel equation can now be cast as an eigenvalue problem for the square of the
velocity
Γ il û l = ρv2 û i .
(5.20)
Solving the eigenvalue problem we can obtain the velocities of all bulk waves propagating in direction n together with their polarization û i . Since Γ il is a second-order
tensor and the indices i and j vary from 1 to 3, there are exactly 3 eigenvalues. There are
then exactly three bulk waves with orthogonal polarizations. Let us now discuss some
simple cases and then give a general procedure to easily obtain all bulk velocities with
a computer program.
Bulk elastic waves in isotropic solids. In the isotropic case, bulk wave velocities must
be invariant with the propagation direction. Let us consider, for instance, x1 as the
direction of propagation. Then n1 = 1, n2 = 0, and n3 = 0. In general, the Christoffel
tensor for this direction of propagation is
c1111
Γ = (c2111
c3111

c1112
c2112
c3112

c11
c1113
c2113 ) = (c61
c3113
c51

c16
c66
c56

c11
c15
c65 ) = ( 0
0
c55

0
c44
0

0
0 )
c44
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12
with c44 = c11 −c
. The first equality is just the definition (5.19), the second equality
2
uses the contracted notation, and the third equality uses Figure 5.2 to write the result
with only independent elastic constants for isotropic solids. The resulting matrix is
diagonal; it has a simple eigenvalue and a pair of degenerate eigenvalues.
– The bulk wave with velocity c L = √c11 /ρ is associated with the eigenvector û =
(1, 0, 0)T . This is a longitudinal wave since the displacement is in the direction of
propagation.
– The two bulk waves with velocity c S = √c44 /ρ are associated with the eigenvectors
û = (0, 1, 0)T et û = (0, 0, 1)T . They are shear waves since their displacement is
transverse.
– Since c12 > 0, V S < V L /√2 and it can be concluded that the longitudinal bulk
velocity is always larger than the shear wave velocity.

The direct calculation above can be repeated for an arbitrary direction of propagation
n and we would find that the eigenvalues remain exactly the same. The polarization
vector u,̂ however, would change since for the longitudinal wave the displacement
would be along n while it would be orthogonal to it for the two shear waves. It can
further be concluded that the properties above remain true for any solution of the wave
equation in isotropic media, by considering its plane wave spectrum as in Chapter 2.
Bulk elastic waves in cubic crystals. The Christoffel tensor for a cubic crystal in general is
c11 n21 + c44 (n22 + n23 )
Γ=(
.
.

(c12 + c44 )n1 n2
c11 n22 + c44 (n21 + n23 )
.

(c12 + c44 )n1 n3
(c12 + c44 )n2 n3 ) ,
c11 n23 + c44 (n21 + n22 )

which can be obtained using Figure 5.2 to express it with only the three independent
elastic constants c11 , c12 , and c44 .
Let us first consider propagation along the [100] direction (n1 = 1, n2 = 0, and
n3 = 0). The Christoffel tensor Γ is diagonal, with a simple eigenvalue, c11 , and two degenerate eigenvalues, c44 . Exactly as in the isotropic case, there are one longitudinal
bulk wave with velocity √c11 /ρ and two shear bulk waves with velocity √c44 /ρ.
Let us then consider propagation along direction [110] (n1 = 1/√2, n2 = 1/√2, and
n3 = 0). There are now three distinct eigenvalues: c44 , 12 (c11 − c12 ) and 12 (c11 + c12 ) +
c44 . There are then
– one purely shear bulk wave polarized along x3 , with velocity √c44 /ρ,
– one quasi-shear bulk wave with velocity √(c11 − c12 )/2ρ,
– and one quasi-longitudinal bulk wave with velocity √(2c44 + c11 + c12 )/2ρ.
12
It can be observed that the two shear waves are not degenerate because c44 ≠ c11 −c
,
2
marking the distinction between isotropic and cubic solids. The courageous reader
might attempt to analytically obtain the eigenvalues of the Christoffel tensor for all
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values of the direction vector n. This is not any easy task, however, and it is more efficient to write a computer program since indeed all that is required is to solve for the
eigenvalues of a 3 × 3 square matrix. We give examples later on when we describe
the characteristic surfaces for bulk elastic waves in anisotropic solids. See also Appendix 5.B for a simple finite element implementation of the problem.
Energy relations for harmonic plane waves. For harmonic plane waves we have the
following results from the Christoffel equation and the Poynting theorem introduced
in the previous section.
The kinetic energy density is
1 2 ∗
(5.21)
ρω û i û i .
4
A note of caution is necessary here since this relation cannot be derived directly
from (5.10). The Poynting theorem was derived for real-valued physical quantities and
we now want to invoke it with complex-valued quantities. In the context of complex
signals, we have to consider time-averaged energy quantities [8]. The elastic energy
density is
ec =

1
1
(5.22)
c ijkl Ŝ ∗ij Ŝ kl = ω2 s2 Γ il û ∗i û l .
4
4
Contracting the Christoffel equation with û i , it can be seen that e p = e c : the kinetic and
elastic energy densities are equal for harmonic plane waves. The total energy density
is then
1
1
e = e c + e p = ρω2 û ∗i û i = ω2 s2 Γ il û ∗i û l .
2
2
Poynting’s vector is
ep =

1
1
Re(ıω T̂ ij û ∗j ) = sω2 Re(c ijkl û ∗j û k n l ).
2
2
The energy velocity is by definition the power flow divided by the energy of the wave.
In the case of harmonic plane waves, it is sufficient to consider the Poynting vector
divided by the energy density, which defines the energy velocity vector
Pi =

V ie = P i /e.
By direct inspection of the relations, it is easy to check that
V ie n i = v.
As a result, there is a strong relation between the phase velocity and the energy velocity, which is clearly reminiscent of Property 2.5. In particular, the energy velocity
(as the modulus of the energy velocity vector) is always larger than the phase velocity
for a given propagation direction. Furthermore, the equality of the energy velocity and
of the spatial group velocity can be demonstrated. This demonstration will be given
explicitly in Section 5.3 for the more general case of harmonic plane waves in piezoelectric media.
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Fig. 5.3: Characteristic surfaces for waves in anisotropic media. The slowness surface is a 3D plot of
the slowness as a function of the direction in space. The slowness curve in (a) is a cross section of
the slowness surface by some 2D plane. The wave surface, or group velocity surface, is a 3D plot of
the extremity of the energy velocity vector: it represents the surface attained by the energy front of
the wave after a unit propagation time, as if it had been emitted from the origin. A 2D cross section
of the wave surface is shown in (b).

Characteristic surfaces. By definition, the slowness surface depicted in Figure 5.3 is
defined by the locus of the slowness vector s = sn as a function of the direction n.
The slowness surface is then a graphical representation of the dispersion relation
k(ω, n)/ω exploiting the property that harmonic plane wave propagation is not dispersive in homogeneous solids. The energy velocity vector V e (or the spatial group
velocity) is orthogonal to the slowness surface. This is a direct consequence of the
far-field property of solutions of the wave equation that we presented in Chapter 2.
By definition, the wave surface is the locus of the energy velocity vector Ve as
the unit direction vector n varies. Physically, it represents the far-field surface that is
reached in 3D space after a unitary time by a wave emitted from a single point source
placed at the origin. It is then also an equiphase surface. n is orthogonal to the wave
surface: wavefronts are tangent to it.
In the case of bulk elastic waves, there exist three different slowness surfaces,
one being quasi-longitudinal and the other two being quasi-shear. These surfaces are
symmetric with respect to the origin.
In Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 we plot slowness curves and wave surfaces for the cases
of silicon (Si), rutile (TiO2 ) and sapphire (Al2 O3 ). These crystalline materials are readily available in the form of thin wafers with various diameters that can be used for
technological processing. They will serve to illustrate the influence of the anisotropy
of the elastic tensor on the characteristic surfaces.
Silicon as a crystal is ordered as a diamond cubic lattice, i.e. a face-centered cubic
lattice with two Si atoms per unit cell, positioned at the origin and at 1/4 (a1 + a2 + a3 ),
with the m3m point group symmetry. We plot in Figure 5.4 (a) a cut of the slowness
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Fig. 5.4: Slowness curves and wave surfaces for silicon. (a) Slowness curves for bulk elastic wave
propagation are plotted in the (x1 , x2 ) plane for silicon (Si, cubic crystal system, m3m point group).
The three slowness curves are for a quasi-longitudinal (short dashed line) wave, a pure shear wave
(long dashed line) and a quasi-shear wave (solid line). (b) Corresponding wave surface cross sections.

surfaces orthogonal to the Z axis. One of the two shear waves is pure, i.e. the corresponding slowness curve is a circle and this wave is isotropic; its displacement is along
the Z axis only. The other quasi-shear wave combines a dominant shear displacement
with some longitudinal displacement. Note that the concept of shear or longitudinal
displacement rotates with the propagation direction in the (s1 , s2 ) plane. The slowness curves are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem (5.13) as a function of the
propagation angle in the plane. The three eigenvalues are classified as pure shear,
quasi-shear and quasi-longitudinal by considering the components of the eigenvectors. Figure 5.4 (b) displays cuts of the wave surface orthogonal to the Z axis, in correspondence with Figure 5.4 (a). These curves are obtained by plotting the first two components of the energy velocity vector (V1e , V2e ) computed from the eigenvalue problem
solution. Double points for the quasi-shear wave can be observed at the intersections
with the X and the Y axes: at these points the wave surface cut forms a loop with two
cusps. These particular accidents in the wave surface are known to be related to the
phenomenon of phonon focusing in solid state physics.
Atoms in rutile or titanium dioxide are ordered according to a body-centered
tetragonal lattice with the 4/mmm point group symmetry. Its slowness curves are very
strongly anisotropic, as Figure 5.5 (a) shows in the (s1 , s2 ) plane. There is again a pure
shear wave. The quasi-shear wave slowness depends very acutely on the propagation
angle: it can come close to the longitudinal slowness along the [100] and [010] dī directions.
rections (X and Y axes) as well as increase strongly in the [110] and [110]
Correspondingly, the wave surface cuts in Figure 5.5 (b) clearly show marked double
points, loops and cusps.
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Fig. 5.5: Slowness curves and wave surfaces for rutile. (a) Slowness curves for bulk elastic wave
propagation are plotted in the (x1 , x2 ) plane for rutile (TiO2 , tetragonal crystal system, 4/mmm
point group). The three slowness curves are for a quasi-longitudinal (short dashed line) wave, a
pure shear wave (solid line) and a quasi-shear wave (long dashed line). (b) Corresponding wave
surface cross sections. Note the pronounced double points and cusps in the quasi-shear wave case.
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Fig. 5.6: Slowness curves and wave surfaces for sapphire. (a) Slowness curves for bulk elastic wave
̄ point
propagation are plotted in the (x1 , x3 ) plane for sapphire (Al2 O3 , trigonal crystal system, 3m
group). The three slowness curves are for a quasi-longitudinal (short dashed line) wave and two
quasi-shear waves (solid and long dashed line). (b) Corresponding wave surface cross sections.

Sapphire belongs to the trigonal crystal system but has a rhombohedral lattice system.
In Figure 5.6 (a) we display the slowness curves in the (x1 , x3 ) plane, that is, orthogonal to the [010] direction. The slowness curves are mildly anisotropic, at least in comparison with rutile, but it should be noticed that there are no purely polarized waves
in this case. Also, the two shear wave slowness curves are images in mirror symmetry
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with respect to axis [001]. The same symmetry also applies to the wave surface cuts in
Figure 5.6 (b).
Attenuation. Losses of elastic waves propagating in solids can have various origins:
thermal conduction, interaction with thermal phonons, scattering by defects, etc.
Losses are generally larger in metals than in insulators, and in polycrystals than in
monocrystals. For most natural and synthetic crystals, losses can be taken as roughly
proportional to ω2 , as experiment shows. Let us outline how this behavior can be
reproduced with a simple model, valid in the limit of small loss, where the elastic
constants become complex with a small imaginary part proportional to frequency.
Specifically, we suppose the following dependency of the elastic tensor on frequency
cijkl = c ijkl + ıωη ijkl ,

(5.23)

where η ijkl is the phonon viscosity tensor, with the same symmetries as the elastic tensor. c ijkl is the value of the elastic tensor without loss. From the Christoffel equation,
we have
ρ
s2 =  ,
Γ
û ∗ Γ  û l
Γ  = i ∗ il .
û i û l
The second relation defines an effective complex elastic constant Γ  = Γ + ıωη. The
first-order Taylor expansion of s is
s ≈ s (1 −

1
ıωη/Γ) .
2

After propagation along a length L, the amplitude of the wave will be reduced by a
factor
1
exp(Im(k )L) = exp(ω Im(s )L) = exp (− ω2 sLη/Γ) .
2
The ω2 -law for loss on propagation is thus explicitly apparent. Table 5.3 lists some
values for phonon viscosity coefficients.

5.3 Piezoelectric media
In this section, we first briefly describe the physical principles of piezoelectricity. We
then generalize the concepts of elastic wave propagation in the previous section to the
case of piezoelectric media.
Physical origin of piezoelectricity. Piezoelectricity globally means that the mechanical properties of a dielectric solid are coupled with its electrical properties. It is conventional to distinguish between the direct and the inverse piezoelectric effects. This
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Tab. 5.3: Phonon viscosity tensor for some materials and crystals.
Material

Point
group

Phonon viscosity constants
(10−3 N/m2 .s)

Iso.
SiO2 [75]

—

η11
5.9

Cubic
AsGa [49]
Si [49]

̄
43m
m3m

η11
7.49
5.9

η12
6.57
5.16

η44
0.72
0.62

Trigonal
LiNbO3 [9]
quartz-α [75]

3m
32

η11
0.6547
1.37

η12
0.2275
0.73

η13
0.2499
0.71

η44
≈ 0.6

η33
0.3377
0.96

η44
0.1765
0.36

η14
−0.0687
0.01

distinction, however, is based on experiment but will not appear in the theory. The
direct piezoelectric effect means that under an applied stress or strain, an electrical
polarization appears inside the solid. The inverse piezoelectric effect, or Lippman effect, means that an applied electrical field induces a deformation of the solid structure
or the appearance of a stress distribution. At the microscopic level, this can happen because the deformation of the solid structure induces an asymmetry of the electronic
distribution with respect to the atomic distribution. In an ordered crystal, this can
only happen for noncentrosymmetric crystal structures, and hence not all crystals are
piezoelectric.
Piezoelectricity is mostly useful to elaborate transducers that can convert electrical signals to mechanical waves and conversely. Common piezoelectrics include αquartz, in widespread use for making watches, television sets, and very precise microbalances; lithium tantalate, which is ubiquitous in mobile phones; and lithium
niobate, which is used in many scientific applications including acousto-optics. All
these crystals belong to the trigonal crystal system, but piezoelectricity is not limited
to this particular crystal system as we will see later. Isotropic and disordered dielectric
crystals are generally not piezoelectric, for symmetry reasons.
Constitutive relations. Considering only the linear regime, the constitutive relations
of piezoelectricity can be taken as
T ij = c ijkl S kl − e kij E k ,

(5.24)

D i = e ikl S kl + ε ij E j .

(5.25)

In these equations, E is the electric field vector and D is the electric displacement
that includes the polarizability of the piezoelectric solid. These quantities appear from
Maxwell’s equations as in the classical theory of dielectrics; if there were no coupling
to elastic deformations of the solid they would only be related through the order-2 dielectric tensor ε ij . Hooke’s law is seen to be contained in the constitutive relations, for
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their purely elastic part. The order-3 tensor e kij in (5.24) is the piezoelectric tensor and
is responsible for the coupling of elastic and electric quantities. This tensor is symmetric with respect to its second and third indices, because these indices relate to the
symmetric strain tensor. The same tensor enters (5.24), which can be shown based on
thermodynamical considerations.
Tab. 5.4: Representation of the tensors of the piezoelectric constitutive relations as a matrix. There
are at most 21 independent elastic constants, 18 independent piezoelectric constants, and 6 independent dielectric constants. The table is symmetric with respect to the diagonal of the matrix.
c11
.
.
.
.
.
e11
e21
e31

c12
c22
.
.
.
.
e12
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

c16
.
.
.
.
c66
e16
.
e36

e11
e12
.
.
.
e16
ε11
.
.

e21
.
.
.
.
.
ε12
ε22
.

e31
.
.
.
.
e36
ε13
ε23
ε33

Using the contracted notation for pairs of symmetric indices, we have
T I = c IJ S J − e kI E k ,

(5.26)

D i = e iJ S J + ε ij E j .

(5.27)

Note that the dielectric tensor is also symmetric and has thus at most 6 independent
coefficients. Table 5.4 presents a very practical table storage for tensor coefficients to
be used with the piezoelectric constitutive relations. As a whole, all coefficients can
be presented as in a 9 × 9 symmetrical matrix, which is very practical for numerical
simulation programs. The shape of this matrix is depicted in Figure 5.7 depending on
the crystal system and point group. Table 5.5 lists the independent piezoelectric and
dielectric constants for some piezoelectric solids.
Quasi-static approximation. Because of piezoelectric coupling, if an elastic wave
travels in a solid it is accompanied by an electromagnetic wave. Let us specify the
properties of the electromagnetic part of the wave. Maxwell’s equations for a dielectric medium are
∂B
,
∂t
∂D
∇×H=
,
∂t
∇ · D = 0,
∇×E=−

∇.H = 0.

(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
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Fig. 5.7: Independent elements of the elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric tensors. They are represented in contracted notation in the frame of the crystallographic axes for the different crystal
systems and point groups, following the format in Table 5.4. Missing symbols indicate zero values.
Equal values are connected with lines. Empty circles indicate minus the value of connected plain
circles. Gray circles indicate c 66 = (c11 − c12 )/2.
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Tab. 5.5: Independent piezoelectric and dielectric constants. Values are taken from Royer et al. [131].
This table should be used in conjunction with Figure 5.7.
Material

Piezoelectric constants

Diel. constants

(C/m2 )

(10−11 F/m)

Cubic
e14
AsGa
−0.16
Hexa.
e13
PZT-4
12.7
ZnO
−0.59
Trigonal
e11
LiNbO3
0
quartz-α 0.717

e31
−5.2
−0.61
e14
0
−0.0406

e33
15.1
1.14
e13
3.7
0

e22
2.5
0

e31
0.2
0

e33
1.3
0

ε11
9.73
ε11
650
7.38
ε11
38.9
3.92

ε33
560
7.83
ε33
25.7
4.10

They are supplemented with the constitutive equation (nonmagnetic medium)
B = μ0 H

(5.32)

and the piezoelectric constitutive equations (5.24) and (5.25).
These equations can be simplified by observing that the usual frequencies of elastic waves (say, at most a few GHz) are sufficiently small that temporal derivatives can
be safely ignored in a first approximation. To be more precise, the simplification arises
from the huge difference in the magnitude of elastic wave velocities (a few km/s) as
compared to electromagnetic wave velocities (3 108 m/s in a vacuum), so that spatial derivatives (scaled by the elastic wavelength) dominate temporal derivatives in
Maxwell’s equations. As a result, both the electric field vector and the magnetic field
vector are irrotational, or
∇ × E = −ıωB ≃ 0,
∇ × H = ıωD ≃ 0.
Consequently, the electric and the magnetic field vectors are completely decoupled in
Maxwell’s equations. Since magnetic quantities do not enter the piezoelectric equations, they can be ignored for our purpose. Moreover, E is irrotational and thus there
exists a scalar potential ϕ such that
E = −∇Φ.

(5.33)

In this so-called quasi-static approximation the piezoelectric constitutive relations
simplify to
T I = c IJ S J + e kI Φ ,k ,

(5.34)

D i = e iJ S J − ε ij Φ ,j .

(5.35)

Together with the dynamical equations (5.2) and (5.30), they form the basic set of equations for elastic wave propagation in piezoelectric media.
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Boundary conditions. Boundary conditions at the interface separating two piezoelectric media can be specified independently for mechanical and electromagnetic quantities.
Mechanical boundary conditions are easily specified if the two media are perfectly
bonded, or at a free or clamped surface.
– If the solids are rigidly bonded, the displacements are continuous at every point
of the boundary Σ separating media M1 and M2 :
[u i ] = 0.

(5.36)

Furthermore, the mechanical tension is continuous across the interface:
[T ij n j ] = 0
–

(5.37)

with n the normal to Σ.
At a free surface, displacements are left completely unspecified but the mechanical tension vanishes:
T ij n j = 0.

–

(5.38)

At a clamped surface, stresses are left unspecified but displacements vanish:
u i = 0.

(5.39)

In the frame of the quasi-static approximation, electrical boundary conditions are of
the electrostatics type.
– At an interface Σ separating media M1 and M2 , both the electric potential and the
tangential electric field are continuous,

–

[Φ] = 0,

(5.40)

[E × n] = 0.

(5.41)

If the surface can support a surface charge density σ e , which can happen at a
dielectric-metal interface, for instance, then
[D i n i ] = σ e .

–

(5.42)

At the interface between two dielectrics, the normal component of D is continuous.
If the surface is shorted, for instance because of the presence of a thin metal film
that is connected to the ground, then Φ = 0.

Poynting’s theorem for piezoelectric media. Expressing the work done by mechanical forces and electrical forces, following the procedure outlined in Section 5.1, Poynting’s theorem for piezoelectric media has the form
dW
d
= (E k + E p ) + ∫ P j n j
dt
dt
Σ

(5.43)
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with
– the kinetic energy E k = ∫ e k dV and the kinetic energy density e k = 12 ρv2i ,
– the potential energy E p = ∫ e p dV and the potential energy density
1
(S ij T ij + E k D k ),
2

(5.44)

P j = −T ij v i + (E × H)j .

(5.45)

ep =
–

and Poynting’s vector

Again, Poynting’s theorem expresses that the work done by internal sources is partly
stored in the form of kinetic and potential energy, and partly radiated through the
boundary enclosing the domain. The flux of Poynting’s vector represents this radiated
power.

5.4 Bulk waves in piezoelectric media
We examine again the propagation of harmonic plane waves, but with piezoelectricity
now taken into account.
Stiffened elastic constants for plane harmonic waves. For a harmonic plane wave,
the elastodynamic equation and Poisson’s equation
−ıωs T̂ ij n j = −ρω2 û i ,
D̂ j n j = 0,
together with the constitutive relations
̂
T̂ ij = −ıωs(c ijkl n k û l + e kij n k Φ),
̂
D̂ j = −ıωs(e jkl n k û l − ε jk n k Φ),
lead to
̂
ρ û i = s2 (Γ il û l + 𝛾i Φ),

𝛾l û l = ε Φ,̂
𝛾i = e kij n j n k ,
ε = ε jk n j n k .
Eliminating the electric potential from these equations, we are led to the Christoffel
equation with stiffened constants
ρ û i = s2 Γ̄ il û l ,
Γ̄ il = Γ il +

𝛾i 𝛾l
ε

(5.46)
.

(5.47)
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This equation is a practical means of obtaining the elastic components of harmonic
plane waves in piezoelectric media, simply by solving an eigenvalue problem.
Slowness curves and electromechanical coupling. As an example, let us consider
propagation along axis [010] (n1 = 0, n2 = 1, and n3 = 0) inside lithium niobate
(LiNbO3 , trigonal 3m). Using Figure 5.7, we can write the Christoffel tensor as
Γ=(

c66
.
.

0
c11
.

0
−c14 ) ,
c44

12
. Neglecting piezoelectricity, we then find a pure shear wave with
with c66 = c11 −c
2
√c
velocity
66 /ρ, and a quasi-shear and a quasi-longitudinal waves with velocities
2
2ρv2 = Γ22 + Γ33 ± √(Γ22 − Γ33 )2 + 4Γ23
. Furthermore, from their definitions, we have
𝛾1 = 0, 𝛾2 = e22 , 𝛾3 = e15 , and ε = ε11 . As a result,

Γ̄ = (

c66
.
.

0
c11 + e222 /ε11
.

0
−c14 + e22 e15 /ε11 ) .
c44 + e215 /ε11

Piezoelectricity then only affects the velocities of the quasi-shear and the quasilongitudinal waves, which become
v=√

1
2
(Γ̄ 22 + Γ̄ 33 ± √(Γ̄ 22 − Γ̄ 33 )2 + 4Γ̄ 23
),
2ρ

with the minus sign for the quasi-shear wave and the plus sign for the quasi-longitudinal wave.
We could repeat the previous calculation for any direction of propagation if necessary, though it would obviously be tedious. It is easier to write a small computer program to plot the slowness curves. For the case of lithium niobate, we plot these slowness curves in the (s2 , s3 ) plane in Figure 5.8, both with and without piezoelectricity
taken into account. The uncoupled quasi-shear wave is unaffected by piezoelectricity.
For the other quasi-shear wave and the quasi-longitudinal wave, however, it can be
seen that the slowness change between piezoelectric and nonpiezoelectric depends
acutely on the propagation direction. The stiffened elastic constants always lead to
smaller slowness for a given propagation angle, or faster waves. Hence, it can be said
that piezoelectricity increases the (effective) elastic constants, causing the solid to appear stiffer. In engineering terms, it is understood that this change is caused by the
coupling of the mechanical wave with its accompanying electromagnetic wave: the
larger the change in the slowness, the larger the coupling. It is then customary to define the electromagnetic coupling coefficient K 2 as the dimensionless quotient
K2 = 2

Δv
Δs
≈2 .
v
s

(5.48)
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Fig. 5.8: Slowness curves for lithium niobate (LiNbO3 , trigonal 3m). Slowness curves are presented
in the (s2 , s3 ) plane. One quasi-shear wave (QS1) is unaffected by piezoelectricity. In contrast, the
other quasi-shear wave (QS2) and the quasi-longitudinal wave (QL) are quite strongly affected.

For X-cut lithium niobate, as apparent in Figure 5.8, the largest K 2 is obtained for a
propagation angle around 30° for the quasi-L wave, and for a propagation angle of
about −15° for the quasi-S wave.
Figure 5.9 shows the slowness curves for Y-cut zinc oxide, ZnO. Again, there is
a pure shear wave unaffected by piezoelectricity, polarized along the Y axis, and a
quasi-S and a quasi-L waves that are sensitive to it. The electromagnetic coupling coefficient K 2 is optimized for propagation along the Z axis for the quasi-L wave, and for
a propagation angle of about 50° for the quasi-S wave. Finally, we show the case of
Y-cut quartz in Figure 5.10. Quartz has rather small piezoelectric constants and thus
the electromagnetic coupling coefficient K 2 always remains small, though it does not
vanish for any of the three elastic waves.
Energy velocity. For complex-valued physical quantities, we have that the timeaveraged generalized energy density is given by [8]
W=

1
Re(T ij S∗ij + D k E∗k ),
2

(5.49)

and that the time-averaged generalized Poynting vector is
Pj =

1
Re(−T ij v∗i + (E × H∗ )j ).
2

(5.50)
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Fig. 5.9: Slowness curves for zinc oxide (ZnO, hexagonal 6mm). Slowness curves are presented in
the (s1 , s3 ) plane. The pure shear wave (S) is unaffected by piezoelectricity. In contrast, the other
quasi-shear wave (QS) and the quasi-longitudinal wave (QL) are affected.
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Fig. 5.10: Slowness curves for quartz (SiO2 , trigonal 32). Slowness curves are presented in the
(s1 , s3 ) plane. All three bulk waves are sensitive to piezoelectricity, though coupling is small for all
propagation angles.
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Furthermore, for harmonic plane waves and within the quasi-static approximation,
the generalized energy density simplifies to
W=

1
Re(ȷωT ij s j u∗i ).
2

(5.51)

It can be seen that the electromagnetic part of the energy density vanishes because of
Poisson’s equation. The generalized Poynting vector becomes
Pj =

1
Re (ȷω(T ij u∗i + D j Φ∗ )) .
2

(5.52)

We now introduce the generalized notation

c̄ ijkl

c ijkl
e kij
e jkl
−ϵ jk

{
{
{
{
={
{
{
{
{

i, l = 1, 2, 3
l = 4, i = 1, 2, 3
.
i = 4, l = 1, 2, 3
i, l = 4

(5.53)

With the generalized displacements, ū i , and stresses, T̄ ij , defined as
ū i = u i , i = 1, 2, 3,

(5.54)

ū 4 = Φ,
T̄ ij = T ij , i = 1, 2, 3,
T̄ 4j = D j ,

(5.55)
(5.56)
(5.57)

the constitutive relations can be written in a compact way as
T̄ ij = −ȷω c̄ ijkl s k ū l ,

(5.58)

and the Christoffel equation [8] governing the wave dynamics assumes the form
c̄ ijkl s j s k ū l = ρ il ū l ,

(5.59)

with
1
0
ρ il = ρ (
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
).
0
0

(5.60)

Contracting the Christoffel equation (5.59) with ū ∗i yields the relation
c̄ ijkl s j s k ū l ū ∗i = ρ il ū l ū ∗i = ρu∗i u i .
It is also seen that
W=

ω2
Re(c̄ ijkl s j s k ū l ū ∗i ).
2

(5.61)

(5.62)
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Using (5.61), we observe that this quantity is real and thus
ω2
ω2 ∗
(5.63)
c̄ ijkl s j s k ū l ū ∗i =
ρu i u i .
2
2
This relation proves the equality of potential and kinetic energies for bulk acoustic
waves as in the case of elastic media [131].
The expression for the Poynting vector can similarly be transformed by inserting
the constitutive relations into (5.52), yielding
W=

Pj =

ω2
Re(c ijkl s k u l u∗i + e kij s k Φu∗i + e jkl s k u l Φ∗ − ϵ jk s k ΦΦ∗ ),
2

or simply
ω2
(5.64)
Re(c̄ ijkl s k ū l ū ∗i ).
2
Defining the energy velocity as for bulk acoustic waves in elastic media by the ratio of
the Poynting vector to the energy density, we obtain at once
Pj =

(V e )j =

Re(c̄ ijkl s k ū l ū ∗i )
Pj
.
=
W
ρu∗i u i

(5.65)

Furthermore, contracting this expression with s j , the following useful relation is obtained
s j (V e )j = 1,
(5.66)
as in the case of elastic media.
Group velocity. The Christoffel equation (5.59) is a generalized eigenvalue equation
for the square of the phase velocity,
c̄ ijkl n j n k ū l = v2 ρ il ū l .

(5.67)

The group velocity is defined as
(V g )j =

∂v
,
∂n j

(5.68)

which implies that the group velocity vector is normal to the slowness surface by construction. The group velocity vector can be obtained by differentiating with respect to
n j the identity formed by contracting (5.59) with ū ∗i , or
c̄ ijkl n j n k ū l ū ∗i = v2 ρ il ū l ū ∗i .

(5.69)

In this equation, ū l is a function of the unit vector n since it is the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue v2 of the Christoffel equation for a fixed propagation direction. The differentiation of (5.69) with respect to n j results in
2c̄ ijkl n k ū l ū ∗i + c̄ iβkl n β n k

∂ ū ∗
∂ ū l ∗
ū i + c̄ iβkl n β n k ū l i
∂n j
∂n j
= 2v(V g )j ρ il ū l ū ∗i + v2 ρ il

∂ ū ∗
∂ ū l ∗
ū i + v2 ρ il ū l i .
∂n j
∂n j

(5.70)
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This equation can be simplified by considering two different contractions of the
∂ ū ∗
Christoffel equation (5.59). First, the contraction by ∂nij yields
c̄ iβkl n β n k ū l

∂ ū ∗i
∂ ū ∗
= v2 ρ il ū l i .
∂n j
∂n j

Second, complex conjugation of (5.59) and subsequent contraction by
c̄ iβkl n β n k ū ∗l

∂ ū i
∂n j

results in

∂ ū i
∂ ū i
= v2 ρ il ū ∗l
.
∂n j
∂n j

Permutation of indices i and l, and β and k, respectively, and consideration of the
symmetries c̄ iβkl = c̄ lkβi and ρ il = ρ li lead to
c̄ iβkl n β n k ū ∗i

∂ ū l
∂ ū l
= v2 ρ il ū ∗i
.
∂n j
∂n j

Eventually, (5.70) simplifies to
(V g )j =

c̄ ijkl n k ū l ū ∗i
c̄ ijkl s k ū l ū ∗i
=
.
∗
vρu i u i
ρu i u∗i

(5.71)

This is identical with the expression (5.65) for the energy velocity and incidentally
shows that the Re(.) operators in the expression of the Poynting’s vector can be
dropped. We have thus shown the equality of energy and group velocities for bulk
elastic waves in a lossless piezoelectric medium. This is a particular case of a more
general result in classical wave physics [14].

5.5 Reflection and refraction
Let us consider the interface between two media, which can be elastic solids or piezoelectric elastic solids. The following physical properties hold for harmonic plane
wave propagation, generalizing the discussion of reflection and refraction presented
in Chapter 2 for acoustic waves.
– The polarization of waves in an elastic solid is composed of the three displacements, but the polarization of waves in a piezoelectric elastic solid has an additional degree of freedom, the electric potential (Φ).
– An elastic solid supports three bulk waves whose polarizations are orthogonal in
3D space. Two of them have mostly shear polarization, one has mostly longitudinal polarization. A piezoelectric elastic solid additionally supports a mostly electromagnetic wave which is always evanescent. This can be seen from the shape
of the Christoffel equation written in (5.59), because of the singular mass matrix (5.60); this is hidden in the stiffened form of Christoffel equation (5.46).
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–

–

A harmonic plane wave incident on the interface will give rise to three reflected
and three transmitted harmonic plane waves if propagation media are elastic
solids. If, in addition, the propagation media are piezoelectric, four reflected and
four transmitted harmonic plane waves can be excited.
Modal conversion is such that both frequency and the projection of the wavevector
along the interface are conserved. If the media are homogeneous, the projection
of the slowness vector along the interface is conserved.

For definiteness, let us consider a plane interface between two homogeneous media
normal to axis x1 . Three quantities are conserved: the angular frequency ω, and slownesses s2 and s3 . The question is then: what are the possible values of s1 ? The answer
to this problem actually gives the full solution to the reflection/refraction problem, as
we shall see.
Remembering that the physical quantities that are conserved at the interface are
the displacements and the normal stresses, it is useful to form an 8-vector of these
conserved quantities as (ū i τ i1 )T , with i running from 1 to 4. We write all subsequent
equations for the more general case of piezoelectric media, hence with eight independent variables (four generalized displacements and four generalized stresses), but it
is easy to rewrite the same equations for nonpiezoelectric media (keeping only three
mechanical displacements and three mechanical stresses in the vectors). After some
algebra, it is possible to rewrite the dynamical equations, further taking account of
the constitutive relations, as
−c̄ i12l s2 − c̄ i13l s3
(

δ il

3

∑ c̄ ijkl s j s k + ρ̄ il

0

)(

ū l
c̄ i11l
) = s1 (
̄
c i21l s2 + c̄ i31l s3
τ l1

0
ū l
)( ),
δ il
τ l1

(5.72)

j,k=2

with τ ij = T ij /(−ıω). Equation (5.72) has the form of a generalized eigenvalue problem
Ah = s1 Bh,
where the 8 × 8 square matrices A and B are functions of s2 and s3 , and of the material
constants. Vector h has 8 components, the 4 ū l and the 4 τ l1 .
Let us detail the algebraic properties of this eigenvalue system in the absence of
loss, i.e. for real elastic constants. As matrices A and B are real valued but nonsymmetrical, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are then generally complex valued. There are
eight eigenvalues, giving eight possible values for the slowness s1 . These eigenvalues
are either real or they belong to a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. They belong
in pairs to each of four slowness curves: when they are real they belong to the slowness curves for bulk elastic waves that we discussed in the previous section; when
they are complex they belong to complex branches of the same slowness curves, indicating that they are evanescent waves. The eight eigenvectors are called partial waves.
There are exactly four reflected partial waves and four transmitted partial waves.
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Fig. 5.11: Complex slowness curves for harmonic plane waves in rutile (TiO2 ). s2 (s1 ) is plotted with
s3 = 0. The reference frame is aligned with crystallographic axes. Note the natural continuity between quasi-shear and quasi-longitudinal real and complex branches. Real branches are exactly
identical to the slowness curves in Figure 5.5.

As an example, in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 we plot complex slowness curves for rutile and
lithium niobate. For rutile, we have considered that the interface is defined by x1 = 0
and that incidence is in the (x1 , x2 ) plane (s3 = 0 is imposed). The plots show s2 (s1 ) as
s1 varies along the real axis. We can see in Figure 5.11 that as s1 increases from 0, the
three slowness curves for bulk propagating waves in rutile, shown in Figure 5.5, are
recovered in the real part of s2 . However, this is no longer a polar plot, and additional
complex branches appear. As s1 becomes larger than the maximum allowed purely
real slowness for a bulk wave, the slowness curves appear to be continued by pairs of
complex conjugate branches arising from extremal points. For the purely shear wave,
there is only one pair of complex conjugate branches, but the quasi-shear wave has
two different pairs, since there are two extremal points. We can also see that the quasilongitudinal slowness curve is connected to the quasi-shear slowness curve by a pair
of complex conjugate branches. The pure electromagnetic slowness curves (they are
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Fig. 5.12: Complex slowness curves for harmonic plane waves in lithium niobate (LiNbO3 ). s3 (s2 ) is
plotted with s1 = 0. The reference frame is aligned with crystallographic axes. Real branches are
exactly identical to the slowness curves in Figure 5.8.

pure EM waves since rutile is nonpiezoelectric) form a complex conjugate pair and are
purely imaginary. As we noted before, they are evanescent EM waves traveling along
the interface.
In the case of lithium niobate, shown in Figure 5.12, similar features are observed.
The plots show s3 (s2 ) as s2 varies along the real axis (s1 = 0 is imposed). The three
bulk slowness curves all have a single extremal point and are each continued by
a pair of complex conjugate branches. The quasi-electromagnetic slowness curves
again form a complex conjugate pair and are purely imaginary. They are evanescent
quasi-EM waves traveling along the interface.
Finally, let us outline a general numerical procedure to solve a reflection/refraction problem at an interface between two solids, according to Figure 3.5 with fluid media replaced by solid media. Axis x1 is orthogonal to the plane interface between the
two solids. The first step is to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem (5.72) in both
(1)
(2)
media 1 and 2. For each medium this gives us eight eigenvalues (s1r and s1r ) and
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(2)

eight eigenvectors (hr et hr ). According to the superposition principle, the general
solution in each medium is a superposition of the eight partial waves
8

(q)

(q)

h(t, x) = ∑ a r hr exp(ıω(t − s1r x1 − s2 x2 − s3 x3 )),

(5.73)

r=1

with q = 1 or 2. In this equation, the complex amplitudes a r are still arbitrary. They
can be identified from the incident conditions and the continuity relations at the interface. We write the 8 × 8 eigenvector matrix as a stack of two 4 × 8 matrices U and T.
A transmission matrix is obtained by writing the continuity equations as
(

U (2)
U (1) (1)
) a = ( (2) ) a(2) ,
(1)
T
T

(5.74)

which can be inverted to
(2)

a

(1)

= Ta

U (2)
with T = ( (2) )
T

−1

(

U (1)
).
T (1)

(5.75)

The transmission matrix allows one to obtain the complex amplitudes a(2) if the
are known. This is, however, not the usual form of a reflection/refraction problem and a scattering matrix can be obtained instead as follows. Partial waves are
sorted in each medium into four right-propagating (R) partial waves and four leftpropagating (L) partial waves. Assuming incidence from medium 1 and from left to
right, incident and transmitted partial waves are right-propagating, while reflected
partial waves are left-propagating. Conversely, assuming incidence from medium 2
and from right to left, incident and transmitted partial waves are right-propagating,
while reflected partial waves are left-propagating. Relation (5.74) is rewritten with
4 × 4 block matrices as
a(1)

(

(1)

UL
(1)
TL

(1)

(1)

(2)

aL
UL
UR
(1) ) ( (1) ) = ( (2)
TR
aR
TL

(2)

(2)

aL
UR
(2) ) ( (2) ) .
TR
aR

(5.76)

A scattering matrix relating the complex amplitudes of source and scattered partial
waves is then
(1)

(2)

aL
aL
) = S ( (1)
)
( (2)
aR
aR

(1)

UL
with S = ( (1)
TL

(2)

−U R
(2) )
−T R

−1

(

(2)

UL
(2)
TL

(1)

−U R
(1) ) .
−T R

(5.77)

The different matrix elements of S can be given obvious physical interpretations as reflection and transmission coefficients between the four available propagation modes
(the quasi-L, the two quasi-S and the quasi-EM bulk waves).

5.6 Plate waves
Elastic wave propagation in a homogeneous plate limited by two plane and parallel
surfaces is depicted in Figure 5.13. This geometry is called either a plate, a membrane,
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or a slab in the literature. For the particular case of isotropic solids and for elastic
waves polarized in the plane of incidence (a plane containing both x3 and the direction of propagation), it is customary to speak of Lamb waves. For isotropic solids, there
always additionally exist pure shear waves polarized orthogonally to the plane of incidence, or sagittal plane. In the general case of anisotropic solids or of piezoelectric
solids, plate waves are generally polarized, with a x3 -dependent combination of all
three displacements in space, so the distinction between Lamb waves and pure shear
waves is no longer effective except for propagation along certain symmetry axes.
The most classical approach to obtaining the dispersion of plate waves is to use
their expansion in partial waves
8

h(t, x) = ∑ a r hr exp(ıω(t − s1 x1 − s2 x2 − s3r x3 )).

(5.78)

r=1

Actually, both frequency ω and the slownesses s1 and s2 are conserved quantities
under propagation in the plate, and it is natural to consider s3 as a function of all of
them. Even though the eight (for piezoelectric solids) or six (for elastic solids) partial
waves are not solutions of the elastodynamic equations, their superposition can be.
For instance, in the case of elastic solids, the boundary conditions on the top and
the bottom surfaces are such that the surface traction vanishes, resulting in the six
equations
(τ l3 )r a r = 0,
(τ l3 )r exp(ıωs3r h)a r = 0.
Since there are six unknown complex amplitudes a r , the determinant of the matrix
in these equations must vanish, which yields an implicit dispersion relation for plate
waves. In the case of piezoelectric solids, two additional electrical boundary conditions must be added, for a similar result.
x3
x2

0
x1
−h

Fig. 5.13: Schematic representation of elastic wave propagation inside a plate of thickness h. Propagation is in the plane (x1 , x2 ) and the plate depth h extends along axis x3 . The wave distribution is
inhomogeneous along axis x3 .
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Fig. 5.14: Band structure for plate waves in silicon in its crystallographic axes. The reduced frequency is plotted as a function of the reduced wavenumber in the direction of propagation x2
(s1 = 0). Pure shear waves polarized along x1 are shown with small dots. Lamb waves polarized
in the sagittal plane, (x2 , x3 ), are shown with large dots. The second line displays the first four pure
shear modal distributions u1 at k3 h/2π = 1/2. The third line displays the first four Lamb wave
modal distributions, with Im(u2 ) in solid line and Re(u3 ) in dashed line.
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This boundary condition determinant approach will be further explored in the next
section to obtain the dispersion of surface elastic waves. Let us remark as a complement that the dispersion relation of plate waves can be most efficiently obtained using
FEM as an eigenvalue problem. In this respect, the polarization of elastic waves in the
plate can be written as
ū i (t, x) = ū i (x3 ) exp(ıω(t − s1 x1 − s2 x2 )).

(5.79)

Since the unknown displacements ū i (x3 ) are only a function of x3 , it is sufficient to
employ a 1D-mesh of the segment from x3 = 0 to x3 = −h. Slownesses s1 and s2 can be
incorporated inside the finite element method as described in Appendix 5.B in order to
obtain the dispersion relation in the form ω(s1 , s2 ). As an example, Figure 5.14 shows
the dispersion relation for plate waves of silicon in its crystallographic axes. For this
case, the separation between pure shear waves and Lamb waves is effective.

5.7 Surface waves
Put very boldly, a surface wave is a solution to the wave equation that satisfies boundary conditions at the surface of a semi-infinite medium, generally placed in a vacuum. The surface wave is guided if the modal amplitude decreases exponentially in
the depth. As a consequence, the partial waves into which a lossless surface wave can
be decomposed are all evanescent.
Let us assume that the surface slowness is imposed, i.e. both s1 and s2 are given.
A surface wave can be written as a linear superposition of partial waves of the form
(5.73), as in the case of plate waves. Not all partial waves, however, are allowed in
the superposition. We know that partial waves can be divided between propagating
x3
x2

0

x1

Fig. 5.15: Schematic representation of elastic wave propagation at the surface of a semi-infinite
substrate. Propagation is in the plane (x1 , x2 ). The plate depth extends to −∞. The wave distribution is inhomogeneous along axis x3 .
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and evanescent. Propagating partial waves inside the semi-infinite substrate can only
propagate to its interior. Evanescent partial waves must have decreasing amplitude
as x3 decreases to −∞, because of radiation conditions at infinity. The rule to decide
whether a partial wave is eligible in the decomposition of a surface wave is then the
following:
– Propagating partial waves (with s3 real valued) are selected if their Poynting’s
vector enters the semi-infinite substrate, or P3 < 0 with the reference frame of
Figure 5.15.
– Evanescent partial waves (with s3 complex valued) are selected if Im(s3 ) > 0, so
that the amplitude of the partial wave decreases in the depth of the substrate (for
x3 < 0).
On the whole, permitted partial waves amount to three for an elastic solid and to four
for a piezoelectric solid. Once the selection is performed, the surface wave can be written as the superposition over the eligible partial waves
3 or 4

h(t, x) = ( ∑ a r hr exp(−ıωs3r x3 )) exp(ıω(t − s1 x1 − s2 x2 ),

(5.80)

r=1

with h l = (u l , τ l3 ) the vector gathering generalized displacements and stresses, s3r
and hr are the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the r-th partial wave, and a r are
the modal amplitudes in the superposition.
Elastic boundary conditions for a free surface are that T i3 = 0. Electrical boundary
conditions matter only in the piezoelectric case. For a free surface, i.e. at the interface
between a dielectric and air or a vacuum, there is no surface charge density and the
normal component of the dielectric displacement is continuous. At a metalized and
short-circuited surface, i.e. for a short thin metal layer, ϕ = 0.
Surface waves on nonpiezoelectric solids. The boundary conditions are T i3 = 0, i =
1, 2, 3, for x3 = 0. There are three boundary conditions implying the three unknown
modal amplitudes
3

(r)

τ i3 = ∑ a r τ i3 = 0,

i = 1, 2, 3.

(5.81)

r=1

There exists a solution if and only if the determinant of the boundary conditions vanishes, or
 (1)
(3) 
 τ13 τ(2)
τ13 
13


(r)
(2)
(3) 
(5.82)
Δ = |τ i3 | =  τ(1)
τ23 τ23  = 0.
 23
(1)
(2)
(3) 
 τ
 33 τ33 τ33 
This determinant is a function of the surface slownesses s1 and s2 . The above secular
equation in turn defines a slowness curve for surface waves in the plane of the surface. The surface wave is perfectly guided if all partial waves are inhomogeneous. As
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Fig. 5.16: Slowness curves for surface elastic waves of silicon and sapphire. (a) Propagation on
the planar surface (001) is considered for silicon. (b) Propagation on the planar surface (010) is
considered for sapphire. In each case, the slowness curve for surface elastic waves is shown with
the thick solid line and the slowness curves for the three bulk elastic waves are shown with the thin
dotted line.

a consequence, the velocity of a perfectly guided wave is necessarily smaller than the
velocities of all partial waves that enter the superposition.
Figure 5.16 shows the slowness curves for surface elastic waves on the (001) plane
of silicon and on the (010) plane of sapphire. These slowness curves are obtained by
looking for zeros of the determinant (5.82) as a function of the propagation direction
on the surface. The slowness curves of the three bulk elastic waves are also shown for
comparison. It can be seen that the surface elastic waves are always slower than any
bulk wave.
Surface waves on piezoelectric solids. Let us first consider the free surface. There are
now four eligible partial waves. In addition to the vanishing mechanical traction at
the surface, there are no charges accumulated on the surface and the surface jump of
the normal electric displacement vanishes, [D3 ] = 0. On the vacuum side, the electric
potential satisfies Poisson’s equation s i s i ϕ = 0, so that
s3 = −ı√ s21 + s22 ,
where the sign is chosen so that the solution is evanescent and decreasing away from
D3
= −s3 ε0 Φ =
the surface (x3 > 0). As a result, exactly at the surface (x3 = 0), −ıω
ı√ s21 + s22 ε0 Φ. As a result, the electrical boundary condition is
τ43 − ısε0 Φ = 0,
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where we have written s = √ s21 + s22 . Gathering all boundary conditions, the surface
boundary conditions determinant is
 (1)
τ13

 (1)
τ23
Δ F =  (1)
τ
 33
 (1)
τ̄ 43
(r)

(2)

τ13

(2)

τ23

(2)

(4) 
τ13 

(4) 
τ23 
,
(4) 
τ33 

(4) 
τ̄ 43 

(3)

τ13

(3)

τ23

(3)

τ33

τ33

(2)
τ̄ 43

(3)
τ̄ 43

(5.83)

(r)

with τ̄ 43 = τ43 −ısε0 Φ(r) . The secular equation Δ F (s1 , s2 ) = 0 gives the slowness curve
for guided surface waves propagating on the free surface.
Let us now consider that the surface is shorted. In addition to vanishing surface
traction, the electric potential vanishes at x3 = 0
4

Φ = ∑ a r Φ(r) = 0.

(5.84)

r=1

The surface boundary conditions determinant becomes
 (1)
 τ13

 τ(1)

Δ S =  23
 τ(1)
 33

Φ(1)


(2)

τ13

(2)

τ23

(2)

(3)

τ13

(3)

τ23

(3)

τ33

τ33

Φ(2)

Φ(3)

(4) 
τ13 

(4) 
τ23 
 = 0.
(4) 
τ33 

Φ(4) 

(5.85)

The secular equation Δ S (s1 , s2 ) = 0 gives the slowness curve for guided surface waves
propagating on the shorted surface.
The surface boundary conditions determinants Δ F and Δ S each give a different
slowness curve. In practice we find that the slowness on the shorted surface is always larger than the slowness on the free surface. As in the case of bulk waves, we
could think that if the velocity of the wave changes as it passes from a metalized region to an unmetalized region, and vice versa, then its kinetic energy content can also
change as it either provides electrical energy to an external circuit or draws energy
from it. Though this argument is very loose, if no other type of energy is exchanged,
then the rate of energy exchange in the transduction by metal electrodes patterned on
a piezoelectric surface is related to the velocity change. It is thus customary to define
the electromechanical coupling by the formula
K2 = 2

Δv
Δs
=2 ,
v
s

(5.86)

with v (respectively, s) the mean of the velocity (resp., slowness) on the free and the
shorted surface.
When the slowness giving a zero in either determinant (5.83) or (5.85) has been
located, the relative amplitudes a r can be obtained by fixing the value of one of them,
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Fig. 5.17: Polarization of the surface elastic wave of Y-cut lithium niobate, for Z propagation. Both
the case of the free surface (a) and of the shorted surface (b) are depicted. Displacements u3 (along
Y axis) and u1 (along Z axis) are shown with solid and long dashed lines, respectively. The electric
potential Φ is shown with the short dashed line. The frequency is 1 GHz.
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Fig. 5.18: Slowness curves for the surface elastic waves of Y-cut lithium niobate. Orientation is such
that x1 is along crystallographic axis X and x2 is along crystallographic axis −Z. Both the lossless
surface elastic wave (SAW) and the pseudo-surface acoustic wave (PSAW) are shown for the free and
the shorted surface boundary conditions. The three bulk elastic waves are also depicted.
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eliminating one equation, and solving the resulting linear equation. The polarization
of the surface wave is then obtained from the superposition (5.80). As an example,
Figure 5.17 displays the polarization of the surface elastic waves of Y-cut lithium niobate propagating in the Z direction. Y-cut means that the surface is orthogonal to the
Y crystallographic axis and the outward normal points in the positive Y direction. With
reference to Figure 5.15, x1 = Z or [001], x2 = X or [100], and x3 = Y or [010]. It can
be seen that changing the surface boundary condition from free to shorted slightly
changes the distribution of the displacements and strongly changes the distribution
of the electric potential. Propagation is here considered along symmetry axis Z and
the horizontal shear displacements u2 = 0, but for a general propagation direction all
three displacements are nonzero.
Figure 5.18 shows the slowness curves for the surface elastic waves of Y-cut lithium
̄ and x3 = Y or
niobate. With reference to Figure 5.15, x1 = X or [100], x2 = −Z or [001],
[010]. It can be seen that the shorted lossless surface wave is always slower then the
free lossless surface wave, and that both of them are slower than the three bulk waves.
The pseudo-surface wave (PSAW, see definition on page 172) for free and shorted
boundary conditions is also shown. It appears in-between the two quasi-shear bulk
waves.
Green’s function and effective surface permittivity. Whatever the exact surface
boundary conditions, the number of linear relations in the partial wave superposition is exactly twice the number of partial waves (once only eligible partial waves
are retained). We can thus eliminate the modal amplitudes to obtain a linear (matrix)
relation
τ13
u1
τ23
u2
( ) =G (
),
τ33
u3
D3
ϕ
−ıω

(5.87)

with the Green’s matrix
−1

G = (ū (r)
) (τ̄ (r)
)
i
i3

.

(5.88)

The Green’s matrix depends only on the eligible partial waves, or eigenvectors. With
this linear relation, it is perfectly possible to consider general types of surface boundary conditions, involving generalized displacements and stresses and any linear combination of these.
When the surface is mechanically free, all normal mechanical stresses in (5.87) are
D3
. It is customary to define an effective surface permittivity
zero, and thus Φ = G44 −ıω
as the ratio of the surface charge density (which is the jump of the normal electric
displacement) to the tangential electric field, or
εs =

[D3 ] D3 − ωsϵ0 Φ
−ı
− ϵ0 .
=
=
|E‖ |
ωsΦ
sG44

(5.89)
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This definition is chosen so that ε s = 0 for a free surface, while ε s = ∞ for a shorted
surface.
Pseudo-surface acoustic waves (PSAW). As an example, Figure 5.19 shows the effective surface permittivity as a function of slowness for three rotated Y-cuts of lithium
niobate and for waves propagating in the X or [100] direction. The notation Y+128°,
for instance, means that the surface normal is at an angle of 128° from axis Y in the
plane (Y, Z).
For large values of the surface slowness, ıε s remains almost constant and is complex imaginary; this indicates that there are no losses. The asymptotic value ε∞ is
a constant for any crystal cut. Whenever the real part of ıε s is nonzero, losses are
present. This is generally the case for slownesses up to the slowest bulk elastic wave.
For the Y+128° cut in Figure 5.19 (a), the main feature is a pole: around s =
2.6 10−4 s/m, ε s drops to −∞ before switching to +∞ and dropping down to the
asymptotic value ε∞ . The imaginary part remains zero in this slowness range and the
pole is the signature of a perfectly guided surface wave, termed a Rayleigh wave or
simply a surface acoustic wave (SAW). Similar poles are also present for the Y and the
Y+36° cuts. For the latter cuts, however, in the intermediate slowness range around
s = 2.4 10−4 s/m there is an additional damped pole, or Lorentzian function. The
sharp variation of the real part of ε s is continuous and is accompanied by a peak in
the imaginary part. The damped pole is a signature of a pseudo-surface wave, having
partly the character of a surface wave but presenting some amount of loss.
Looking at the slowness curves of Figure 5.18, it can be seen that the Rayleigh wave
has a slowness that is always larger than the slownesses of bulk elastic waves in the X
direction. As a result, the partial wave superposition only includes evanescent partial
waves and the surface wave energy cannot leak inside the substrate. In contrast, the
PSAW slowness is located in-between the two quasi-shear bulk slownesses. The slowest of these waves is thus included in the partial wave superposition and is the origin
of loss: part of the surface wave energy is radiated toward the interior of the substrate.
The actual level of loss is directly related to the complex amplitude of the propagating partial wave. There are particular cases where this complex amplitude can vanish,
leading to the existence of a perfectly surface-guided wave that is faster than the slowest shear bulk wave, but this is not the general case. Particularly useful PSAW can be
found in lithium niobate and more importantly for applications in lithium tantalate.
Table 5.6 lists a few cuts and orientations of piezoelectric substrates that are used in
practice. Table 5.7 summarizes various names that are given to special cases of surface
elastic waves on a semi-infinite substrate. For completeness, let us mention that in the
case of a thin layer deposited on a semi-infinite substrate, it is conventional to refer to
Love waves if the polarization is purely shear, to Sezawa waves if the polarization is
in the sagittal plane, and to generalized Sezawa waves if the polarization is general.
Depending on the thickness of the layer, there can be several Love and Sezawa waves.
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Fig. 5.19: Effective surface permittivity for lithium niobate. Three different orientations are considered: (a) Y+128°, (b) Y and (c) Y+36°. The propagation direction is always the X crystallographic
axis.
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Tab. 5.6: Characteristics of some cuts and orientations of piezoelectric crystal substrates. Velocities v s are given for the shorted electrical boundary condition. R: Rayleigh wave; SAW: generally
polarized SAW; BG: Bleustein–Gulyaev wave; PSAW: pseudo-surface wave.
Crystal

Cut

Direction

Type

vs
(m/s)

α
(dB/λ)

K2
(%)

ε∞
ε0

LiNbO3
(—)
(—)
(—)

Y
Y+128
Y+128
Y+41

Z
X
X
X

R
SAW
BG
PSAW

3390
3870
4030
4380

0
0
0
2 10−2

4.5
5
2.5 10−4
16

46
56
56
63

LiTaO3
(—)

Y
Y+36

Z
X

R
PSAW

3210
4110

0
3 10−4

0.9
5.5

48
50

Quartz

Y+42

X

SAW

3158

0

0.11

6

ZnO

X

Y

BG

2823

0

0.5

10

Tab. 5.7: Classification of surface acoustic waves.
Wave type

Polarization

Rayleigh (R)
Generalized Rayleigh (SAW)
Bleustein–Gulyaev (BG)
Pseudo-SAW (PSAW)

Sagittal plane displacements only
All three displacements
One pure shear evanescent partial wave
Leakage induced by radiation inside the substrate

5.A Tensors
Linear relations in anisotropic media. In anisotropic media, and especially in crystals, a cause applied in a given direction does not in general induce an effect oriented
in the same direction. For instance, the linear relation between electric displacement
and electric field vector is
D = εE ,

or

D1
ε11
(D2 ) = (ε21
D3
ε31

ε12
ε22
ε32

E1
ε13
ε23 ) (E2 ) ,
ε33
E3

or

D i = ε ij E j .

The first two equations use notations relative to vectors and matrices. The last equation is typically tensorial and uses the convention of implied summation on repeated
indices (Einstein convention). D i and E j are first-order tensors; ε ij is a second-order
tensor. The order is simply the number of indices of the tensor.
The matrix expression is generally quite cumbersome, while the tensorial expression is both compact and much clearer. There is a much more fundamental reason
to use tensors instead of matrices with anisotropic media: the physical meaning of a
tensor is not modified in any arbitrary rotation of reference axes. Indeed, a rotation of
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the reference axes does not change the physical meaning while it necessarily deeply
modifies the matrix representation. Let us specify this statement quantitatively.
Reference axes rotation. Let us denote the vectors defining two reference frames
e1 , e2 , e3 and e1 , e2 , e3 . The components of the new reference frame vectors as a
function of the old reference frame vectors are given by some matrix α such that
ei = α ki ek

with

α11
α = (α12
α13

α21
α22
α23

α31
α32 ) .
α33

We stress that α is a matrix, not a tensor. Reciprocally, ek = β k ej with α ki β k = δ ij , δ ij
being the Kronecker symbol. Matrix β is the inverse of matrix α. Furthermore, if both
reference frames are orthonormal, then β = α T .
The coordinates of a vector x obey the transformation rule
j

xi = β ik x k

j

with x = x k ek = xi ei .

In the case where the reference frames are orthonormal, the coordinates of a vector
follow exactly the same transformation rule as the basis vectors
xi = α ki x k .
Properties of tensors. The following elementary properties are given without demonstration.
– A scalar physical quantity f (e.g. temperature, energy, and so on), is invariant of
the chosen reference frame, or f(x1 , x2 , x3 ) = f(x1 , x2 , x3 ) ; it is an order-0 tensor.
– An order-1 tensor (or vector) transforms as the basis vectors
Ai = α ki A k .
–

An order-2 tensor is a set of nine scalars A ij that transforms according to
Aij = α ki α lj A kl .

–

The definition extends flawlessly to an arbitrary order, with for instance the order3 transformation rule
p q
Aijk = α li α j α k A lpq .

–
–
–

The gradient of a vector, ∂A i /∂x k , is an order-2 tensor.
The trace A ii of an order-2 tensor A ij is an order-0 tensor (is a scalar).
A linear relationship between two tensors defines a tensor whose order is the
added orders of the original tensors. For instance, D i = ε ij E j implies that ε ij is
an order-2 tensor.
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5.B Modeling bulk, plate, and surface waves with FEM
5.B.1 Variational formulation for elastic waves
In this section we summarize the main equations of the variational formulation of
linear elastic wave propagation in homogeneous elastic and piezoelectric media.
Elastic waves. Let us start from the elastodynamic equation (5.2), written with differential operators
∂2 u
(5.90)
− ∇ · T + ρ 2 = f.
∂t
All vectors and tensors will be represented as Pn finite element functions (using Lagrange elements of degree n) on a mesh Th. They are thus simply continuous polynomial functions, piecewise defined on the triangles composing the mesh. For a basic
presentation of finite element methods we refer to Section 3.3. We consider test functions v that are defined on the same finite element space as the displacement vector u.
Projection on the test functions results in
− ∫ v∗ · (∇ · T) + ∫ v∗ · ρ
Ω

∂2 u
= ∫ v∗ · f.
∂t2

Ω

(5.91)

Ω

The second and the third integrals can perfectly be computed by a finite element software given the nodal values. We transform the first integral using the Gauss theorem
in order to transfer the divergence operator acting on the stress tensor to a gradient
acting on the test function vector
∫ ∇v∗ T − ∫ v∗ · T n + ∫ v∗ · ρ
Ω

σ

∂2 u
= ∫ v∗ · f.
∂t2

Ω

(5.92)

Ω

Written in component form for tensors, the scalar function ∇v T = v i,j T ij is the contraction of two order-2 tensors, and vector T n (the normal traction) has components
T ij n j .
Next we can use Hooke’s law in contracted form T I = c IJ S J with the strain S(u) =
∇u. As a reminder, indices I and J run from 1 to 6. The first integral can conveniently be
written in contracted notation to yield the variational formulation of the wave equation in elastic media
∫ S(v)∗I c IJ S(u)J − ∫ v∗ · T n + ∫ v∗ · ρ
Ω

σ

Ω

∂2 u
= ∫ v∗ · f.
∂t2

(5.93)

Ω

In the monochromatic or harmonic case, the variational formulation of the Helmholtz
equation is
∫ S(v)∗I c IJ S(u)J − ∫ v∗ · T n − ω2 ∫ v∗ · ρu = ∫ v∗ · f.
Ω

σ

Ω

Ω

(5.94)
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The boundary integral (second integral) is specified by the boundary conditions. For
a Dirichlet boundary condition, u = 0 on σ, the test functions must satisfy the same
condition, i.e. v = 0, and the boundary integral vanishes. For a Neumann boundary
condition, T n = 0, this is also the case. For an interface between two elastic media,
the normal traction is continuous and the boundary integral vanishes as well. When
looking for eigenmodes, the force density f = 0.
Elastic waves in piezoelectric media. The piezoelectric case is a generalization over
the elastic case. In additional to the elastodynamic equation (5.2), we have to satisfy
Poisson’s equation (5.30)
−∇ · D = 0.

(5.95)

The finite element space as before uses Pn finite element functions, but now the electric potential must be added to the variables; as a result we have a mixed finite element
space (u, Φ). The test functions are defined in the same space and are denoted (v, Ψ).
The variational formulation is based on the equation
− ∫ v∗ · ∇T + ∫ v∗ · ρ
Ω

∂2 u
− ∫ Ψ ∗ ∇ · D = ∫ v∗ · f.
∂t2

Ω

Ω

(5.96)

Ω

When this equation is satisfied for all test functions (v, Ψ) then the original elastodynamic equation and Poisson’s equation are recovered in a weak sense (i.e. hold for
the finite element space). Application of the Gauss theorem to the first and the third
integrals lead to
∫ ∇v∗ T − ∫ v∗ · T n + ∫ v∗ · ρ
Ω

σ

∂2 u
+ ∫ ∇Ψ ∗ · D − ∫ Ψ ∗ D n = ∫ v∗ · f.
∂t2

Ω

σ

Ω

(5.97)

Ω

With the contracted notation, we finally have
∫ S(v)∗I T I − ∫ v∗ · T n + ∫ v∗ · ρ
σ

Ω

∂2 u
+ ∫ ∇Ψ ∗ · D − ∫ ΨD n = ∫ v∗ · f
∂t2

Ω

Ω

σ

(5.98)

Ω

and the monochromatic or harmonic case,
∫ S(v)∗I T I − ∫ v∗ · T n − ω2 ∫ v∗ · ρu + ∫ ∇Ψ ∗ · D − ∫ Ψ ∗ D n = ∫ v∗ · f.
Ω

σ

Ω

Ω

σ

(5.99)

Ω

T I and D i in these equations are taken from (5.34) and (5.35).

5.B.2 Finite element implementation
We give some hints in the following to explain how we wrote the scripts that were used
in this chapter to obtain slowness curves for bulk waves and band structures for plate
waves (with FreeFem++ [48]).
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Bulk elastic waves. For bulk elastic waves we need only form the 3 × 3 Christoffel
tensor and find its eigenvalues. With FEM, this can be achieved by considering only
one triangular element and a P0 vector finite element space [u1 , u2 , u3 ]. The P0 element has only one node at the barycenter of the triangle; the finite element space
that is generated has exactly three degrees of freedom. The direction of propagation
is varied by changing a direction vector (n1 , n2 , n3 ) and the eigenvalue is the square
of the slowness s in this direction. Indeed, the strains in the variational formulation
are obtained as
S1 (u) = −ıωsn1 u1
S2 (u) = −ıωsn2 u2
S3 (u) = −ıωsn3 u3
S4 (u) = −ıωs(n3 u2 + n2 u3 )
S5 (u) = −ıωs(n3 u1 + n1 u3 )
S6 (u) = −ıωs(n2 u1 + n1 u2 ).
The strains obtained from the test functions are similar but with the opposite sign
because of complex conjugation, and finally a factor ω2 factors from the FEM matrices,
leaving only s2 in factor of the stiffness matrix. Matrices are built from (5.94).
The piezoelectric case is very similar. We use exactly the same mesh with a single
triangle and a P0 finite element. The changes are that the finite element space now
has four degrees of freedom [u1 , u2 , u3 , Φ] and matrices are built from (5.99).
Plate and surface waves. For plate waves, we need two ingredients. The first is that
the problem is intrinsically 1D, hence in principle we need only a 1D mesh. With
FreeFem++ this is not possible, and we approximate the 1D problem with a rectangular 2D mesh that is only one element wide in the x1 direction and we apply periodic
boundary conditions for the boundaries orthogonal to this axis. In direction x3 the
mesh is exactly h long, with h the thickness of the plate. For propagation in the x2
direction, as we did for Figure 5.14, we add a variable k2 component. Following (5.79),
the strains are now
S1 (u) = u1,1
S2 (u) = −ık2 u2
S3 (u) = u3,3
S4 (u) = −ık2 u3 + u2,3
S5 (u) = u1,3 + u3,1
S6 (u) = −ık2 u1 + u2,1 .
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Since we do not know of an eigenvalue equation giving surface waves, it is not
possible to obtain a surface wave velocity directly from an eigenvalue problem. We
note, however, that it is sufficient to look for the slowest of all plate waves for a large
value of k3 (in practice a value of k3 h of the order of 10 is sufficient). In practice, all
the examples we have shown for surface elastic waves in this chapter were obtained
by directly implementing the plane wave formalism of Section 5.7.

6 Phononic crystals for bulk elastic waves
In this chapter we consider artificial crystals for elastic waves in solids, or phononic
crystals. We will be mainly concerned with bulk elastic waves in perfectly periodic inhomogeneous media, leaving the discussion of surface and plate wave propagation
to Chapter 7. Properties of phononic crystals that arise from periodicity parallel those
of sonic crystals. The difference to acoustic waves, however, is that elastic waves are
vector waves, i.e. they possess a polarization, meaning that several physical degrees
of freedom are now necessary to describe their propagation. In elastic solids, these degrees of freedom are the three displacements in physical space. As a note, this number
of degrees of freedom does not decrease if the dimensionality of the structure is reduced. For instance, elastic waves in 2D phononic crystals must still be described with
three displacements in space. Popular simplifications such as assuming plane strain
or plane stress are generally not grounded. Furthermore, when we consider wave propagation in piezoelectric solids, the number of degrees of freedom is augmented to four,
since the electric potential has to be added in the frame of the quasistatic approximation.
Phononic crystals for bulk elastic waves can include either only one or several
solid constituents. In the case of heterogeneous phononic crystals containing different
materials, Bragg band gaps are generally larger when the contrast between material
properties is maximized, as we will illustrate in this chapter. A popular composition
is given by heavy and stiff inclusions in a light and soft matrix, such as the steel in
epoxy phononic crystal depicted in Figure 6.1 (a). Alternatively, and in contrast with
fluids, holes periodically distributed in a solid material provide a phononic crystal for
which material properties contrast is replaced by internal boundary conditions at the
boundaries of the holes. Such phononic crystals are rather easy to obtain by forming
holes in a solid material, as illustrated in Figure 6.1 (b).

6.1 Modeling of phononic crystals
We describe in this section the calculation of the band structure of phononic crystals.
Based on the equations for elastic waves presented in Chapter 5, we first discuss the
dynamical equations and the relevant boundary conditions.

6.1.1 Dynamical equations
The dynamical equations in phononic crystals are those of elastic waves in elastic or
piezoelectric solids that we presented in Chapter 5. A major difference to Chapter 5,
however, is that the material constants are now functions of space coordinates.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.1: Examples of phononic crystals. (a) A three-dimensional phononic crystal of steel spheres
in an epoxy matrix is arranged according to an FCC lattice [68] (photograph ©Clément Eustache).
(b) A two-dimensional phononic crystal of aluminum in air [50] (copyright 2013 American Institute
of Physics) is actually designed to present negative refraction for longitudinal elastic waves; see
Chapter 12.

Summary of equations for elastic waves. The basic equations in elastic solids are
(5.1), (5.2), and (5.3). We will neglect any internal forces and thus write these equations as
∂2 u i
,
∂t2
T ij = c ijkl S kl ,
1
S ij = (u i,j + u j,i ) .
2

T ij,j = ρ

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)

We have purposely written these equations by fully employing tensorial notations and
omitting dependence with space and time variables, but these should not be forgotten. The first equation is Newton’s first law, the second equation is the constitutive relation or Hooke’s law for elastic solids, and the third equation is the definition of the
strain tensor in the (symmetric) linear approximation. These equations are in general
not difficult to solve given adequate boundary conditions. In the context of phononic
crystals the main difficulty arises from discontinuities of the material constants, e.g.
at the interface between different elastic media in the unit cell. As a note, one should
refrain from factoring c ijkl and ρ out of the partial derivatives, but also from rewriting
equations with their inverses, especially in the case of holey phononic crystals since
the material constants are simply zero in holes. Because of the symmetries of the elastic tensor, the stress tensor can be eliminated to obtain an elastodynamic equation
involving only the displacements
(c ijkl u k,l ),j = ρ

∂2 u i
.
∂t2

(6.4)

In the literature the elastodynamic equations are very often written for the specific
case of isotropic solids, for instance introducing the Lamé constants or Young’s modu-
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lus and Poisson’s ratio in place of the elastic tensor (which has only two independent
elements in the case of isotropic solids, as we discussed in Chapter 5). In doing so, one
often wishes to reintroduce divergence and gradient operators as we used in Chapter 4
in our description of pressure acoustic waves in sonic crystals. As a note, this is neither
a simplification of the numerical nor of the mathematical expressions, and the tensorial notation is far more efficient for writing codes based on the plane wave expansion
(PWE) and the finite element method (FEM).
When looking for Bloch waves, the displacements are taken of the form
u i (t, x) = ũ i (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)),

(6.5)

with ũ i a periodic function defined in the unit cell of the phononic crystal. The strains
and the stresses can be written similarly introducing the periodic functions S̃ ij and T̃ ij .
The elastodynamic equations then become
T̃ ij,j − ık j T̃ ij = −ω2 ρu i ,
T̃ ij = c ijkl S̃ kl ,
1
S̃ ij = (ũ i,j − ık j ũ i + ũ j,i − ık i ũ j ) .
2

(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8)

Summary of equations for piezoelectric waves. Let us now write the dynamic equations for piezoelectric waves in a form similar to the equations for elastic waves. We
will use the generalized elastic tensor of (5.53), and the generalized displacements and
stresses of (5.54) to (5.57) to form the system of equations
∂2 u ek
,
∂t2
T ije = c eijkl u ek,l .

e
T ij,j
= ρ eik

(6.9)
(6.10)

In these equations, the indices i and k vary from 1 to 4, but the indices j and l only
vary from 1 to 3. We thus avoided writing a strain tensor because it would no longer
be symmetric. Note that the order-2 tensor ρ eik was defined by (5.60). Equation (6.9)
contains both Newton’s first law and Poisson’s equation.
For Bloch waves, the generalized displacements are taken of the form
u ei (t, x) = ũ ei (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)),

(6.11)

ũ ei

a periodic function defined in the unit cell of the phononic crystal. The genwith
eralized stresses are written similarly with the periodic functions T̃ ije and the dynamic
equations for Bloch waves are
e
T̃ ij,j
− ık j T̃ ije = −ω2 ρ eik ũ ek ,

T̃ ije = c ijkl (ũ ek,l − ık l ũ ek ) .

(6.12)
(6.13)

The equations for piezoelectric solids may look simpler than those of the subcase
of elastic solids, or at least more compact, but the symmetries of the elastic tensor are
less apparent and a bit more difficult to use.
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Boundary conditions. At the interface between two solids, e.g. at the interface between an inclusion and the matrix, the mechanical boundary conditions are such that
the displacements are all continuous but only the stresses normal to the interface are
continuous, or
[u i ] = 0,

(6.14)

[T ij n j ] = 0,

(6.15)

with n j the three components of the unit normal vector n and where we recall that
[...] means the jump at the interface. There are thus six mechanical continuity boundary conditions. The tangential stresses are not specified by these conditions and are
generally discontinuous. At the interface between a solid and a vacuum, or air in the
limit that we can neglect acoustic wave generation inside it, the displacements are left
completely free and the normal stresses vanish identically
T ij n j = 0.

(6.16)

Electrical boundary conditions must be considered moreover for piezoelectric
solids. At the interface between two piezoelectric solids, both the electrical potential
and the normal component of the electric displacement are continuous, or
[Φ] = 0,

(6.17)

[D j n j ] = 0.

(6.18)

There are thus two electrical continuity boundary conditions. The tangential electric
displacements are not specified and are generally discontinuous. As a reminder, [D i n j ]
is the surface charge density appearing at the interface. At the interface between a
piezoelectric solid and air or a vacuum, the same boundary conditions still apply and
the permittivity of vacuum, ϵ0 , should not be overlooked in general.
As we described in the case of sonic crystals, periodic boundary conditions are
needed for the computation of band structures when the solution is defined on a unit
cell. In such a case, if the primitive cell is chosen as the unit cell, it is bounded by d
pairs of parallel boundaries, with d the number of periodicities. Each pair is such that
one boundary (σ2 ) is obtained by a translation am of the other (σ1 ), with m = 1, . . . d,
ũ i (x + am )|σ2 = ũ i (x)|σ1

(6.19)

u i (x + am )|σ2 = exp(−ık · am ) u i (x)|σ1 .

(6.20)

or

In this description, the constant exp(−ık · am ) is a phase factor relating both sides of
the unit cell. If the Wigner–Seitz cell is chosen as the unit cell, then the number d of
pairs of parallel boundaries is larger than the number of periodicities, and the translations am are replaced by some translations R of the direct lattice. It must be noted that
periodic boundary conditions (6.19) and (6.20) are in any case weaker statements of
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periodicity than the original strong statement ũ i (x + R) = ũ i (x) with R any lattice vector and x any position in space. In practice, however, solutions of the wave equation
obtained with periodic boundary conditions can be used to pave all space and thus satisfy the strong periodicity statement individually. We have written the periodic boundary conditions for the mechanical displacements only, but similar conditions hold for
mechanical stresses, electric potential, and electric displacement, whenever we need
them. Note that mechanical stresses and electric displacement are continuous quantities as we cross the external boundary of the unit cell, because of the implied continuity of material constants there. This is in contrast with boundaries internal to the
unit cell and separating different materials.

6.1.2 Plane wave expansion (PWE) method
Our presentation of the plane wave expansion (PWE) method follows the one proposed in references [77, 162]. These papers contain the full piezoelectric formulation
which for instance will be useful for the discussion of surface waves in Chapter 7. There
have been a number of other presentations, of course all equivalent in their domain of
application, in the context of isotropic [22], cubic [74], or generally elastic solids [166].
The PWE method relies on a literal application of the Bloch–Floquet theorem. As
such it is straightforward and the derivation is easy to follow. We warn the reader,
however, that it may not be the best numerical method in many cases and that it is
generally outperformed by FEM.
Fourier series of material constants. The starting point for PWE equations are (6.12)
and (6.13). We will drop the subscript e in the subsequent equations for simplicity
of presentation, but both the elastic and the piezoelectric cases are included in the
formulas. The derivation closely follows the one used in Chapter 4 for sonic crystals.
Material constants are periodic and we consider their Fourier series expansions
+∞

ρ ik (x) = ∑ (ρ ik )m exp(−ıGm · x),

(6.21)

m=−∞
+∞

c ijkl (x) = ∑ (c ijkl )m exp(−ıGm · x).

(6.22)

m=−∞

As we discussed in Section 4.1.2, in practice in a computer program we have to limit
the summations over m to some finite range, say from −N to +N. Furthermore, the
material constants defined by the Fourier series are continuous (and infinitely differentiable) in the unit cell, which can only be an approximation when considering inhomogeneous phononic crystal compositions. The convergence limitations summarized
by Figure 4.2 also apply here.
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PWE equations. From the Bloch theorem, ũ k and T̃ ij are periodic in the unit cell and
their truncated Fourier series representations are
+N

ũ k (x) = ∑ (u k )m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

T̃ ij (x) = ∑ (T ij )m exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N

The gradient of the displacements in (6.13) and the divergence of the stress tensor
in (6.12) are then
+N

ũ k,l − ık l ũ k = −ı ∑ (G lm + k l )(u k )m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

T̃ ij,j − ık j T̃ ij = −ı ∑ (G jm + k j )(T ij )m exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N

Defining the vectors of Fourier coefficients with 2N + 1 elements
Uk = ((u k )−N , . . . , (u k )0 , . . . , (u k )N )T ,

(6.23)

Tij = ((T ij )−N , . . . , (T ij )0 , . . . , (T ij )N ) ,

(6.24)

T

and recalling the definition (4.19) for the diagonal square matrix with (2N+1)×(2N+1)
elements Γ j , we finally can write
+N

ũ k,l − ık l ũ k = −ı ∑ (Γ l Uk )m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

T̃ ij,j − ık j T̃ ij = −ı ∑ (Γ j Tij )m exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N

Γ l Uk and Γ j Tij must be understood as matrix-vector products giving the Fourier coefficients of the first derivatives of the displacements and of the stresses.
Next we define square band matrices with (2N +1)×(2N +1) elements constructed
for the Fourier coefficients of the material constants
(Rik )mn = (ρ ik )m−n ;

m, n = −N, . . . , N,

(6.25)

(Cijkl )mn = (c ijkl )m−n ;

m, n = −N, . . . , N.

(6.26)

The PWE versions of (6.12) and (6.13) are the pair of equations
ıΓ j Tij = ω2 Rik Uk ,
Tij = −ıCijkl Γ l Uk .

(6.27)
(6.28)
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By eliminating the stresses, a generalized eigenvalue equation for the displacements is obtained as
Cik Uk = ω2 Rik Uk ,
Cik = Γ j Cijkl Γ l .

(6.29)
(6.30)

In order to present this mixed tensor-matrix formulation into a pure matrix problem,
the following procedure can be followed. Since the indices i and k run from 1 to 3 for
elastic solids and from 1 to 4 for piezoelectric solids, 3N × 3N (or 4N × 4N) matrices
can be constructed with the elementary blocks

Cmn

(C11 )mn
..
=(
.
(C41 )mn

...
..
.
...

(C14 )mn
..
),
.
(C44 )mn

(6.31)

Rmn

(R11 )mn
..
=(
.
(R41 )mn

...
..
.
...

(R14 )mn
..
).
.
(R44 )mn

(6.32)

Further defining a 3N (or 4N) vector of all displacements with the elementary block
Um = ((u1 )m . . . (u4 )m )T ,

(6.33)

we can write the generalized eigenvalue problem as
CU = ω2 RU.

(6.34)

Bulk waves are then obtained as the eigensolutions of this equation. More precisely,
(6.34) can be solved for ω2 as a function of k to obtain the band structure of the phononic crystal for bulk waves. The Bloch wavevector k is a parameter of the matrices
Γ j and thus matrix C is a second-order matrix polynomial in k. By letting k span the
first Brillouin zone, band structures for 1D, 2D, and 3D bulk wave propagation in phononic crystals are readily obtained. In addition, the out-of-plane 2D bulk wave propagation problem can be tackled as well [163]. For the latter, assuming periodicity is
in the (x1 , x2 ) plane, the band structure can be plotted with (k1 , k2 ) spanning the 2D
Brillouin zone while k3 can be given any value. Such a procedure allows one to explore phononic band gap guidance along a linear defect in a 2D phononic crystal, for
instance [163]; see Chapter 11.
Let us specify a few useful energy formulas for the PWE solutions. The kinetic
energy per unit cell of a Bloch wave can be evaluated using
Ek =

1
1
̃
= U†i Rik Uk .
∫ ρ(x)ũ ∗ (x)u(x)
2
2
Ω

(6.35)
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This expression can easily be evaluated once the eigenvector U is known. Similarly,
the potential (or elastic) energy per unit cell of a Bloch wave is
Ep =

1 †
U Cik Uk .
2 i

(6.36)

It is easy to see that the PWE equation (6.34) implies that kinetic and potential energies are equal for each Bloch wave. Furthermore, the polarization contents can be
evaluated by computing the mean-square value of each displacement (the repeated
index summation rule should not be applied in the second relation)
+N

⟨|u k (x)|2 ⟩Ω = U†k Uk = ∑ |(u k )m |2 .

(6.37)

m=−N

We can then evaluate the polarization contents with the triplet of numbers (p1 , p2 , p3 )
with p k ∝ ⟨|u k (x)|2 ⟩Ω and imposing p1 + p2 + p3 = 1.
Finally, we note that the PWE method has the drawback that the Fourier series
expansion of the displacement and the stress fields implicitly makes the solution continuous everywhere inside the unit cell. Whereas the displacements and the normal
stresses can be considered continuous at an interface between different solid materials, such is not the case for shear stresses applying along the interface. Also, the
boundary condition at the interface of a solid and a fluid cannot in general be satisfied, which makes the PWE method rather unsuitable for solid-fluid problems (its
application can result in the appearance of spurious modes in the fluid part).
Band structure convergence. Figure 6.2 displays the phononic band structure computed by PWE for a square-lattice phononic crystal of aluminum cylinders in nickel.
The case considered is taken from the seminal publication by Kushwaha et al. [74].
The diameter of the cylinders is very large, d/a = 0.9772, i.e. the cylinders are almost
in contact. Given the material contrast between nickel and aluminum, complete band
gaps would not open for smaller values of d/a. 9 × 9 harmonics are used in Fourier
series expansions in this case and convergence is almost achieved for the frequency
range of the plot. As a general rule, improving the convergence of the PWE by increasing the number of Fourier harmonics is very costly in terms of computation time, as
the PWE matrices are dense, in opposition to the sparse matrices generated by FEM.
In Figure 6.2 we have presented the band structure as two separate plots, one for
in-plane polarized elastic waves and one for out-of-plane polarized elastic waves. In
the case of homogeneous and isotropic materials, we have indeed seen in Chapter 5
that bulk elastic waves separate into one longitudinal (L) wave and two orthogonal
shear (S) waves. Waves with a pure polarization can thus propagate independently
in homogeneous and isotropic materials. In 2D heterogeneous materials composed of
isotropic elastic materials, and for propagation in the plane of inhomogeneity (the
plane of periodicity for a phononic crystal), only part of this polarization independence remains. Instead of entering the mathematical symmetries of the elastodynamic
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Fig. 6.2: Band structure computed with PWE for a square-lattice phononic crystal of aluminum cylinders in nickel. Geometrical parameters are taken from Figure 2 in Kushwaha et al. [74]. The filling
fraction is 75 % (d/a = 0.9772). 9 × 9 harmonics are used in Fourier series expansions. The band
structure on the left (on the right, respectively) is for in-plane polarized waves (out-of-plane polarized waves). There are complete band gaps in either case, indicated by the gray regions, but no full
band gap.

equation, let us give the following physical explanation. Consider first a pure shear
elastic wave with displacements along axis x3 , orthogonal to the periodicity plane
(x1 , x2 ) (we say out-of-plane polarized). This wave propagates with different velocities inside the different materials, but will not be converted to another polarization
when reflected on and transmitted through material interfaces; hence it remains pure
shear. Now consider an L or S elastic wave with displacements in the plane (x1 , x2 ) (we
say in-plane polarized). Whenever this wave meets a material interface, it is partly reflected and partly transmitted to both the in-plane L and S polarizations, because the
local normal to the interface spans all directions in the plane of periodicity. The inplane L and S waves are thus coupled by inhomogeneities. This is the reason why we
could separate band structures for out-of-plane S waves and in-plane L and S waves.
This separation, however, generally does not resist material anisotropy and does not
apply to 3D phononic crystals.
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6.1.3 Finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD)
The FDTD method is especially popular for obtaining the transmission of waves
through a finite size phononic crystal, giving results in the space and time domain
that closely follow possible experiments. It can also be employed to obtain band
structures, though the numerical efficiency of the method is quite questionable for
this particular problem. We will not discuss the implementation of finite differences
in time, as it is similar to the one discussed in Chapter 4 for sonic crystals, but the
implementation of finite differences in space is not obvious and deserves some explanation [103].
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Fig. 6.3: FDTD grids for elastic waves, in 2D and 3D. The first line depicts the 2D (a) conventional,
(b) partly-staggered and (c) staggered grids. The second line depicts the 3D (d) conventional, (e)
partly-staggered and (f) staggered grids.

The most immediate way to define an interpolating grid is to consider the estimation
of physical quantities at the nodes of a regular or conventional grid, as depicted in
Figure 6.3 (a). For 2D problems, however, the choice of a staggered grid such as the
one depicted in Figure 6.3 (c) is often made. To understand why, let us consider the
propagation of in-plane polarized waves in the plane (x1 , x2 ) in an elastic solid. All
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derivatives with respect to x3 and the u3 displacement are assumed to vanish explicitly. As a result, only stresses (T1 , T2 , T6 ) and strains (S1 , S2 , S6 ) (in Voigt notation)
appear in the elastodynamic equations. These equations are explicitly
ρ ü 1 = T1,1 + T6,2 ,
ρ ü 2 = T6,1 + T2,2 ,
T1 = c11 S1 + c12 S2 + c16 S6 ,
T2 = c12 S1 + c22 S2 + c26 S6 ,
T6 = c16 S1 + c26 S2 + c66 S6 ,
S1 = u1,1 ,
S2 = u2,2 ,
S6 = u1,2 + u2,1 .
Given a grid pitch h, a partial derivative with respect to x1 is best implemented with a
half-pitch shift as for instance in
u1 (i + 1/2, j) − u1 (i − 1/2, j)
,
h
u2 (i, j + 1/2) − u2 (i, j − 1/2)
,
S2 (i, j) ≈
h
u1 (i + 1/2, j + 1) − u1 (i + 12 , j)
S6 (i + 1/2, j + 1/2) ≈
h
u2 (i + 1, j + 12 ) − u2 (i, j + 1/2)
+
.
h
S1 (i, j) ≈

Inspection of the equations should convince the reader that if (S1 , S2 , T1 , T2 ) are estimated at grid nodes, then u1 must be estimated with a horizontal half-shift, u2 with
a vertical half-shift, and (S6 , T6 ) with a diagonal half-shift. But then in Hooke’s law
the terms c16 S6 and c26 S6 are not evaluated at the same grid positions as T1 and T2 ,
and must be spatially interpolated, thus breaking the coherence of the staggered grid.
Similarly, c16 S1 and c26 S2 are not evaluated at the same grid positions as T6 . Consequently, the staggered grid is particularly useful only if c16 = c26 = 0. Looking at
Table 5.2, this happens for isotropic solids and for cubic, hexagonal, tetragonal, orthorhombic, and monoclinic crystals, providing they are oriented according to their natural crystallographic axes. A general rotation of these axes will however in general
break the symmetry property indicated by c16 = c26 = 0. In case this symmetry is
broken, we can just as well stay with the conventional grid and use spatial interpolation. A slightly better alternative, however, is the partly-staggered grid of Figure 6.3 (b).
The partly-staggered grid can be viewed as composed of two interleaved conventional
grids, one for displacements and the other for stresses and strains. A formula for the
strain S1 could for instance be
S1 (i +

1
1
u1 (i + 1, j + 1) + u1 (i + 1, j) − u1 (i, j + 1) − u1 (i, j)
,j+ )≈
.
2
2
2h
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Tab. 6.1: Choice of FDTD grids for elastic waves, depending on the formulation of the wave propagation problem.
Formulation

Grid
conventional

Displacement
ρ ü i = (c ijkl u k,l ),j

partly-staggered

staggered

× (anisotropic)

× (orthotropic)

×

Displacement/stress
ρ ü i = T ij,j
T ij = c ijkl u k,l

As a remark, the strains never need to be stored in memory but can be evaluated on
the fly from displacements at the time stresses as needed.
The 3D case can be obtained from similar considerations. In the staggered grid
shown in Figure 6.3 (f), the longitudinal stresses and strains are initially placed on
the same conventional grid. Then the nodes for the three displacements are each halfshifted along one of the three principal directions. The shear stresses and strains are
each half-shifted along two of the three principal directions, in accordance with their
definition: S4 and T4 are for instance half-shifted along x2 and x3 . With these choices,
the dynamical relations ρ ü i = T ij,j are compatible with simple finite differences, as can
be seen by inspection. Hooke’s law, however, is compatible only if it has the following
form
c11
T1
T2
c12
(T3 ) (c13
( )=(
(T ) ( .
4

T5
(T6 )

.
( .

c12
c22
c23
.
.
.

c13
c23
c33
.
.
.

.
.
.
c44
.
.

.
.
.
.
c55
.

S1
.
.
S2
( )
. )
) (S3 ) .
. ) (S4 )
.
S5
c66 ) (S6 )

Looking at Table 5.2 again, this happens for isotropic solids and for cubic, hexagonal,
certain tetragonal, and monoclinic crystals, providing they are oriented according to
their natural crystallographic axes. A general rotation of these axes, however, will in
general break the necessary symmetry property, making the staggered grid less useful.
In the general anisotropic case, the partly-staggered grid shown in Figure 6.3 (e) is
probably a better option. Table 6.1 summarizes possible choices between the different
FDTD grids depending on the way the elastodynamic equations are formulated.

6.1.4 Finite element modeling (FEM)
The finite element method (FEM) has already been set out in Chapter 4 for sonic crystals and the variational formulations for elastic and piezoelectric waves were given
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in Chapter 5. Here we present how the phononic band structure can be obtained by
taking into account periodicity within Bloch’s theorem.
FEM for elastic waves. The basic equations for propagation of elastic waves in a solid
were given in (6.1) to (6.3). In the context of Bloch’s theorem, they further simplify to
(6.6) to (6.8), where ũ i and T̃ ij become the unknown field distributions instead of the
displacements u i and of the stresses T ij . Each solution is associated with a pair (ω, k).
The domain of definition of the periodic parts ũ i and T̃ ij is naturally a unit cell of
the phononic crystal. Finite element meshes for some primitive unit cells for 2D sonic
crystals were shown in Figure 4.6 and primitive unit cells for 3D sonic crystals were
shown in Figure 4.22. All these meshes can be used for phononic crystals without any
changes.
In order to obtain the band structure, we can use the variational formulation of
(5.94). There is no source term here and the boundary integral vanishes identically
because of the periodic boundary condition. As a result, the variational formulation
is
∫ S(v)∗I c IJ S(u)J = ω2 ∫ v∗ · ρu,
Ω

(6.38)

Ω

where the strains should be understood as
S1 (u) =
S2 (u) =
S3 (u) =
S4 (u) =
S5 (u) =
S6 (u) =

∂ ũ 1
∂x1
∂ ũ 2
∂x2
∂ ũ 3
∂x3
∂ ũ 3
∂x2
∂ ũ 3
∂x1
∂ ũ 2
∂x1

− ık1 ũ 1 ,
− ık2 ũ 2 ,
− ık3 ũ 3 ,
∂ ũ 2
− ı(k3 ũ 2 + k2 ũ 3 ),
∂x3
∂ ũ 1
+
− ı(k3 ũ 1 + k1 ũ 3 ),
∂x3
∂ ũ 1
+
− ı(k2 ũ 1 + k1 ũ 2 ).
∂x2
+

The wavevector k enters directly inside the variational formulation via the strains,
and more precisely inside the stiffness matrix associated with the FEM problem. For
2D problems, it is possible to drop all derivatives with respect to x3 .
The variational equation (6.38) can be used to obtain band structures simply by
varying the wavevector in the first Brillouin zone and computing the discrete set of
eigenfrequencies. As a result of Hermitian symmetry in case the material parameters
are purely real (no material loss), the resulting eigenvalue problem for ω2 has only
real and positive solutions. The FEM formulation just described only requires truly
periodic boundary conditions; an alternative derivation with periodic boundary conditions involving complex phase factors can be equivalently used [63]. In the latter
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case, the wavevector dependence only enters the periodic boundary conditions, but
not the FEM matrices. The remarks we made in Chapter 4 about mesh density and
convergence apply here as well.
FEM for piezoelectric waves. The basic equations for propagation of piezoelectric
waves in a solid were given in (6.9) and (6.10). In the context of Bloch’s theorem, they
further simplify to (6.12) and (6.13), where ũ ei and T̃ ije become the unknown field distributions instead of the generalized displacements u ei and the generalized stresses T ije .
The piezoelectric variational formulation follows from (5.99), without a source
term and with a vanishing boundary integral
∫ S(v)∗I T I + ∫ ∇Ψ ∗ · D = ω2 ∫ v∗ · ρu,
Ω

Ω

(6.39)

Ω

where we recall (5.34) and (5.35)
T I = c IJ S J + e kI Φ ,k ,
D i = e iJ S J − ε ij Φ ,j .
The expressions for the strains were given after (6.38) for elastic solids. We have similarly
Φ ,i = Φ̃ ,i − ık i Φ.̃
Energy and polarization. The FEM variational formulations we have just given can
be understood from an energetic point of view by the particular choice that the test
function equals the FEM solution. Indeed, putting v = u in (6.38) or (6.39) immediately
yields the equality of potential (elastic) energy and kinetic energy, or
Ep =

1
1
∫ S(u)∗I c IJ S(u)J = E k = ω2 ∫ u∗ · ρu.
2
2
Ω

(6.40)

Ω

The total energy of a Bloch wave in the unit cell is then simply E = 2E k = 2E p . As
a consequence of the quasistatic approximation of piezoelectricity, there is no stored
electromagnetic energy, since ∫Ω ∇Φ∗ · D = − ∫Ω Φ∗ ∇ · D = 0, which is a weak version of Poisson’s equation. The similarity with the PWE equations (6.35) and (6.36) is
obvious. As with PWE, the polarization contents can be evaluated by computing the
mean-square value of each displacement (the repeated index summation rule should
not be applied in the second relation)
⟨|u k (x)|2 ⟩Ω = ∫ |u k |2 .

(6.41)

Ω

We can then again evaluate the polarization contents with the triplet of numbers
(p1 , p2 , p3 ) with p k ∝ ⟨|u k (x)|2 ⟩Ω and imposing p1 + p2 + p3 = 1.
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6.2 2D phononic crystals
In this section, we describe a variety of 2D phononic crystals based on their band
structure. We consider solid-solid compositions involving two different materials for
the matrix and the inclusions, and solid-void compositions with hollow cylindrical
inclusions in a single solid material. When available, band structures are compared
with experimental results. Note that we consider only circular cylindrical inclusions
here, as they are most common; of course the mathematics in the previous section and
the computer programs that were used to obtain band structures can cope with arbitrarily shaped inclusions. We will start with isotropic materials, before moving on to
anisotropic elastic materials, and finally piezoelectric materials. All band structures
are computed with FEM with the methods set out in Section 6.1.4.

6.2.1 Stiff-in-soft composition
Historically, the concept of the phononic crystal was introduced in the 2D case of a
solid inclusion embedded in a solid matrix [74]. The composition imagined in this pioneering work was either nickel in aluminum or aluminum in nickel, two isotropic
materials. The complete band gap obtained for a square-lattice phononic crystal was
rather small, see Figure 6.2, and was furthermore only presented for pure shear elastic
waves polarized out-of-plane (along the axis of the cylinders).
The first experimental demonstration was performed some years later with a quite
different composition: steel cylinders in an epoxy matrix [155]. Such a composition
is very practical experimentally for macroscopic demonstrations, since metal rods
can be easily bought in any length, assembled in a 2D periodic array using perforated plates as holders, and finally filled with liquid epoxy before the latter solidifies. Apart from this practical advantage, the choice of a fast and heavy inclusion
(c s = 3200 m/s, c l = 5940 m/s, and ρ = 7800 kg/m3 for steel) inside a slow and
light matrix (c s = 1140 m/s, c l = 2570 m/s, and ρ = 1142 kg/m3 for epoxy) leads to
wide complete band gaps with reasonable filling fractions.
Figure 6.4 displays the band structure for a hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal of
cylindrical steel rods in epoxy, with the dimensions selected by Vasseur et al. [155]:
d/a = 0.6641 or a filling fraction F = 0.4. The band structure is separated in two
parts, for in-plane S and L waves on the left, and for out-of-plane S waves on the right.
For the range of frequencies shown, there are two complete band gaps for the former
waves and three complete band gaps for the latter waves. The first complete band gaps
for both polarizations have a rather wide overlap range where the phononic band gap
is truly full for all polarizations. If one has a source for waves of a given polarization,
however, it is perfectly possible in practice to independently explore band gaps for
orthogonal polarizations. The experimental results presented in Figure 6.5 [155] were
obtained using longitudinal wave transducers and should thus be compared with the
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Fig. 6.4: Band structure for a 2D hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal of steel rods in epoxy. The filling
fraction is F = 0.4 or d/a = 0.6641, following the geometry discussed by Vasseur et al. [155]. The
band structure is presented on the left for in-plane polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane
polarized waves. The first five Bloch waves are shown in (b) at the M point of the first Brillouin zone
for both cases. The first two lines show the distributions of the real parts of u1 and u2 for in-plane
Bloch waves. The figures indicated in each case are the associated polarization contents p1 and p2 .
The third line shows the distribution of the real part of u3 for out-of-plane Bloch waves (p3 = 1).
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Fig. 6.5: Transmission through a 2D hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal of steel rods in epoxy. The
filling fraction is F = 0.4 or d/a = 0.6641. The measured transmission for longitudinal waves
is shown for (a) the Γ K and (b) the Γ M directions. The transmission computed with FDTD and for
longitudinal waves is shown for (c) the Γ K and (d) the Γ M directions. u Y in the graphs is here equivalent to our notation u1 for the longitudinal displacement (after Vasseur et al. [155], copyright 2001
American Physical Society).
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in-plane band structure. Measurements were taken along the two principal symmetry
directions, ΓM and ΓK. An absence of transmission is observed in the complete band
gap range, as expected, but also at other frequencies where propagating bands exist
in principle. This fact can be connected to the existence of deaf bands, similar to the
discussion in Chapter 4 for sonic crystals. Instead of identifying deaf bands, an alternative is to compare the experimental transmission with the result of a numerical
simulation of transmission through the finite phononic crystal. In Figure 6.5 this was
performed thanks to an FDTD computation. The agreement between experiment and
simulation is rather good, though absolute values of transmission are not given.
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Fig. 6.6: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of steel rods in epoxy. The filling
fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.83. The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane polarized
waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves.

What if another choice had been made for the lattice type with the same steel rods in
epoxy composition? Figure 6.6 displays the band structure for the square lattice for
the case d/a = 0.83 (filling fraction F = 0.54). Again, numerous wide complete band
gaps are found for the two separable polarization types. Furthermore, there are several
overlap ranges where phononic band gaps are truly complete for all polarizations.
With the honeycomb lattice in Figure 6.7, with d/a = 0.462 (filling fraction F = 0.39),
the observations are similar. It is thus no wonder that the stiff-in-soft (or heavy-inlight) composition is popular in the phononic crystal literature.
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Fig. 6.7: Band structure for a 2D honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal of steel rods in epoxy. The
filling fraction is F = 0.39 or d/a = 0.462. The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane
polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves.

6.2.2 Soft-in-stiff composition
Let us now consider the reverse contrast of epoxy rods in a steel matrix, with exactly
the same geometrical dimensions as previously.
The hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal in Figure 6.8 does not possess any complete band gap. It does not even possess a directional band gap for out-of-plane S and
L waves, and only one directional band gap in the ΓM direction for in-plane S waves.
The square-lattice phononic crystal in Figure 6.9 has one complete band gap for
each polarization type, though they do not overlap to form a full band gap.
The honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal in Figure 6.10 has more and slightly
wider complete band gaps, with one overlap forming a full band gap. It is clear,
however, that the choice of soft (or light) inclusions in a stiff (or heavy) matrix is
outperformed by the reverse composition in this case too.
With sonic crystals, we saw in Chapter 4 that the most interesting composition
to open wide complete band gaps is the slow-in-fast one, or dilute-in-dense (such as
the case of air bubbles in water). In contrast, the case of phononic crystals calls for
the converse choice: fast-in-slow or stiff-and-dense in soft-and-dilute. To understand
this inversion from the dynamical equations, it is useful to compare the acoustic wave
equation and the elastodynamic equation written as a scalar equation for simplicity
−∇ · (

1
1
∇p) = ω2 p,
ρf
B

−∇ · (c∇u) = ω2 ρ s u.
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Fig. 6.8: Band structure for a 2D hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal of epoxy rods in steel. The filling fraction is F = 0.4 or d/a = 0.6641. The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane
polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves.
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Fig. 6.9: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of epoxy rods in steel. The filling
fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.83. The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane polarized
waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves.
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Fig. 6.10: Band structure for a 2D honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal of epoxy rods in steel. The
filling fraction is F = 0.39 or d/a = 0.462. The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane
polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves.

It can be seen that the two scalar equations are formally equivalent if we consider
−1
c ≡ ρ−1
f and ρ s ≡ B . It is hence not surprising that the roles of slow and fast waves
are exchanged, since velocities in the fluid (respectively, in the solid) are of the form
√B/ρ f (resp., √c/ρ s ).

6.2.3 Solid-void composition
Another possibility that is often considered is the case of phononic crystals with holes
in a solid material. This case has an obvious practical value, as macroscopic samples
can easily be produced by drilling holes in a piece of metal or ceramic, for instance.
Going to small dimensions, there exist many different technological processes to obtain small and deep holes in wafers of glass or crystalline materials such as silicon.
In the next chapter, we will encounter practical realizations of this type with lattice
constants in the micron range.
The case of holey phononic crystals in steel is considered in Figures 6.11 to 6.13,
again for the cases of the hexagonal lattice, the square lattice and the honeycomb
lattice. For an isotropic material such as steel and for hollow inclusions, the phononic
band structure only depends on two reduced material parameters, for instance c11 /ρ
and c12 /ρ, or equivalently the longitudinal and the shear velocities.
Similar to the epoxy-in-steel composition, there are no complete band gaps for
the hexagonal lattice. Compared to Figure 6.8, the band structure in the solid-void
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Fig. 6.11: Band structure for a 2D hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in steel.
The filling fraction is F = 0.4 or d/a = 0.6641. The band structure is presented on the left for
in-plane polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves.

composition is seen to have fewer bands than the corresponding solid-solid case. This
fact reflects the lesser inhomogeneity of holey structures, for which the elastodynamic
equation involves only one set of material constants instead of two.
The square-lattice phononic crystal in Figure 6.12 has one complete band gap for
each polarization type, in-plane and out-of-plane, with some overlap between them.
Compared to the epoxy-in-steel composition in Figure 6.9, the hole-in-steel case has
several advantages. It has wider complete band gaps, a less complicated band structure, and notably some isolated bands for in-plane waves that can be used to exhibit
the phenomenon of negative refraction, as we will discuss in Chapter 12.
Similar observations can be made for the honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal in
Figure 6.13. The symmetry reduction principle in this case operates very efficiently to
open complete band gaps by introducing two inclusions instead of only one in the
hexagonal lattice.

6.2.4 Crystals containing anisotropic elastic solids
When anisotropic materials are included in the composition of a phononic crystal, it
should not be forgotten that the symmetries of the lattice and of the unit cell alone
do not fully define those of Bloch waves. Indeed, the total symmetry of the phononic
crystal is the combination of three different ingredients: (i) the point symmetry of the
lattice defining the periodical repetition of the unit cell, (ii) the symmetry of the unit
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Fig. 6.12: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in steel. The
filling fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.83. (a) The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane
polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves. (b) The first four Bloch waves are
shown in either case at the X point. The first two lines show the distributions of the real parts of u1
and u2 for in-plane Bloch waves. The figures indicated in each case are the associated polarization
contents p1 and p2 . The third line shows the distribution of the real part of u3 for out-of-plane Bloch
waves (p3 = 1).
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Fig. 6.13: Band structure for a 2D honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in steel.
The filling fraction is F = 0.39 or d/a = 0.462. The band structure is presented on the left for
in-plane polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves.

cell itself, which depends on the positions and shapes of the inclusions, and (iii) the
crystallographic system of the material constituents. We will continue to consider only
circular inclusions, so that they are compatible with all symmetries, and we wish to
evaluate the changes occurring because of material anisotropy.
In Figure 6.14 we first consider the case of a phononic crystal of holes in silicon
with a square lattice. Two different orientations of silicon are considered, a first one
with the crystallographic axes (X, Y, Z) aligned with the reference frame (x1 , x2 , x3 ),
and a second one where the crystal is rotated by 45° around axis Z. In the IEEE notation, the former orientation is noted (ZX) while the latter is noted (ZXt)/45 [57]. As
a cubic crystal, and for the two orientations we consider, silicon preserves the axial
symmetry of the 2D square lattice along x3 and the separation between in-plane and
out-of-plane (shear) waves still holds. The 2D irreducible Brillouin is also not changed,
as symmetry point Y is still equivalent to symmetry point X, for instance. For in-plane
waves, however, rotating silicon around the Z axis changes both the longitudinal and
the shear velocities and causes the band structure to transform, as Figure 6.14 (a)
clearly evidences. It is even seen that the complete band gap for in-plane waves is significantly reduced when passing from orientation (ZX) to orientation (ZXt)/45. In this
case the anisotropy present in the elastic tensor acts against the formation of band
gaps. Of course, there can be other orientations of silicon for which the width of the
complete band gap would be increased instead of reduced. In the case of out-of-plane
waves, the band structure is not changed at all by the rotation around the Z axis.
Indeed, this band structure is dictated only by the shear velocity √c66 /ρ along axis Z
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Fig. 6.14: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in silicon. The
filling fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.83. The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane
polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves. In the in-plane band structure,
small dots are used for silicon in its natural crystallographic orientation; large dots are used for
silicon rotated by 45° in-plane, i.e. the band structure is plotted in the plane (001) but axis x2 is now
midway between directions [100] and [010]. The out-of-plane band structure is unaffected by the
rotation.

which is not modified at all in the rotation. In fact, this band structure is identical to
the one for holes in steel shown in Figure 6.12 (a), but for a multiplicative factor given
by the ratio of shear velocities between silicon and steel.
The most anisotropic crystal that we encountered in Chapter 5 was tellurium dioxide, TiO2 , see Figure 5.5. With this cubic crystal, the shear in-plane velocity can come
rather close to the longitudinal velocity for propagation along axis X and can be three
times less for propagation at 45° between axes X and Y. This strong anisotropy is seen
to efficiently play against the formation of the complete band gap for in-plane waves,
as Figure 6.15 shows. The rotation by 45° around axis Z changes the in-plane band
structure, but not so as to make the complete band gap open. As with silicon, the band
structure for out-of-plane shear waves is unaffected and again simply scaled by the
shear velocity √c66 /ρ.
If we had considered a general anisotropic case, for instance with a more anisotropic crystal or simply by rotating the crystallographic axes by arbitrary angles, then
we would have broken the lattice symmetry. The only symmetry of Bloch waves that
remains in general is the central symmetry with respect to the Γ point. As a result, for
instance, the irreducible Brillouin zone for the square lattice becomes the closed path
Γ-X-M-Y-Γ. Moreover, the separation between in-plane and out-of-plane waves is no
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Fig. 6.15: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in cubic TiO2 .
The filling fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.83. The band structure is presented on the left for in-plane
polarized waves and on the right for out-of-plane polarized waves. In the in-plane band structure,
small dots are used for TiO2 in its natural crystallographic orientation; large dots are used for silicon rotated by 45° in-plane, i.e. the band structure is plotted in the plane (001) but axis x2 is now
midway between directions [100] and [010]. The out-of-plane band structure is unaffected by the
rotation.

longer valid. Consequently, the phononic band structure generally has three different
bands starting at the Γ point.

6.2.5 Crystals containing piezoelectric solids
In order to illustrate a more general case of anisotropy, let us consider lithium niobate
(LiNbO3 ) with a square lattice of holes. In Figure 6.16, we plot the band structure for
the case where the crystallographic axes (X, Y, Z) are aligned with the reference frame
(x1 , x2 , x3 ). Both the full case of piezoelectricity and the case where the piezoelectric effect is neglected are plotted for comparison. It can be seen that piezoelectricity
tends to make all bands a bit higher in frequency, which can be related to the remark
we made in Chapter 5 that the piezoelectrically stiffened elastic constant is generally
larger than the purely elastic values. For the (ZX) orientation in Figure 6.16, piezoelectricity plays in favor of the opening of the complete band gap and the effect of piezoelectricity is globally quite strong. Neglecting piezoelectricity, the complete band gap
would not even be opened in this case.
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Fig. 6.16: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in lithium niobate. The orientation is (ZX), meaning that the crystallographic axes (X, Y, Z) are aligned with the
reference frame (x1 , x2 , x3 ). The filling fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.83. The left panel is plotted with piezoelectricity taken into account; the right panel is plotted without piezoelectricity (by
setting the piezoelectric tensor to zero).

In Figures 6.17 and 6.18 we further plot the band structures for the (YX) and the (XY)
orientations, respectively. In the former case, we have (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = (X, -Z, Y); in the
latter case we have (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = (Y, Z, X). With these orientations, the influence of
piezoelectricity is much less significant, and though the bands are modified slightly
depending on whether it is taken into account or not, the complete band gap remains
rather unaffected.
From these examples, it is clear that the influence of piezoelectricity on the phononic band structure is highly dependent on the orientation of the piezoelectric materials and on the direction of propagation. For weak piezoelectrics such as quartz, this
influence is generally negligible, but for strong piezoelectrics such as lithium niobate
it must absolutely be taken into account. Note that we have not considered any electrical boundary condition at this point, but that these are important in the case of surface
and slab piezoelectric phononic crystals, as Chapter 7 details.
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Fig. 6.17: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in lithium niobate. The orientation is (YX), meaning that the crystallographic axes (X, -Z, Y) are aligned with the
reference frame (x1 , x2 , x3 ). The filling fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.9. The left panel is plotted with piezoelectricity taken into account; the right panel is plotted without piezoelectricity (by
setting the piezoelectric tensor to zero).

6.3 3D phononic crystals
Surprisingly or not, there are not many examples of three-dimensional phononic crystals in the literature. Furthermore, in most instances compositions are limited to the
solid-solid case and to isotropic materials. Obtaining the band structure of 3D phononic crystals can be a lengthy computational task, especially with PWE and to a lesser
extent with FEM. If a solid-solid phononic crystal can be described layer by layer and
with nonoverlapping scatterers, and providing only isotropic constituents are considered, the LMS method is probably more efficient. 3D solid-void phononic crystals are
not obviously easier to fabricate than 3D solid-solid phononic crystals, in contrast to
2D phononic crystals, since it is no longer possible to simply drill or etch holes at the
surface of a solid sample. The fabrication of 3D phononic crystals instead relies on
precise and controlled assembly or self-assembly of small constituents, or 3D printing. One notable exception is the use of 3D lithography in polymers.
Regarding the composition of 3D phononic crystals, the general conclusions that
we obtained with 2D phononic crystals apply. In view of obtaining large complete band
gaps, the choice of fast and heavy inclusions in a slow and light matrix is again better
than the converse solution, and is also generally better than hollow inclusions. For instance, Sainidou et al. have theoretically considered an FCC lattice phononic crystal of
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Fig. 6.18: Band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical holes in lithium niobate. The orientation is (XY), meaning that the crystallographic axes (Y, Z, X) are aligned with the
reference frame (x1 , x2 , x3 ). The filling fraction is F = 0.54 or d/a = 0.9. The left panel is plotted with piezoelectricity taken into account; the right panel is plotted without piezoelectricity (by
setting the piezoelectric tensor to zero).

steel spheres in a polymer matrix, with a filling fraction F = 0.184 (d/a = 0.445) [135].
Figure 6.19 shows the phononic band structure obtained with FEM in this case, which
is similar to the LMS result obtained in the cited work. A rather wide full band gap is
obtained. It can be noted that the first two bands in the ΓX and in the ΓL directions
are degenerate. Given that the FCC phononic crystal is composed of isotropic solid
constituents, its overall symmetry for Bloch waves is similar to a cubic (natural) crystal and there is, in the considered propagation directions, a natural separation of the
three initial Bloch waves into two degenerate bands plus another separate band. The
situation is similar to the two shear wave velocities being degenerate in cubic solids
for the same directions.
On the experimental side, Khelif et al. considered the case of a close-packed FCC
phononic crystal of steel spheres in an epoxy matrix [68]. A close-pack lattice of steel
beads was first formed by hand, simply by piling successive layers of beads on a plane
surface. The array of beads was subsequently infiltrated with hot liquid epoxy which
became solid at ambient temperature. With this technique, only certain Bragg planes
of the FCC lattice can be considered at the start. In order to test all required directions
of propagation in the crystal several samples have to be manufactured. The phononic band structure computed with FEM is shown on Figure 6.20. There is a very wide
full band gap covering at least one frequency octave, or 100% relative bandwidth. The
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Fig. 6.19: Band structure of an FCC lattice phononic crystal of steel spheres in a polymer matrix. The
filling fraction is F = 0.184 (d/a = 0.445) and material constants are those of Sainidou et al. [135].
The full band gap is indicated by the gray area.
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Fig. 6.20: Band structure of a close-packed FCC lattice phononic crystal of steel spheres in an epoxy
matrix. The filling fraction is F = 0.74 (d/a = 0.707) and material constants are those of Khelif et al.
[68]. The full band gap is indicated by the gray area.
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Fig. 6.21: Experimental transmission through a close-packed FCC phononic crystal of steels spheres
̄
in epoxy. Experimental transmission power spectra are measured along (a) the [110],
(b) the [100]
and (c) the [111] directions of a phononic crystal composed of four periods of a face-centered cubic array of steel beads in an epoxy matrix. A complete band gap extending at least from 350 to
650 kHz is observed (after Khelif et al. [68], copyright 2010 Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers).

existence of this full band gap is confirmed by experiment, as shown in Figure 6.21.
Transmissions are performed with acoustic transducers generating and detecting longitudinal bulk waves, placed in direct mechanical contact with the phononic crystal
sample.

7 Phononic crystals for surface and plate waves
In Chapter 6 we introduced phononic crystals for bulk elastic waves. In contrast to
sonic crystals, phononic crystals are composed of solid materials that can be quite
easily engineered. Moreover, their surfaces are naturally available for the integration
of elastic wave transducers, particularly in the case that they contain piezoelectric
materials. The presence of surfaces leads to a natural combination of the concepts of
phononic dispersion and band gaps with elastic surface and plate waves. It has become customary to separate the two cases of phononic crystal slabs – with two plane
parallel surfaces enclosing a slab of composite material with in-plane periodicity –
and of phononic crystals for surface acoustic waves (SAW) – with only one plane surface terminating a semi-infinite composite substrate with in-plane periodicity.
Examples of phononic crystals for surface and plate waves are given in Figure 7.1.
To the best of our knowledge, the first experiments aimed at showing the existence of
SAW band gaps were published in 1999 [98]. In this first attempt, cylindrical holes
with millimeter-size diameters were drilled in marble plates using rather standard
mechanical equipment, as shown in Figure 7.1 (a1). Applications, however, are generally sought for ultrasonic frequencies from 100 MHz upwards. At the micron scale,
phononic crystals meet the micro- and nanotechnologies that are used for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), microelectronics, or photonics applications. The first
SAW phononic crystal was realized by etching holes in a silicon wafer as shown in
Figure 7.1 (a2) [168]. As can be seen on the schematic drawing, SAW transducers were
integrated in close proximity to the phononic crystal itself, resulting in an integrated
system that can be easily probed electrically. These transducers were patterned on
a thin piezoelectric layer of zinc oxide (ZnO) deposited on the silicon wafer. Subsequently, phononic crystals were directly fabricated by etching holes in a piezoelectric
wafer of lithium niobate (LiNbO3 ), thus avoiding the use of an additional layer for
transduction, as shown in Figure 7.1 (a3) [11].
Achieving a phononic crystal slab device implies that some technology is available to release a membrane inside which the crystal can be realized. Such technologies
have been continuously developed for MEMS and photonic crystal devices during past
decades. Figure 7.1 (b1) shows a phononic crystal slab device realized in a 20 μm-thick
silicon membrane, with a honeycomb lattice of holes [106]. Lamb waves transducers
have again been integrated thanks to the deposition of a piezoelectric thin layer of
aluminum nitride (AlN). An array of holes can also be achieved directly in a piezoelectric membrane, as shown in Figure 7.1 (b2) for the case of AlN [71]. Holes traversing the
membrane are not the only solution to defining efficient inclusions in the unit cell of
the phononic crystal. They can be replaced by solid inclusions, such as in the case
shown in Figure 7.1 (b3) [113]. These different solutions and their expected merits will
be discussed in this chapter.
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Fig. 7.1: Examples of phononic crystals for surface and plate waves. (a1) A marble stone is drilled
with a hexagonal lattice of holes [98] (copyright 1999 American Physical Society). (a2) A silicon
wafer with a square lattice of holes is obtained by deep reactive ion etching. Fan-shape SAW transducers (SFIT) are placed on either side of the phononic crystal on top of a thin layer of ZnO and
serve as emitters and receivers for SAW [168] (copyright 2005 American Institute of Physics).
(a3) A lithium niobate wafer with a square lattice of holes is obtained by reactive ion etching. SAW
transducers are patterned directly at the surface [11] (copyright 2006 American Physical Society).
(b1) A silicon membrane with a honeycomb lattice of holes and a pair of Lamb wave transducers
that are formed on top of a thin layer of AlN [106] (copyright 2008 American Institute of Physics).
(b2) A thin membrane of AlN is perforated with a square lattice of holes [71] (copyright 2009 American Institute of Physics). (b3) A solid-solid square-lattice phononic crystal slab is composed of
tungsten inclusions in a silica membrane [113].
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Phononic crystal slabs historically appeared shortly after phononic crystals for surface elastic waves. From the point of view of obtaining a band structure, the slab case
at first appeared a bit more difficult than the SAW case. As we will see in the following, difficulties arise for the slab case mostly with the plane wave expansion method
(PWE), but are rather easily circumvented using the finite element method (FEM). In
the SAW case, however, obtaining a true band structure for a semi-infinite substrate
remains a difficult problem, and there is no clear advantage for either one of the two
methods. For these reasons, we will start our analysis with the phononic crystal slab
case first and only continue with the SAW case afterward, thus not following historical
order. In both cases, we will first discuss the Bloch waves of the phononic crystal and
how they are influenced by the presence of the surfaces, before moving on to discuss
actual phononic crystals that have been presented in the literature.

7.1 Bloch waves of phononic crystal slabs
In Chapter 6 we presented detailed numerical techniques that can be used to obtain
Bloch waves and the band structure of phononic crystals. This presentation did not
take into account the possible existence of free surfaces in the unit cell. Here we specify the case of the phononic crystal slab, which is a 2D phononic crystal (i.e. with two
periodicities) limited by two plane and parallel surfaces, as depicted in Figure 7.2. The
five Bravais lattices for phononic crystal slabs are those of 2D crystals as defined in
Chapter 2, i.e. square, hexagonal, rectangular, centered rectangular (rhombic), and
oblique. We will also consider the honeycomb lattice, a hexagonal lattice with two inclusions per unit cell. The two plane and parallel surfaces are conventionally taken
orthogonal to axis x3 (or z) and define a membrane with thickness h. This membrane
can contain hollow or filled inclusions with diameter d. In this case, there are main
geometrical ratios to consider, d/a as in the case of phononic crystals for bulk elastic

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.2: Some possible phononic crystal slab unit cells, shown here for a square lattice. Possible
inclusions are (a) holes, (b) filled solid holes or (c) pillars.
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waves, and h/a, the thickness to lattice constant ratio. In case the inclusions are pillars of height h p sitting on the membrane, then the additional geometrical ratio h p /a
must be considered as well, with h p the height of the pillars. Numerical techniques for
phononic crystal slabs differ mainly by the way the surface boundary conditions are
taken into account.

7.1.1 Analysis with FEM
The boundary conditions applicable to phononic crystal slabs are of two types. First,
periodic boundary conditions must be applied on the lateral sides (parallel to x3 ),
following formulas (6.19) or (6.20). Thus considering that the mesh is based on the
primitive cell of the 2D lattice, there are exactly two pairs of periodical boundary conditions. For the particular case of the hexagonal lattice, choosing the mesh to conform to the Wigner–Seitz cell results in three pairs of periodical boundary conditions.
Overall, however, these boundary conditions are basically similar to the 2D phononic crystal case, except they apply on surfaces instead of along edges. Second, free
boundary conditions are generally considered for all remaining external faces, implying that the slab is assumed to be in a vacuum and that acoustic radiation to air is
neglected. Explicitly taking into account radiation losses would require one to solve
the coupled elastic-acoustic problem (see Chapter 8); we will not attempt to solve this
difficult problem here.
Next, the elastic variational formulation introduced for phononic crystals for bulk
elastic waves applies here unchanged (see Section 6.1.4). In particular, the band structure is obtained by solving either (6.38) (for elastic media) or (6.39) (for piezoelectric media). Examples of 3D FEM meshes suitable for band structure computation are
shown in Figure 7.3. They are used for the examples presented in this chapter. One
important point pertains to the mesh of the faces on which periodic boundary conditions are applied. Each pair of such faces should have exactly the same mesh so that
the vertices of the meshes can be associated in pairs. Hence the periodic condition basically amounts to replacing degrees of freedom from the destination face mesh with
degrees of freedom from the origin face mesh.
Holey silicon phononic crystal slab. The silicon phononic crystal slab with holes is
attractive because it is compatible with microfabrication techniques that have been
developed for both MEMS and photonic crystal slab devices. It has thus attracted a
lot of attention from a number of research groups. Let us discuss its phononic band
structure for a rather large filling fraction, dictated by the ratio d/a = 0.9, and for
the “magic” thickness-to-lattice constant ratio h/a = 0.6. The reason for this choice
comes from gap maps as a function of d/a and h/a that have been published in the
literature [105, 107, 118]. It appears from these works that the range of geometrical
parameters for which complete band gaps can be found is quite restricted.
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Fig. 7.3: Examples of FEM meshes used to obtain the band structure of phononic crystal slabs.
Meshes are shown in rows for (1) the square lattice, (2) the hexagonal lattice and (3) the honeycomb lattice. Columns are for (a) a hollow inclusion, (b) a solid inclusion and (c) a pillar sitting on a
membrane.

The case of the square lattice is shown in Figure 7.4. The band structure suggests a
rather small full band gap appearing around ωa/2π = 3000 m/s. Assuming a lattice
constant a = 1 μm, which is perfectly feasible technologically, the center frequency
would then be 3 GHz. Compared to Figure 6.14, we can see that the full band gap is
less wide for the holey silicon phononic crystal slab compared to the 2D holey silicon
phononic crystal for bulk waves. Besides, the center frequency is similar. This reduc-
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Fig. 7.4: Band structure for the square-lattice phononic crystal slab composed of cylindrical holes
in silicon. The geometrical parameters are h/a = 0.6 and d/a = 0.9. The gray area in the band
structure indicates the full phononic band gap. The first six Bloch waves at the X point of the first
Brillouin zone are shown. Only the dominant displacement is shown in each case, but all Bloch
waves are mixed modes.
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tion in gap width can be understood by observing that there are more bands in the
slab case: even in the absence of periodicity, Figure 5.14 shows that there many Lamb
waves and pure shear plate waves where there are only three bulk waves in silicon.
Let us consider propagation in direction x1 , for definiteness. As in the case of Lamb
waves, the top and bottom surfaces couple together the displacements (u1 , u3 ) in the
sagittal plane. Because of the in-plane 2D periodicity, moreover, the displacements
(u1 , u2 ) are necessarily coupled. As a result, all three displacements are always coupled and there are no pure waves. This reasoning obviously generalizes to any direction of propagation. The first six Bloch waves at the X point are shown in Figure 7.4.
Though we show only the dominant displacement distribution in each case, the other
two displacements do not vanish.
We have not attempted to separate Bloch waves by their symmetries in Figure 7.4.
There are indeed three planes of symmetry with the unit cell for the square lattice
with a hollow circular inclusion. In the ΓX direction of the first Brillouin zone, two of
them encompass the direction of the wavevector. Symmetry with respect to the vertical plane (x1 , x3 ) could possibly separate Bloch modes between deaf and nondeaf.
Yet the deafness property would still be dependent on the polarization contents of
the incident plane wave on the entrance of the phononic crystal, which can only be
evaluated given all the experimental conditions (i.e. it is not an intrinsic property of
a particular Bloch wave). Symmetry with respect to the horizontal midplane (x1 , x2 )
would allow us to separate between symmetric and antisymmetric Bloch waves, similarly to the case of plate waves discussed in Section 5.6. Again, this separation can only
be useful if the incident wave can be prepared with a definite symmetry with respect
to the same plane. However, an interdigital transducer deposited on the top surface of
the slab, such as those shown in Figure 7.1, in principle excites Lamb and pure shear
waves of both symmetries.
The cases of the silicon phononic crystal slab with cylindrical holes in the hexagonal and the honeycomb lattices are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. As was already noted
with the 2D holey silicon phononic crystal in the case of bulk elastic waves, there is
no complete band gap with the hexagonal lattice. The symmetry-breaking mechanism
introduced by the honeycomb lattice (which is simply a hexagonal lattice with two inclusions rather than only one, as a reminder) acts efficiently to open a full phononic
band gap. This is arguably the best choice with cylindrical holey inclusions.
Heavy inclusions in soft membrane. The consideration of phononic crystal slabs was
initially spurred by a study of quartz inclusions in an epoxy matrix [63]. From a later
perspective, holes in a membrane may seem an easier alternative. It was however
known that heavy and stiff inclusions inside a light and soft matrix led to large phononic band gaps, at least in 2D, as we have illustrated in Chapter 6. It was then natural
to extend the idea of this system to phononic crystal slabs. Figure 7.7 reproduces the
gap map giving the domain of existence of full band gaps as a function of h/a, with
a filling fraction fixed to 0.5 (d/a = 0.8). It can be seen that this existence is strongly
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Fig. 7.5: Band structure for the hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal slab composed of cylindrical
holes in silicon. The geometrical parameters are h/a = 0.6 and d/a = 0.9.
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Fig. 7.6: Band structure for the honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal slab composed of cylindrical
holes in silicon. The geometrical parameters are h/a = 0.6 and d/a = 0.5.
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Fig. 7.7: Gap map for the square-lattice phononic crystal slab composed of quartz inclusions in an
epoxy matrix. The diagram, reproduced after [63], shows the domain of existence of full band gap
frequencies as a function of the thickness to lattice pitch ratio, h/a, with a filling fraction F = 0.5.
Note that fa = ωa/(2π).

dependent on the thickness of the slab. If h/a is too small, then there are many foldings of the first flexural bands that populate the band structure in the low frequency
range. The opening of Bragg band gaps is then made more difficult. If h/a tends to ∞,
it might naively be thought that the slab case will tend asymptotically to the 2D infinite case (2D phononic crystal for bulk elastic waves). This is however not the case,
as the presence of the top and bottom surfaces induces the appearance of more and
more plate waves as h increases. As a result, thick phononic crystal slabs do not possess full Bragg band gaps in general. By continuity, it results that there must be some
range for h/a for which full band gaps are maximized. Figure 7.7 indeed indicates that
this optimal range is around h/a = 0.5 to 0.8 for the particular case considered.
The case of quartz inclusions in an epoxy matrix has not been considered in experiments. Instead, the related case of tungsten (W) inclusions in a silica (SiO2 ) matrix was experimented rather extensively [128, 143]. The experiments will be discussed
more thoroughly in Section 7.2, but we analyze here the opening of full band gaps in
this system. The value of h/a = 1 is used in Figures 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10, where the cases
of the square lattice, the hexagonal lattice, and the honeycomb lattice are considered
in sequence. Tungsten is significantly heavier than silica. Shear and longitudinal velocities, however, are of the same order of magnitude for both materials.
In the square lattice case, in Figure 7.8, a full band gap is seen to appear in a frequency range about twice as low as the full band gap for the holey silicon phononic
crystal of Figure 7.4. The difference in center frequency can be attributed to the fact
that shear and longitudinal waves are significantly faster in silicon compared to both
silica and tungsten.
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In the hexagonal lattice case, in Figure 7.9, the full band gap appears in a frequency range similar to the case of the square lattice, but it is a bit wider. We again
make an observation that was apparent with 2D phononic crystals for bulk elastic
waves: in the case of solid inclusions, the hexagonal lattice is adequate for obtaining full band gaps, while none are found in the case of hollow inclusions. In the honeycomb lattice case, in Figure 7.10, the full band gap is rather small and appears in
a frequency range slightly higher than for the square and the hexagonal lattice. In
contrast to holey phononic crystal slabs, the honeycomb lattice does not necessarily
represent an optimal choice with solid inclusions.
A comparison of solid-hole and solid-solid phononic crystal slabs was conducted
by Reinke et al. [128]. These authors considered two choices for the solid matrix, either
silicon or silica. For the solid inclusion, they considered tungsten. Their results can be
summarized with the diagrams in Figure 7.11, which are shown here only for silicon.
They show the optimal choices for the thickness-to-lattice constant ratio, h/a, and for
the radius-to-lattice constant ratio, r/a (r = d/2). From the diagrams, it is clear that
the full band gaps of phononic crystal slabs are always less wide than those of their
2D counterpart, confirming the observation of Khelif et al. [63]. The widest band gaps
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Fig. 7.8: Band structure for the square-lattice phononic crystal slab composed of cylindrical tungsten inclusions in silica. The geometrical parameters are h/a = 1 and d/a = 0.48. The gray area
in the band structure indicates the full phononic band gap. The first six Bloch waves at the X point
of the first Brillouin zone are shown. Only the dominant displacement is shown in each case, but all
Bloch waves are mixed modes.
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Fig. 7.9: Band structure for the hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal slab composed of cylindrical
tungsten inclusions in silica. The geometrical parameters are h/a = 1 and d/a = 0.48. The gray area
in the band structure indicates the full phononic band gap.
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Fig. 7.10: Band structure for the honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal slab composed of cylindrical
tungsten inclusions in silica. The geometrical parameters are h/a = 1 and d/a = 0.3. The gray area
in the band structure indicates the full phononic band gap.
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Fig. 7.11: Calculated full phononic band gap versus inclusion radius for a range of slab thicknesses
for a phononic crystal formed in a silicon matrix with a square-lattice array of cylindrical air holes
(right panel) and tungsten rods (left). The full 2D band gaps are shown by the dotted curve, where
the thickness is assumed to be infinite (from Reinke et al. [128], copyright 2011 American Institute
of Physics).

that can be obtained are similar for the solid-hole and the solid-solid cases, the main
difference is the range of r/a values for which the optimum is attained. The optimal
range for r/a is around 0.25 for the solid-solid composition, but approaches 0.5 for the
solid-hole composition. As a reminder, for r/a = 0.5, the holes are touching. Practically, this extremal value can hardly be met, because the structure will be very fragile
or will even collapse. A maximum value of 0.48 would be advisable. For instance, if
the lattice constant is a = 1 μm, this means that the width of the separations between
holes would only be 40 nm. It should be pondered, however, that the technology to
obtain filled solid inclusions can be much more complicated than the simple etching
of holes in a thin membrane.

7.1.2 Analysis with PWE
The plane wave expansion (PWE) technique is in principle not very well suited to the
case of the phononic crystal slab. The PWE is indeed based on Fourier series representations of both the material constants and of the physical wave fields (displacements
and stresses). As such, it implicitly assumes that a unit cell is defined and that the
final solution is derived from the solution inside the unit cell by periodicity and application of the Bloch theorem. In contrast, the phononic crystal slab has a 3D unit cell,
but with two periodic directions (x1 and x2 ) and a spatial closure imposed in the third
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direction by appropriate boundary conditions, for instance free surfaces. In order to
circumvent the problem, a supercell numerical technique can be used. The supercell
technique will be described in more depth in Chapter 9, in the context of complex
band structures, and in Chapter 11, when we discuss the band structure of phononic
waveguides and cavities. We introduce it here in simple terms for our purposes.
...
x3
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h

...
a
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x2

h
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x1
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h
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h
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...
(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.12: Schematics of the PWE implementation of plate problems using a supercell technique.
(a) A solid plate with finite thickness h is supposed to be surrounded by a vacuum. (b) The same
plate is artificially repeated periodically in the vertical direction, x3 . The structure is assumed to be
periodic in the x3 direction (with period a) and in the x1 and x2 directions. Vacuum thus alternates
with the solid material.

The supercell technique for plate problems is illustrated by Figure 7.12. We consider
some solid plate with finite thickness h bounded by two plane and parallel surfaces.
The surfaces are assumed to be free of mechanical traction. The inside of the plate can
be either homogeneous, and we would be led back to the discussion of plate waves in
Chapter 5, or 1D or 2D periodic, to account for the phononic crystal slab structure.
In the real problem, there are no elastic waves in the vacuum around the plate, and
no elastic or kinetic energy there either. Then it is logically safe to consider that the
plate can be infinitely repeated periodically in space along the third dimension. The
clones of the original plate will not “feel” its elastic waves and reciprocally the original
plate will not be influenced by its clones. Since we are able to replace the original
problem with an equivalent periodic problem, we are in a position to employ the PWE
method with a 3D periodic unit cell and lattice constant a3 being the sum of h and the
additional vacuum thickness separating the plate clones. The mathematical analysis
presented in Section 6.1.2 can be applied unchanged. The key question, however, is
whether the clones are truly isolated from one another when the Fourier series are
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truncated in the practical application of the PWE method. To answer this question, we
must first examine how a vacuum can be represented by an equivalent elastic solid.
The equations of motion in elastic media are
T ij = c ijkl
ρ

∂u k
,
∂x l

∂2 u j ∂T ij
=
.
∂x i
∂t2

Since there are no stresses in a vacuum, we must set c ijkl = 0 in the first equation to
impose T ij = 0 independently of the displacements. Of course, displacements have a
physical meaning in a vacuum only at the interface with a solid. As a consequence,
we also have to set ρ = 0 in the second equation or otherwise the displacements at
the interface would not be free. As a result, the equivalent elastic medium for vacuum
should be defined as having zero mass density and zero elastic constants. Following
this line, the Fourier series coefficients for the material constants should be able to
represent discontinuous functions that are piecewise constant, having constant and
nonzero values inside each solid subdomain (i.e. in the matrix and in the solid inclusions) and zero values elsewhere. As we discussed already in Chapter 4, Fourier
series define continuous and infinitely differentiable functions that can only approximate step functions. It is then impossible for the PWE method to represent material
constants that are exactly zero in the equivalent vacuum domain; they will instead
fluctuate continuously around the zero mean value, assuming both positive and negative values. Does this mean that the PWE method will fail with this equivalent elastic
medium for vacuum? Actually, it is not the functions ρ(x) and c ijkl (x) of (6.21) and
(6.22) that enter the PWE equations (6.34), but their Fourier series coefficients ρ m and
(c ijkl )m , so the actual values of the functions are not significant in this discussion. It
is found in practice that no numerical instabilities occur, as was for instance demonstrated for SAW on phononic crystals of holes [77], 2D phononic crystals of holes [1],
holey phononic crystal slabs [52], or anisotropic and piezoelectric plates [79]. Nevertheless, it is sometimes stated in the literature that the PWE method would be numerically unstable in these cases [95, 151, 156]. As an alternative, these papers propose
to replace vacuum with some artificial isotropic elastic medium with a very low mass
density (very dilute) but elastic constants chosen such that the shear and longitudinal speeds are very high, precluding the appearance of spurious modes in the lower
frequency part of the band structure. For instance, the values ρ = 10−4 kg/m3 and
c11 = c44 = 106 N/m2 are used in reference [156], implying that the shear and longitudinal speeds are 105 m/s, significantly larger than in any known solid or fluid material. As a note, the choice c11 = c44 makes c12 = −c11 , but this does not seem to
cause any numerical problem. In practice, it can also be remarked that the Fourier
series coefficients of the material constants of the phononic crystal are simply an additive combination of the material constants of the individual constituents, so that
the Fourier series coefficients of the matrix dominate over those of the artificial elastic
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medium. For instance, using the notations from Section 4.1.2, if the unit cell contains
two constituents A (e.g. the matrix) and B (e.g. the inclusion), the mass density is
ρ(x) = ρ A (1 − α(x)) + ρ B α(x),

(7.1)

with α(x) a step function equal to 1 inside B and equal to 0 inside A. The Fourier series
coefficients are simply
ρ m = ρ A (δ m − α m ) + ρ B α m = ρ A δ m + (ρ B − ρ A )α m .

(7.2)

Then since ρ B ≪ ρ A ,
ρ m ≈ ρ A (δ m − α m ).

(7.3)

Similar relations hold for the elastic constants.
Finally, we remark that air can be considered instead of a vacuum. If the material
constants for air are used, then the band structure will appear to be polluted by many
flat bands, making it quite difficult to read. These flat bands are however perfectly
physical, and reflect the sound modes trapped in air between the solid parts, which,
as we remarked in Chapter 4 for sonic crystals, appear as almost perfectly rigid walls
to sound waves in air. This will be specifically discussed in Chapter 8.

7.2 Experiments with phononic crystal slabs
7.2.1 Holey phononic crystal slab
Band gaps in silicon phononic crystal slabs were explored by Mohammadi et al. [104,
106, 107]. These authors used silicon-over-insulator (SOI) technology to prepare samples like those shown in Figure 7.1 (b1). The slab thickness is h = 15 μm, the d =
12.8 μm holes are arranged in a honeycomb lattice with lattice constant a = 26 μm.
For the measurements shown in Figure 7.13, a total of eight layers of holes was considered and the measurement was taken in the ΓK direction only. Fortunately, this
direction alone is sufficient to qualify a full band gap for hexagonal-based lattices, as
we discussed in Chapter 4. The transduction of plate waves in an area of the membrane placed outside the phononic crystal was obtained via the deposition of a ZnO
thin layer and of the patterning of a interdigital transducer (IDT) on it. A similar IDT
is placed on the other side of the phononic crystal in order to receive transmitted
plate waves. The transmission as a function of frequency shows a very clear dip in
the transmission that is coincident with the computed band structure. Two advantages of silicon are its availability as large-scale wafers suitable for collective microand nanofabrication technologies, but also the existence of qualified processes to obtain holes with a large aspect ratio by etching through a mask. Combined with the fact
that phonon losses are rather low in silicon at RF frequencies (see Chapter 5), it is not
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surprising that silicon phononic crystal slabs are the dominant solution for making
MEMS phononic resonators or combining with photonic crystal slabs. The thickness
h = 15 μmin Figure 7.13 can be made much smaller in order to implement phononic band gaps in the GHz frequency range. For operation around 5 GHz, the thickness
would be h ≈ 0.5 μm and the lattice constant would be a ≈ 1 μm.
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Fig. 7.13: Transmission measured electrically through a honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal of
holes in a silicon slab. The sample is similar to the one shown in Figure 7.1 (b1). Geometrical parameters are a = 26 μm, d = 12.8 μm, and h = 15 μm. Transmission is obtained with a pair of
interdigital transducers and normalized to the value without the phononic crystal (reproduced from
Mohammadi et al. [106], copyright 2008 American Institute of Physics).

The drawback of silicon is that a piezoelectric layer must be added for the electrical
transduction of plate waves. An alternative solution is the thermoelastic excitation of
plate waves by a focused laser beam, which is known as laser ultrasonics. This technique is not compatible with real-world applications of phononic crystal devices, but
still offers the opportunity to explore their properties. At a larger scale, silicon wafers
with phononic crystals of holes have been studied by a number of research groups
[15, 176]. We shall briefly describe the example reported by Brunet et al. [19] in order
to give orders of magnitude. These authors prepared phononic crystal slabs of holes
in silicon wafers according to either the square or the rectangular-centered lattice. Dimensions were a = 1 mm, h/a = 0.2, and h = 200 μm. For such dimensions, complete
band gaps cannot be obtained; directional band gaps can, however, still be observed.
With laser excitation they could excite mostly the lowest antisymmetrical Lamb wave
A0. Dispersion measurements along one direction clearly reveal the sequence of Bragg
band gaps as the frequency increases.
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Phononic crystal slab devices fabricated directly in piezoelectric membranes have
been tested successfully as well. Kuo et al. [71] prepared square-lattice samples in aluminum nitride (AlN) as shown in Figure 7.1 (b2). Their design of the unit cell involves
plain cylinders connected by tethers. Alternatively, this unit cell can be viewed as a
rounded square hole rotated by 45°. The geometrical dimensions were a = 8.6 μm,
h = 2 μm (AlN thickness), d = 6.6 μm, and w = 1 μm (w is the width of the tether
connecting plain cylinders). Platinum (Pt) coatings with a thickness of 200 nm were
deposited on both sides of the AlN membrane. Transmission measurements indicate
the possibility of a phononic band gap in the ΓX direction in the frequency range
[185–240] MHz. Contour mode transducers were designed on the membrane for excitation and detection of plate waves.
Gorisse et al. [44] further fabricated phononic crystal slab devices in a composite
AlN on SiO2 membrane. Circular holes were defined by etching according to a square
lattice. Geometrical dimensions were a = 6.6 μm, h = 2 μm (for AlN) plus 0.5 μm
(for SiO2 ), and d = 4 μm. Figure 7.14 shows optical measurements of the vertical (or
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Fig. 7.14: Optical measurement of transmission through a phononic crystal slab of holes in
AlN/SiO2 . Measurements are performed inside the band gap at (a) 804 MHz and above it at
(b) 1120 MHz. (c) The profile of the amplitude in and above the band gap is integrated along x2
and fitted against an exponentially decreasing law (adapted from Gorisse et al. [44], copyright 2011
American Institute of Physics).
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out-of-plane) surface displacement. These measurements are performed using a scanning heterodyne optical interferometer with 1 μm lateral resolution. Two images are
shown, taken at different monochromatic frequencies, first within the phononic band
gap (at 804 MHz) and then above it (at 1120 MHz). Within the phononic band gap, a
standing wave pattern is formed on the left-hand side, caused by the interference of
incoming and reflected plate waves. Incoming waves are generated by an interdigital
transducer. Above the band gap, almost unit transmission is observed, as if the array
of holes were hardly there at all. Within the band gap, in contrast, waves are strongly
attenuated within the phononic crystal, following an exponential decay law. This is a
signature of the evanescent Bloch waves of the crystal.

7.2.2 Solid-solid phononic crystal slab
We now turn our attention to phononic crystal slabs with a solid-solid composition,
i.e. the inclusions are filled with a solid material different from the solid matrix.
Hsiao et al. [54] demonstrated a full band gap in a simple phononic crystal slab
sample made by hand, as depicted in Figure 7.15. The crystal is composed of a single
layer of spherical steel beads with a diameter d = 4 mm that were first arranged according to a square lattice (a = 4 mm). An epoxy matrix was then created by pouring
it in the liquid phase and then polishing the sides after it had solidified. Elastic plate
waves were excited by a longitudinal wave transducer connected to the plate through
a prism with an apex angle of 30°. This way, waves with a nonzero parallel wavenumber are launched inside the phononic crystal slab. Note that the transducer is placed
at the location of the first rows of beads, so Bloch waves of the phononic crystal can
be directly excited, i.e. there is no modal conversion from the elastic waves of the homogeneous epoxy plate. As the transducer produces short pulses, a wide frequency
spectrum was covered in the measurements, similarly to the case of sonic crystals.
Detection of the transmitted elastic plate waves was achieved using a laser vibrometer. Two different samples were prepared, intended for measurements of transmission
along the ΓX and along the ΓM directions of the first Brillouin zone. A full band gap is
found in a frequency range that is in agreement with the computed band structure. The
band structure shown in Figure 7.15, to which the transmissions are compared, was obtained with the FEM method and a mesh of the unit cell similar to the one shown in
the bottom left corner of Figure 4.22.
At a much smaller scale, Figure 7.16 shows transmission measurements obtained
with the square-lattice phononic crystal slab of tungsten inclusions in a silica matrix
displayed in Figure 7.1 (b3) [143]. The slab thickness is h = 1.85 μm, the lattice constant
is a = 2.5 μm (h/a = 0.74), and the diameter of the inclusions is d = 1.4 μm (d/a =
0.56). The transmission measurement indicates the existence of a rather wide phononic band gap in the ΓX direction, extending for frequencies below 1 GHz.
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Fig. 7.15: A solid-solid phononic crystal slab of steel beads in epoxy. A sketch of the experiment of
Hsiao et al. is shown in the left panel [54]. Plate waves are excited in the phononic crystal slab using an ultrasonic transducer through a prism with an incidence angle of 30°. The phononic crystal
slab is formed by exactly one layer of an array of spherical steel beads with a diameter of 4 mm arranged according to a square lattice in an epoxy matrix. Measurements along the Γ X and Γ M directions of the first Brillouin zone are shown in the right panel. The transmission spectra for the phononic crystal samples (solid line) and for the pure epoxy reference slab (dashed line) are compared.
In the band structures, the gray areas indicate the frequency bands where attenuation caused by a
band gap is apparent (adapted from Hsiao et al. [54], copyright 2007 American Physical Society).

Before closing this section, we refer the reader to the presentation of phononic crystal
slabs of pillars in Section 10.5 to complete the present discussion of phononic crystal
slabs. In the case of pillars, the phenomenon of local resonance indeed becomes very
important, which justifies our delayed presentation.
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Fig. 7.16: Transmission measurements of a phononic crystal slab composed of tungsten (W) rods
in a silicon dioxide (SiO2 ) matrix. A representative sample was shown in Figure 7.1 (b3). Experimental results (dotted line) are compared with FDTD results (solid line) for 1.85 μm thick slabs.
The different solid lines show the effect of using an increasing number of time steps in the FDTD
computation. The inset shows the raw transmission data for the matrix (dotted line) and the actual
phononic crystal (solid line), highlighting the untransduced frequency region. The lattice constant
is a = 2.5 μm and the rod diameter is d = 1.4 μm (adapted from Su et al. [143], copyright 2010
American Institute of Physics).

7.3 Surface Bloch waves
In this section, we theoretically examine the conditions of existence of surface elastic Bloch waves. Our considerations include the cases of isotropic, anisotropic elastic,
and general piezoelectric materials. We start with the apparently simple problem of a
semi-infinite half-space composed of a substrate with a 2D periodic array of cylindrical
inclusions that run from the top surface (defined by x3 = 0) down to minus infinity, as
depicted in Figure 7.17. For this particular geometry that is invariant along the vertical
direction – except for the cut at the top surface – it is useful to introduce an expansion in partial waves, which we will consider in detail for both the PWE and the FEM
methods. Whenever the holes have a finite depth, and possibly some shape different
from the simple vertical cylinder, such an approach is somewhat less flexible. We will
instead present a procedure to obtain the band structure for true surface waves only,
limited to the outside of the sound cone. In this process, the possible existence of leaky
surface Bloch waves inside the sound cone will, however, be obscured.
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Fig. 7.17: Schematic geometry of elastic wave propagation on the surface of a 2D phononic crystal.
A semi-infinite half-space is composed of a substrate with a 2D periodic array of cylindrical inclusions that run from the top surface (defined by x3 = 0) down to x3 = −∞.

7.3.1 Expansion in partial waves
The 2D phononic crystal is assumed to be periodic in the directions x1 and x2 and
invariant along direction x3 , except for the presence of a surface at x3 = 0. Surface
Bloch waves can then be defined for an angular frequency ω and a wavevector ks =
(k1 , k2 , 0)T defined in the plane of the surface. The 2D phononic crystal is not periodic along the x3 axis, so we can consider a 1D Fourier transform along this particular
direction, introducing a component k3 of the wavevector k. In doing so, we are in fact
considering a plane wave spectrum for the wavefield. The wavenumber k3 can be obtained as a function of the parameters of the Bloch waves, i.e. k1 , k2 and ω.
PWE analysis. The plane wave expansion formulas for 2D phononic crystals were
given in Section 6.1.2. We start again from the equations giving the Bloch wave, following (6.5) or (6.11), as
u i (t, x) = ũ i (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)),
T ij (t, x) = T̃ ij (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)),
with the periodic functions
+N

ũ i (x) = ∑ (u i )m exp(−ıGm · x),
m=−N
+N

T̃ ij (x) = ∑ (T ij )m exp(−ıGm · x).
m=−N
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As a reminder, there are M = 2N + 1 Fourier harmonics. The PWE equations relating
the vectors of Fourier coefficients of displacements and stresses are (6.27) and (6.28),
ıΓ j Tij = ω2 Rik Uk ,
Tij = −ıCijkl Γ l Uk ,
where the square band matrices Rik and Cijkl , with M × M elements, were defined by
(6.25) and (6.26). Indices i and k run from 1 to r, with r = 3 for elastic solids and r = 4
for piezoelectric solids; they are associated with the polarization of waves. Indices j
and l run from 1 to 3; they are associated with partial derivatives taken along directions
x j and x l .
To put these equations in a pure matrix form, we again use the definitions (6.33)
for U and (6.32) for matrix R to which we add the vectors of Fourier coefficients of the
stresses
(Tj )m = ((T1j )m . . . (u4j )m )T
(7.4)
and the matrices Cjl with elements

(Cjl )mn

(C1j1l )mn
..
=(
.
(C4j1l )mn

...
..
.
...

(C1j4l )mn
..
).
.
(C4j4l )mn

(7.5)

With all these definitions, we can rewrite the PWE equations under the matrix form
ıΓ j Tj = ω2 RU,
Tj =

−ıCjl Γ l U.

(7.6)
(7.7)

It can be remarked that these manipulations were all intended to eliminate indices i
and k.
Now we can exploit the nonperiodicity along axis x3 by writing a generalized
eigenvalue problem for the wavenumber k3 . We first remark that Γ3 = k3 I d . Equation (7.7) is written for j = 3 as
ıT3 − (C31 Γ1 + C32 Γ2 )U = k3 C33 U.

(7.8)

Similarly, we have for j = 1 and 2,
ıTj = (Cj1 Γ1 + Cj2 Γ2 )U + k3 Cj3 U,
so that (7.6) becomes
ω2 RU − (Γ1 C11 Γ1 + Γ1 C12 Γ2 + Γ2 C21 Γ1 + Γ2 C22 Γ2 )U
= ık3 T3 + k3 (Γ1 C13 + Γ2 C23 )U.

(7.9)
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We next group the displacements and the stresses normal to the surface in the
2r × M-component state vector H = (U, ıT3 )T and obtain k3 as the eigenvalue of the
equation system
C1 I d
ω2 R − B 0
(7.10)
] H = k3 [
]H,
[
Id
D 0
−C2
where
B = ∑ Γ j Cjl Γ l ,
j,l=1,2

C1 = ∑ Γ j Cj3 ,

C2 = ∑ C3l Γ l ,

j=1,2

D = C33 .

(7.11)

l=1,2

The 2r × M-component state vector H = (U, ıT3 )T . Solving this system yields k3 as the
eigenvalue of a generalized eigenvalue problem. The matrices are nonsymmetrical.
As a result, the 2r × M eigenvalues k3q and eigenvectors Hq are complex valued. By
grouping in the eigenvectors the polarization components corresponding to the m-th
harmonic, we introduce the notation
(u i )Gm q
hmq = (
),
(T i3 )Gm q

(7.12)

with i = 1, . . . , r, m = 1, . . . , M, and q = 1, . . . , 2rM. The generalized displacement
and normal stress fields are obtained from the superposition with relative amplitudes
Aq
M 2rM

h(x, t) = ∑ ∑ A q hmq exp(ȷ(ωt − (Gm + kq ) · x))

(7.13)

m=1 q=1

with kq = (k1 , k2 , k3q )T . This superposition is a finite approximation to the infinite
series. From this partial wave expansion, boundary conditions can be constructed to
solve surface and plate problems [77, 162].
FEM analysis. We now show that the previous derivation of a partial wave expansion
is in no way specific to the PWE method. The lesson learned is that the functional
representation in the (x1 , x2 ) plane (a Fourier series expansion for PWE) and along
the x3 axis (a plane-wave like expression) can be separated. We use a 2D mesh similar
to one of those shown in Figure 4.6 for the unit cell in the plane. We start again from
the Bloch wave expression (6.5) or (6.11),
u i (t, x) = ũ i (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)),
T ij (t, x) = T̃ ij (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)),
and the dynamical equations for Bloch waves
T ij,j = −ω2 ρ ik u k ,
T ij = c ijkl u k,l .
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The periodic functions ũ i (x) and T̃ i3 (x) are approximated by a 2D FEM expansion and
are the unknowns of the formulation. Again we select only the stress components
that correspond to traction on the top surface, T i3 . The stresses T i1 and T i2 can be
expressed as a function of the gradient of u i from Hooke’s law. We introduce test functions according to
u ti (t, x) = ũ ti (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)),
T t (t, x) = T̃ t (x) exp(ı(ωt − k · x)).
i3

i3

The variational formulation is written as
2
t∗
∫ u t∗
i (ω ρ ik u k + T ij,j ) + ∫ T i3 (T i3 − c i3kl u k,l ) = 0.
Ω

(7.14)

Ω

This is a mixed FEM formulation combining displacements and stresses. Next we use
the Gauss theorem to transform the integral involving the divergence of the stress tensor
t∗
t∗
t∗
ω2 ∫ u t∗
i ρ ik u k − ∫ u i,j T ij + ∫ T i3 T i3 − ∫ T i3 c i3kl u k,l = 0,
Ω

Ω

Ω

(7.15)

Ω

where we have dropped the boundary integral because it vanishes for periodic boundary conditions as we explained before. The four integrals in this expression should
now be expressed using the periodic test and unknown functions. The first and the
third integrals are simply
2
̃ t∗
̃
ω2 ∫ u t∗
i ρ ik u k = ω ∫ u i ρ ik u k ,
Ω

Ω
t∗
t∗ ̃
T i3 .
T i3 = ∫ T̃ i3
∫ T i3
Ω

Ω

The fourth integral is
2

t∗
t∗
t∗
c i3kl u k,l = −ık3 ∫ T̃ i3
c i3k3 ũ k + ∑ ∫ T̃ i3
c i3kl ũ k,l .
∫ T i3
Ω

l=1 Ω

Ω

The second integral is
t∗
t∗
t∗
∫ u t∗
i,j T ij = ∫(u i,1 T i1 + u i,2 T i2 + u i,3 T i3 )
Ω

Ω
2

2

t∗
̃
̃ t∗
̃
= ∑ ∫ ũ t∗
i,j c ijkl u k,l + ık 3 ∑ ∫ u i,j c ijk3 u k + ık 3 u i T i3 .
j,l=1 Ω

j=1 Ω
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Gathering all these contributions to the variational formulation, we arrive at the equation
2

2

̃ t∗
̃ t∗ ̃
̃
̃ t∗
̃
̃
ω2 ∫ ũ t∗
i ρ ik u k − ∑ ∫ u i,j c ijkl u k,l − ∑ ∫ T i3 c i3kl u k,l + ∫ T i3 T i3
Ω

j,l=1 Ω

l=1 Ω

Ω

2

t∗
̃ t∗
̃
̃
= ık3 ( ∑ ∫ ũ t∗
i,j c ijk3 u k + u i T i3 − ∫ T i3 c i3k3 u k ).
j=1 Ω

(7.16)

Ω

This equation can be directly compared to the PWE generalized eigenvalue equation (7.10); in order, the integrals of the first line correspond to matrices R, B, C2 , and
I d , and the integrals of the second line correspond to matrices C1 , I d , and D. When
the variational equation (7.16) is expressed by the FEM software as matrices operating
on the degrees of freedom h = (ũ i , T̃ i3 ), i = 1 . . . r, taken at the nodes of the mesh,
then we again obtain a generalized eigenvalue problem with ık3 as the eigenvalue.
Compared to PWE matrices, FEM matrices are sparse, which means that the computation of eigenvalues is much faster for a given matrix size (a given number of degrees
of freedom). The partial wave expansion can be written as
Q

h(x, t) = ∑ A q h̃ q (x) exp(ȷ(ωt − kq · x)),

(7.17)

q=1

with Q the number of eigenvalues kq = (k1 , k2 , k3q ) and eigenvectors h̃ q (x) that are
retained. This number may be chosen equal to the number of degrees of freedom, in
order to obtain square matrices as with the PWE, but this is not compulsory.
Selection rule for partial waves. Since we consider a semi-infinite (though composite)
substrate, only physically valid partial waves must be included in the normal mode
expansion (7.13) or (7.17). Due to the tensor symmetries of the material constants, and
for real-valued k1 and k2 , the partial waves belong in pairs to an ensemble of Q/2 = rM
slowness curves. Hence, for each partial wave, using a criterion based on the sign of
the component of the time-averaged Poynting vector that is normal to the surface [117]
(in the case of a propagating partial wave) or on the sign of the imaginary part of k3q
(in the case of an evanescent partial wave), an unambiguous modal selection can be
performed. The selection rule for partial waves entering or decaying in the substrate
(x3 ≤ 0) is
{P3q < 0
if Im(k3q ) = 0,
Select partial wave q if {
Im(k3q ) > 0 otherwise.
{

(7.18)

From (5.9), the Poynting vector component can be evaluated as
P3q =

1
∫ Re(ıω T̃ i3q ũ ∗iq )
2S(Ω)
Ω

(7.19)
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in the FEM case, and
P3q =

M
1
Re(ıω ∑ (T i3 )Gm q (u i )∗Gm q )
2S(Ω)
m=1

(7.20)

in the PWE case, where we recall that S(Ω) is the surface of the 2D unit cell. We are then
left with exactly Q/2 partial waves describing waves in the interior of the substrate.
The eigenvectors H̃ q can then be restricted to the selected Q/2 partial waves.

7.3.2 Surface boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for surface modes apply at the x3 = 0 surface. The mechanical boundary conditions require the nullity of stress components normal to the surface
at any point within the unit cell. With PWE, because of the orthogonality of Fourier exponentials, this leads to
Q/2

∑ A q (T i3 )Gm q = 0,

i = 1 . . . 3, m = 1 . . . M,

(7.21)

q=1

for a total of 3M equations. In the derivation of boundary conditions, the orthogonality of the exp(ȷGm · r) harmonic functions over one period of the surface is used [162].
From the electrical point of view, the free and shorted boundary conditions are considered. The free boundary condition is that the component of the electric displacement
normal to the surface is continuous, resulting in
Q/2

∑ A q [(D3 )Gm q − ıϵ0 k3q ϕGm q ] = 0,

m = 1 . . . M,

(7.22)

q=1

with ϵ0 the permittivity of vacuum. The shorted boundary condition considers that
the electric potential at the surface vanishes, for instance because of the presence of
a thin, perfectly conducting metallic layer, yielding
Q/2

∑ A q ϕGm q = 0,

m = 1 . . . M.

(7.23)

q=1

Both electrical boundary conditions result in a total of M conditions.
We have written the above boundary conditions from the PWE partial wave expansion. With FEM, the formulas are similar but functional values at the nodes of the
mesh replace the Fourier coefficients. Equation (7.21) becomes
Q/2

∑ A q T̃ i3q (xm ) = 0,

q=1

i = 1 . . . 3, m = 1 . . . M

(7.24)
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where xm denotes the coordinates of node m and M is now the total number of nodes.
Similarly, (7.22) and (7.23) become
Q/2

∑ A q [D̃ 3q (xm ) − ıϵ0 k3q ϕ̃ q (xm )] = 0,

m = 1...M

(7.25)

m = 1 . . . M.

(7.26)

q=1
Q/2

∑ A q ϕ̃ q (xm ) = 0,

q=1

Summarizing, for elastic surface phononic crystals, we have 3M boundary conditions given by (7.21) (alternatively, (7.24)). For piezoelectric surface phononic crystals,
we have in addition M boundary conditions given by (7.22) or (7.23) (alternatively, (7.25)
or (7.26)). There are thus Q/2 = rM boundary conditions in either case which can be
cast in the linear form
Mpq A q = 0,

(7.27)

with M a square matrix of size Q/2 × Q/2.

7.3.3 Semi-infinite surface phononic crystals
Let us now describe how the expansion in partial waves, the selection rule and boundary conditions can be combined together to obtain a solution to the semi-infinite surface phononic crystal problem. The surface boundary conditions summarized by (7.27)
are not indicative enough to obtain a definite solution. Instead, they allow us to check
whether for some given values of the wave parameters (ω, k1 , k2 ) some combination
of the partial waves can satisfy the surface boundary conditions. As a consequence,
we are unable to write an eigenvalue problem to which the surface wave would explicitly be an eigensolution. This situation is the consequence of the fact that partial
waves are not themselves solutions to the wave equation with the required surface
boundary conditions, but only solutions to the wave equation without these boundary conditions (i.e. they are complex-valued bulk solutions). As we noted in Chapter 5,
this was already the case for surface waves on homogeneous semi-infinite media. The
way around this mathematical inconvenience is again to write down boundary condition determinants; surface wave solutions will then be obtained for the zeros of the
determinants [77, 149, 166]. We will write these determinants with the PWE notations
in the following, but the expressions for the FEM notation should be obvious from
them.
For elastic solids, the surface boundary conditions is given by (7.21). This yields a
system of 3M linear equations in the 3M unknown amplitudes A q . The trivial solution
A q = 0 must obviously not be retained, since the wave would then have zero energy.
Then the following determinant must vanish


Δ(ω, k1 , k2 ) = (T i3 )Gm q  = 0,

(7.28)
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where it is be understood that q is the index for columns while lines are written for
i = 1 . . . 3 and m = 1 . . . M. In practice, a diagram similar to a band structure can be
obtained by scanning the possible values of (ω, k1 , k2 ) and looking at the value of the
determinant; if it is close to zero then we are close to a possible surface wave.
Piezoelectric surface phononic crystal can be treated as follows. In the case of a
shorted surface, the surface boundary conditions (7.21) and (7.23) must be satisfied simultaneously. This yields a system of 4M linear equations in the 4M unknown amplitudes A q , which has a nontrivial solution only if the following determinant vanishes,


(T i3 )Gm q 
 = 0.
Δ s (ω, k1 , k2 ) = 
 ϕGm q 

(7.29)

Thus the SAW solutions on a shorted surface can be identified by locating the zeros
of Δ s . Similarly, in the case of a free surface, the SAW solutions can be identified by
locating the zeros of the determinant


(T i3 )Gm q


 = 0.
Δ f (ω, k1 , k2 ) = 
(D3 )Gm q − ıϵ0 k3q ϕGm q 

(7.30)

As in the case of a homogeneous substrate, it can be expected that a simultaneous
zero of both determinants Δ s and Δ f is the signature of a nonpiezoelectrically coupled
surface mode. Indeed, in this case, the surface mode is insensitive to the electrical
boundary conditions. Conversely, in the case where there exists a (small) frequency
shift between two zeros of the determinants, this shift can be used to obtain an estimate of the piezoelectric coupling factor K 2 of the surface mode, according to the
usual formula K 2 = 2(ω f − ω s )/(ω f + ω s ).
Examples of boundary condition determinants for a free and a shorted surface
are shown in Figure 7.18. The phononic crystal considered is constituted of circular
cylindrical holes in a Y-cut lithium niobate semi-infinite substrate [77]. The variations
of the free and shorted boundary condition determinants are plotted as a function
of frequency for the X and the M points of the first irreducible Brillouin zone. The
occurrence of surface modes is indicated by zeros (or sharp minima in the case of leaky
modes). As a general rule, it can be observed that there exist many surface modes in
the phononic crystal, both below and above the full band gap for bulk waves, but
not within it. This multiplicity of surface modes was not mentioned in the case of the
solid-solid phononic crystals of references [149, 150, 166], but is clearly apparent in
previous studies of surface modes in superlattices [31, 32], which can be viewed as
one-dimensional phononic crystals. The contributions of bulk waves can also be seen
in the form of discontinuities of the first derivative of the determinants.
A surface Green’s dyadic, generalizing the surface Green’s dyadic or Green’s function of the homogeneous piezoelectric substrate, can further be obtained by eliminating the partial waves amplitudes from (7.13). At the surface, we take the scalar product
over one period of the surface of (7.13), restricted to the rM selected partial waves, with
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Fig. 7.18: Surface boundary condition determinants as a function of reduced frequency. Free (a) and
shorted (b) boundary condition determinants are plotted for the X (solid line) and the M (dotted line)
points of the first Brillouin zone, for a Y-cut square-lattice lithium niobate surface phononic crystal
with d/a = 0.9 (after reference [77]).

the M harmonic functions exp(ȷGm · r), or
rN
1
∫ h(x, t) exp(ȷGm · x)dr = ∑ A q h̃ mq exp(ȷ(ωt − k1 x1 − k2 x2 )
S(Ω)
q=1

= h̃ m exp(ȷ(ωt − k1 x1 − k2 x2 ).
The second equation is for the coefficients of the Fourier series expansion of h(x, t).
Identifying terms in the series, we have
rN

h̃ m = ∑ h̃ mq A q .
q=1
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Written in matrix form, this equation is
(u i )Gm
u iGm q
ϕ Gm
ϕ Gm q
(
)=(
) (A q ) .
(T3j )Gm
(T3j )Gm q
(D3 )Gm
D 3 Gm q
There are twice as many rows as columns in the matrix since we have dropped half of
the partial waves. Eliminating the amplitudes A q , we then have the vector-matrix relation between the harmonics of the generalized displacements and generalized stresses
(u i )Gm
(T3j )Gm
)= G×(
),
ϕ Gm
(D3 )Gm

(

(7.31)

with the Green’s dyadic
G=(

(T3j )Gm q
u i Gm q
)×(
)
ϕ Gm q
D 3 Gm q

−1

.

(7.32)

The Green’s dyadic is an rM × rM square matrix and relates the generalized displacements to the generalized stresses. This is a direct generalization of the Green’s dyadic
of a homogeneous elastic or piezoelectric semi-infinite substrate.
The concept of an effective permittivity for surface acoustic waves on a homogeneous substrate is very useful [59]. Such an effective permittivity is a scalar function
relating the normal electric displacement to the potential of a plane wave solution
with a given wavevector and frequency, in the case of a mechanically-free surface. In
the case treated here, there are M Fourier harmonics which have to be considered for
every wavevector and frequency couple. Then an effective permittivity matrix ϵeff can
be defined by relating the normal electric displacement harmonics to the potential
harmonics, i.e. [(D3 )Gm ] = ϵeff k[ϕGm ], with k = √ k21 + k22 . Using the boundary condition (7.22), we obtain at once that the effective permittivity matrix is proportional to
the lower right M × M submatrix of the inverse Green’s dyadic.
Before closing this section, we define two useful scalar functions for locating surface modes. First, we remark that in the case of a homogeneous substrate, the effective permittivity is proportional to the function b(ω, k1 , k2 ) = Δ f /Δ s . This property is
no longer valid for a piezocomposite material as considered here. However, this function still gives direct information on piezoelectrically coupled surface modes, since
its poles indicate surface modes on the shorted surface while its zeros indicate surface modes on a free surface. Second, we can define the variation of the total density
of surface states according to the formula [31]
Δn(ω, k1 , k2 ) =

1
∂
Im {
log |G|} .
π
∂ω

(7.33)

This function is zero when there are no surface modes and presents poles where there
are. Figure 7.19 shows the band structure for surface modes plotted along the path
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Fig. 7.19: Total density of surface states plotted along the irreducible Brillouin zone. The plot is
along the path Γ -X-M-Y-Γ around the irreducible Brillouin zone, for a Y-cut square-lattice lithium
niobate surface phononic crystal with d/a = 0.9. The total density of surface states is maximal for
surface Bloch waves. Maxima, appearing in black, thus outline the band structure for surface Bloch
waves (after reference [77]).

Γ-X-M-Y-Γ using the total density of states, for the same phononic crystal as in Figure 7.18 [77]. This band structure clearly has similarities with the band structure of bulk
waves propagating in the plane of the surface. The surface modes branches define a
full band gap that is coincident with the one for in-plane propagating bulk waves.
This result is not obvious since the rN partial waves defining a surface mode include
evanescent waves as well as bulk waves propagating obliquely in the phononic crystal, with possibly any direction and polarization state. We observe that surface modes
branches often exist just below bulk branches, as in the case of the homogeneous substrate, but not exclusively.

7.3.4 Finite-depth surface phononic crystals
As we will exemplify in the next section, actual phononic crystals for surface elastic
waves do not involve a fully perforated semi-infinite half-space, but rather a phononic
crystal layer with a certain depth sitting on a homogeneous substrate. This situation
is depicted in Figure 7.20. In practice, if the depth of the phononic crystal layer is sufficient, it is intuitively expected that the phononic properties will tend towards those
of the ideal infinite-depth phononic crystal. Conversely, if the depth of the phononic crystal layer is too small, it is likely that the phononic band structure will differ
strongly from the infinite-depth case and in particular that full band gaps can be lost.
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Fig. 7.20: The finite-depth surface phononic crystal problem. (a) A 2D piezoelectric phononic crystal
composed of an air hole array arranged according to a honeycomb lattice is viewed from the top.
(b) The unit cell is represented in 3D where the dark gray and the light gray areas denote the LiNbO3
layer and the artificial layer, respectively. The depth of the holes is limited to h and the phononic
crystal layer sits on a semi-infinite homogeneous substrate that is here artificially limited to a depth
of 4a + 4a (after Yudistira et al. [174], copyright 2012 American Institute of Physics).

We have seen in Chapter 5 that there are three bulk elastic waves propagating in any
direction inside a homogeneous solid. Consider a direction of propagation given by
azimuth angle ψ in the surface plane (x1 , x2 ). Bulk elastic waves in the substrate underneath the phononic crystal layer are specified by azimuth angle ψ and a polar angle θ measured in the sagittal plane. Let us concentrate on the slowest of these bulk
elastic waves. For every value of ψ, the maximum value s(ψ) for the bulk slowness is
obtained for θ such that Poynting’s vector satisfies P3 = 0.¹ This particular solution is
called a surface-skimming bulk wave as its energy propagation direction is parallel to
the surface. In the space (ω, k) of dispersion relations, (ω, s(ψ)ω) defines the surface
of a cone that limits the domain of existence of bulk elastic waves to the interior of the
cone. This cone is known as the sound cone [11, 62]. Every point (ω, k) that lies outside
the sound cone potentially represents the dispersion of a surface guided wave; every
point that lies inside the sound cone potentially represents the dispersion of a leaky
surface guided wave that can couple to some bulk elastic wave.

1 The group velocity is orthogonal to the slowness surface and identifies with the energy velocity in
homogeneous media. The energy velocity is proportional to Poynting’s vector by definition. Then any
∂s(ψ,θ)
maximum of the slowness s(ψ, θ) as a function of θ is a stationary point, i.e. satisfies ∂θ
= 0,
which in turn implies that P3 = 0.
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Numerically, the finite-thickness surface phononic crystal problem can be solved
with FEM providing an artificial way of mimicking the semi-infinite substrate is implemented. Khelif et al. used a certain depth for the substrate complemented with a
perfectly matched layer (PML) and obtained band structures limited to surface guided
Bloch waves, i.e. valid only under the sound cone [62]. PMLs for elastic waves can be
introduced for monochromatic waves much as presented in Section 3.3.5 for pressure
acoustic waves, following a technique introduced originally for surface elastic waves
in interdigital transducers [30]. Assouar et al. used some large finite thickness plus a
clamped bottom surface (u i = 0) and found that the band structures limited to surface
guided Bloch waves could be obtained faithfully thanks to the guaranteed exponential
decay under the sound cone [7]. Yudistira et al. used the variant depicted in Figure 7.20,
with a homogeneous region of finite thickness 4a sitting on an artificial homogeneous
region also of thickness 4a but with high bulk velocities [174]. The purpose of the artificial homogeneous region is to force a faster exponential decay, hence diminishing
the meshed substrate depth. All these different numerical techniques potentially have
problems in the lower part of the band structure, because the wavelength is very long
there (the wavenumber k is small), and even if exponential decay is guaranteed under
the sound cone this decay can become very slow and the bottom boundary condition
might induce reflected waves.
Figure 7.21 shows both the effect of a finite phononic crystal layer and the effect of
a conical shape for the hole [174]. All band structures in the figure are for Y-cut lithium
niobate and for a honeycomb lattice of circular cylinders or cones with d/a = 0.5 at
the top surface. The band structures in Figure 7.21 (a)–(c) are plotted for h/a = 0.7,
while those in Figure 7.21 (d)–(f) are plotted for h/a = 0.9; they are plotted for cylindrical holes. They show that the full band gap for surface guided waves is dependent
on the thickness of the phononic crystal layer. Furthermore, the sound cone is quite
anisotropic, as we know from the slowness curves for Y-cut lithium niobate in Figure 5.18. As a result, the end points for the bands that are considered as truly guided
by the surface depend on the direction in the first Brillouin zone and the irreducible
Brillouin zone extends to a larger area than the usual Γ-K-M-Γ triangle. The gap map in
Figure 7.21 (g) shows that the full band gap for surface guided waves exists for a rather
large range of values for h/a. As with phononic crystal slabs, the full band gap closes
as the thickness of the phononic crystal layer is increased; it must be stressed however
that the semi-infinite band structure in Figure 7.19 is not obtained as an asymptotic
limit as h goes to infinity. This is because for large values of h there are many bands
for Bloch waves that “see” the interface between the phononic crystal layer and the
bottom substrate but which would be ruled out by the radiation condition at infinity
in the mathematical asymptotic process. Finally, in the case of conical holes in 7.21 (h),
we can see that the full band gap is actually resilient to the value of the cone angle.
This is good news for practical realizations, especially in materials that are difficult
to etch or mill, such as lithium niobate. Practical examples are given in the following
section.
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Fig. 7.21: Phononic band structure for surface guided waves for finite-depth honeycomb-lattice
phononic crystals. The substrate is Y-cut lithium niobate. Calculated SAW band structures for the
case: h = 0.7a, d = 0.5a (a)–(c), and h = 0.9a, d = 0.5a (d)–(f), obtained for each area inside
the irreducible Brillouin zone as indicated by the insets. The black dots, the thick lines, and the
patterned areas correspond to the localized SAW modes, the sound line, and the substrate or leaky
modes, respectively. The shaded gray areas indicate SAW band gaps. (g) Calculated SAW gap map
for the case when the depth h is varied from 5a to 1a while the diameter d is fixed at d = 0.5a.
(h) Calculated SAW gap map for the case when the shape of the hole is changing from conical to
cylindrical by varying angle a from 85° to 90°, with h = 0.9a and d = 0.5a. The inset illustrates
the shape of the conical hole. Note that the symmetry points denoted J (respectively X) are denoted
K (resp. M) in this book (adapted from Yudistira et al. [174], copyright 2012 American Institute of
Physics).
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7.4 Surface phononic crystals
In Figure 7.1 we presented three examples of surface phononic crystals. The silicon
structure in Figure 7.1 (a2) and the lithium niobate structure in Figure 7.1 (a3) are the
most extensively discussed structures in the literature and we discuss them in succession. Further examples can be found in Chapter 10 (surface phononic crystals of
pillars) and in Chapter 11 (surface phononic crystals used as mirrors and to define defect waveguides).
Silicon surface phononic crystal. The silicon phononic crystal device in Figure 7.1 (a2)
was prepared by etching a silicon wafer through a photoresist mask [168]. The parameters of the square-lattice array of cylindrical holes are a = 10 μm and d = 7 μm. The
etch depth is quoted to be at least 80 μm, so that the samples practically approach the
semi-infinite case. A zinc oxide layer is added underneath the interdigital transducers but does not cover the phononic crystal area. There are six rows of holes in the
measurements which are based on an electrical transmission measurement, with one
interdigital transducer operating as a source of SAW while the other operates as a receiver. The experimental transmission in Figure 7.22 shows a clear dip in the transmission that can be attributed to a Bragg phononic band gap in the direction ΓX. Note that
for the filling fraction that is considered, only a directional band gap can be opened.
1
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Fig. 7.22: Experimental transmission of a surface phononic crystal in silicon.
(After Wu et al. [168], copyright 2005 American Institute of Physics).
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Fig. 7.23: Optical pump-probe experiments with a silicon surface phononic crystal. (a) Optical micrograph of the Si phononic crystal coated with a 40 nm gold layer. The hole diameter is
d = 12 μm with lattice constant a = 15 μm. (b) SAW image at delay time τ = 7.4 ns. (c) Outline
of experimental set-up with SAW image at τ = 10.3 ns (after Profunser et al. [123], copyright 2009
American Physical Society).

The surface phononic crystal sample shown in Figure 7.23 was also obtained by etching a silicon wafer to define an array of holes according to the square lattice [123].
The etching depth was determined to be 10.5 μm, for a lattice constant a = 15 μm
and a hole diameter d = 12 μm. Generation and detection of surface elastic waves is
performed all-optically in a pump-probe configuration using femtosecond ultrashort
laser pulses. A thin layer of gold is deposited at the surface of the sample and provides
absorption of incident light pulses. Via the thermoelastic effect, surface elastic waves
are generated and are observed in the time domain by a scanning probe optical beam.
Frames can be acquired every 2.9 ns, the repetition rate of the femtosecond laser, so
that propagation of SAW inside the surface phononic crystal can be observed. Frames
obtained at two different times are depicted in Figure 7.23. Overall, pump-probe experiments allow for generating elastic waves on nonpiezoelectric substrate and to observe
wave propagation in the space-and-time domain. Another measurement example of
the same kind is given in Figure 11.13 in the case of a phononic crystal waveguide for
surface elastic waves.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.24: Theoretical and experimental full phononic band gap for a square-lattice Y-cut lithium
niobate surface phononic crystal. (a) Theoretical band diagrams for bulk waves propagating in
the plane of a square lattice void/lithium-niobate phononic crystal with a 64 % filling fraction
(d/a = 0.9) along the Γ X, Γ M and Γ Y directions of the first Brillouin zone. In the gray regions, above
the sound lines, there is coupling of surface modes with the radiation modes of the substrate. The
dispersion relations on a free surface are also indicated for the Rayleigh (short dashed line) and the
leaky (long dashed line) surface waves. The theoretical full band gap extends from 190 to 250 MHz
when the lattice parameter a equals 10 μm. (b) Relative transmission, defined as the ratio of the
transmittance with and without a phononic crystal. The experimental full band gap extends from
203 to 226 MHz (after Benchabane et al. [11], copyright 2006 American Physical Society).
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Lithium niobate surface phononic crystal. The observation of a full band gap in a
surface phononic crystal was reported by Benchabane et al. [11]. The experiment was
based on a series of phononic crystal samples obtained by reactive ion etching of Y-cut
lithium niobate wafers through a photoresist mask, as shown in Figure 7.1 (a3). The
lattice constant a = 10 μm and the hole diameter d = 9 μm were chosen to obtain a full
phononic band gap for a semi-infinite surface phononic crystal. The experimentally
determined etching depth was estimated to be larger than 10 μm and the conical hole
shape had an angle α ≈ 85°. Compared to the theoretical [190–250] MHz band gap
range, the experimental results summarized in Figure 7.24 indicated a [203–226] MHz
band gap range. These observations were later confirmed by optical interferometer
measurements [70].
It has to be noted that electrical transmission measurements, even though they
reveal the existence of band gaps, do not give further information on the spatial distribution of the displacement field over the surface of the phononic crystal. Figure 7.25
shows heterodyne optical interferometer measurements of the out-of-plane displacement u3 at different operating frequencies. The surface phononic crystal sample is a
square-lattice array of conical holes in X-cut lithium niobate [12]. For a frequency of
800 MHz, inside the full band gap for surface elastic waves, the waves incident from
the right are almost totally reflected on the phononic crystal. A clear decay of displacement u3 is observed inside the phononic crystal and the eight rows of holes are sufficient to obtain a small transmission of the left side. For a frequency of 1050 MHz,
above the full band gap and inside the sound cone, transmission through the phononic crystal is mostly observed, accompanied with some reflection. This observation
means that even though radiation to the bulk waves of the semi-infinite substrate is
certainly possible for frequencies falling inside the sound cone, the necessary modal
conversion may not always be efficient, thus preserving at least partly the propagation of elastic waves at the surface. It is not unlikely, though yet unproven, that leaky
surface elastic waves with moderate propagation loss can be present in phononic crystals, such as is the case for instance for some homogeneous piezoelectric substrates
we listed in Table 5.5.

◂ Fig. 7.25: Heterodyne optical interferometer measurement of a square-lattice X-cut lithium niobate
surface phononic crystal. (a) The 2D phononic crystal made of air holes in an X-cut lithium niobate
matrix is surrounded by a pair of chirped interdigital transducers. A scanning electron microscope
image of the square lattice crystal is shown in (b). The period a of the crystal is around 2.2 μm, for
a hole diameter d of 2 μm. Measured elastic wave fields propagating through the phononic crystals
are shown for an excitation frequency (c) within (880 MHz) and (d) above (1.04 GHz) the band gap.
In each case, the emitting transducers is at the right-hand side and a scanning electron microscope
image of the actual crystal and transducers is overlayed to the field map. The amplitude data are
averaged in the y-direction and the resulting line profiles along the wave propagation direction are
displayed (after Benchabane et al. [12]).
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Part III: Wave phenomena in phononic crystals
Si les signes vous faschent, ô quant vous fascheront les choses signifiées.
François Rabelais (1483–1553)
Le Tiers Livre, chapitre 20

8 Coupling of acoustic and elastic waves
in phononic crystals
The case of sonic or phononic crystals containing both solid and fluid materials has
been considered quite often in the literature, especially in relation to experiments, for
instance for the steel rods or spheres in water or air cases. The reason is that macroscopic realizations are rather easy with these material systems. Experiments involving
measurements from the fluid side are also made easy by the existence of loudspeakers,
for sound in air, or ultrasonic transducers, for acoustic waves in water. As is apparent
from the equations for the solid and the fluid cases that we introduced in the previous
chapters, it is not possible to use just one set of equations with coefficients assuming different values in different regions of space; the equations are different in different regions of space. The rigorous way to solve this problem is generally to consider
what is often termed fluid-structure interaction, a concept that contains the coupling
of acoustic and elastic waves as a subcase. Our treatment in this chapter is based on a
domain decomposition method that is general enough to include most practical cases.
We will introduce the method first on the simple example of an interface separating
a solid and a fluid domain, before moving on to specific sonic and phononic crystal
examples.

8.1 Coupling of acoustic and elastic waves
As an introduction, we consider the simplest problem of two connected domains, of
which one is a solid and the second is a fluid, as depicted in Figure 8.1. If it were not
for the common interface σ between the two domains, elastic waves in the solid and
acoustic waves in the fluid would be completely disconnected. It should then not come
as a surprise that the introduction of adequate boundary conditions at the interface is
all that is required to obtain a solution.
What are these interface boundary conditions and can the methods we have discussed in the previous chapters cope with them? First, if the displacement field has
been computed inside the solid and is thus known beforehand, we know that displacements, velocities, and accelerations are continuous at the interface. Then (4.1) and the
use of the divergence theorem from vector calculus leads to a boundary condition relating the pressure created in the fluid with the normal acceleration of the solid boundary. Second, if we assume that the pressure distribution is known, then this pressure
is exerted by the fluid on the solid boundary. As normal traction is continuous, the
stress inside the solid and exactly at the boundary is related to the pressure exerted.
We thus have a pair of boundary conditions that relate wavefields in the solid and in
the fluid when going from one domain to the other. Such boundary conditions can be
employed naturally with FDTD and FEM methods, since they are based on a grid or
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Fig. 8.1: Schematic representation of the coupling of elastic waves in a solid domain, Ω s , with
the acoustic waves in a fluid domain, Ω f . Both domains are a decomposition of the total domain
Ω = Ω s ∪ Ω f and they are separated by boundary σ = Ω s ∩ Ω f . (a) If the displacement field ui is
known inside Ω s , then the normal acceleration at the interface is also known and becomes a boundary condition on σ for the fluid domain. (b) Reciprocally, if the pressure field p is known inside Ω f ,
then the normal traction on interface σ is known and becomes a boundary condition for the solid
domain.

on a mesh, respectively. In contrast, PWE assumes continuous and periodic fields, a
condition that is usually too strong for crystals involving both fluid and solid domains.
Let us express the interface boundary conditions. First, at interface σ the normal
acceleration is continuous across both domains and is related to the normal derivative
of the pressure p in the fluid, as we noted above, so that,
1 ∂p
ω2 u n =
,
(8.1)
ρ f ∂n
with u n the normal component of the displacement at the interface and ρ f the mass
density of the fluid. Mathematically, this equation is obtained from (4.1) by integration over a closed contour around a specific point of the interface, then using the divergence theorem and then letting the width of the contour go to zero. Second, the
normal traction must be continuous across the interface, i.e.
T ij n j = −pn i ,

(8.2)

with T ij the stress tensor inside the solid and n i the components of the unit vector
normal to boundary σ. It must be stressed that the normal unit vector n is oriented
oppositely when seen from within the fluid or from within the solid; the normal is
orthogonal to boundary σ and points outward from the considered domain.
A variational formulation of elastic-acoustic interaction can then be formulated
as follows. We consider time harmonic waves with angular frequency ω and we recall
the dynamical equations of motion for convenience. The scalar equation of motion for
acoustic waves in the fluid can then be written for the pressure only as
ω2
1
p + ∇ · ( ∇p) = 0,
B
ρf

(8.3)

with B the adiabatic compressibility for zero heat conduction of the fluid (implying
that we neglect thermal phenomena in the model). Motion in a solid is further de-
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scribed by Hooke’s law
T ij = c ijkl

∂u k
,
∂x l

(8.4)

and by Newton’s second law
ω2 ρ s u i + T ij,j = 0.

(8.5)

Here, c ijkl is the rigidity tensor of the solid and ρ s is its mass density.
A variational formulation can be derived using the basic equations (8.3)–(8.5),
and the coupling boundary conditions (8.1, 8.2) at the fluid-solid interface. We multiply (8.3) by test function p living in the same finite element space as p and (8.5) by test
function ui (i = 1, 2, 3) living in the same finite element space as u i , and integrate independently over the fluid and the solid domains. The terms containing a divergence
are transformed by applying Green’s formula and incorporating coupling boundary
conditions at the fluid-solid interface, according to
∫ p ∇. (

1
1
∇p) = ω2 ∫ p u n − ∫ ∇p · ( ∇p)
ρf
ρf

(8.6)

∫ ui T ij,j = − ∫ un p − ∫ ui,j T ij ,

(8.7)

σ

Ωf

Ωf

and
σ

Ωs

Ωs

ui n i .

un

=
In the last two expressions, it should be noted that
with u n = u i n i and
the fluid-solid boundary σ is oriented differently, since the unit normal n i is exterior
to domain Ω f in (8.6) but exterior to domain Ω s in (8.7). Upon rearranging terms, a
variational formulation unifying elements in space and on the boundary is obtained
as
1
1
ω2 (∫ p p + ∫ p u n ) = ∫ p,i p ,i ,
B
ρf
Ωf

σ

ω2 ∫ ui ρ s u i = ∫ pun + ∫ ui,j c ijkl u k,l ,
Ωs

(8.8)

Ωf

σ

(8.9)

Ωs

This formulation is valid generally and leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem
for ω2 . In case of periodicity, the inclusion of the wavevector dependence follows the
application of the Bloch–Floquet theorem. Specifically, it is sufficient [82] to make the
following replacements in the pair of equations above
p ,i = p̃ ,i − ȷk i p,
u k,l = ũ k,l − ȷk l ũ k ,

p,i = p̃ ,i + ȷk i q,̃

(8.10)

ui,j

(8.11)

=

ũ i,j

+

ȷk j ũ i .

Finally, the pair of equations (8.8) and (8.9) can be cast in the form of a generalized
eigenvalue problem ω(k)
A(k)y = ω2 By.
(8.12)
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where vector y is composed of the values of p and u i , i = 1, 2, 3 at the nodes of the
meshes of the domains Ω f and Ω s . The block matrices A(k) and B can be decomposed
as
A(k) = [
B=[

A 11 (k)
A21
B11
0

0
],
A22 (k)

(8.13)

B12
].
B22

(8.14)

The square block matrices A11 (k) and B11 (A22 (k) and B22 , respectively) define the
uncoupled acoustic (elastic, resp.) problem. The rectangular block matrices A21 and
B12 are the coupling terms of the equation, as the acoustic and elastic problems would
be uncoupled if they were to vanish. Coupling thus occurs solely from the boundary
conditions (8.1) and (8.2). Solving the eigenvalue problem (8.12) as a function of the
wavevector k, dispersion diagrams are readily obtained as ω(k). The eigenvectors y
further give the modal shape of each eigenvector, if needed.
Let us come back to the example of the interface between a solid and a fluid media as depicted in Figure 8.2. We want to numerically obtain the velocity c ss of the
Scholte–Stoneley wave (SSW) propagating at the interface and compare it to an exact
analytical formula [17]. The SSW is evanescent in both the solid and the fluid domains
6

p

4

Ωf

5

σ

Ωs
3

2

ui
x2
(a)

(b)

1
x1

Fig. 8.2: The Scholte–Stoneley wave problem. (a) The Scholte–Stoneley wave propagates at the
interface between a solid and a fluid semi-infinite media, and is evanescent on both sides. It is described by a pressure distribution in the fluid, p, and up to three displacements in the solid, u1 , u2 ,
and u3 . (b) The FEM mesh used to obtain a band structure for the composite solid-fluid plate is artificially truncated vertically compared to the original doubly semi-infinite problem. Boundaries 1 and
6 are left free; boundaries (2,3) and (4,5) are periodic pairs.
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and somehow generalizes the Rayleigh wave. Indeed, the Scholte–Stoneley wave dispersion relation can be deduced from the acousto-elastic equations with assumption
of absence of tangential stress, continuity of pressure and normal stress, and continuity of normal displacements at the interface. The dispersion relation is given in implicit
form as a real root s of
4√1 − s√1 − qs − (s − 2)2 = (ρs2 )√1 − sq/√1 − sr,

(8.15)

where
ρ = ρ f /ρ s ,
q = (c s /c l )2 ,
r = (c s /c f )2 ,
s = (c ss /c s )2 .
In these expressions, ρ f and ρ s are the mass densities of the fluid and of the solid,
c s and c l are the shear and longitudinal sound velocities in the solid, c f is the sound
velocity in the fluid, and c ss is the velocity of the Scholte–Stoneley wave.
Although we could try to numerically model the propagation of waves at the interface between two semi-infinite media, we consider for practical reasons finite heights
for both the fluid and the solid, as depicted in Figure 8.2 (b). In doing so, we assume
that the wave decays exponentially sufficiently fast from both sides of the interface
so that it never feels the external surfaces. As we discuss later, this is generally true
only for the part of the dispersion diagram that lies under the sound cone. The sound
line, in this particular case, is defined by the slowest of all bulk waves. We should
thus distinguish the case when the slowest bulk wave is on the fluid side or on the
solid side. For this purpose, following Moiseyenko et al. [111], three different combinations of materials are considered: mercury/Plexiglas, water/PVC, and water/silicon.
The velocities of bulk acoustic and elastic waves for these materials are given in Table 8.1. First, for the couples mercury/Plexiglas and water/PVC, the shear velocity is
smaller than the sound velocity in the fluid. As a result, there is a significant difference
between c f and c ss , and the SSW velocity can be easily extracted by experiment. Second, for the couple water/silicon, the shear velocity is larger than the sound velocity
in water. When this is the case, it is usually found that c ss is very close to c f and their
experimental separation is somewhat more difficult.
The FEM domain in Figure 8.2 (b) is two-dimensional. Periodic boundary conditions are applied on both pairs of lateral boundaries, in view of obtaining a solution
with no variation along axis x1 , thus mimicking a linear wavefront. The vertical coordinate x2 registers the spatial distribution of the wavefield, which should tend to an
exponentially decreasing function for the Scholte–Stoneley wave. Finally, k3 is varied
while fixing k1 = k2 = 0, in order to obtain frequency as a function of wavenumber
from (8.12). Results for the different fluid/solid couples in Table 8.1 are presented in
Figure 8.3.
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Fig. 8.3: Dispersion relation for acoustic-elastic waves guided along the planar interface between
a solid and a fluid. The band structure – or the ω(k z ) dispersion relation – is shown on the left and
the phase velocity ω/k z is shown on the right as a function of frequency. h s is the solid thickness.
The computation is performed with FEM. The cases of (a) mercury/Plexiglass, (b) water/PVC and (c)
water/silicon are presented (after Moiseyenko et al. [111]).
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Tab. 8.1: Scholte–Stoneley velocity for some fluid/solid couples. The Scholte–Stoneley velocity, c ss ,
as obtained from Brekhovskih’s dispersion relation [17] for a planar interface [111].
Material

c ss
m/s

cf
m/s

cs
m/s

cl
m/s

ρf
kg/m3

ρs
kg/m3

Mercury/Plexiglas
Water/PVC
Water/silicon

448
914
1484

1450
1485
1485

1300
1112
5800

2750
2236
8400

13500
1000
1000

1190
1560
2330

The radiative region, or sound cone, is depicted in gray in the simulated dispersion diagrams presented in Figure 8.3. It is limited by the sound line, whose slope is given by
the smallest of c s and c f (since c s < c l for any solid material). The dispersion curves
are rigorously those of waves propagating inside a composite fluid-solid plate. Outside the sound cone, however, these waves are evanescent both in the fluid and in the
solid. The dispersion curve of any wave propagating along the interface must then appear outside the sound cone. In the long wavenumber limit, in addition, the Scholte–
Stoneley wave must appear as the asymptotic limit of some dispersion curve. When the
product of frequency times plate thickness ωh s /2π is small, waves outside the sound
cone are only weakly evanescent and their velocity is influenced by the surfaces terminating the computational domain. As a result, the bands that eventually converge
to the Scholte–Stoneley wave as the frequency increases first emerge as flexural waves
at low frequencies. This is not a limitation in practice, since the convergence rate can
be made faster by simply increasing the plate thickness.
The cases of mercury/Plexiglas in Figure 8.3 (a) and of water/PVC in Figure 8.3 (b)
correspond to c s < c f < c l , i.e. the acoustic velocity in the fluid is in-between the shear
and the longitudinal elastic velocities in the solid. Under this setting, and with the
condition of zero surface traction considered numerically for boundary 1, the Rayleigh
surface wave at the free solid surface appears in the nonradiative region, together with
the Scholte–Stoneley wave. The Rayleigh wave velocity is easily found from the dispersion relation (8.15) by setting ρ f = 0, i.e. the Scholte–Stoneley dispersion relation
resolves into the Rayleigh dispersion relation when the fluid density vanishes. This
particular band is spurious for the problem we are considering and should be disregarded in the analysis. In the case of water/silicon, c f < c s < c l , the Rayleigh wave
appears inside the sound cone and thus only the Scholte–Stoneley wave is expected
in the nonradiative region. In summary, for the three cases considered in Figure 8.3,
there are only one or two dispersion bands appearing under the sound cone, in accordance with the discussion above. As k goes to infinity, the phase velocity ω/k of these
bands approaches asymptotic limit corresponding to the SSW or to the Rayleigh wave,
when the latter is present. The agreement between the SSW velocity evaluated by FEM
and according to (8.15) is excellent.
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8.2 Sonic crystal of solid inclusions in a fluid
In this section, we consider the case of a sonic crystal of solid inclusions immersed
in a fluid, usually water, and we investigate the changes in the band structure of 2D
and 3D crystals. As we argued in Chapter 4, in the case of a sonic crystal immersed in
air, and providing we look at wave propagation in the fluid, it is generally justified to
consider the solid as perfectly rigid (no elastic waves in the solid) and hence to replace
it with the adequate boundary condition. For a sonic crystal immersed in water, the
analysis in the previous section should give us the intuition that the coupling of acoustic and elastic waves will change the picture whenever the contrast between material
constants is not too high.

8.2.1 Solid rods in water
In Chapter 4 we presented the crystal of steel rods in water as if it were a mere sonic
crystal; the band structures that we discussed were then obtained by replacing steel
by a equivalent fluid material supporting only longitudinal acoustic waves. Given the
theory developed in the previous section, we can now compute band structures accounting for the coupling of acoustic waves in water and elastic waves in steel. The
most salient question is whether complete band gaps will still be present and if they
were to be deeply changed. Let us start with the case of the square lattice crystal considered experimentally by Khelif et al. [65] (see Figure 4.13). The band structure considering acoustic-elastic coupling is plotted in Figure 8.4. It looks quite close to the
purely acoustic band structure shown in Figure 4.14, apart from some small differences. The bands are generally slightly displaced toward lower frequencies, and in
effect the complete band gap occurs for a range of frequency that is slightly lower. The
width of the complete band gap, however, is not really changed. Looking more closely
at the measurements, the band structure in Figure 8.4 appears to more closely match
the gap entrances and exits at the main symmetry points. All in all, the consideration
of acoustic-elastic coupling leads to a better agreement between theory and experiment, but does not radically change the picture.
The cases of the hexagonal lattice and its honeycomb variant were considered already in Figures 4.14 and 4.16 for the experiments of Hsiao et al. [53]. The corresponding band structures obtained under the purely acoustic approximation were plotted
in Figures 4.15 and 4.17. They can now be compared to the acoustic-elastic coupling
result displayed in Figures 8.5 and 8.6. In the hexagonal lattice case, it is again found
that the complete band gap is displaced to lower frequencies, by an amount similar
to the square lattice case, while the full band gap width is not significantly affected.
In the honeycomb case, strikingly, there is almost no change when acoustic-elastic
coupling is taken into account.
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Fig. 8.4: Two-dimensional square-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The diameter of the
cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.833, as in Figure 4.13. The FEM computation
includes the coupling of acoustic waves in water with elastic waves inside the steel rods. The gray
area marks for comparison the full band gap that was predicted with the pressure wave model in
Figure 4.13.
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Fig. 8.5: Two-dimensional hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The diameter of the
cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.8, as in Figure 4.15. The FEM computation
includes the coupling of acoustic waves in water with elastic waves inside the steel rods. The gray
area marks for comparison the full band gap that was predicted with the pressure wave model in
Figure 4.15.
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Fig. 8.6: Two-dimensional honeycomb-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The diameter of
the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.46, as in Figure 4.17. The FEM computation includes the coupling of acoustic waves in water with elastic waves inside the steel rods.
The gray areas mark for comparison the full band gaps that were predicted with the pressure wave
model in Figure 4.17.

8.2.2 Nylon rods in water
It should not be thought that acoustic-elastic coupling only has a small effect on the
band structure of fluid-solid sonic crystals. The effect is in fact quite important when
the material contrast is less pronounced, so that elastic energy stored inside the solid
becomes significant compared to acoustic energy stored in the fluid. As an example,
we consider in Figure 8.7 a square-lattice crystal of nylon rods in water. Such a crystal
can be easily fabricated from a fishing line [27]. We consider exactly the same geometrical parameters as before for the water-steel square-lattice sonic crystal. The purely
acoustic band structure is seen to be very different from the band structure considering acoustic-elastic coupling. Because of the reduced material constant contrast,
there is no complete band gap in either case. There are, however, more bands appearing in the coupled case. These bands arise from in-plane polarized elastic waves that
would be trapped in the nylon rods if water were not present; the presence of water
creates the possibility for them to radiate away. As the coupling of elastic waves in
the rods and acoustic waves in water is significant, the two kinds of waves hybridize
together to form strongly dispersive bands. Pure shear waves polarized along x3 do
not couple at all with pressure waves in water in the two-dimensional case, and thus
cannot be excited by a source of waves placed in water; they form flat bands in the
band structure as they are completely confined within the rods and are thus unable to
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Fig. 8.7: Two-dimensional square-lattice sonic crystal of nylon rods in water. The diameter of the
cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.8. The FEM computation shown with large
dots includes the coupling of acoustic waves in water with elastic waves inside the nylon rods. For
comparison, the FEM computation for pressure waves is shown with small dots.

form a propagating band. One such flat band is observed for instance in Figure 8.7 for
ωa/2π = 1070 m/s.

8.3 Fluid-filled inclusions in 2D phononic crystals
8.3.1 Air holes in 2D phononic crystals
In Chapter 6, we treated phononic crystals with holey inclusions as if they were in
a vacuum. Experiments, of course, are generally performed in air and it might seem
possible that acoustic waves can be generated inside the holes and maybe form noticeable resonances in measured transmissions. As an example, let us reconsider the
square-lattice 2D phononic crystal of holes in silicon in Figure 6.14. Compared to the
previous section, the role of the matrix and of the inclusions are exchanged. If there is
a hybridization, it will be between the elastic wave continuum and the acoustic vibrations confined within the air holes. It can indeed be observed in Figure 8.8 that many
flat bands populate the band structure when acoustic-elastic coupling is taken into account. These flat bands seemingly go through the dispersive bands for elastic waves
in the silicon phononic crystal without apparent interaction (compare with the band
structure in Figure 6.14; only the lowest frequency range is plotted here). In fact, there
is a very faint coupling between both type of waves, but the resolution used to plot the
band structure is not sufficient to reveal it. In transmission experiments with wave
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Fig. 8.8: Two-dimensional square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical air holes in silicon. The
diameter of the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.8. The FEM computation
shown with small dots includes the coupling of acoustic waves in air with elastic waves in silicon.
The result of the FEM computation with free boundary conditions at the holes is overlayed with large
dots: these bands are coincident with an equal number of bands of the acoustic-elastic computation (compare with Figure 6.14). The many flat bands are produced by resonant modes of the air
cylinders.

generation and detection performed in the solid matrix, we would need a very sharp
frequency resolution to notice any sign of acoustic resonances, of the order of 10−6 in
relative terms; their appearance should furthermore not be expected out of short pulse
measurements with a limited time window. In this very high contrast case, coupling
of acoustic and elastic waves can be safely ignored in practice.

8.3.2 Liquid-filled inclusions as sensors
What if the holey inclusions are filled with a fluid denser than air? This case was considered by Lucklum and Li in view of sensing applications [92]. The underlying idea is
the combination of microfluidics with phononic crystal technology. By adding a dense
fluid like water inside the holes of a solid-void 2D phononic crystal, we should expect
the hybridization of the elastic wave continuum with acoustic vibrations in the holes,
as before. The degree of hybridization is also dependent on the material constants
contrast.
To be more precise, we consider the same geometrical parameters as Lucklum and Li
[92]. The square-lattice 2D phononic crystal is supposed to be made either of tungsten
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Fig. 8.9: Two-dimensional square-lattice phononic crystal of holes in tungsten, filled with a fluid.
The diameter of the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.874. The FEM computation shown with small dots is for the hollow phononic crystal, while the large dots indicate that
the coupling of acoustic waves with elastic waves is taken into account. The fluid is (a) water or
(b) Propanol.
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Fig. 8.10: Two-dimensional square-lattice phononic crystal of holes in aluminum, filled with a fluid.
The diameter of the cylinders normalized to the lattice constant is d/a = 0.874. The FEM computation shown with small dots is for the hollow phononic crystal, while the large dots indicate that
the coupling of acoustic waves with elastic waves is taken into account. The fluid is (a) water or (b)
Propanol.
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or of aluminum and has a filling fraction of 0.6 (d/a = 0.874). Both metals actually
have comparable elastic wave velocities, but tungsten is significantly denser than aluminum (ρ = 19 300 kg/m3 instead of ρ = 2 710 kg/m3 ). Two choices are further considered for the fluid, either water or Propanol (ρ = 786 kg/m3 and c l = 1170 m/s). The
phononic band structure for the case of a tungsten matrix is shown in Figure 8.9. The
band structures for hollow and fluid-filled holes are superimposed. It can be seen that
the complete phononic band gap for hollow holes is globally conserved. Hybridization of acoustic vibrations with the elastic waves of the continuum remains rather
weak and manifests through the appearance of reasonably flat bands. For water, for
instance, the first resonance appears around ωa/2π = 1 000 m/s, below the complete band gap, but the second and the third resonances appear inside it, around
ωa/2π = 1 700 m/s. A similar observation can be made with Propanol-filled holes,
but for a total of three resonances inside the complete band gap. The significance of
this finding is that the fluid in the holes can be resonantly excited by incident elastic
waves of adequate frequencies. A Fabry–Perot type resonance can for instance be observed in the transmission, without the definition of any defect inside the phononic
crystal [92].
What happens if the material contrast between elastic matrix and fluid inclusion is
decreased? To illustrate the effect, in Figure 8.10 we plot the case of the same phononic
crystal but considering aluminum instead of tungsten for the matrix. For both water
and Propanol, the frequency centers of the hybridized fluid resonances are the same as
before, but the dispersion of the corresponding bands is significantly increased. As a
result, the complete band gap is almost washed out and Fabry–Perot type resonances
are no longer to be expected.

8.4 Corrugated surfaces and plates
We now turn to the corrugated solid-fluid interface situation depicted in Figure 8.11 (a)
and consider the propagation of interface elastic waves generalizing the Scholte–
Stoneley wave. For numerical experiments we consider the interface between silicon
and water, following Moiseyenko et al. [111]. This choice of materials is justified from
the availability of MEMS technologies for etching deep corrugations in silicon wafers.
The general trends that we describe below, however, are expected to remain valid
for other material combinations. In this case, propagation is considered along the x1
axis, and we plot dispersion diagrams given the angular frequency ω as a function of
the k1 component of the wavevector. The computational unit cell is of the form displayed in Figure 8.11 (b), with a the grating period, d the corrugation width, and h the
corrugation depth. For definiteness, d/a = 0.5 is chosen and h/a is varied. Periodic
boundary conditions are imposed on boundary pairs: for pressure on boundaries 4
and 5, and for displacements on boundaries 2 and 3. In addition, boundaries 1 and 6
are left free (Neumann boundary condition), as in the planar interface case.
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Fig. 8.11: One-dimensional solid grating immersed in water. (a) The one-dimensional grating is
periodic along axis x1 . (b) The FEM mesh used to obtain a band structure for the composite solidfluid plate is artificially truncated vertically compared to the original doubly semi-infinite problem.
Boundaries 1 and 6 are left free; boundaries (2,3) and (4,5) are periodic pairs including a Bloch
wavenumber k1 .

Figure 8.12 shows dispersion diagrams for six different values of h/a, ranging from
0 to 2.0. The interesting part of these diagrams is the nonradiative region appearing
below the sound line in water. It can be seen that increasing the corrugation depth
results in two main phenomena. First, new bands appear in the nonradiative region as
the corrugation depth is increased, corresponding to the existence of more and more
interface waves, in contrast to the existence of only the Scholte–Stoneley wave for
the planar interface. Second, the bands in the nonradiative region become flatter as
the depth increases, indicating that the group velocity becomes very small. For the
lowest band and starting from h/a = 1, the group velocity is even slightly negative for
intermediate values of k1 a/(2π).
Even though each interface wave clearly lies on a distinct dispersion curve, the detailed polarization field can undergo strong transformations as the corrugation depth
increases. The modal field distributions shown in Figure 8.13 are computed for h/a =
2.5. The interface wave on the lowest dispersion curve, labeled A, is a strongly evanescent quasi-longitudinal surface wave giving rise to almost no pressure variation in water, as Figure 8.13 (a) shows. Interface waves B and C illustrated in Figure 8.13 (b) and
Figure 8.13 (c) have coupled displacements in the sagittal plane and create a pressure
variation that is confined inside the corrugation. Interface wave F in Figure 8.13 (f) is
also of a similar type, with the pressure field extending deeply in open water. Interface wave D displayed in Figure 8.13 (d) is a pure shear horizontal wave that induces
no pressure variation in water. Such a wave can clearly only be excited from the solid.
Interface wave E is mostly vertically shear polarized inside the solid ridges and is ac-
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Fig. 8.12: Band structures ω(k x ) for guided waves obtained by FEM for a corrugated interface of
rectangular profile with normalized corrugation depth (a) h/a = 0, (b) 0.25, (c) 0.5, (d) 1, (e) 1.5,
and (f) 2. a is the corrugation pitch. The example is given for a corrugated silicon plate immersed
in water. In the case of the planar interface (a), the band structures for a free silicon plate and for a
free water plate are also shown for comparison [111].
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Fig. 8.13: Normalized displacements and pressure for eigenmodes A2, B, C, D, E and F in Figure 8.12. The corrugation depth h/a = 2.5. Normalization is performed so that the maximum total
displacement is 1 nm; correspondingly, pressure is in units of 108 Pa [111].

companied with an evanescent pressure field extending well into open water. The extension of the pressure field into open water for the different interface waves depends
directly on the distance from the dispersion curve to the sound line, as suggested by
the square-root dependence in the dispersion relation for the Scholte–Stoneley wave.

9 Evanescent Bloch waves
9.1 Evanescent waves and Bloch’s theorem
In this chapter, we discuss evanescent waves in sonic and phononic crystals. We
met evanescent waves very early in Chapter 2, when we discussed some simple onedimensional problems. We actually needed them to describe complex solutions of the
dispersion relation of homogeneous media, waves guided between two mirrors, Bloch
waves of periodic chains of masses connected by springs and of sinusoidal gratings,
and waves in systems of resonators connected to waveguides. We met evanescent
waves again in the description of surface guided waves in Chapters 5, 7, and 8. We
have not yet, however, made the full connection with Bloch’s theorem and we have
so far presented band structures limited to propagating Bloch waves. This connection
is the subject of the present chapter. Before detailing how evanescent Bloch waves
can be obtained and how complex band structures can be understood, we start by a
discussion around three basic questions.
Why do we need to describe evanescent waves in sonic and phononic crystals? The
most relevant answer to this question is that we need evanescent Bloch waves in order to describe the inside of frequency band gaps. Actually, it is not enough to say
that there are no propagating waves inside a band gap, we must also say what is there
and what Bloch waves have transformed into. In addition to the situations mentioned
above, evanescent waves are also involved in the description of all phenomena where
the near-field properties matter. For instance, the scattering of a monochromatic plane
wave on a small object, if described with an angular spectrum of waves approach,
must include a summation over all possible plane waves satisfying the dispersion relation in the incident medium, implying the consideration of a continuum of complexvalued wavevectors [16].
There is another classical situation with a strong relation to sonic and phononic crystals: diffraction gratings. Let us consider the one-dimensional diffraction grating depicted in Figure 9.1 (a) [78]. An incident plane wave with angular frequency ω
and wavevector k has an amplitude proportional to exp(−ı(k1 x1 + k2 x2 )). The field
diffracted by the grating is composed of a superposition of plane waves:
∞

u(x1 , x2 ) = ∑ a n exp (−ı(k1n x1 + k2n x2 )) ,

(9.1)

n=−∞

k2n = k2 + n

2π
,
a

k1n = ±√

ω2
− k22n ,
c2

(9.2)

where c is the velocity for the particular kind of wave considered. These expressions
derive from the phase matching principle (for the expression of k2n ) and from the dispersion relation in the homogeneous medium. In (9.1), every Fourier harmonic has
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Fig. 9.1: A one-dimensional diffraction grating. (a) A monochromatic plane wave is incident on a periodic array of objects placed in an isotropic homogeneous medium. (b) Graphical construction of
propagating and evanescent diffracted waves at a given angular frequency ω and angle of incidence
θ. All wavevectors falling out of the dispersion relation – a circle of radius ω/c – are evanescent;
this happens whenever |k2n | > ω/c. Wavevectors falling on the circle are propagating; in the example shown, only orders of diffraction n = 0 and n = −1 are propagating. Orders of diffraction with
n ≥ 1 or n ≤ −2 are evanescent.

amplitude a n and the wavevector component k1n is either a real or a purely imaginary complex number, depending on the sign of the expression under the square root
in (9.2). Note that k2n remains real valued. Figure 9.1 (b) shows a graphical construction to judge which diffraction orders are propagating and which are evanescent.
At a given frequency ω, evanescent waves are characterized by the fact that
their wavevector, k(ω), is complex valued. In the simple grating model above, each
diffracted wave with n ≠ 0 becomes evanescent under the cut-off frequency ω n =
|k2n |c but is propagating above it. Now, since the incident wave satisfies the dispersion relation, we have k1 = (ω/c) sin θ and k2 = (ω/c) cos θ if θ is the angle of
incidence. The expression for the cut-off frequencies becomes
{ n θ 2πc
a
ω n = { 1−sin
|n| 2πc
{ 1+sin θ a

if n ≥ 0,

(9.3)

if n < 0.

The complex band structure for diffracted waves on transmission (in the direction of
positive x1 ) is
2
{√ ω2 − ( ωc sin θ + n 2π
a )
k1n (ω) = { c
ω
2π
ω2
2
√
{−ı ( c sin θ + n a ) − c2
2

if ω ≥ ω n ,

(9.4)

otherwise.

Note that for reflected diffracted waves it is sufficient to use the same expressions with
reversed signs. The complex band structure (9.4) is plotted in Figure 9.2 for both normal incidence and oblique incidence. Note that diffraction orders ±n are degenerate
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Fig. 9.2: Complex band structure of the one-dimensional diffraction grating. The complex band
structure is plotted from the analytical expression (9.4) for the complex wavenumber k1 as a function of angular frequency ω and of diffraction order n for (a) normal incidence (θ = 0) and for (b)
oblique incidence (θ = π/10).

in the complex band structure for normal incidence, but that the degeneracy is lifted
for oblique incidence. Whatever the angle of incidence, the n-th complex band starts
at the zero frequency with the imaginary wavenumber
k1n (ω = 0) = −ı|n|

2π
.
a

Should we select complex k or complex ω? In the example of the one-dimensional
grating, we have been naturally driven toward a formulation where we found k1 (ω),
i.e. we obtained the complex wavenumber in the direction of propagation as a function
of a real frequency. Anticipating the following derivation, we might say the spatial
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inhomogeneity was the reason for us taking this path. This was also the case with the
linear chain of masses connected by springs and with the array of resonators grafted
along a waveguide in Chapter 2. For waves propagating in spatially periodic regions of
space, it is intuitive that the complex k(ω) approach makes sense for monochromatic
waves in the sense that it measures the spatial decay of waves upon propagation.
Now it is equally true that complex frequencies are very useful to describe the
attenuation of vibrations in time. The quality factor of a resonance, Q, measures the
number of oscillations a resonator can support before the vibration energy has decreased by a factor e−2π ≈ 0.2%. It can be used to define a complex frequency ω0 =
ı
), with ω r = 2π
ω r (1 + 2Q
T the angular resonant frequency and T the period of oscillation. Indeed, after a time t = QT, the vibration energy is proportional to
ωr
exp(−2 Im(ω0 )t) = exp (−
× QT) = exp(−2π).
Q
Looking at the equation systems we have solved in the previous chapters for both
sonic and phononic crystals, Bloch waves are generally found as the solutions of the
linear problem
M(ω, k)y = 0,

(9.5)

with M(ω, k) = K(k)−ω2 M and y a vector of coefficients describing the Bloch wave in a
particular function basis (e.g. an exponential basis for PWE or a piecewise continuous
polynomial basis for FEM). The dispersion relation can then generally be written as the
secular equation
det M(ω, k) = 0.

(9.6)

As an algebraic equation, the dispersion relation has in general complex-valued (ω, k)
solutions. From a purely mathematical point of view, there is no reason to prefer real
over complex values for either the frequency or the wavevector. What matters is actually the physical meaning we can associate to them.
Coming back to the wave propagation problem, we can try to formally look for a
Green’s function that would give the elementary response to an elementary excitation.
Writing the Green’s function as a time and space Fourier transform
+∞

+∞

−∞

−∞

1
̄
g(t, x) =
k) exp(ıωt) exp(−ık · x),
∫ dω ∫ dkg(ω,
(2π)4

(9.7)

the Fourier transform is formally
̄
̄
g(ω,
k) = M(ω, k)−1 δ(ω,
k),

(9.8)

with δ(t, x) denoting the elementary excitation. Note that the variables of integration
ω and k in the integrals are real valued for the purpose of defining the Fourier transforms. We will assume that the order of the integrals can be interchanged. The spec̄
tral representation of the Green’s function, g(ω,
k), is well defined everywhere except
where the dispersion relation (9.6) is satisfied. At such (ω, k) points, it is singular.
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Let us first assume that we can write the singular part of the spectral Green’s function as
̄
g(ω,
k) ≈

g(k)
,
ω − ω p (k)

(9.9)

with ω p (k) a complex-valued band in the band structure. We could for instance use
the classical band structure computation with possibly complex-valued material constants to obtain this function. Then the singular part of the Green’s function would
be
g(t, x) ≈ H(t) Re (∫ dkg(k) exp(ı(ω p (k)t − k · x))) .

(9.10)

This function would describe the attenuation in time of a causal wavepacket. It should
be recognized, however, that this description is not very well suited to including the
effects of spatial inhomogeneity, including periodicity. More precisely, inhomogeneity
induces a strong dispersive character that is not captured by writing in (9.9) that the
pole amplitude g(k) is independent of frequency. Such a formulation is well suited for
homogeneous space and for transient problems.
Alternatively, we can write the singular part of the spectral Green’s function as
̄
g(ω,
k) ≈

g(ω)
k − kp (ω)

(9.11)

with kp (ω) a band in the complex band structure. This choice basically amounts to
reverting the roles of frequency and wavenumber in band structures. We argue that
kp (ω) can be defined easily even in the case of spatial inhomogeneity and periodicity,
because all that is required is to solve the monochromatic Helmholtz equation under appropriate boundary conditions. The singular part of the Green’s function would
then be
g(t, x) ≈ ∫ dωg(ω) exp(ı(ωt − k(ω) · x)).

(9.12)

In the context of sonic and phononic crystals, complex ω(k) approaches have
been used to describe the effect of loss on attenuation [56, 97]. Complex k(ω) have
also been used to describe viscoelastic loss, or more generally frequency-dependent
loss [109, 124]. The latter complex band structure approach is more general in that it
also describes evanescent Bloch waves in relation to periodicity, both in the direction
of propagation (Bragg band gaps) and in the transverse direction (orders of diffraction). As a result, we will systematically develop it in the rest of this chapter.
Do we have any demonstration that Bloch’s theorem extends to complex wavenumbers? It is clear that the derivation of Bloch’s theorem that we presented in
Chapter 2 requires real wavenumbers because spatial periodicity is strictly enforced
by the translation operators. Still, we have provided several examples where complex wavenumbers have introduced themselves naturally, without invoking Bloch’s
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theorem: one-dimensional Bragg band gaps in linear chains of masses connected by
springs, one-dimensional local resonances of resonators grafted on a waveguide, or
diffraction on gratings. It appears that the mathematical expression of the Bloch theorem (2.28) applies to a larger class of physical problems than the derivation would
seem to imply. But still, this is not a demonstration.

9.2 Evanescent Bloch waves of sonic crystals
A complex band structure is the mapping k(ω) of the wavenumber in the direction of
propagation as a function of angular frequency. A general method for obtaining an
eigenvalue problem in the form k(ω) instead of the classical ω(k) eigenvalue problem
is to come back to the first-order differential equations for strain and stress (for phononic crystals) or for pressure and velocity (for sonic crystals) [78]. Since we seek to
obtain the wavenumber in the direction of propagation, it will be found that in the
unknown physical fields, displacements must be complemented with stresses in the
propagation direction or that pressure must be complemented with velocity in the
propagation direction. Though the method was historically first introduced for phononic crystals, we start here with the simpler case of sonic crystals.

9.2.1 Analysis via the plane wave expansion
The PWE version of the sonic complex band structure (for pressure waves) was introduced by Romero–Garcia et al. [129, 130] closely following the original phononic
derivation for elastic waves [78]. We use the notations from Chapter 4 to set out the
method. We start from the PWE equations written for pressure and velocity (4.22)
and (4.23),
AΓ i P = ωVi ,

(9.13)

ω BP = Γ i V i ,

(9.14)

where we recall that the matrices A and B are formed from the Fourier series of the
material constants, and that Vi and P are vectors composed with the Fourier series
coefficients of velocity and pressure. We consider a certain direction of propagation
along the unit vector α, which can be a direction in reciprocal space.¹ We also add a
possible fixed translation in reciprocal space k0 , so that the wavevector is written
k = kα + k0 .

(9.15)

1 Since we are looking for the possible values of the wavenumber k at given angular frequency ω, the
wavevector is not constrained to the first Brillouin zone. Still, periodicity is enforced in the equations.
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The scalar k is the wavenumber we plan to play the role of the eigenvalue. Differential
matrices Γ i then have coefficients
(Γ i )mn = δ m−n (k i + G im ) = δ m−n (k i0 + G im ) + δ m−n kα i .

(9.16)

The basic idea of the following derivation is to isolate terms with the eigenvalue k from
those that do not contain it. We denote Γ i0 the matrix with elements δ m−n (k i0 + G im ).
This matrix includes both periodicity and the fixed translation in reciprocal space.
Thus
Γ i = Γ i0 + kα i I d .
(9.17)
Replacing in (9.13) and (9.14), we have
AΓ i0 P + kAα i P = ωVi ,

ω2 BP = Γ i0 ωVi + kωα i Vi = Γ i0 AΓ i0 P + kΓ i0 Aα i P + kωα i Vi .
Looking at the second equation, the natural eigenvector appears to be H = (P, ωα i Vi )T ,
with the second term having the units and meaning of the acceleration in the direction
of propagation. Left multiplying the first equation with α i and summing over i, we
obtain the equation system
(

ω2 B − B
−C2

0
C1
)H = k(
Id
D

Id
) H,
0

(9.18)

with
B = Γ i0 AΓ i0 ,

C1 = Γ i0 Aα i ,

C2 = α i AΓ i0 ,

D = α i Aα i = A.

(9.19)

We have hence obtained a generalized eigenvalue problem for the wavenumber k, as
planned. Note the very close similarity of (9.18) and (9.19) with the PWE expression for
surface elastic waves (7.10) and (7.11). In fact, the surface problem included the normal
stress components, orthogonal to the directions of periodicity, while we consider here
the acceleration in the direction of propagation which is a direction of periodicity.
The generalized eigenvalue problem (9.18) has no particular symmetries and
hence in general has complex-valued solutions. In the absence of loss, the material
constants are purely real and so are matrices B and A, and the matrices of the eigenvalue problem. In this case, complex eigenvalues appear in complex-conjugate pairs,
with the implication that evanescent Bloch waves always come in pairs of equally
decreasing and increasing waves with the same phase velocity (the same real part of
the wavenumber and the opposite sign of the imaginary part). It can also be remarked
that the classical PWE band structure is contained in the top left block of (9.18). Indeed, putting k = 0 we obtain (ω2 B − Γ i0 AΓ i0 )P = 0, which is just another way of
writing (4.24).
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9.2.2 Finite element modeling
We now derive the FEM version of the complex band structure of sonic crystals. To
obtain a variational formulation of this problem, we again seek to obtain an eigenvalue
equation for the wavenumber k while ω is a parameter. The derivation is in fact similar
to the PWE derivation. In the following, ∇p̄ must be understood as a shorthand for
∇p̄ − ık0 p,̄ where the translation in reciprocal space k0 was introduced in (9.15). We
rewrite (4.6) and (4.7) as
1
1
− ∇p̄ + ıkα p̄ = ıωv,̄
ρ
ρ
1
̄
ω2 p̄ = ∇ · (ıωv)̄ − ıkα · (ıωv).
B

(9.20)
(9.21)

Next we define the normal acceleration (or acceleration along the propagation direction) as
ϕ = ıωα · v,̄
(9.22)
and we transform the two equations above to the two scalar equations
1
1
−α · ∇p̄ + ık p̄ = ϕ,
ρ
ρ
1
1
1
̄ + ık(∇ · α) p̄ − ıkϕ.
ω2 p̄ = −∇ · ( ∇p)
B
ρ
ρ

(9.23)
(9.24)

The scalar differential operator α · ∇ = ∇ · α = α i ∂x∂ i . Rearranging the terms we get
1
1
(α · ∇)p̄ = ık p̄ ,
ρ
ρ
1
1
1
̄ = ık(α · ∇) p̄ − ıkϕ.
ω2 p̄ + ∇ · ( ∇p)
B
ρ
ρ
ϕ+

(9.25)
(9.26)

A variational form of these equations is obtained by considering a vector of two
test functions (ϕ , p̄  ) living in the same finite element space as (ϕ, p)̄ and by taking
the scalar product² of (9.25) with ϕ and (9.26) with p̄  . We obtain
̄ ∀(ϕ , p ),
∫ dxA(ϕ , p̄  ; ϕ, p)̄ = (ık) ∫ dxB(ϕ , p̄  ; ϕ, p),
Ω

(9.27)

Ω

with
1
1
1
A(ϕ , p̄  ; ϕ, p)̄ = ϕ∗ ϕ + ϕ∗ (α · ∇p)̄ + ω2 p̄ ∗ p̄ − (∇p̄  )† ∇p,̄
ρ
B
ρ
1
1
B(ϕ , p̄  ; ϕ, p)̄ = ϕ∗ p̄ − (α · ∇p̄  )∗ p̄ − p̄ ∗ ϕ.
ρ
ρ

(9.28)
(9.29)

2 The scalar product is Hermitian here, as the physical fields are complex. The Floquet phase factors
exp(−ık0 · x) for ϕ and p,̄ and exp(ık0 · x) for ϕ∗ and p̄ ∗ are omitted here for simplicity, but they must
be taken into account for the full derivation of the variational formulation; see Section 4.1.5.
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The matrix form of this variational problem obtained by FEM again assumes the form
of a generalized eigenvalue problem (but now for ık), with nonsymmetrical matrices.
As a consequence, the eigenvalues are in general complex. In case B and ρ are realvalued functions, eigenvalues come out as complex conjugate pairs, as we observed
before for the PWE equations.

9.2.3 Complex band structure
In order to illustrate the complex band structure of sonic crystals, we consider the
case of a square-lattice crystal of steel rods in water. Of course, steel is represented in
this context by the equivalent fluid material supporting only pressure (longitudinal)
waves. We also include a discussion of the impact of symmetry, and in particular of
deaf bands, on the complex band structures, by considering both circular and halfcircular rods. Numerical results are obtained with the FEM model for sonic crystals.
Comparison with the classical band structure can be made by comparing with Figures 4.20 and 4.21. The diameter to lattice constant ratio is fixed to d/a = 0.8 in the
following.
Figure 9.3 presents the complex band structure for a 2D sonic crystal of circular
steel rods in water, obtained for the X direction of the first Brillouin zone, i.e. for k0 = 0
and α = (1, 0, 0)T . Two types of presentation are shown. The first presentation uses
two side-by-side panels giving angular frequency versus the imaginary and the real
part of the wavenumber. It should be clear that these are scatter plots that were obtained by scanning ω and obtaining the eigenvalues k for each value. The panels are
limited artificially to 0 ≤ Re(k) < π/a and Im(k) ≤ 0, but eigenvalues cover a wider
range. The choice made is justified by the following facts.
– The real part respects periodicity and thus can always be folded back to the first
Brillouin zone.
– Eigenvalues come in complex-conjugate pairs, so that we show only those with
a negative imaginary part, corresponding to evanescent waves decreasing in the
direction of propagation. There is an equal number of evanescent waves with a
positive imaginary part of k, that are increasing in the direction of propagation
and of course decreasing in the reverse direction.
– Under the exchange α → −α (for k0 = 0), the eigenvalue problem is unchanged
apart from k → −k as can be checked directly from (9.19) for instance.
The second presentation of the complex band structure is on a cube for which ω varies
along the vertical direction while the complex plane (Re(k), Im(k)) is placed horizontally. With this presentation, the classical band structure would be located on the rear
face of the cube. Any evanescent Bloch waves thus appear away from this rear face.
Purely imaginary wavevectors are located on the lateral faces, while general complex
wavevectors appear inside the cube.
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Fig. 9.3: Complex band structure for a square-lattice 2D sonic crystal of circular steel rods in water
with d/a = 0.8, shown along direction X of the first Brillouin zone. Antisymmetric (deaf) bands are
shown with small dots, while symmetric (nondeaf) bands are shown with large dots.
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In Figure 9.3, it can be observed that the physical origin of every band can be followed
from the zero frequency upward. The 0-th order Bloch wave is the only one that is
propagating for low frequencies. The band formed by this wave rises from the Γ point
to the X point, where it enters a Bragg band gap. An evanescent arc circle continuously joins the lower branch to its folding above. Three further foldings of this band
can be observed for increasing ω, at Γ, X and Γ again. Higher-order Bloch waves are
first purely evanescent (Re(k) = 0) and converge continuously toward their frequency
cut-off, which is different for each Bloch wave. Above this frequency cut-off, they also
form a succession of propagating and evanescent branches. The symmetry character
of each Bloch wave, either symmetric or antisymmetric, is indicated in Figure 9.3. This
information is useful to analyze experimental results, including the influence of deaf
bands on the transmission, as we discussed in Chapter 4. Note that the bands for the
first-order Bloch waves ±1 both cross the band for the zeroth-order Bloch wave in the
middle of the second Bragg band gap of the latter, close to the condition ω/c = 2π/a
which is the onset condition for diffraction for the square lattice in the X direction.
The problem of diffraction of external waves on sonic and phononic crystals will be
discussed specifically in Chapter 12.
Figure 9.4 presents the complex band structure of the 2D sonic crystal of circular
steel rods in water, obtained for the M direction of the first Brillouin zone, i.e. for k0 = 0
and α = (1/√2, 1/√2, 0)T . Compared to the X direction in Figure 9.3, there are mostly
strong similarities regarding essential features but two main differences. A first difference is that the higher-order Bloch waves start at low frequency at either the Γ or the
M point, depending on their parity: Γ point for even n and M point for odd n. A second
difference is that the antisymmetric (AS) first order Bloch wave crosses the band for
the zeroth-order Bloch wave at the first Bragg band gap of the latter, while the symmetric (S) first order Bloch wave does so at the third Bragg band gap. The first crossing
is close to the condition ω/c = √2π/a which is the onset condition for diffraction for
the square lattice in the M direction (see Chapter 12).
Let us now consider the case of half-circular steel rods. As we discussed in Chapter 4, the existence of symmetrical and antisymmetrical Bloch waves depends on
the combination of the lattice symmetry and of the unit cell symmetry (material
anisotropy does not play a part for pressure waves). Figure 9.5 shows the complex band
structure for the Y direction of the first Brillouin zone, i.e. for k0 = 0 and α = (0, 1, 0)T .
Since the Y direction remains a symmetry direction, it is not surprising that the result
looks quite like the X direction result for circular rods in Figure 9.3 (the X and Y directions were equivalent in the latter case). The complex band structures are obviously
not the same, but general observations remain the same.
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Fig. 9.4: Complex band structure for a square-lattice 2D sonic crystal of circular steel rods in water
with d/a = 0.8, shown along direction M of the first Brillouin zone. Antisymmetric (deaf) bands are
shown with small dots, while symmetric (nondeaf) bands are shown with large dots.
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Fig. 9.5: Complex band structure for a square-lattice 2D sonic crystal of half-circular steel rods in
water with d/a = 0.8, shown along direction Y of the first Brillouin zone. Antisymmetric (deaf)
bands are shown with small dots, while symmetric (nondeaf) bands are shown with large dots.
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Fig. 9.6: Complex band structure for a square-lattice 2D sonic crystal of half-circular steel rods in
water with d/a = 0.8, shown along direction M of the first Brillouin zone.
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In the M direction considered in Figure 9.6, however, the situation is changed radically. This direction is no longer a symmetry direction of the sonic crystal and there
is no separation between S and AS Bloch waves. As a result, there are more interactions between the different bands and the complex band structure is more difficult to
read. Note the appearance of several inhomogeneous bands, with the wavenumber
generally complex and not simply either real or imaginary.

9.3 Evanescent Bloch waves of phononic crystals
In this section, we derive the complex band structure for elastic waves in phononic
crystals. The mathematics are merely extensions of the sonic crystal case, apart from
the addition of anisotropy and of piezoelectricity, where needed.

9.3.1 Analysis via the plane wave expansion
The notations for the PWE method for elastic waves were given in Chapter 6. The basic
PWE equations are (6.27) and (6.28),
ıΓ j Tij = ω2 Rik Uk ,
Tij = −ıCijkl Γ l Uk .

(9.30)
(9.31)

As a reminder, indices j and l run from 1 to 3 since they account for partial derivatives
with respect to the coordinates of space. Indices i and k run from 1 to r, with r = 3
for elastic solids and r = 4 for piezoelectric solids, since they are associated with the
polarization of the elastic waves. The main mathematical trick is again the decomposition (9.15) for the wavevector and the expression (9.17) for matrices Γ j . As a result of
their introduction,
ıΓ j0 Tij + ıkα j Tij = ω2 Rik Uk ,
Tij = −ıCijkl Γ l0 Uk − ıkCijkl α l Uk .
The natural eigenvector associated with eigenvalue k is H = (U, ıTα )T = (Uk , ıα j Tij )T
and has 2r × M components. The second term in the eigenvector is proportional to the
stresses in the direction of propagation. Inserting the second equation in the first (but
only for the first occurrence of Tij ), we have
(Γ j0 Cijkl Γ l0 )Uk + k(Γ j0 Cijkl α l )Uk + k(ıα j Tij ) = ω2 Rik Uk .
Multiplying the second equation with α j and summing over index j, we get
(ıα j Tij ) = (α j Cijkl Γ l0 )Uk + k(α j Cijkl α l )Uk .
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Gathering up the results, we can form a generalized eigenvalue problem similar to
(9.18)
(

ω2 R − B
−C2

0
C1
)H = k(
Id
D

Id
) H,
0

(9.32)

with the matrices B, C1 , C2 , and D formed from r × r blocks of size M × M given by
B ik = Γ j0 Cijkl Γ l0 ,

(C1 )ik = Γ j0 Cijkl α l ,

(C2 )ik = α j Cijkl Γ l0 ,

D ik = α j Cijkl α l ,

using the rules expressed by (6.31) and (6.32) [78].
As a whole, except for the size of matrices that are larger by a factor r2 (the number of degrees of freedom for the polarization of elastic waves), the general eigenvalue
problem for phononic crystals is very similar to the one for sonic crystals. The properties of evanescent Bloch waves and of complex band structures we mentioned before
are alike in both case.

9.3.2 Analysis via the finite element method
The FEM version of the complex band structure of phononic crystals is derived as follows. Assuming monochromaticity and the Bloch–Floquet theorem, we can write for
the periodic part of the solution
T̄ ij = c ijkl (ū k,l − ıkα l ū k ),
T̄ ij,j − ıkα j T̄ ij = −ρω2 ū i ,

(9.33)
(9.34)

where it is implicitly assumed that the following replacements are being made
ū k,l ← ū k,l − ık0l ū k ,
T̄ ij,j ← T̄ ij,j − ık0j T̄ ij ,
to account for the possible existence of a shift in reciprocal space k0 .
At this point, it appears that the unknown physical fields that will give us a generalized eigenvalue problem for k are ū k and τ i = α j T̄ ij . τ is the vector of stresses in
the direction of propagation. Inserting (9.33) into (9.34) we get
ρω2 ū i + c ijkl ū k,jl = ıkc ijkl α l ū k,j + ıkτ i .

(9.35)

Furthermore, multiplying (9.33) with α j we get
τ i − c ijkl α j ū k,l = −ıkc ijkl α j α l ū k .

(9.36)

A variational form is obtained by considering a vector of 2r test functions (ui , τi )
living in the same finite element space as (u i , τ i ), i = 1, . . . , r. More precisely, we sum
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the scalar product of (9.35) with ui and the scalar product of (9.36) with τi to obtain
∫ drA(τ  , u ; τ, u) = (ık) ∫ drB(τ  , u ; τ, u), ∀(τ  , u ),
Ω

(9.37)

Ω

with
A(τ  , u ; τ, u) = (τ )∗i τ i − c ijkl α j (τ )∗i ū k,l + ρω2 (ū  )∗i ū i − c ijkl (ū  )∗i,j ū k,l ,




B(τ , u ; τ, u) =

−c ijkl α j α l (τ )∗i ū k

−

c ijkl (ū  )∗i,j α l ū k

+

(ū  )∗i τ i .

(9.38)
(9.39)

We define the symbols
(1)

C Ik = c Ikl α l , I = (ij),

(9.40)

(2)
C iJ

(9.41)

= c ijJ α j , J = (kl),

D ik = c ijkl α j α l ,

(9.42)

where we recall that I and J are indices running from 1 to 6 that replace the pairs of
symmetric indices (ij) and (kl), respectively. The variational form can be rewritten
(2)

̄
A(τ  , u ; τ, u) = (τ )∗i τ i − C iJ (τ )∗i S J (u)̄ + ρω2 (ū  )∗i ū i − c IJ S∗I (ū  )S J (u),
B(τ  , u ; τ, u) = −D ik (τ )∗i ū k −

(1)
C Ik S∗I (ū  )ū k

+ (ū  )∗i τ i .

(9.43)
(9.44)

With these notations, the resemblance with the PWE equations (9.32) becomes clear.
In particular, once discretized on a given finite element space, the variational formulation yields a generalized eigenvalue problem of the same type as the PWE problem.
Once again, the advantages of the FEM implementation with respect to the PWE implementation are that sparse matrices result and that the geometry can be approached
more closely with a mesh than using a fixed array of Fourier harmonics.

9.3.3 Complex band structure
In Figures 9.7 and 9.8 we present examples of complex band structures for the case of
a 2D phononic crystal of circular holes in silicon. A classical phononic band structure
for this system and in the X direction was presented in Figure 6.14. Silicon is considered to be oriented in its natural crystallographic axes. As a result, out-of-plane shear
waves separate from in-plane polarized longitudinal and shear waves, as we discussed
in Chapter 5. Figure 9.7 displays the complex band structures, in both cases in the X
direction. As compared to scalar pressure waves in Section 9.2, the complexity of the
out-of-plane shear complex band structure is similar and the observations we made
earlier still apply.
Figure 9.9 displays the Bloch waves for points of particular interest labeled A, B, C
and D in Figure 9.7 (a), for propagation in the X direction. Points A, B and C all belong
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Fig. 9.7: Complex band structure for a square-lattice two-dimensional phononic crystal of holes
in silicon. The ΓX direction is considered with d/a = 0.85. Band structures are (a) for pure shear
Bloch waves (polarized along x3 ) and (b) for Bloch waves polarized in-plane (in the (x1 , x2 ) plane).
Eigensolutions to the k(ω) problem are plotted with dots. In (b), circles are overlayed at each eigensolution to indicate the polarization content of the Bloch wave. The gray scale varies from black for
pure shear to white for pure longitudinal.
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Fig. 9.8: Complex band structure for a square-lattice two-dimensional phononic crystal of holes
in silicon. The ΓM direction is considered with d/a = 0.85. Band structures are (a) for pure shear
Bloch waves (polarized along x3 ) and (b) for Bloch waves polarized in-plane (in the (x1 , x2 ) plane).
Eigensolutions to the k(ω) problem are plotted with dots. In (b), circles are overlayed at each eigensolution to indicate the polarization content of the Bloch wave. The gray scale varies from black for
pure shear to white for pure longitudinal.
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Fig. 9.9: Evolution of the polarization across the lower band gap for some pure shear Bloch waves.
Points A, B and C are defined in Figure 9.7 (a). The modulus of the displacement u3 is displayed
for points A, B and C, and the real part of u3 is displayed for point D. Points A, B and C are for the
entrance, the middle, and the exit of the lower band gap, respectively. Point D is for an evanescent
Bloch wave at the same frequency as point B.

to the zeroth Bragg order of diffraction. Point A is for the entrance of the first Bragg
band gap and point C is for its exit. It can be seen that the distribution of displacement
u3 changes radically between both points and actually these two Bloch waves are orthogonal in the sense of the scalar product defined by integrating over the unit cell. At
the center of the band gap, at point B, the distribution of displacement is somewhat
in-between that at points A and C. The decrease in the amplitude as the Bloch wave
travels to the right can be noticed. The Bloch wave at point D belongs to the first-order
Bragg order of diffraction. This is an antisymmetric wave with respect to the direction
of propagation, as the distribution of displacement reveals.
The complex band structure for in-plane polarized longitudinal and shear waves
is shown in Figure 9.7 (b). There are more bands than in the out-of-plane shear waves
case and the interaction between the two polarization components (u1 and u2 )
changes with frequency for each system of bands. Information about the amount
of each polarization (p1 , p2 ) has been added to the graph with gray circles changing
continuously from black for pure shear waves to white for pure longitudinal waves.
Figure 9.10 displays the evanescent Bloch waves for points of particular interest labeled E, F and G in Figure 9.7 (b). Bloch wave F is mostly longitudinal (u1 dominates
over u2 ). Its symmetry character is a bit more intricate compared to the case of scalar
waves, since this wave is symmetric with respect to the propagation direction for
u1 but antisymmetric for u2 . Bloch waves E and G are mostly shear. Bloch wave E
(G, respectively) is symmetric (antisymmetric, resp.) with respect to the propagation
direction for u2 but antisymmetric for u1 (symmetric, resp.).
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Fig. 9.10: Evolution of the polarization across the lower band gap for some in-plane polarized Bloch
waves. Points E, F and G are defined in Figure 9.7 (b). The real parts of the displacements u1 and u2
are displayed.

Figure 9.8 displays the complex band structures for the M direction. Their features are
comparable to those of the complex band structures for the X direction in Figure 9.7.
One noticeable difference, however, is the presence for in-plane polarized waves of
inhomogeneous (or generally complex) evanescent bands. For instance, there is an
inhomogeneous band connecting the first and the second mostly-shear real bands in
Figure 9.7 (b), for reduced frequencies ωa/(2π) roughly between 1000 and 2000 m/s.

9.3.4 Viscoelastic losses
In Section 5.2 we introduced a simple model for the viscoelastic losses of solids. In homogeneous media, the addition of an imaginary part of the elastic tensor proportional
to frequency explains well the frequently observed ω2 -dependence of plane wave attenuation on propagation. In phononic crystals, viscoelastic loss has additional consequences linked to periodicity [109].
Figure 9.11 displays the complex band structure for a 2D square-lattice phononic
crystal of circular holes in silicon, as we have already considered before. The graph is
limited to pure shear waves, for simplicity. Compared to Figure 9.7 (a), the representation extends over the first Brillouin zone and slightly beyond for the real part of the
wavenumber, and both positive and negative imaginary parts are shown as well. The
purpose is to indicate the physical meaning of each particular complex band, and especially to indicate if real-valued Bloch waves are propagating to the right (R) or to
the left (L). The bands holding the dispersion of the first evanescent Bloch waves are
also indicated as either decreasing to the right (ER) or to the left (EL). Globally, this
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Fig. 9.11: Complex band structure computed with PWE for a lossless square-lattice phononic crystal of silicon with circular holes. The filling fraction is 57 %. In the complex band structure, the reduced frequency is presented as a function of (a) the real part and (b) the imaginary part of the wave
number. (c) The group slowness obtained by the eigenvector method is shown as a function of the
reduced frequency.

representation is intended to highlight the continuity of each system of bands in the
complex band structure k(ω), a property that is absent in the classical band structure
∂k
ω(k). Figure 9.11 (c) shows the group slowness, Re( ∂ω
), computed from the solution
of the eigenvalue problem using a method that is discussed in Chapter 12. We recall
that group slowness is the inverse of group velocity. For the propagating Bloch waves
labeled R and L, it goes to ±∞ at the entrance and at the exit of the Bragg band gap
(meaning that the group velocity is zero at these frequencies).
Viscoelastic losses are then added according to (5.23):
cijkl = c ijkl + ıωη ijkl ,
where η ijkl is the phonon viscosity tensor, with the same symmetries as the elastic
tensor. The complex band structure is calculated with a complex-valued elastic tensor exactly as with a real-valued elastic tensor. Indeed, the matrices in (9.32) or (9.43)
were already frequency dependent. In practice, the solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem remains similar to the lossless case, except that all Bloch waves are
now evanescent, since all wavenumbers are complex valued.
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Fig. 9.12: Complex band structure computed with PWE for a lossy square-lattice phononic crystal of
silicon with circular holes. The filling fraction is 57 %. In the complex band structure, the reduced
frequency is presented as a function of (a) the real part and (b) the imaginary part of the wave number. (c) The group slowness obtained by the eigenvector method is shown as a function of the reduced frequency.

As an example, Figure 9.12 shows the transformation of the complex band structure
of Figure 9.11 when viscoelasticity is introduced. Since only pure shear waves are considered in this example, only the value of η44 is relevant. Table 9.1 lists the numerical
values that are used here. The arbitrary value η44 = 0.08 Pa.s is purposely exaggerated by approximately a factor 100 compared to the actual known value for silicon in
Table 5.3. This choice is made so that the modifications of the complex band structure
become clearly visible. The lattice constant is fixed to a = 1 μm so that the frequency
range in Figure 9.12 is actually from 0 to 6 GHz. The following observations can be
made.
– Initially propagating Bloch waves R and L are differently affected by losses in different frequency ranges. Outside band gaps, the ω2 -dependence of the imaginary
part of the wavenumber applies similarly to bulk elastic waves of homogeneous
media. Within a band gap, the imaginary part of the wavenumber is almost unchanged from the lossless case, because it was already large in magnitude, but
the real part acquires a distinctive dispersion. Instead of degenerate vertical real
bands, the R and the L Bloch waves have clearly distinct and opposite variations.
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Tab. 9.1: Material constants considered for pure shear elastic wave propagation in silicon. These
values are used to obtain Figures 9.11 and 9.12. The shear viscosity value is arbitrarily chosen (it is
not the intrinsic shear viscosity of bulk silicon).
Material

c44 (GPa)

ρ (kg/m3 )

η44 (Pa · s)

Lossless silicon
Arbitrary viscous silicon

79.6
79.6

2330
2330

—
0.08

–

These variations imply that the group slowness becomes smaller around the band
gap edges: the bands appear rounded instead of forming sharp corners. Consequently, the group velocity is no longer zero but has a lower bound dictated by
the amount of loss [80]. Exact formulas for this lower bound can be obtained [80].
The initially evanescent Bloch waves ER and EL are not strongly affected by losses.
While the imaginary part of the wavenumber is not very significantly modified, the
real part acquires a ω2 -dependence that becomes clearly apparent in the upper
range of frequencies of Figure 9.12 (a).

9.4 Supercells and defect modes
A sonic or a phononic crystal is defined by some primitive cell that is repeated periodically over space with lattice vectors (a1 , a2 , a3 ). A supercell is constructed from the
primitive cell by repeating it l × m × n times along the three lattice vectors. The supercell is itself periodic with lattice vectors (la1 , ma2 , na3 ). Its volume is lmn times
larger than the volume of the original primitive cell. Reciprocally, the reciprocal primitive cell has lattice vectors (b1 /l, b2 /m, b3 /n). Its volume is lmn times smaller than
the volume of the original reciprocal primitive cell. These considerations are depicted
in Figure 9.13 for the two-dimensional square-lattice case and for l = 3 and m = 2.
The band structure of the supercell of course has a direct relation to the band
structure of the original primitive cell, since the supercell contains exactly the same
information as the original primitive cell. Indeed, the band structure for the supercell
contains lmn more bands than the original band structure. Denoting k a wavevector
of a Bloch wave of the supercell, bands are obtained from wavevectors k of the original
band structure given by
k = k +

p
q
r
b1 + b2 + b3 ,
l
m
n

(9.45)

with the integers p = 1 . . . l − 1, q = 1 . . . m − 1, and r = 1 . . . n − 1. It can be easily
checked that all the contents of the original reciprocal primitive cell are recovered for
these relations as k varies in the reciprocal primitive cell associated with the supercell.
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Fig. 9.13: Definition of a supercell and of its reciprocal primitive cell in two dimensions. (a) The
supercell is defined in direct space by considering a cluster of l × m primitive cells. The supercell
has lattice vectors la1 and ma2 . In the drawing, l = 3 and m = 2. (b) The reciprocal primitive cell
is consequently partitioned into l × m equal parts. (c) The reciprocal unit cell associated with the
supercell is constituted by merging the latter l × m parts. The resulting cell has reciprocal lattice
vectors b1 /l and b2 /m.

Since all bands for the supercell originate from some path in the reciprocal primitive
cell, the full or complete band gaps are preserved. Directional band gaps, however,
are not preserved. As an illustration, let us consider in Figure 9.14 the complex band
structure for a 2D square-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water, plotted for both
the ΓX and the ΓM directions. The complete band gap is limited from below by the
ΓM direction and from above by the ΓX direction. Now let us consider the ΓX direction for a 6 × 1 supercell, as depicted in Figure 9.15 (a). From (9.45), with l = 1 and
m = 6, we expect the complex band structure to contain a combination of bands
(k1 , 0), (k1 , b/6), (k1 , 2b/6), (k1 , 3b/6), (k1 , 4b/6), and (k1 , 5b/6) from the original
problem. Given the equivalence of directions (k1 , b/6) and (k1 , 5b/6), and of directions (k1 , 2b/6) and (k1 , 4b/6), we are left with four distinct origins for the complex
bands in Figure 9.15 (a). This is indeed what is obtained numerically.
Of course, considering a purely periodic supercell is rather useless, as the system
size is made larger and the computation time much longer just to obtain a combination that can be deduced from the original band structure. The actual usefulness of
supercells is the introduction of defects in the otherwise perfectly periodic crystal. As
an example, a defect can be introduced in the middle of the previous 6 × 1 supercell,
as depicted in Figure 9.15 (b). As the supercell is repeated periodically in the vertical
direction, the actual separation of the central defect from its nearest copies is exactly
six rows of the crystal. For frequencies within the complete band gap, there are only
evanescent Bloch waves in the perfect crystal and hence the periodic defects are only
coupled evanescently; this coupling becomes very small as the number of separation
rows is made larger and eventually the defects can be considered as isolated. In the
region of the defect, acoustic or elastic waves can be allowed to propagate, and hence
form waveguides, or to become spatially localized, and hence form cavities. These
mechanisms are specifically discussed in Chapter 11. For now, let us only comment
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Fig. 9.14: Complex band structure for a 2D square-lattice sonic crystal of steel cylindrical rods in
water. The diameter to lattice constant ratio is d/a = 0.9. The complex band structure is shown
for (a) the Γ X direction and (b) the Γ M direction. The complete band gap is indicated by the gray
rectangular area. This figure is provided for comparison with the supercell complex band structure
in Figure 9.15.

on the complex band structure in Figure 9.15 (b). Additional bands appear inside the
complete band gaps. They actually give the dispersion of waves guided inside the defect and propagating along axis x1 . It can further be seen that two systems of guided
waves are formed, each with both propagating and evanescent branches. Indeed, the
waveguide is periodic along axis x1 and thus it should not be surprising that 1D band
gaps can be introduced for waves guided by a sonic or phononic band gap effect. In
general, waveguides formed this way are multimode and the bandwidth inside which
guidance is obtained is smaller than the complete band gap range.
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Fig. 9.15: Complex band structure for a 2D supercell of a square-lattice sonic crystal of steel cylindrical rods in water. (a) The 6 × 1 supercell for the periodic crystal introduces a superposition of
four distinct band systems (see text). (b) A central defect is introduced to define the core of a sonic
crystal waveguide. Complex bands appear in the complete band gap range. (c) The classical band
structure corresponding to (b) shows only the propagating guided Bloch waves.

10 Locally-resonant crystals
We have introduced the concept of local resonance in Chapter 2 through the example of finite-length tubes grafted on a waveguide. Sonic or phononic crystals containing internal structures in their unit cell that present resonances are known as locallyresonant crystals. As resonance frequencies are not dictated by periodicity as in the
case of Bragg interference, they have attracted a lot of attention for applications at low
frequencies. Indeed, locally-resonant (LR) crystals can present band gaps, or rather
transmission zeros, for frequencies such that the wavelength in an effective equivalent medium would be much larger than the lattice constant. In the present chapter
we explore various implementations of the concept of local resonance. We start however in the first section with a physical discussion of its origin and of its relation to
Fano resonance.

10.1 Local resonance and Fano resonance
The concept of locally-resonant crystals was introduced in 2000 by Liu et al. [89]. Their
original structure is shown in Figure 10.1. A simple cubic lattice of coated spheres is
placed in a matrix composed of epoxy. The spheres are made of lead and are coated
with a layer of silicon rubber. The mass density of lead is very large, so that the lead
spheres can be thought of as heavy rigid solids. Silicon rubber, in contrast, is a very
soft material having small elastic constants. The silicon rubber layer can thus be imagined to form an elastic spring with rather small rigidity, so that it can be easily deform as the central sphere is moving around. Intuitively, low-frequency elastic waves
propagating in the epoxy matrix will be relatively insensitive to the exact internal details of the unit cell of the crystal¹ except at certain frequencies where internal resonances of the unit cell can be excited. What are those resonances that appear in the
low frequency range? Let us first imagine that the central lead sphere is free to move in
space as a rigid body, as if it were levitating. There are at least six independent natural modes of motion of the sphere requiring no energy: three elementary rotations and
three elementary translations in physical space. The frequencies of these six natural
rigid body modes are initially zero. Second, we now consider the same motions for the
rigid sphere coated with the soft rubber layer, which is itself fixed to the epoxy matrix. Some energy will now be required to set the sphere into rotation or translation,
with the result that the resonant frequencies will move away from zero. Since rota-

1 More precisely, low-frequency elastic waves have a very long wavelength compared to the lattice
constant, a regime where mathematical homogenization can be performed to obtain effective material
constants for wave propagation. Hence, the effective mass density and effective elastic constants will
be some mean value of the constants of the three different constituents of the unit cell.
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Fig. 10.1: A locally-resonant phononic crystal. (a) Cross section of a coated lead sphere that forms
the basic structure unit (b) for an 8 × 8 × 8 crystal. (c) Calculated (solid line) and measured (circles)
amplitude transmission coefficient along the [100] direction are plotted as a function of frequency.
The calculation is for a four-layer slab of simple cubic arrangement of coated spheres, periodic parallel to the slab. The observed transmission characteristics correspond well with the calculated
band structure (d), from 200 to 2000 Hz, of a simple cubic structure of coated spheres. Three modes
(two transverse and one longitudinal) are distinguishable in the [110] direction, to the left of the
Γ point. The two transverse modes are degenerate along the [100] direction, to the right of the
Γ point. Note the expanded scale near the Γ point (after Liu et al. [89], copyright 2000 American
Association for the Advancement of Science).

tion involves mostly shear strain in the silicon rubber layer, while translations involve
some combination of compressional and shear strains, locally-resonant frequencies
corresponding to rotation will appear at frequencies lower than those corresponding
to translations.²

2 In Chapter 2 we explicitly related the locally-resonant frequency shift for tubes grafted on a waveguide to the excitation of evanescent waves in the waveguide, see (2.61).
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The band structure in Figure 10.1 (d) shows peculiar and specific patterns. Two
band gaps are introduced in the low frequency range, around 0.5 and 1.5kHz. Given
the lattice constant a = 15.5 mm, these band gaps appear much lower in frequency
than would be expected in the case of Bragg band gaps, which we have seen many different examples of in the previous chapters. One striking detail is also that the band
gaps are opened at the X point of the first Brillouin zone (or at any other high symmetry
point different to the Γ point) and closed at the Γ point. Hence, bands seemingly jump
from one high symmetry point to another, whereas we observed in Chapter 9 that the
evanescent Bloch waves connecting the entrance to the exit of Bragg band gaps originated from one single high-symmetry point at a time. The complex band structure of
a locally-resonant sonic crystal is discussed explicitly in Section 10.2.
The physical origins of the Bragg band gaps and of the locally-resonant band gaps
are actually different. We have already outlined a few examples in Chapter 2: Bragg
band gaps were derived for the bilinear chain (see the discussion around Figure 2.14)
and for 1D gratings (see Figure 2.16); locally-resonant gaps were described for a periodic array of resonators grafted on a waveguide (see Figure 2.21). A physical picture
can be drawn as shown in Figure 10.2. The left panel schematically indicates the dispersion of different elements in a band structure (k, ω). A wave propagating in an intrinsically nondispersive medium is represented with a straight line whose slope is a
velocity c. A resonant element without any connection with the propagation medium
can be represented with a horizontal line, with the meaning that it has a precise resonant frequency and that it is perfectly confined in space: the spatial Fourier transform
extends over all possible values of the wavenumber k. One-dimensional periodicity is
represented by the edges of the first Brillouin zone, as vertical lines for k = ±π/a. The
right panels depicts the hybridization that occurs when the resonant element interacts with waves in the propagation medium but also the folding of bands caused by
periodicity. Hybridization describes the avoided crossing that occurs in the frequency

ω

ω
c

ω0

ω0
k
π/a

k
π/a

Fig. 10.2: Schematic representation of the formation of Bragg band gaps and of locally-resonant
band gaps.
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region where the inclined and the horizontal line should have met. If the propagating wave and the vibration excited in the resonator can couple, they combine to form
a continuous pair of bands defining a frequency band gap around the resonance. It
must be stressed that this band gap is in essence independent of periodicity; hence
if the coupling does not vanish for any direction of propagation, the locally-resonant
band gap is always a complete band gap. In contrast, Bragg band gaps occur because
of periodicity around foldings at high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone.
Figure 10.3 shows numerical simulation results obtained by Goffaux et al. [42]. The
two-dimensional structure considered is similar to the three dimensional one in Figure 10.1: gold cylinders are coated with a rubber polymer and embedded in an epoxy
background. The rubber polymer is assumed to have small longitudinal and shear
velocities, or equivalently very small elastic constants. Under these conditions, low
frequency local resonances appear and introduce band gaps for frequencies around
1 kHz for a lattice constant a = 15 mm. As a comparison, Figure 10.3 (b) shows the
band structure of the same phononic crystal but without the rubber coating: a complete Bragg band gap opens around 50 kHz. Hence, in this case it can be said that the
locally-resonant band gap is 50 times lower than the Bragg band gap, or that the lattice constant that is required to introduce a locally-resonant band gap around 1 kHz is
50 times smaller than the one required to introduce a Bragg band gap, with obvious
advantages in terms of compacity of the structure. The computation of the transmission through a locally-resonant phononic crystal with either three or six layers shown
in Figure 10.3 (c), however, shows that the extinction that can be expected is not as
strong as is usually expected with Bragg band gaps. We will come back to this problem later in this chapter.
One striking feature of the locally-resonant transmission that was pointed out
by Goffaux et al. [42] is that it is asymmetrical with respect to the central dip. Such
an asymmetric transmission is actually reminiscent of the Fano resonance, a phenomenon first described in atomic systems (see, e.g. [99] for a review). As a remark,
the Fano resonance designates a particular profile of the transmission that generalizes over the Lorentzian profile, but it should not be interpreted as meaning that the
local resonance is merely a classical counterpart of a quantum mechanical concept.
The Fano line shape is generally interpreted as arising from the interference of two
traveling waves that have followed different “paths”; in our case a part of the incident
wave is transmitted without interacting with the resonator while another part interacts with it and can be stored for some time before it is radiated away by the vibrating
resonator; the part of the radiated wave that converts back into the incident propagation mode can clearly interfere with the directly transmitted part of the incident wave.
The Fano line shape has the following form [99]
σ(ϵ, q) =

(ϵ + q)2
,
1 + ϵ2

(10.1)
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Fig. 10.3: A 2D locally-resonant phononic crystal. (a) In-plane elastic modes of a square lattice of
Au cylinder coated with rubber polymer in an epoxy background. (b) In-plane modes for a similar
structure made with uncoated cylinders. The parameters used in the calculation for the coating are
ρ = 1300 kg/m3 , c l = 23 m/s, c t = 6 m/s. The ones of the background are ρ = 1180 kg/m3 ,
c l = 2535 m/s, c t = 1157 m/s. (c) The continuous (dashed) line represents the FDTD transmission
amplitude across a slab of 3(6) rows of coated cylinders (d = 14 mm) arranged on a square lattice
(a = 15 mm). The cylinder inner core is gold (d = 10 mm). The dotted line defines the transmission
for a similar structure made of uncoated cylinders (after Goffaux et al. [42], copyright 2002 American Physical Society).

where ϵ is a reduced energy (dimensionless) and q is the Fano parameter. Figure 10.4
depicts the Fano profile for some values of the parameter q; more precisely, the function σ(ϵ, q)/(1 + q2 ) is shown. The two transmission dips in Figure 10.3, around 0.3
and 1.5 kHz, can both be fitted against the Fano profile giving slightly negative values
of q [42].
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Fig. 10.4: Fano line shape. The plot shows function σ(ϵ, q)/(1 + q 2 ) with σ(ϵ, q) defined by (10.1)
as a function of the reduced energy ϵ, for q considered as a parameter. Note that by tuning the value
of q the line shape changes from Lorentzian (q = ∞), to a transmission dip (q = 0), and to an
asymmetric transmission profile (0 < |q| < ∞).

10.2 1D arrays of resonators grafted on waveguides
In Chapter 2 we presented the example of local resonances introduced by resonators
grafted along a waveguide. In the case of Helmholtz resonators, the local resonances
were interpreted as an acoustic metamaterial with a negative effective modulus [39].
As depicted in Figure 10.5 (a), a Helmholtz resonator is composed of a cavity filled with
a fluid, or bottle, connected through a neck to the surroundings. With V the volume
of the cavity, S the surface of the neck and L its length, the resonance frequency is
classically given by the formula
ω0 = c√

S
,
VL

(10.2)

with c the celerity of sound in the fluid. The Helmholtz resonance is usually said to be
different to an acoustic resonance, in the sense that it is analogous to a mass-spring
resonance, while the acoustic modes of the cavity appear at much higher frequencies.
A completely closed bottle, however, has a fundamental acoustic mode at the zero
frequency (the pressure distribution of the eigenmode is simply p = 1 everywhere for
a hard-wall boundary condition). The Helmholtz resonance can thus also be viewed
as this fundamental acoustic mode of the bottle that is shifted in frequency through
coupling via the neck. With the dimensions of Figure 10.5, the Helmholtz resonance
frequency in water is 29.8 kHz from (10.2). The resonant frequency is observed experimentally around 33 kHz with a periodic array of identical resonators. A transmission
dip in frequency with a certain degree of asymmetry is found. The interpretation that
the (dynamic) effective modulus is negative in a given frequency range means that
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Fig. 10.5: A new class of ultrasonic metamaterials consisting of arrays of subwavelength Helmholtz
resonators. (a) A schematic cross-sectional view of a Helmholtz resonator is depicted. The sample is made of aluminum, consisting of a rectangular cavity of 3.14 × 4 × 5 mm, and a cylindrical
neck 1 mm long and 1 mm in diameter. The cavity and neck are filled with water and are connected
at the same side to a square water duct with a 4 × 4 mm opening. The resonators are placed in
a periodicity of 9.2 mm. The inset illustrates the analogy between a Helmholtz resonator and an
inductor-capacitor circuit, showing the fluidic inductance due to the neck, and the acoustic capacitance due to the cavity. (b) A periodical daisy-chained Helmholtz resonator gives rise to a complex
acoustic admittance in the fluidic network. (c) The calculated effective bulk modulus in the above
one-dimensional subwavelength Helmholtz resonators is shown. As the structures are considerably smaller than the wavelength at the frequency range, the medium can be homogenized with
an effective modulus. (d) The measured and calculated transmission (amplitude ratio) are plotted
as a function of frequency between upstream and downstream detectors. The arrow indicates a
Fano-like asymmetric peak, attributed to the existence of nonresonant paths in the channel. The
deviation from theoretical prediction at the absorption band is probably due to the sensitivity of the
hydrophones in the experiment (after Fang et al. [39], copyright 2006 Nature Publishing Group).

for this range the variation of pressure has the same sign as the local volume variation (see (3.5); this sign would be the opposite for a usual compressible fluid). At this
point, it may be useful to remark that we have already encountered negative effective
permittivities for the surface of piezoelectric solids in Section 5.7. The negativity then
arose from the coupling of the electromagnetic waves of the surface with propagating
but much slower surface elastic waves. The negativity of certain effective parameters
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in physical situations involving traveling waves interacting with a resonant object is
indeed not uncommon.
Figures 10.6 and 10.7 report the observations of Wang et al. for simple cylindrical
resonators grafted on a cylindrical waveguide [161]. This is actually a direct experimental implementation of the model presented in Section 2.3.3. The waveguide is a 2
meter long PVC tube with an inner radius of 50 mm and a 2 mm thick wall. This tube is
a single-mode waveguide for pressure acoustic waves in air for frequencies between 0
and 2 009 Hz. Resonators in the form of PVC tubes with a smaller diameter and closed
at their extremity are grafted onto the waveguide, either alone or arranged in an array with a period of 80 or 250 mm. The radius of the resonators is 25 mm, and their
length is either 240 mm for long resonators or 40 mm for short resonators. Such cylindrical resonators have a series of natural resonances whose frequencies are directly
related to the tube length. As we noted above, the fundamental mode for a completely
closed tube appears at the zero frequency; the same tube forms a Helmholtz resonator
when connected to the waveguide. It can be noticed that the transmissions in Fig-
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Fig. 10.6: Transmission through single resonators grafted on an air tube forming a waveguide for
sound. Transmission of a single (a) short and (b)–(d) long resonator grafted onto the waveguide.
Panels (b)–(d) show the transmission at frequencies related to the 0th, 1st and 2nd acoustic resonance of the single long resonator, respectively. The insets show the vibration modes at the resonant frequency obtained from an FEM simulation. The black and the gray lines represent the experimental and simulated results, respectively (after Wang et al. [161]).
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ure 10.6 vary with different resonators and different resonant frequencies of the same
resonator. Transmission dips clearly appear around 1 460 Hz for the short resonator,
and around 336, 1 000 and 1 646 Hz for the long resonator. Simulated pressure distributions at the frequency of the dips are shown as insets. Clearly, the pressure field is
localized inside the resonators. The modal distribution of these local resonances look
very much like the n-th (n = 0, 1, 2) order natural vibration modes of the resonator.
The natural frequencies of the isolated resonator with two closed ends and length l
are given by Ωn/(2π) = nc/(2l), and they are clearly different from the resonant frequencies obtained from transmission dips. In general, the phenomenon of transmission canceling appears at a resonant frequency that is different from the natural frequency. This property was explained in Section 2.3.3 by the excitation of evanescent
guided waves attached to the grafting point.
Figure 10.7 shows the results for periodic arrays of five resonators, with the lattice
constant a = 250 mm, and their comparison with complex band structures obtained
with the theory in Chapter 9. LR band gaps appear around the resonant frequencies
previously found for the single resonators. They are comparatively broader than the
transmission dips for the single resonator, in accordance with the complex band structures computed with FEM using the method described in Chapter 9. In the short resonator case, an additional Bragg band gap appears around 1 372 Hz, just below the LR
band gap. The attenuation inside the LR band gap is found to be larger than that inside
the Bragg band gap. All these features can be clearly explained by the complex band
structures. The smallest imaginary part of the complex wavenumber for the LR band
gap is larger than that of the Bragg band gap. As a result, a stronger attenuation is expected in the LR band gap as compared to the Bragg one. The complex band structure
has a different shape within the Bragg and the LR band gaps. In the Bragg case, the
band gap opens at the Γ point of the first Brillouin zone and the complex imaginary
band connecting the entrance and the exit of the band gap is continuous and very
smooth. In contrast, the entrance and the exit of the LR band gap occur at opposite
symmetry points of the Brillouin zone and the complex imaginary band connecting
them is composed of two crossing bands forming a cusp. Note the resemblance with
the simple model of the complex band structure for locally-resonant crystals in Figure 2.21. In the long resonator case, LR band gaps appear around the three different
resonant frequencies under the cut-off frequency for the second guided mode of the
waveguide. Bragg band gaps are not clearly observed in this case due to their small attenuation. The complex band structure around the LR band gaps also has the features
discussed above for the short resonator. It can also be remarked that inside the experimental LR band gaps, the transmission seems to be a combination of a series of dips.
This may be due to the interference of guided waves trapped between the resonators
and creating a super-modal structure of the series of five resonators [83].
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Fig. 10.7: Transmission through arrays of five resonators grafted on an air tube forming a waveguide
for sound. Complex band structures (real part on the left and imaginary part in the middle of each
panel) and transmission properties (on the right of each panel) are plotted for 1D phononic crystals with a periodic array of (a) short and (b)–(d) long resonators (lattice constant a = 250 mm). The
black and gray lines in the complex band structures represent the theoretical and the numerical
results, respectively. The black and gray lines in the transmission spectra represent the experimental and numerical results, respectively. The dashed lines mark the LR band gap predicted by the
theoretical model. The dashed-dotted lines in panel (a) mark the Bragg band gap predicted by the
theoretical model (after Wang et al. [161]).
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10.3 Locally-resonant sonic crystals
As an example of a two-dimensional locally-resonant sonic crystal, let us consider the
experiment proposed by Lemoult et al. [83] and depicted in Figure 10.8. They studied
a periodic ensemble of 7 × 7 soda cans arranged on a square lattice of period 6.6 cm,
in a closed-packed configuration (i.e. the cans are touching). As a further example of
Helmholtz resonators, the soda cans possess a resonance frequency of 420 Hz. This
frequency would correspond to a wavelength λ = 0.8 m in air. Around the array, eight
speakers were positioned 1 m away, so that only propagating waves reach the cans.
The speakers are connected to a multichannel sound card. Pressure can be measured
at any location above the soda cans with a small microphone mounted on a 3D moving
stage. The time domain Green’s functions between the eight speakers and the top of
the 49 cans are first acquired, by using a 10 ms pulse centered around 400 Hz. A typical recorded sound form is plotted in Figure 10.8 (b). The Fourier transform of the
measurement in Figure 10.8 (c) presents a series of resonance peaks spanning roughly
from 340 Hz up to the resonance frequency of a single soda can, 420 Hz. Each peak can
in principle be associated with a periodic mode of the 7×7 array and possesses spatial
variations ranging from the total dimension of the array down to the size of a single
can. As argued in reference [83], because of the finite size of the array, exactly 49 modes
with discrete frequencies and wavevectors exist, as a result of the coupling of the res1
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Fig. 10.8: A square-lattice periodic array of 7 × 7 soda cans in close-packed position. (a) The array
is surrounded with eight audio speakers placed in its far field. A small microphone can be scanned
at any position just above the array to detect the pressure distribution. A typical recorded sound
form (b) and its Fourier transform (c) indicate a pass-band extending below the resonance frequency
of the cans, 420 Hz, and a locally-resonant band gap extending above it (after Lemoult et al. [83],
copyright 2011 American Physical Society).
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onators. Coupling between adjacent cans occurs via the air surrounding them, rather
than through the mechanical contacts at their sides. As a result, the local resonances
of the cans hybridize with the air continuum, creating super-modes similar to a surface wave polariton. Above the frequency of 420 Hz, the spectrum in Figure 10.8 (c)
drops to zero, a signature of the locally-resonant band gap introduced by the square
array.
In Chapter 4 we presented the case of air bubbles in water as the prototype for
obtaining ultrawide sonic band gaps. We noted that resonant modes of the air bubbles could be identified in the band structures of Figure 4.23 and 4.24. This naturally leads to the idea that the wide sonic band gaps in crystals of air bubbles are
due to the hybridization of waves propagating in water with the resonant modes of
the air bubbles. The exact mechanism of band formation is however very difficult to
read on the band structures, because only very flat bands are actually obtained. One
important question is whether the apparent feature of locally-resonant band gaps,
that hybridization causes a jump from one high-symmetry point to another, is generally true? This is the situation that we depicted in Figure 10.2 (b) and that can be
clearly observed in Figures 10.1 (d), 10.3 (a), and 10.7. The counterexample provided
by Ao and Chan actually proves that this is not always the case [5]. They considered
a square-lattice 2D sonic crystal of cylindrical inclusions of a hypothetical heavy and
slow fluid (ρ = 20 000 kg/m3 , c l = 100 m/s) embedded in water (ρ = 1000 kg/m3 ,
c l = 1490 m/s), with the cylinder diameter given by d/a = 0.5. Such a material as
that considered for the inclusion can of course hardly exist. The complex band structure for this crystal is shown in Figure 10.9 (a). It displays a series of locally-resonant
band gaps in the low frequency range, as we should expect. Inside the lowest band
gap, there is a clear cusp formed in the imaginary part of the complex band structure,
but the gap is opened and closed at the X point of the first Brillouin zone. There actually seems to be a phenomenon of interference with several locally-resonant modes
at once, complicating the interpretation of the complex band structure (and complicating the interpretation of the classical band structure even more). The formation of
the cusp in the imaginary part is also seen to result from the crossing of two complex bands, rather than from a single complex band. Even more surprising is the case
when the inclusions have material properties ρ = 1000 kg/m3 (i.e. exactly as water)
and c l = 50 m/s, in Figure 10.9 (b). In this case, there is no formation of cusps and
the locally-resonant band gaps might easily be confused with Bragg-type band gaps:
they open and close at the same high-symmetry point and they give rise to imaginary
branches very similar to those we have described in Chapter 9, where all band gaps
were of the Bragg type.
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Fig. 10.9: Complex band structure for 2D locally-resonant sonic crystal. (a) Case of a squarelattice crystal of cylindrical inclusions of a hypothetical heavy and slow fluid (ρ = 20 000 kg/m3 ,
c l = 100 m/s) embedded in water (ρ = 1000 kg/m3 , c l = 1490 m/s), with d/a = 0.5. (b) Case of
the same crystal but with the inclusions being defined with ρ = 1000 kg/m3 , c l = 50 m/s. These
values reproduce those employed by Ao and Chan [5]. The complex band structures were computed
here using the finite element method set out in Chapter 9, instead of the layer multiple scattering
method in the cited reference. Frequencies are normalized using the celerity c of longitudinal waves
in water. The classical and the complex band structures are plotted with large and small dots, respectively.
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10.4 Locally-resonant phononic crystals
We introduced this chapter with the foundational example of the 3D crystal of rubbercoated lead spheres in an epoxy matrix [89], followed by its 2D version [42]. In contrast
to locally-resonant sonic crystals, locally-resonant phononic crystals are composed of
solid constituents and they do not necessarily need a further support or frame to hold
them together. In the 2D case, however, the band structure in Figure 10.3 was for inplane waves only, implying that out-of-plane waves were not similarly affected by the
local resonances. For isotropic solid constituents, we saw in Chapter 5 that in-plane
and out-of-plane waves separate completely in 2D phononic crystals. This property of
course remains true in the presence of local resonances: only localized vibrations and
propagating waves of compatible, i.e. nonorthogonal, polarizations can interfere and
hybridize to create locally-resonant band gaps.
Different structures have been proposed as locally-resonant phononic crystals;
their variety actually seems very large, as there are many different ways to introduce
an internal resonant element within the unit cell. We review some of them in the following, for the purpose of illustration. Important practical properties that can make a
difference between them are their subwavelength character, or maybe more interestingly the smallest volume that is necessary to induce a resonance at a given frequency,
the relative width of the band gaps that are introduced, and the overall attenuation
that can be obtained through a given number of layers. It remains that locally-resonant
band gaps are usually quite narrow, except for the exceptional case of the sonic crystal
of air bubbles in water that we discussed in Chapter 4.
Ho et al. used unit cells composed of a rigid plastic frame containing a central
heavy mass embedded in silicon rubber [51]. Similar to the ternary crystals, the silicon
rubber matrix acts as a soft spring from the heavy mass, and the rigid frame replaces
the epoxy container. Combining unit cells with different central masses, Ho et al. could
experimentally show an enlargement of the attenuation bandwidth as a result of the
superposition of the transmission dips introduced by different resonators. The same
structure but limited to two-dimensions was explored numerically by Goffaux et al.
[43]. They found that the presence of the rigid plastic frame was indeed needed in order to form Fano resonances in the transmission. They showed, however, that simply
considering the phononic crystal formed by the heavy rigid spheres in a matrix of silicon rubber led to Bragg band gaps showing more efficient attenuation in almost the
same frequency range. This conclusion is however not general and is connected to
the very low shear and longitudinal velocities considered for silicon rubber (namely,
ρ = 1300 kg/m3 , c l = 22.86 m/s, and c t = 5.54 m/s).
An interesting question is whether it is necessary to consider a ternary composition (three different materials) in order to induce locally-resonant band gaps, or if
binary compositions are sufficient. G. Wang et al. answered this question by theoretically showing that a 2D phononic crystal of silicon rubber rods in an epoxy matrix
can indeed achieve the required property [158]. In a certain sense, this composition is
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Fig. 10.10: A 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of silicon rubber rods in epoxy, with filling fraction
F = 0.503. Band structures are shown for (a) out-of-plane modes and (b) in-plane modes in binary
phononic crystals composed of the square lattice of soft rubber cylinders in epoxy. The insets show
the corresponding zooms. The lattice displacement u3 is plotted for selected out-of-plane modes at
points (c) T0a, (d) T0b, (e) T1 and (f) T2. Selected in-plane modes (g) L0, (h) L1 and (i) L2 are plotted
with arrows whose direction and length represent the direction and amplitude of the displacement
vectors, respectively (after G. Wang et al. [158], copyright 2004 American Physical Society).
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Fig. 10.10 (continued)

analogous to the sonic crystal of air bubbles in water: a very soft solid material with
very slow shear and longitudinal velocities as compared to the matrix velocities seems
to be the key. Figure 10.10 shows the dispersion of the phononic crystal in the low frequency range. The band structure for out-of-plane waves, in Figure 10.10 (a), shows
a locally-resonant band gap that is opened by the interaction of propagating waves
with resonant mode T0. This pure shear mode has maximum displacement u z at the
center of the rods and vanishing displacements at the boundary with epoxy. Plotted at
the entrance of the band gap (T0a) and at the exit (T0b), the hybridized Bloch wave is
mostly localized inside the rod. With little perturbation, two pure shear modes, T1 and
T2, pass horizontally through the band structure without opening any gap. They thus
do not hybridize with propagating Bloch waves at all. These modes should be degenerated and orthogonal, but appear at slightly different frequencies in the calculation
because of the absence of symmetry of the mesh, probably. The band structure for inplane waves, in Figure 10.10 (b), shows a comparatively small locally-resonant band
gap that is opened by the interaction of propagating waves with resonant modes L1
and L2. These modes are probably originally degenerated, but they hybridize slightly
differently with propagating waves depending on the direction and modulus of the
wavevector. Torsional mode L0 passes horizontally through the band structure without opening any gap.
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10.5 Phononic crystal slab with pillars
Locally-resonant phononic crystals can be achieved quite practically by using the
third dimension of space in a two-dimensional crystal. For instance, a periodic array
of pillars can be formed on top of a membrane, as depicted in Figure 10.11 [119]. The
membrane mechanically supports the whole structure and at the same time provides
for vertical confinement of elastic waves. The pillars provide natural mechanical resonators because of their added mass and of their bonding to the membrane that acts
like a distributed spring. The natural modes that can be expected in the low frequency
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Fig. 10.11: Locally-resonant phononic crystal slab of pillars. A square-lattice array of finite-height
cylinders (height h) is deposited on a thin membrane (thickness e). The lattice constant is a. The
dashed cube represents one unit cell of the crystal. The band structures are plotted for different
values of the relative height of the pillars: (a) h/a = 0.6, (b) h/a = 1.5, and (c) h/a = 2.7. The
thickness of the membrane is e/a = 0.2 and the filling fraction is 56.4% (d/a = 0.84) (after Pennec
et al. [119], copyright 2008 American Physical Society).
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range are typically clamped at the interface with the membrane and free at the other
end of the pillar, providing a rich choice of possible flexural, torsional, and compressional motions for the pillar. At the same time, if the membrane is chosen to be rather
thin, the phononic crystal slab will support mostly flexural motion.
Pennec et al. studied the evolutions of locally-resonant band gaps as a function
of the height of the pillars, in the case of a rather thin supporting membrane [119].
Examples of band structures are given in Figure 10.11 for three different values of the
ratio h/a of the pillar height over the lattice constant. The case considered is a squarelattice phononic crystal slab of steel cylinders on a silicon membrane. It can be seen
that a succession of locally-resonant band gaps is introduced in the low frequency
range, whose number depends on the height of the pillar: as the height of the pillar is
increased, the resonant frequencies move downward in frequency.
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Fig. 10.12: Locally-resonant phononic crystal slab of pillars. The structure is the same as in Figure 10.11. Panel (a) shows the evolution of the locally-resonant band gaps as the thickness of the
supporting membrane is increased from e/a = 0.1 to 1.0, for a = 1 mm. The height of the pillars
is h/a = 2.7 and the filling fraction is 56.4% (d/a = 0.84). The band structure in panel (b) is obtained for a smaller filling fraction of 38% (d/a = 0.6) with a = 1.4 mm. The height of the pillars
h/a = 1.93 and for the membrane thickness e/a = 0.142 (after Pennec et al. [119], copyright 2008
American Physical Society).
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The effect of the membrane thickness was further studied by Pennec et al. [119]. Figure 10.12 (a) displays the evolution of the locally-resonant band gaps as a function of
the thickness of the supporting membrane, for a given height of the pillar. The result essentially shows that the width of the band gaps is inversely proportional to the
thickness of the membrane, and that they gradually decrease in extent and eventually vanish as the thickness is increased. As in the case of the phononic crystal slabs
of empty or filled holes, there is thus an optimal membrane thickness for which the
hybridization of flexural waves in the membrane and of the modes of the pillars is
maximized. The filling fraction of the phononic crystal also plays a significant role, as
Figure 10.12 (b) illustrates. As a rule of the thumb, providing the height of the pillar is
significantly larger than its diameter, changing the diameter will not affect thicknessresonant modes but will slightly affect flexural modes.
At almost the same time as Pennec et al., Wu et al. studied a similar phononic
crystal slab of aluminum cylinders on a thin aluminum plate and provided experimental evidence of the induced local resonances and locally-resonant band gaps [167].
Figure 10.13 shows both the experimental arrangement, the measurements and their
comparison to the theoretical band structure, obtained with FEM. The predicted band
gaps can be identified in the measurements as dips in the transmission, but even
more strikingly, the local resonances of the pillars appear very clearly as transmission peaks, suggesting that elastic energy transport in the phononic crystal slab is
enhanced at those frequencies. As a possible explanation, enhanced transmission
may be connected to the low group velocity for frequencies around the band edges,
meaning that the generated elastic waves can escape only very slowly in time from
the source location and thus increase the detection rate.
Another variation over the concept of the phononic crystal slab of pillars was
provided by Oudich et al. [116]. They considered pillars made of silicon rubber on
top of a thin aluminum plate, as depicted in Figure 10.14. Owing to the very low
shear and low longitudinal velocities of silicon rubber, determined to be respectively
c l = 975 m/s and c s = 23.5 m/s as compared to c l = 6302 m/s and c s = 3236 m/s for
aluminum, the resonance frequencies of the pillars are expected to appear in a much
lower frequency range for the same height of the pillar. Of course, this observation
is made without consideration of elastic propagation losses in silicon rubber, which
can effectively reduce the Q-factor of the resonances. As Figure 10.14 shows, the
lowest locally-resonant band gap with the silicon rubber pillars is obtained around
ωa/(2π) = 22 m/s, about 60 times lower than with the aluminum pillars of Figure 10.13 (ωa/(2π) ≈ 1200 m/s).
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Fig. 10.13: Locally-resonant phononic crystal slab of aluminum pillars on an aluminum plate.
A square-lattice array of 16 × 10 finite-height cylinders (height h/a = 1) is deposited on a thin
membrane (thickness e/a = 0.1). The lattice constant is a = 10 mm. The diameter of the cylindrical pillars is d/a = 0.7. An Nd:YAG (yttrium ion garnet) pulsed laser is used to generate broadband
elastic waves in the phononic crystal, while an optical interferometer measures the normal component of the displacement at any point over the surface. Measurements are performed along the two
principal symmetry directions (a) Γ X and (b) Γ M and are compared to the theoretical band structure.
Source and receiver are four rows apart in both directions (after Wu et al. [167], copyright 2008
American Institute of Physics).

10.6 Surface phononic crystal of pillars
As a final example of a phononic crystal presenting local resonances, in this section
we describe the phononic crystal of pillars on a surface introduced by Khelif et al. [62].
From a technological point of view, this system is very similar to the phononic crystal
slab of pillars on a membrane. A major difference, however, is that 4coupling of the
resonating pillars to the propagating continuum waves does not occur via flexural vi-
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Fig. 10.14: Locally-resonant phononic crystal slab of silicon rubber pillars on an aluminum plate.
(a) A square-lattice array of 10 × 10 finite-height cylinders (height h/a = 0.5) is deposited on a plate
(thickness e/a = 0.05). The lattice constant is a = 10 mm. The diameter of the cylindrical pillars
is d/a = 0.6. (b) Elastic waves are excited by a PZT transducer attached to the plate. (c) A laser
vibrometer is used to measure the normal component of the displacements at any position over
the plate. (d) A locally-resonant band gap is observed at frequencies around 2.2 kHz (after Oudich
et al. [116], copyright 2011 American Physical Society).
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brations but via the evanescent surface waves of a semi-infinite substrate. As a result,
there are far fewer bands in the low frequency range before hybridization, but the possibility of radiation loss to the substrate must be taken into account. As an example,
let us consider the phononic crystal of nickel pillars on a lithium niobate substrate
in Figure 10.15 [2]. The nickel pillars shown have a radius r = 3.2 μm and a height
h = 4.7 μm. They are arranged according to a square lattice with a pitch a = 10 μm.
The experimental set-up used for investigating the propagation of surface phonons
involves two chirped interdigital transducers to generate and detect them. The band
structure is computed using the finite element method set out in Chapter 7 in the case
of surface phononic crystals of holes. The gray region indicates the radiative region,
or sound cone, of the substrate. From this band structure, there appear to be two complete band gaps for surface guided waves.³ The first complete band gap opens from a
frequency of about 80 MHz; its exit, however, is not so clearly defined as it appears to
be mostly dictated by the sound line rather than by a band folding at a high-symmetry
point of the first Brillouin zone. Similarly, the second complete band gap opens from
a frequency of about 150 MHz and closes around 180 MHz, again with reference to the
sound line. Leaky surface elastic waves inside the sound cone are missing from such
a band structure. As a consequence, it is a priori difficult to figure out if transmission
through the phononic crystal is strongly affected or not by the possible existence of
these leaky surface elastic waves.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 10.16. Two different frequency
ranges are identified, around one of each of the two complete band gaps. The first
complete band gap is opened by a local resonance in the pillars. The experimental
transmittance through the periodic array of pillars is shown in the left panel, from
70 MHz to 100 MHz, for the three highest symmetry directions of the first Brillouin
zone. This transmission is obtained from the electrical measurements, by normalizing the transmission with the phononic crystal by the direct transmission on the
surface. The transmission dip around 78 MHz is the signature of the local resonance.
The averaged cross section of the displacement of the surface, as measured using
heterodyne optical interferometry for a frequency of 70 MHz (point A) and the X propagation direction, essentially shows a transmission of the incident surface waves.
Then for a frequency of 78 MHz (point B), the same measurement shows the decaying storage of elastic energy along the pillar array. An optical scan of a single pillar
of the second row reveals the modal distribution of the surface displacement at the
frequency of the transmission dip. The finite element computation of the vertical displacement of the pillar confirms that the observed modal distribution is that of the
first local resonance of the pillar. It is striking that the transmission along the row of
3 As in Chapter 7, by surface guided waves we mean all Bloch waves for the surface problem that
appear under the sound cone in the band structure. Having a phase velocity lower than any of the
bulk elastic waves in the substrate, they are necessarily evanescent along the direction x3 normal to
the surface.
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for investigating the propagation of surface phonons in a periodic array of pillars on a semi-infinite
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niobate substrate. The band structure is computed using a finite element method. The gray region
indicates the radiative region, or sound cone, of the substrate [2].

pillars decreases almost linearly, rather than exponentially, as we would expect for
a Bragg band gap. At resonance, the vibrating pillars drag energy from the incoming
waves in the substrate. Because the pillar is connected to the surface, it must later
radiate the energy that it has stored, and this radiation can be to any allowed mode
of the periodic array, including elastic waves propagating along the surface but also
inside the bulk of the substrate. Though in principle in synchronicity with the incoming wave, the radiated waves are emitted along the row with a variable phase and
have no reason to interfere constructively or destructively, in contrast to Bragg inter-
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Fig. 10.16: Experimental results for the phononic crystal of pillars on a surface of Figure 10.15.
The left panel shows the electrical and optical transmissions for the frequency range [70–100] MHz.
The transmission dip around 78 MHz is the signature of a complete band gap for surface elastic
waves. Out-of-plane displacements are measured optically for the frequencies 70 MHz (point A)
and 78 MHz (point B). An optical scan of a single pillar of the second row reveals the modal distribution of the surface displacement at the latter frequency. It is consistent with a finite element
computation of the vertical displacement of the pillar. The right panel shows similar information
for the frequency range [100–250] MHz (after Achaoui et al. [2], copyright 2011 American Physical
Society).

ference. This difference can be checked by observing the transmission around the
second complete band gap, which is due to Bragg interference, in the right panel of
Figure 10.16. The frequency band gap for surface elastic waves starts at 140 MHz before
which frequency the transmission was close to unity. The averaged cross section of
the displacement of the surface, as measured using heterodyne optical interferometry
for a frequency of 120 MHz (point C), shows a combination of mostly transmission
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and some reflection of the incident surface waves. An optical scan of a single pillar
of the second row reveals the modal distribution of the surface displacement at this
frequency, which is mostly like a piston mode. The finite element computation of the
vertical displacement of the pillar is in agreement with the observed modal distribution of the pillar. The averaged cross section of the displacement of the surface for a
frequency of 170 MHz (point D) suggests that the incident surface waves are almost totally reflected and shows a strong exponential decay in the periodic array. The optical
scan displayed as an inset illustrates how this reflection distributes spatially.
One important test to decide whether a band gap is provided by local resonance or
by Bragg interference is the dependence of the band gap on the symmetry of the lattice.
Actually, local resonance is essentially dictated by the coupling of an intrinsic mode
of the resonator with propagating waves of the matrix (or continuum). When the resonators are placed in a periodic array, this leads to the formation of hybridized bands,
providing all resonators are identical and placed in a similar environment. This idea
was experimentally checked by Achaoui et al. with pillars essentially similar to those
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Fig. 10.17: Influence of lattice symmetry on local-resonances of a phononic crystal of pillars on a
surface. Measured electrical transmission S12 as a function of frequency for (a) a pair of chirped
interdigital transducers (IDTs) operating in a delay line configuration without PC, hence serving
as a reference, (b) with a triangular lattice PC, (c) with a honeycomb lattice PC and (d) with a randomly distributed pillar array. The gray region represents the common position of the locally resonant band gap. Optical microscope images of each pillar array are shown as insets (after Achaoui
et al. [3], copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics).
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presented in Figures 10.15 and 10.16 [3]. The three phononic crystals of pillars on a surface in Figure 10.17 are arranged according to a hexagonal, a honeycomb, and a random lattice. Electrical measurements show that transmission dips appear for all three
lattices around 78 MHz, at the same resonant frequency that was observed with the
square lattice. There are some further slight differences, however, as a double transmission dip seems to be formed with the honeycomb lattice, which is not apparent
with either the square or the hexagonal lattice. Maybe the most striking result is that
the transmission dip resists a rather large degree of randomness in the spatial distribution of the pillars. Subjected to a similar degree of disorder, the Bragg band gap
would have been long lost.

11 Mirrors, waveguides, and cavities
In this chapter, we examine the functionalities of phononic and sonic crystals that result from the existence of a complete phononic band gap. At the end of the discussion
of evanescent Bloch waves and of the complex band structure in Chapter 9 we introduced the concept of the supercell. This technique is employed here to explore what
happens when a defect is introduced in an otherwise perfectly periodic crystal.

11.1 Phononic crystal functions
In the previous chapters we implicitly classified sonic and phononic crystals according
to their geometry and their number of periodicities. In addition, in this chapter we will
introduce a series of basic functionalities based on the contents of the supercell.
Classification of artificial crystal problems by geometry. We start by summarizing
the crystal geometries we have explored so far. In case the phononic crystal is unbounded, there are no boundary conditions required to terminate the infinite domain
of definition. We speak of the propagation of bulk elastic or acoustic waves. In a physical three-dimensional space, we can consider from one to three periodicities and it is
thus customary to refer to 1D, 2D, and 3D phononic crystals. When the phononic crystal
fills a semi-infinite domain terminated by a given surface, there are additional waves
that can be guided along the surface that we term surface waves. In the case where
there can be radiation to the remaining half space, we speak of interface waves. Plate
(or slab) phononic crystals are limited by two parallel planes and thus two surface or
interface boundary conditions. Rather than attempting a lengthy description, in Table 11.1 we depict the different possibilities that arise from this discussion. We have
deliberately assumed that the crystal extends homogeneously to infinity in any direction along which it is not periodic. As a result, the sum of the number of periodicities
and of the number of homogeneous directions always equals three. Note that there
are even more complicated cases that can be considered (e.g. finite phononic crystals
with arbitrary enclosing surfaces), so that our tentative classification is clearly not exhaustive.
Classification by problem type. The previous classification by geometry insists upon
the physical properties of phononic crystals, and especially upon the types of waves
that they can support. A second classification can be performed based on the phononic crystal structure, as attempted in Table 11.2. Perfectly periodic phononic crystals
can be thought of ideally as extending to infinity, in which case any solution of the
wave equation can be written as a superposition of Bloch waves. The dispersion relation of all Bloch waves forms the band structure which can in general be obtained
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Tab. 11.1: Classification of phononic crystals according to their geometry. Three consecutive dots
(⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ) indicate a direction of periodic repetition of the unit cell, while an arrow (→) means the structure extends homogeneously to infinity.

Tab. 11.2: Basic computational problems for perfectly periodic and defect-based phononic crystals.
A typical supercell is indicated in each case.
Structure

Dispersion
(infinite structure)

Scattering problem
(finite structure)

Crystal

Band structure, ω(k)
complex band structure, k(ω)

Transmission, reflection
and diffraction of an incident
plane wave

Waveguide

Guided modes,
with supercell

Waveguide transmission

Cavity

Confined modes,
with supercell

Cavity transmission
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by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem, possibly supplemented with surface or
interface boundary conditions. Note that Bloch waves constitute a complete basis (in
the monochromatic sense) only if all complex k(ω) solutions are considered [78].
If a perfectly periodic phononic crystal of finite size is considered, for instance
for comparison with experiments, then the scattering of an incident plane wave to all
orders of diffraction is an important basic problem. This situation will be considered
specifically in Chapter 12.
Phononic crystal cavities and waveguides can be formed by locally breaking the
periodicity of the phononic crystal structure. Defect-based phononic structures are
generally mostly interesting for frequencies that fall inside a complete phononic band
gap, in which case perfect guidance or confinement can be achieved. Otherwise, phononic crystal waveguides and cavities are leaky. By defining a supercell that artificially
restores periodicity, waveguide and cavity modes can be estimated, and their band
structures can be obtained. In practice, the supercell should extend at least a few
periods away from the defect it encloses. Modal computations then give physically
meaningful results when only evanescent Bloch waves of the elementary phononic
crystal exist, i.e. inside a complete band gap. Furthermore, the number of phononic
crystal rows must be sufficient so that the Bloch wave with the least imaginary part of
the wavevector can be considered negligible on the boundary of the supercell. Finitesize defect-based phononic crystal structures are in general considered for comparison with experiments, with the accent on obtaining the transmission of the waveguide
or the resonance properties of the cavity.

11.2 Mirrors
Let us consider the application of sonic and phononic crystals as mirrors. This is probably the first idea that comes to mind: since there are no propagating waves inside a
complete band gap, then a semi-infinite crystal must be a perfect mirror. This idea is
perfectly correct as long as the crystal is infinitely thick or at least has a large number
of successive periodic rows. A finite-thickness crystal, however, will present a nonvanishing transmission. But how much transmission exactly? With locally-resonant
band gaps, the transmission coefficient might not drop as much as one would like
when the number of crystal layers is increased; we observed for instance with surface
elastic waves that the LR band gap was apparently not as efficient as the Bragg band
gap (Figure 10.16). In the case of Bragg band gaps, the theoretical shape of the transmission as a function of frequency and of the number of layers can be obtained quite
confidently, as follows.

angular frequency
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Fig. 11.1: Simple model for the transmission coefficient within a Bragg band gap. (a) The complex
band structure as described by (11.2) describes two counter-propagating Bloch waves forming a
frequency band gap [ω1 , ω2 ]. The Bloch wavenumber is ±ıκ at the center of the band gap. (b) The
transmission (11.3) is depicted as a function of the frequency and of the number of crystal layers, for
κa = 0.4 and T0 = 0.6.

Bragg mirror efficiency. Based on the various explicit complex band structure expressions we outlined in Chapter 2, we can write an approximate model for the complex
band structure around a Bragg band gap as
1
4
(ω − ω1 )(ω − ω2 ) = 2 (k − k0 )2 .
B2
κ

(11.1)

In this implicit expression, ω1 and ω2 are the entrance and exit band gap frequencies,
B = ω2 − ω1 is the gap width, and k0 is the high-symmetry point wavenumber (for
instance k0 = πa at the X point of the first Brillouin zone for the square lattice). κ is the
extremal value of the imaginary part of the wavenumber, obtained in the center of the
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band gap, for frequency ω0 = (ω1 + ω2 )/2. Inside the band gap, for ω1 < ω < ω2 ,
the complex band structure represented in Figure 11.1 (a) then has two branches with
equation
k(ω) = k0 ± ȷ

2κ
√|(ω − ω1 )(ω − ω2 )|.
B

(11.2)

This relation is of course only an approximation and models only the least evanescent Bloch wave. But after a few crystal layers, transmission will be dominated by this
least evanescent Bloch wave. We consider n layers of a crystal with lattice constant
a. Assuming that a wave is incident from the outside of the crystal, it will convert to
the least evanescent Bloch wave with efficiency T0 at the entrance interface. The same
transmission coefficient will also apply at the exit of the crystal if the exit medium is
the same as the incident medium, by reciprocity. In a first approximation, we can then
write the intensity transmission as
T(ω) = T02 exp (−2n| Im(k(ω))|a)
4κa
√|(ω − ω1 )(ω − ω2 )|).
= T02 exp(−n
B

(11.3)

Expressed in decibel units, the transmission is
10 log10 (T(ω)) = 20 log10 (T0 ) − 10 log10 (e)(n

4κa
√|(ω − ω1 )(ω − ω2 )|).
B

(11.4)

The logarithm of the transmission decreases linearly with the number of crystal layers.
The minimum transmission is obtained at the center of the band gap, where
10 log10 (T(ω0 )) = 20 log10 (T0 ) − 20 log10 (e)nκa
≈ 20 log10 (T0 ) − 8.69nκa.

(11.5)

An example of this function is plotted in Figure 11.1 (b). The value of the imaginary part
of the wavenumber times the lattice constant is thus a direct measure of the attenuation per layer that can be obtained with a sonic or phononic crystal. For a nominal
value κa = 1 (which is hardly achieved in practice even for a large Bragg band gap, see
the example complex band structures in Chapter 9), one could expect approximately
8.7 dB attenuation per crystal layer.
Fresnel coefficients for a sonic band gap mirror – Let us specify the evaluation of
reflection and transmission coefficients for a sonic crystal mirror. The method we will
follow is related to the Fresnel coefficients derivation in Chapter 3. We consider a finitethickness sonic crystal. The thickness is L = na with n the number of layers and a the
lattice constant in the direction of interest. We assume that a monochromatic plane
wave is incident normally from the surrounding medium, as depicted in Figure 11.2.
The waves in the incident region are the superposition of the incident wave and of a
reflected wave as
p(t, x) = (a i e−ıβx + a r e+ıβx ) e ıωt ,
(11.6)
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Fig. 11.2: Schematic of reflection on and transmission through a sonic band gap mirror for frequencies within a band gap. The thickness is L = na with n the number of layers and a the lattice constant in the relevant direction. The amplitudes a i and a r of the incident and of the reflected plane
waves are defined with respect to the entrance interface. The amplitude a t of the transmitted plane
waves is defined with respect to the exit interface. The amplitudes of evanescent Bloch waves are
defined with respect to the entrance (exit, respectively) interface for propagation to the right (left,
resp.).

where a i and a r are the incident and reflected amplitudes, respectively, and β = ω/c
with c the celerity in the incident medium. Within the sonic crystal and for frequencies
with a band gap, we assume the wavefield is the superposition of only the evanescent
Bloch waves with the least imaginary part, or
p(t, x) = (a− e−αx + a+ e+α(x−L) ) e ıωt ,

(11.7)

where a− and a+ are the amplitudes of right-decreasing and left-decreasing evanescent Bloch waves, respectively, and α = | Im(k)|. Note that the left-decreasing evanescent Bloch wave is defined with respect to the exit interface. In the exit medium, the
wave field is simply
p(t, x) = a t e−ıβx e ıωt ,
(11.8)
with a t the amplitude of the transmitted wave. Both pressure and the normal velocity
are continuous at both entrance and exit interfaces. At the entrance interface, we thus
have
a i + a r = a− + a+ e−αL ,
{
{
(11.9)
{
{ − ıβ a i + ıβ a r = − α a− + α a+ e−αL ,
Z1
Z2
Z2
{ Z1
where Z1 is the acoustic impedance of the (homogeneous) incident medium and Z2 is
the effective acoustic impedance for the evanescent Bloch wave, defined as the ratio
of pressure to normal velocity at the unit cell boundary. We transform this system of
equations to matrix form as
1
(
−1

1
ai
1
)( ) = (
1
ıξ
ar

1
a−
) ( −αL ) ,
−ıξ
e a+

(11.10)
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with ξ =

α Z1
.
β Z2
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This last matrix equation is easily transformed to
a−
𝛾∗
) ( −αL ) ,
𝛾
e a+

(11.11)

e−αL a− + a+ = a t ,
{
{
{
{ − α e−αL a− + α a+ = − ıβ a t ,
Z2
Z1
{ Z2

(11.12)

1 𝛾
ai
( )= ( ∗
2 𝛾
ar
with 𝛾 = 1 − ıξ .
Similarly, we have at the exit interface

which is transformed to
(

1 δ
e−αL a−
) = ( ∗) at ,
2 δ
a+

(11.13)

with δ = 1 + ıξ −1 .
Next we eliminate the evanescent Bloch waves amplitudes to get
1 𝛾δe αL + 𝛾∗ δ∗ e−αL
ai
) at .
( ) = ( ∗ αL
4 𝛾 δe + 𝛾δ∗ e−αL
ar

(11.14)

From these relation we obtain the transmission and the reflection coefficients for the
finite-thickness sonic crystal as
t = 2(2 cosh(αL) − ı(ξ − ξ −1 ) sinh(αL))−1 ,
r=

ξ −1 ) sinh(αL)

ı(ξ +
.
2 cosh(αL) − ı(ξ − ξ −1 ) sinh(αL)

(11.15)
(11.16)

It is not difficult to see by direct inspection that the energy conservation relation |r|2 +
|t|2 = 1 holds, as one should expect.
As the sonic crystal is made thicker, it is clear that the modulus reflection coefficient should tend to unity, while the transmission should diminish exponentially. The
asymptotic limits of the Fresnel coefficients are more precisely
ξ + ξ −1
,
(ξ 1/2 + ıξ −1/2 )2
2ı
e−αL ,
t ≈ 1/2
(ξ
+ ıξ −1/2 )2

r≈−

|r| ≈ 1,
|t| ≈

2
e−αL .
ξ + ξ −1

(11.17)
(11.18)

In particular, the asymptotic value of the transmission coefficient is an exponential
function of the imaginary part of the wavenumber of the least evanescent Bloch wave,
and is governed by the value of α(ω)a. For consistency, we see that for the sonic crystal
we should consider T 0 = ξ +ξ2 −1 in (11.3).
A similar derivation can be attempted for phononic crystals (elastic waves instead
of acoustic waves), but the issue of the polarization of elastic waves makes it a bit more
difficult; a framework for general Fresnel coefficients is given in Chapter 12. Anyway, it
can quite confidently be concluded that the exponential law on transmission applies
as well. The reflection coefficient in intensity can then, if needed, be obtained in the
absence of loss and of diffraction by |r|2 = 1 − |t|2 .
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Sound shields. From the previous models of the transmission and reflection coefficients it is clear that Bragg mirrors composed of sonic or phononic crystals can be
quite efficient. If the value of α(ω)a is large enough, then a small transmission can
be achieved with only a limited number of crystal layers. For application as a sound
shield, however, the practical usability depends on the space available for implementing the crystal. In high-frequency applications, such as SAW and BAW filters, the elastic wavelength is short (of the order of the micron) and the solution is very compact.
Inside water and at MHz frequencies, the acoustic wavelength is of the order of a few
millimeters, so a total thickness of a few centimeters for the sonic crystal is realistic. In
air and for audible frequencies, the acoustic wavelength is a few tens of centimeters.
As a result, sonic crystals based on the Bragg interference effect may be too bulky for
real applications. The practical alternative is the use of local resonances, as we discussed in Chapter 10. Because the direct relation between lattice constant and wavelength no longer applies, rather thin sound shields can be obtained by proper design
[33, 36]. The difficulty with using resonances, however, is obtaining wide frequency
band gaps, or sound attenuation over a wide bandwidth.
Mirrors for surface elastic and Lamb wave devices. Resonators can be built from very
good mirrors that are able to trap the energy of waves in a confined space. This principle is central to laser resonators, but also to high-frequency microacoustic devices.
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators for instance make use of Bragg reflectors consisting of a periodic array of metal strips on a piezoelectric surface. The combination
of the mass-loading brought by the added metal and of electrical regeneration in the
electrodes brings in a periodical modulation of the effective impedance seen by surface elastic waves and induces a 1D Bragg band gap. The contrast of this periodic modulation remains rather limited, however, so that the band gap is not very wide (a few
percent, typically), on the one hand, and the required number of electrodes to obtain
a large reflection coefficient is rather large (hundreds of metal strips are typically required), on the other hand. Still, this technical solution is very robust and is widely
implemented in commercial SAW devices.
As an alternative, Wu et al. proposed a design that combines a two-port SAW device – composed of two interdigital transducers separated by some free surface acting
as a delay line – and phononic crystal mirrors replacing the reflective gratings, see
Figure 11.3 [169]. The distance separating the IDT’s and the phononic crystal mirrors
is found to be of paramount important, since in order to build the resonance efficiently
the waves emitted on one side and reflected from the other side must be recombined so
that they interfere constructively. A layered ZnO/Si SAW device and square-lattice phononic crystal mirrors composed of cylindrical holes on silicon were fabricated. With
15 layers (L = 15a) of holes, the experimental insertion loss was improved by 7 dB at
212 MHz, the central frequency of operation. This corresponds to a very strong reduction in the size of the reflective mirrors as compared to classical IDT gratings.
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Fig. 11.3: Two-port surface acoustic wave resonator using phononic crystal mirrors. The squarelattice phononic crystal of holes is deeply etched in silicon, with hole diameter d = 6 μm and lattice
constant a = 10 μm. A piezoelectric thin layer of zinc oxide is deposited under the interdigital transducers. Distance l = 1.32 λ μm is estimated as the effective delay distance defining the reference
for reflection on the phononic crystal at a frequency of 210 MHz (λ = 23.4 μm). Distance D is given
the values (c) λ and (d) 1.25λ (after Wu et al. [169], copyright 2009 American Institute of Physics).

The same line of thought applies to Lamb wave resonators, as demonstrated by Huang
et al. [55]. These authors again considered a two-port ZnO/silicon microacoustic device, but this time using a 15 μm thick silicon membrane instead of a semi-infinite
substrate. The Lamb wave resonator was built using 2D phononic crystal mirrors, as
shown in Figure 11.4. Again, constructive interference between transduced and reflected waves was obtained by properly selecting the distance between wave sources
and the phononic crystal mirrors. The measurements showed that with 15 rows of
holes in the phononic crystal mirrors, the quality factor could reach Q = 2269 at a
resonant frequency within the phononic band gap.

11.3 Defect cavities
It is a common place idea in physics that by introducing a defect inside an otherwise
perfectly periodic crystal certain particles or waves can become localized or confined.
In the case of sonic and phononic crystals, a complete band gap is generally necessary in order to induce a local confinement of the energy of waves. In the case of an
extended defect extending orthogonal to the direction of propagation and forming a
line in 2D or a plane in 3D, only a directional band gap is required. Such a structure is
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Fig. 11.4: Two-port Lamb wave resonator using phononic crystal mirrors. (a) The square-lattice phononic crystal of holes is etched in silicon, with hole diameter d = 17.8 μm and lattice constant
a = 20 μm. The thickness of the silicon membrane is h = 12 μm. (b) The electrical transmission
shows a series of sharp resonances. The frequency distance between resonances is mostly dictated
by the distance between IDTs, DIDT . (c) Distance D must be chosen so as to provide constructive interference between directly transduced and reflected Lamb waves. The examples provided show
that destructive interference is obtained for D = 1.43λ, with λ the wavelength of the relevant Lamb
wave in silicon, while constructive interference is obtained for D = 1.18λ. Note the difference λ/4
between these two values (after Huang et al. [55], copyright 2010 American Institute of Physics).

usually referred to as a Fabry–Perot interferometer. We will start with some examples
of this “hyperplane” situation, before moving on to defects truly requiring complete
band gaps.
Fabry–Perot interferometers. In optics, a Fabry–Perot interferometer is a thin-layer
device comprising a cavity defined by two mirrors with very high reflectivity. Even
though the reflection coefficients of the mirrors can approach unity, there is a series of
resonant frequencies at which transmission is almost unity. The resonant frequencies
are mostly defined by the width of the cavity, L0 . Away from resonance frequencies, the
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Fabry–Perot interferometer reflects almost all incident light. In analogy, a Fabry–Perot
resonator can be constructed using sonic or phononic crystal mirrors, as depicted in
Figure 11.5. The central cavity width must be tuned so that a resonance occurs inside a
band gap. Note that only a directional band gap is needed in principle, as long as the
resonator is interrogated with plane waves.

tBt
tB(r 2 B2 )t
.
..

..
.

tB(r 2 B2 )q t
.
..

L = na

L0

Fig. 11.5: Schematic of a Fabry–Perot resonator defined using phononic crystal mirrors. Transmission of plane acoustic or elastic waves is decomposed in an infinite series of partial waves defined
by successive transmissions (t) and reflections (r) at the crystal interfaces. B = e−ıβL0 represents
the phase acquired by traversing the central cavity of length L0 with wavenumber β.

With the notations of Figure 11.5, the transmission coefficient through the resonator
can be computed in the following way, based on the previous analysis of the Bragg
band gap mirror. First, we notice that there is a partial wave that can travel through the
whole structure directly, with amplitude t2 B, where B = e−ıβL0 , meaning that it must
go twice through the crystal mirror and once through the cavity. t is the transmission
through the mirror. The second partial wave to exit will have been reflected twice on
the mirrors and will have traveled double the cavity width, thus having amplitude
t2 Br2 B2 . An infinite number of partial waves will then exit from the resonator, so the
total transmission coefficient is given by
T = t2 B(1 + r2 B2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + (r2 B2 )q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ )
=B

t2
.
1 − r2 B2

(11.19)

In order to evaluate the infinite series, we have assumed |r| < 1. The denominator will
be minimum every time r2 B2 = |r|2 , corresponding to the resonance condition
βL0 − Arg(r) = nπ,

(11.20)

with n an integer. At resonance, the transmission is T = Bt2 /|t|2 , which is a complex
number of unit modulus since |B| = 1.
Fabry–Perot resonators based on sonic crystals were built by Van Der Biest et al.
[154]. These authors considered either 2D or 3D sonic crystals. The 2D square-lattice crystals were composed of steel rods immersed in water, with rod diameter
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d = 0.8 mm and lattice constant a = 1.5 mm. These parameters do not provide a
complete band gap but only a directional one, which is enough in the case considered. The 3D close-packed FCC crystals were composed of tungsten carbide spheres in
water, with diameter d = 0.8 mm. A complete band gap is expected around 1 MHz for
this arrangement, as we have shown in Chapter 4. The [111] direction of the crystal is normal to the cavity plane. Two identical sonic crystals were placed around a
7.05 mm thick aluminum slab in either case. The transmission experiments depicted
in Figure 11.6 show clear resonance peaks, as expected for the Fabry–Perot interferometer. Unit transmission is however not observed, which the authors explained by
incorporating the absorption of water in their theoretical model.
1
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Fig. 11.6: Fabry–Perot sonic crystal slab resonator. Amplitude transmission coefficient through
(a) 3D and (b) 2D double phononic crystals. Theoretical predictions with and without absorption
(solid and dashed lines, respectively) are compared with the experimental data (symbols). The corresponding crystal structures and crystallographic orientations are shown in (c) and (d) (after Van
Der Biest et al. [154]).

As an example of a practical Fabry–Perot resonator constructed using phononic band
gap mirrors, let us consider the structure shown in Figure 11.7 [104]. The design basis
is a honeycomb lattice of cylindrical holes in a silicon membrane. The corresponding
phononic crystal slab has parameters d = 12.8 μm (hole diameter), a = 26 μm (lattice
constant) and h = 15 μm (slab thickness). The phononic crystal resonator is defined
by removing four rows of holes from the perfect crystal, as the schematic drawing and
the SEM image in Figure 11.7 illustrate. The width of the cavity cannot be unambiguously defined, because the defect cut does not follow the unit cell, but the central
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Fig. 11.7: Fabry–Perot phononic crystal slab resonator. The PC slab resonator structure with exciting and receiving transducers on its two sides is depicted schematically. The cavity region is
surrounded by four periods of the crystal on each side. The top SEM image of a fabricated PC slab
resonator shows the transducer electrodes on each side. The cavity region is surrounded by three
periods of the crystal on each side. The normalized transmission through the PC cavity slab structure is plotted for (a) the first and (b) the second mode for the structure with three periods of the
crystal on each side of the cavity, and for (c) the first and (d) the second mode for the structure with
only two periods of the crystal on each side of the cavity. The peak frequency f, quality factor Q, and
insertion loss IL are given in each figure (after Mohammadi et al. [104], copyright 2009 American
Institute of Physics).
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cavity filled with plain silicon is 45 μm wide, or L0 = √3a. The phononic crystal slab
has an experimentally verified complete band gap extending from 115 to 152 MHz. The
cavity has two different resonances in this frequency range, at 127 and 150 MHz, approximately. Two different numbers of crystal layers were considered for the phononic
band gap mirrors: either 12 rows of holes (L = 3√3a) or 8 rows of holes (L = 2√3a).
It can be seen in Figure 11.7 that the number of crystal layers indeed has a strong effect on the resonance peaks that are obtained experimentally. The quality factor of the
resonance is enhanced by the number of crystal layers while the insertion loss is correspondingly degraded. Note that transmission around the second resonance frequency
is not symmetrical due to its proximity with the upper band edge: Bloch waves around
150 MHz are only weakly evanescent and become propagating above 152 MHz approximately. The theoretical result that the transmission should be close to unity at resonance is again not confirmed by the measurements in this case. The reason might
be connected with different sources of loss within the device. Apart from the obvious
possible losses caused by intrinsic attenuation of elastic waves in silicon, which can
be enhanced for evanescent Bloch waves in the phononic band gap mirrors, there are
possible losses arising from imperfections of the crystal causing in-plane diffusion of
waves. In addition, in the special case of elastic waves in plates, there are generally
more than one available mode for propagation, causing modal conversion losses at
every interface between the homogeneous plate and the phononic crystal slab.
A similar Fabry–Perot phononic crystal resonator was studied by Wang et al.
but based on a square-lattice crystal [160]. The silicon phononic crystal slab parameters were d = 16.36 μm (hole diameter), a = 18.18 μm (lattice constant) and
h = 10 μm (slab thickness). A central cavity L0 = 3a wide was surrounded with
4-layer phononic crystal mirrors. The complete band gap was found experimentally
to extend from 143 to 186 MHz. A single resonance at 152 MHz with quality factor
Q = 1016 and insertion loss IL = 13 dB was obtained. The same group of authors
proposed improvements to the basic Fabry–Perot phononic crystal structure, including adding smaller holes in the central cavity to obtain Q = 1624 and insertion loss
IL = 11 dB [159].
Zero-dimensional defect cavities. At frequencies within a complete band gap, a sonic
or phononic crystal has in principle the ability to trap waves inside a defect. Indeed,
suppose an excitation is applied inside the defect, for instance by focusing a laser,
then the waves outgoing from the source point can only couple to evanescent Bloch
waves as they reach the interface between the defect and the perfect crystal. The resulting wavefield can be thought of as a central oscillating field inside the defect dressed
with evanescent waves outside of it.
Figure 11.8 shows experimental results obtained with sonic crystals of cylindrical steel rods immersed in water [65]. As we have discussed in Chapter 4, this crystal
has a complete sonic band gap extending from 260 to 312 kHz for the geometrical parameters of Figure 4.12. Three different defect configurations are considered in the fig-
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Fig. 11.8: Defect cavities in a square-lattice sonic crystal of steel cylinders in water, with full band
gap extending from 260 to 312 kHz. The diameter of the rods is d = 2.5 mm and the lattice constant
is a = 3 mm. Experimental (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines) transmission power spectra
versus frequency for interacting defects. (a) With one cylinder removed from the otherwise perfect
crystal, a single defect induces a resonance mode in the stop band with frequency f0 . (b) Two defects in line with the incident wave induce two split resonance modes at frequencies f1 and f2 with
an intercavity distance equal to one period. (c) Same as (b), but the two defects are aligned perpendicularly to the incident wave (after Khelif et al. [65], copyright 2003 American Physical Society).

ure. First, when a single rod is “removed’ from the crystal, one resonant frequency f0
appears in the transmission spectrum inside the complete band gap. The theoretical
transmission, here obtained using a FDTD computation, leads to the expectation that
the resonant transmission is not so far from unity. This result of course depends on
the vertical size of the supercell used for the computation, but outlines the fact that
one should not be surprised to meet a resonant transmission exceeding the mere geometrical filling fraction defined by the ratio of the surface of the defect to the surface
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of the supercell. This is somehow reminiscent of extraordinary acoustic transmission
[25, 37, 91]. The measured transmission through the defective crystal is smaller than
the theoretical value. This should not be attributed to acoustic losses, but rather to the
fact that there is a single defect in the experiment while the computation assumes a
periodically repeated defect. As a further remark, as the square geometry of the defect
cavity allows, it is found that the resonance is degenerate, i.e. there are two orthogonal
modes with the same eigenfrequency f0 [65]. One of these modes is deaf, or antisymmetrical with respect to the direction of propagation. The other one is symmetrical
and is the one that is excited in the experiment.
When two defects are placed sequentially in the direction of propagation, two resonant transmission peaks are seen to appear in Figure 11.8 (b). Since the two defects
are identical, they would have the same resonance frequency if they were uncoupled.
Since they are placed only two rows apart, however, they are not isolated by the surrounding crystal and they couple through the evanescent tails of their wavefields. As
the double-defect cavity is symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis of the figure,
it supports both an antisymmetrical mode with frequency f1 and a symmetrical mode
with frequency f2 . Again, both of these modes are degenerate because of the symmetry
of the structure with respect to the propagation direction, and only the horizontally
symmetrical modes leave an experimental trace in the transmission. Finally, when the
double-defect cavity is placed perpendicularly to the propagation direction, only one
transmission peak with frequency f3 is again observed, corresponding to a mode that
is symmetrical with respect to the propagation direction.
As a remark, the modes of zero-dimensional defects are localized spatially around
the defect. Their spatial Fourier transform thus spans all of k-space. Now since they
are not propagating waves, they cannot have a dispersion in the (k, ω) representation. In a phononic band structure, obtained using a supercell computation, they must
then appear as horizontal lines. In practice, any deviation from this behavior should
be interpreted as the supercell not providing enough isolation between artificially periodized defects, so that the defects are effectively coupled. If this coupling is intentional, conversely, then a tunneling waveguide can be formed according to the principles specified in Section 11.4.4.

11.4 Defect waveguides
While we have considered line defects oriented orthogonally to wave propagation as
Fabry–Perot resonators in the previous section, line defects also have the potential to
guide waves for frequencies within a complete band gap. This idea has been extensively explored in the literature and many different waveguides have been formed in
2D and 3D crystals, in phononic crystal slabs, and for surface elastic waves on semiinfinite phononic crystals. In this section we illustrate some guidance concepts and
some practical issues with defect waveguides in sonic and phononic crystals.
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11.4.1 Waveguides in 2D sonic crystals
The most practical system to test the principle of the complete band gap waveguide is
probably the two-dimensional sonic crystal of steels rods in air or water. As the crystal can be made much longer than the wavelength along the third dimension, the result is a one-dimensional waveguide that can be easily characterized in transmission
with transducers. Because of its simplicity, this system has received quite a lot of attention for its own merits [60, 64–66, 86, 100] and for its combination with grafted
resonators [10, 120]. As an example, Khelif et al. considered linear waveguides obtained by removing one or two rows of rods in a square-lattice sonic crystal, as shown
in Figure 11.9 [64]. The crystal dimensions are exactly the same as the sonic crystal
in Figure 4.12, with a complete sonic band gap from 260 to 320 kHz. When one row of
rods is removed along the X direction to form a W1 waveguide – Wn means a linear
defect waveguide with n rows removed – the band structure obtained with the supercell shown in the second line of Table 11.2 displays two propagating bands inside the
complete band gap. Since there are only evanescent Bloch waves in the surrounding
crystal in this frequency range, the Bloch waves are composed of a central pressure
distribution in the defect dressed with evanescent tails in the crystal. Their wavenumber is real valued, implying that they are guided and propagating inside the defect
region. The phase velocity of the guided Bloch waves is simply given by ω/k, as usual.
More strikingly, part of the lower guided band indeed shows a negative group velocity, ∂ω
∂k < 0.¹ The experiment shows, however, that whenever a propagation band is
present, transmission through the W1 waveguide occurs irrespective of the sign of the
group velocity. The pressure distribution for the W1 waveguide in Figure 4.12 is obtained at a frequency of 287 kHz, and shows the transmission of a wave incident from
the left. When two rows of rods are removed to form waveguide W2, the dispersion
of guided Bloch waves is deeply modified as compared to the W1 case. Significantly,
a band gap for guided waves appears now in the middle of the complete band gap.
Indeed, as the defect crystal can be thought of as a particular one-dimensional sonic
crystal for guided waves, it may well be that periodicity induces a band gap (for guided
waves) within the band gap (for the perfect crystal). The pressure distribution for the
W2 waveguide in Figure 4.12 is obtained at a frequency of 287 kHz again; total reflection is seen to occur at this frequency, with a clear evanescent decay of the Bloch wave
amplitude.

1 Though we write that the group velocity is negative, it is to be understood that the signs of the phase
and the group velocity are opposites. As always with periodicity, negativity or opposite signs result
from band foldings with the implication that left- and right-propagating Bloch waves are always simultaneously present.
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Fig. 11.9: Linear sonic crystal defect waveguides. A line defect is inserted in an otherwise perfectly
periodic crystal. Two different waveguide widths are considered: (a) first exactly one row is missing,
(b) second exactly two rows are missing. In each case the band structure is shown on the left, and
a transmission measurement, its comparison with an FDTD computation, and an example pressure
field distribution are shown on the right. The sonic crystal is a square-lattice array of steel rods in
water, with a = 3 mm and d = 2.5 mm (after Khelif et al. [64], copyright 2004 American Institute of
Physics).

The principle of the defect wave waveguide defined in a crystal is not limited to straight
linear defects of the type Wn. Actually, it is possible to sharply bend the propagation
path while still maintaining propagation. As an example, Figure 11.10 shows the spectral transmission of a linear defect that is sharply bent at two different locations. It
is apparent by comparison with the W1 case that transmission is still obtained over a
large part of the complete band gap, though strong filtering or transmission canceling occurs at certain frequencies. Actually, the sharp bends have resonances whose
excitation reshapes the transmitted spectrum.
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Fig. 11.10: Bent defect waveguide in a sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The sonic crystal is a
square-lattice array of steel rods in water, with a = 3 mm and d = 2.5 mm. The experimental transmission is compared to an FDTD computation and the pressure distribution is shown at a frequency
of 275 kHz (after Khelif et al. [64], copyright 2004 American Institute of Physics).

11.4.2 Waveguides in phononic crystal slabs
The phononic crystal slab structure lends itself quite naturally to the definition of phononic waveguides in three dimensions. The two-dimensional periodicity in the plane
can trap waves efficiently around a defect, for frequencies within a complete band
gap, and the top and bottom surfaces ensure their vertical confinement. As an example, let us consider the experiment conducted by Hsiao et al. [54] shown in Figures 11.11
and 11.12. The experiment is performed with two phononic crystal slab samples, both
composed of a square-lattice monolayer of steel beads (diameter d = 4 mm) in epoxy.
One of the samples is oriented in the ΓX direction while the other one is oriented in
the ΓM direction. The beads are close packed (a = d) and the slab thickness is also the
bead diameter (h = d) by construction. Lamb waves were launched in the slab by attaching a transducer to one side. A prism in contact with the surface is used to launch
waves with a nonzero wavenumber. The out-of-plane displacements are recorded at
any position on the other side with a heterodyne optical interferometer. Figure 11.11
shows the measured displacements as a function of frequency and of the position
along the direction of propagation. A complete band gap is found between 250 and
340 kHz. Line scans at different frequencies show that waves are rather well transmitted below the band gap, exponentially decreasing within it, and not very strongly
retransmitted above it. The attenuation in the high frequency range may be attributed
to propagation losses in epoxy. Figure 11.12 shows the optical measurement of waves
propagating inside a line defect waveguide created by omitting a row of beads along
the ΓX direction. For a frequency below the band gap, plane wave fronts are observed,
accompanying transmission through the crystal and the defect line as well. For a frequency within the band gap, guided waves are observed to be well confined inside the
defect line.
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Fig. 11.11: Phononic crystal slab of steel beads in an epoxy matrix. Waves are excited in a phononic crystal slab using an ultrasonic transducer through a prism with an incidence angle of 30°.
The phononic crystal slab is formed by a one layer thick array of spherical steel beads with a diameter of 4 mm arranged according to a square lattice in an epoxy matrix. The dependency of the
displacement amplitude on frequency and propagation distance is measured for the Γ X and the Γ M
oriented phononic crystal slabs. The white lines in the gray maps limit the complete band gap frequency range, while the black circles indicate the position of steel beads. The graphs (c) and (d) are
extracted from the data in (a) and (b), respectively, and show line scans at three particular frequencies. The chosen frequencies lie before the complete band gap, inside it, and above it (after Hsiao
et al. [54], copyright 2007 American Physical Society).
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Fig. 11.12: Waveguide in a phononic crystal slab of steel beads in an epoxy matrix. The real part of
the displacement amplitude of acoustic waves in the line defect waveguide is displayed at (a) a frequency of 275 kHz within the complete band gap and (b) a frequency of 134 kHz below the complete band gap. The white circles in (a) and the black circles in (b) indicate the positions of the steel
beads (after Hsiao et al. [54], copyright 2007 American Physical Society).

The phononic crystal slab waveguide has been the subject of a rather extensive literature, for the most part based on numerical simulations. Besides the solid-solid composition that we just discussed, phononic crystals of holes in a solid slab [69, 156, 157]
and phononic crystal of pillars on a membrane were considered [115, 170]. In all these
structures, the basic guidance mechanism relied on defects in an otherwise perfect
crystal and was only effective for frequencies within a complete band gap.

11.4.3 Waveguides in surface phononic crystals
Waveguides for surface elastic waves on two-dimensional phononic crystals have
been investigated theoretically for both arrays of holes [147] and arrays of pillars [4].
Experimental realizations [113, 114] have remained scarce so far, however, because
of the technological implications of the fabrication of the structures. The combination of vertical guidance by the surface – as in the widespread surface acoustic wave
devices – and of lateral phononic crystal guidance does work very effectively. As an
example, Figure 11.13 shows experiments with line defect waveguides in a squarelattice phononic crystal of holes in silicon [114]. Excitation and detection of surface
waves is achieved in a pump-probe configuration with a femtosecond laser. All signals are hence recorded in the space and time domain, and a further temporal Fourier
transform is used to obtain images of wave propagation at particular frequencies.
At a frequency of 322 MHz, transmission through the straight waveguide is observed
neatly. When a sharp bend is added, transmission is still ensured, though with some
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reflection at the bend. At the time this text was written, much work was still required
to obtain reliable surface phononic waveguides and to combine them with efficient
transducers. The same observation applies to waveguides in microscale phononic
crystal slabs.

11.4.4 Coupled-resonator acoustic waveguides (CRAW)
Guidance in a sonic or phononic crystal is not limited to linear lines of defects. Actually, any chain of defects acting as cavities can become a waveguide, providing the
cavities are not too far away from one another and they have the same initial resonance frequency. This is the basic idea of the coupled-resonator acoustic waveguide.
To illustrate the concept, consider Figure 11.14 [65]. A sequence of sonic crystal cavities
is formed inside a square-lattice sonic crystal. The cavities are separated by only one
crystal row, with the consequence that their coupling is rather strong. As a result, the
local resonances hybridize to form a pass-band within which waves can be guided.
The pressure field plotted in Figure 11.14 at a frequency in the middle of the passband illustrates that the guided mode is apparently composed of an alternation of
individual cavity modes with opposite phases. This idea leads to an analytic method
to obtain the dispersion relation of the guided waves, based on a classical analog of
the tight-binding model of quantum mechanics, as originally proposed by Yariv et al.
for coupled-resonator optical waveguides (CROW) [173]. The basic idea is to look for
the guided mode as a weighted superposition of resonant modes attached to a cavity
site, with the weights depending on the wavenumber, according to
u(x) = ∑ exp(−ikx n )T n u0 (x),

(11.21)

n

where x n = nΛ is the coordinate of the n-th resonator and T n is the translation operator
from the origin to location x n . This expression means that the guided mode is approximated by a superposition of translated cavity modes, each having the same weight

◂ Fig. 11.13: Phononic crystal waveguide for surface elastic waves in holey silicon. (a) and (b) are
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the straight and L-shaped phononic crystal waveguides. Marked regions are for Fourier analysis. (c) is an oblique SEM image. A model of the structure is shown (d), as well as (e) its horizontal cross section at a depth of 0.7 mm, and (f) its vertical
cross section. Frequency-filtered images are presented in (g) and (h). (g) is for the straight waveguide at 322 MHz (row 1) and 482 MHz (row 2). Columns 1 and 2 show maps of the experimental and
̄
simulated |u(x,
ω)|, together with sections (vertical curves) through the center of the waveguide;
̄
columns 3 and 4 display Re(u(x,
ω)). Column 4 includes cross sections in a vertical plane running
through the waveguide centers. Both the simulation and experimental data are normalized, with
identical scales at the two frequencies in each case. (h) gives the same information as (g) for the
L waveguide. Cross sections are based on lines or planes though the center of the waveguide (after
Otsuka et al. [114]).
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Fig. 11.14: Coupled-resonator acoustic waveguide inside a square-lattice sonic crystal. (a) Experimental (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) transmission power spectrum versus frequency for
five consecutive defects. (b) Calculated longitudinal displacement amplitude averaged over one
period of oscillation. The two-dimensional crystal is composed of steel rods with a = 3 mm and
d = 2.5 mm. The incident wave is a longitudinal monochromatic plane wave with a 290 kHz frequency. The figure demonstrates the confinement and the guiding of the incident wave along the
defect line (after Khelif et al. [65], copyright 2003 American Physical Society).

in modulus but a relative phase kx n . Replacing this Ansatz in the wave equation of
the periodic structure, a dispersion relation linking the frequency and the wavenumber of the guided wave can be obtained explicitly. The coefficients appearing in the
dispersion relation can be found from overlap integrals involving the cavity mode distribution. Escalante et al. have shown that this direct approach yields a model dispersion relation that only crudely approximates the actual dispersion relation obtained
from a supercell computation [34]. Alternatively, they proposed to consider a model
where the coupled cavities are described as a linear chain of coupled harmonic oscillators, similar to the description of phonon propagation in a one-dimensional lattice
of atoms. The starting expression is
−

∞
d2 U n
=
𝛾m U n+m .
∑
dt2
m=−∞

(11.22)

In this equation, U n is a scalar variable similar to a displacement from equilibrium
position describing the state of the resonator. Coefficient 𝛾0 equals the square of the
resonant angular frequency Ω2 in the decoupling limit, and the coefficients 𝛾m for
m ≠ 0 are coupling constants with the same units as 𝛾0 . The underlying assumption
is that the response to small perturbations of the equilibrium positions of resonators
is linear and translation invariant. Next we consider the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of the sequence U n
̄
U(k)
= ∑ U n exp(iknΛ)
(11.23)
n

and its inverse
π/Λ

Λ
̄
exp(−iknΛ).
Un =
∫ dk U(k)
2π
−π/Λ

(11.24)
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In these relations, the wavenumber k is a real variable defined in the first Brillouin
zone. Λ is the cavity separation and also the width of the supercell in the direction
of propagation. Making use of the orthonormality and completeness of the DFT, the
following dispersion relation is obtained upon substituting (11.24) in (11.22)
∞

ω2 = ∑ 𝛾m exp(−ikmΛ).

(11.25)

m=−∞

For a symmetric CRAW, the dispersion relation simplifies to
∞

ω2 = 𝛾0 + ∑ 2𝛾m cos(kmΛ).

(11.26)

m=1

The dispersion relation involves a Fourier series, thus reflecting the periodic repetition
of the cavities. The coupling coefficients 𝛾m can be fitted from the computed dispersion
relation. We can also express directly the angular frequency as a Fourier series
∞

ω = Γ0 + ∑ 2Γ m cos(kmΛ),

(11.27)

m=1

where the coefficients Γ m are straightforwardly obtained from the coefficients 𝛾m . In
practice, the Fourier series converges very quickly, in accordance with the intuition
that only neighboring cavities have influence on the dispersion of waves guided by
resonator coupling. Figure 11.15 compares the computed dispersion relation with the
theoretical dispersion relation, in the case of a square-lattice phononic crystal of cylindrical tungsten inclusions in a silicon matrix. An excellent agreement is obtained with
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Fig. 11.15: Dispersion relation of a coupled-resonator acoustic waveguide (CRAW). The phononic
crystal composed of a 2D square-lattice array of cylindrical tungsten inclusions embedded in a silicon matrix, with a filling fraction of 0.145. CRAWs are formed with single cavities separated by
either Λ = 2a or Λ = 3a. In either case, the dispersion relation can be fitted with high accuracy with
a Fourier series expansion including only four harmonics (after Escalante et al. [34]).
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only the first four Fourier coefficients included, or with couplings included up to the
third neighboring resonator. It can be remarked that the property that dispersion relations can be represented by Fourier series expansions is implied by periodicity and
linearity alone, independently of the CRAW concept. The same model dispersion relation can thus be considered for any periodic waveguide. The significance of the model
in the context of the CRAW, however, is that the Fourier coefficient 𝛾m can be directly
identified as a measure of the coupling of a cavity with its m-th neighbor.

11.4.5 The phononic crystal fiber
All the phononic crystal waveguides we have considered so far employ a two-dimensional periodic structuration to forbid propagation in the plane (x1 , x2 ). Assuming
that the periodic structure can be made very long, it can also be used to guide waves
propagating along the x3 axis, i.e. along the direction of invariance. This guiding
mechanism is directly inspired by the photonic crystal fiber, an optical fiber with a
periodic array of holes surrounding a central core [142].
As a first step, let us consider slanted propagation in a phononic crystal. The idea
is to look for waves that have a nonzero real-valued k3 component of the wavevector. To be more explicit, let us reconsider the finite element formulation of the band
structure in Section 6.1.4, specifically (6.38)
∫ S(v)∗I c IJ S(u)J = ω2 ∫ v∗ · ρu.
Ω

Ω

Displacements (u1 , u2 , u3 ) depend only on (x1 , x2 ), and we let the wavevector be defined in 3D. The strains then simplify to
∂ ũ 1
− ık1 ũ 1 ,
∂x1
∂ ũ 2
− ık2 ũ 2 ,
S2 (u) =
∂x2
S3 (u) = −ık3 ũ 3 ,
S1 (u) =

∂ ũ 3
− ı(k3 ũ 2 + k2 ũ 3 ),
∂x2
∂ ũ 3
− ı(k3 ũ 1 + k1 ũ 3 ),
S5 (u) =
∂x1
∂ ũ 2 ∂ ũ 1
+
− ı(k2 ũ 1 + k1 ũ 2 ),
S6 (u) =
∂x1 ∂x2
S4 (u) =

and similar expressions for the test functions v. We can then obtain a series of 2D band
structures ω(k1 , k2 ) for any value of k3 considered as a parameter. If there is a complete band gap, then it applies to slanted wave propagation, because k3 is nonzero
[163].
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The next step is to introduce a defect in the phononic crystal that is to serve as
a core for waveguiding. Khelif et al. have theoretically considered a square lattice of
square cross section tungsten rods in epoxy, and have added a central aluminum nitride (AlN) rod, as depicted in Figure 11.16 [67]. Defect modes appear as flat bands in the
phononic band structure in a supercell computation. By examining the distribution of
displacements for the defect modes, they are clearly well confined to the central AlN
rod and they decay evanescently in the surrounding crystal. They are guided waves
propagating along the central rod at the phase velocity ω/k3 .
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Fig. 11.16: Cross section of a supercell solid-solid phononic crystal, consisting of an AlN rod defect
in tungsten/epoxy structure. The lattice constant is a = 100 μm and the rod side is d = 45 μm. Twodimensional phononic band structure for k3 a/(2π) = 0.1, for the tungsten/epoxy/AlN structure.
Defect modes appear in two band gap regions. Relative magnitude of out-plane displacements of
(a) the compression mode, C1, with ωa/(2π) = 848.0 m/s and (b) the compression mode, C2, with
ωa/(2π) = 1198.4 m/s for the tungsten/epoxy/AlN (after Khelif et al. [67], copyright 2004 American
Physical Society).

Gathering together all the band structures for varying k3 , we obtain a dispersion diagram ω(k3 ) giving the dispersion relation of the guided waves. As an example, Figure 11.17 shows such a dispersion diagram for a honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal
of holes in silica surrounding a central defect (a missing hole) [81]. It can be noticed
that there are no complete band gaps in this dispersion diagram. In the absence of the
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defect, different regions that are empty of any propagating elastic wave are present in
the dispersion relation. When the defect is present, isolated bands corresponding to
guided waves appear within them.
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Fig. 11.17: Dispersion diagram for elastic waveguide modes of honeycomb silica photonic crystal
fibers with a central defect. The two-dimensional meshes of the cross sections are shown as an
inset. The diameter to lattice constant ratio is d/a = 0.51. Energy density of guided elastic modes
propagating in the core of the photonic crystal fiber by a phononic band gap effect for the points
labeled (a) D, (b) E and (c) F in the band structure (after Laude et al. [81], copyright 2005 American
Physical Society).

12 Spatial and temporal dispersion
In this chapter, we consider the properties of sonic and phononic crystals from the
point of view of their dispersion. In periodic media, temporal and spatial dispersion
are intimately connected. We start our discussion with the general dispersion relation
for a crystal, in an implicit form, and derive various useful expressions and properties for wave propagation. In particular, the relation between different definitions of
group velocity is explained. The concept of the equifrequency surface is next used
to discuss various spatial dispersion effects in crystals: positive and negative refraction, collimation, and gradient-index phononic crystals. All these effects are related
to the internal details of the crystal, but in practice it is very often necessary to excite
wave propagation from the outside. We correspondingly specify a general method to
obtain a solution to the reflection/refraction problem at a sonic crystal interface. This
methodology is obviously easily extended to phononic crystals. The modal conversion
problem at a sonic crystal periodic boundary is then exemplified with the sonic crystal
diffraction grating. Finally, the concept of classical tunneling through a finite crystal
is illustrated.

12.1 Dispersion relations
We start our discussion of dispersion relations with general considerations for dispersive and anisotropic media.
Implicit dispersion relation as a level set. An implicit dispersion relation has the form
D(ω, k) = 0,

(12.1)

as we already noted in Section 2.1.2. Later in this section we give a general method
to obtain an expression of this type for a crystal. Here the dependence on k actually
means dependence on three wavenumbers k1 , k2 , and k3 . Relation (12.1) defines a hypersurface of dimension three in the 4D space (ω, k) of dispersion relations. In mathematics, this hypersurface is a level set of the real-valued function D(ω, k). The first
differential of the dispersion relation is
∂D
∂D
dk i = 0.
dω +
∂ω
∂k i

(12.2)

The group velocity along direction k i can then be obtained as
dω 
∂k
(v g )i =
= − ∂Di .

dk i k j ,j=i̸
∂D

(12.3)

∂ω

This relation is valid for infinitesimal variations of the variables of the dispersion relation and holds exactly on it, i.e. at (ω, k) points where (12.1) is satisfied. In this defini-
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tion, each component (v g )i of the group velocity vector is the slope of a tangent to the
hypersurface defined by (12.1); this tangent lies in a plane containing the frequency
axis and direction k i , as depicted in Figure 12.1 (a). Note that the sign and magnitude
of a group velocity component are defined unambiguously by relation (12.3) even if D
is multiplied by an arbitrary nonsingular real function of ω and k.¹
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Fig. 12.1: Implicit dispersion relation as a level set. (a) In the (ω, k i ) plane, the implicit dispersion
D(ω, k) = 0 defines bands. The group velocity is the local slope of the bands. The gradient ∇D
is orthogonal to the band. (b) In the space (ω, k), D(ω, k) = 0 defines a hypersurface to which
the gradient ∇D is orthogonal. The group velocity vector is proportional to the projection of the
−1
gradient on k-space (the proportionality coefficient α = −( ∂D
∂ω ) ). The equifrequency surface (EFS)
is the cross section of the dispersion relation hyperplane at constant angular frequency.

From the gradient of D evaluated along the dispersion relation hypersurface, ∇D =
∂D T
∂D
( ∂D
∂ω , ∂k i ) , the group velocity vector is formed by the scaling operation ∇D/(− ∂ω ) =
(−1, (v g )i )T . It is a mathematical theorem that if function D is differentiable around a
point of its level set, then its gradient is either zero or perpendicular to the level set at
that point. Because of its definition from the gradient, the group velocity vector is also
orthogonal to the dispersion relation hypersurface. In particular, the group velocity
vector is orthogonal to the equifrequency surface (EFS) defined by the cross section of
the dispersion relation hypersurface at a constant angular frequency ω.

1 The dispersion relation is unchanged if is multiplied by an arbitrary function f(ω, k) ≠ 0, since f D =
0 is equivalent to D = 0. Furthermore ∇(f D) = f∇D + D∇f = f∇D for any point on the hypersurface
defined by the dispersion relation. The two gradients are then proportional and point along the same
direction.
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We can now reinterpret the result in Property 2.5 that v g = n · vg . As depicted in
Figure 12.1 (b), let us consider a fixed direction in k-space given by the unit vector n.
∂D
For point (ω, kn) in dispersion relation space, ∂D
∂k = n i ∂k i represents the projection of
the gradient with respect to k on the (ω, k) plane. Dividing by − ∂D
∂ω , relation v g = n · vg
follows.

Refraction inside a crystal. Let us illustrate to use of the EFS to graphically obtain the
wavevector and group velocity vector upon refraction of a plane harmonic at the interface of a sonic or phononic crystal. The construction is depicted in Figure 12.2 in the
case of a 2D square-lattice crystal. The interface between the medium of incidence and
the crystal is along x1 . For simplicity we assume that incidence is from a homogeneous
and isotropic medium; we also consider only one polarization inside the crystal. The
construction can be easily extended to more complex cases.
For the first band, the EFS is centered around the Γ point of the first Brillouin zone.
The group velocity vector points outward since v g > 0, according to the previous discussion. In Figure 12.2 (a), we have purposely depicted a slow medium of incidence, so
that the range of possible incident wavenumbers extends over a range larger than the
first Brillouin zone of the crystal. The wavenumber k1 is conserved upon refraction. Its
value can be tuned by changing the angle of incidence at fixed frequency, through the
relation k1 = cos(θ)ω/c. Bloch waves that are excited in the crystal are characterized
by a conserved value of k1 , up to a reciprocal lattice vector translation, and a positive
sign for (v g )2 . The latter condition is imposed by the requirement that energy propagates in the positive x2 direction. As θ varies from 0° to 90°, three incidence ranges
can be identified. First, a Bloch wave with (v g )1 > 0 is excited, corresponding to positive refraction (PR). Positive diffraction means that the direction of energy flow in the
crystal is on the same side of the normal to the interface as the incident wave. There
is then a range of angles of incidence for which no propagating Bloch wave can be
excited; there is hence total internal reflection (TIR) at the interface.² Next, there is a
third range of angles of incidence for which the wavenumber k1 exceeds the limit of
the first Brillouin zone and meets a periodic replica of the EFS. Folding the wavenumber back to the first Brillouin zone, a propagating Bloch wave with (v g )1 < 0 can be
excited, leading to negative refraction (NR). Negative refraction means that the direction of energy flow in the crystal is on the opposite side of the normal to the interface
compared to the incident wave.
We still consider in Figure 12.2 (b) the case of the first band, but in a frequency
range with a directional band gap for symmetry point X; as a result the EFS is now
centered on point M (an actual example of this situation is presented in Figure 12.8).

2 Total internal reflection was introduced in Section 3.2 for an interface separating two homogeneous
media with different acoustic velocities. The field in the crystal is here a superposition of evanescent
Bloch waves.
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Fig. 12.2: Graphical construction of refraction at an interface separating an isotropic incident
medium and an artificial crystal. The case depicted is for a square-lattice crystal. While the dispersion relation in the homogeneous and isotropic medium of incidence can be presented as a circle of
radius ω/c in k-space, the equifrequency contours (EFC) of the crystal are periodic with the periodicity of the reciprocal lattice. Only the first band is depicted. (a) For lower frequencies, the EFC is annular and centered on point Γ . The case depicted is such that the interface is aligned with direction
x1 . Construction of the refracted Bloch wave follows conservation of the tangential wavenumber and
possible folding back to the first Brillouin zone. As the angle of incidence increases, positive refraction (PR), total internal reflection (TIR), and negative refraction (NR) are experienced in sequence.
(b), (c) For frequencies such that there is a partial band gap in direction Γ X, the EFC becomes centered on point M. (b) The interface is aligned with direction x1 . As the angle of incidence increases,
refraction is to evanescent Bloch waves only (band gap, BG), then positive, then negative. (c) The
interface is rotated by 45° from x1 . Refraction is first negative, then to evanescent Bloch waves, and
then positive. Note that the group velocity is never negative.

The crystal is oriented so that direction ΓX is along the interface. Following the same
procedure as previously, there are again three different incidence ranges as θ varies
from 0° to 90°. First the directional band gap induces total reflection for the incident
waves. Then until point X there is positive refraction to a propagating Bloch wave. After
point X the wavenumber can be folded back to the first Brillouin zone and negative
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refraction occurs. In Figure 12.2 (c) we have plotted the case of the same crystal and of
the same frequency, but with an overall rotation of 45° of the lattice vectors. There is
again a succession of three different incidence ranges: first negative refraction, then
band gap, then positive refraction.
Further relations for nondispersive media. In the case that a medium of propagation
is nondispersive, but possibly anisotropic, there are a few more relations that can be
derived for the group velocity vector. The following results apply to bulk wave propagation in homogeneous anisotropic solids, for instance, but not generally to periodic media and artificial crystals. The purpose of presenting them here is to prevent
the reader from casually using seemingly classical results in cases where they do not
apply.
If propagation is nondispersive, the velocity depends only on the direction of
propagation and we can write
ω(k) = |k|v(k),

(12.4)

defining an explicit representation for the dispersion relation as a cone. We can then
obtain by differentiation
(v g )i =

∂ω
ki
∂v
∂v
=
= vn i +
.
v + |k|
∂k i |k|
∂k i
∂n i

(12.5)

With this expression, it is clear that for isotropic propagation the group velocity vector
∂v
equals the phase velocity vector and that ∂n
measures the deviation from isotropy.
i
A homogeneous function f of degree q is such that
f(αx) = α q f(x),

∀α > 0.

(12.6)

Euler’s homogeneous function theorem states that if f is continuously differentiable,
then homogeneity is equivalent to
∇ · f(x) = qf(x).

(12.7)

Let us apply this result to the EFS in (12.4). ω(k) is a homogeneous function of degree
1 of the wavevector, implying that
ki

∂ω
= ω.
∂k i

(12.8)

The formula n i (v g )i = v then follows immediately, instead of n i (v g )i = v g . The lesson
is that the casual formula vg = ∇k (ω(k)) can be misleading in artificial crystals if one
does not recognize that ω is not simply a homogeneous function of k.
Implicit dispersion relations for sonic and phononic crystals. The classical band
structure of sonic and phononic crystals gives the dispersion relation of propagating
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Bloch waves; it can be viewed as a series of cross sections of the dispersion relation hypersurface. We have obtained it in Chapters 4 and 6 from the solution of an eigenvalue
problem of the form
A(k)x = ω2 Bx,
(12.9)
where x is the vector of the unknown coefficients in the expansion of the solution (PWE
or FEM, for instance), and A and B are square and symmetric matrices that are formed
from material constants and expansion functions. Matrix A explicitly depends on the
wavenumber k and on the direction of propagation n. From the eigenvalue problem,
a scalar dispersion relation for each eigenvalue ω can be obtained by left-multiplying
with the left eigenvector y. The left eigenvector is a right eigenvector of the transposes
of matrices A and B. Generally, x and y associated to the same eigenvalue are different,
unless the matrices are symmetric [152], which is the case here. We thus obtain the
dispersion relation in implicit form as [80]
D(ω, k) = xT A(k)x − ω2 xT Bx

(12.10)

where the subscript T denotes transposition. Note that the eigenvector depends on ω
and k. Because it satisfies (12.9) along the dispersion relation, we obtain
∂D
= −2ωxT Bx,
∂ω
∂A(k)
∂D
= xT
x,
∂k
∂k
at every point of the dispersion relation. Since we know explicit expressions for all matrices, these formulas allow for a very efficient evaluation of the group velocity at every
(k, ω) point of the dispersion relation, given only the knowledge of the eigenvalue and
eigenvector. Indeed, the group velocity can be calculated without any approximation
along the dispersion relation by the formula
vg =

xT ∂A(k)
∂k x
2ωxT Bx

.

(12.11)

The complex band structure is also found as the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form
C(ω)x = kD(ω)x,
(12.12)
as we discussed in Chapter 9. Matrices C and D account for periodicity where required
and are nonsymmetric in general. Matrix D explicitly depends on frequency in case
of loss. As before, we can obtain an implicit dispersion relation for each particular
eigenvalue k, by left-multiply by the left eigenvector y. The left eigenvector satisfies
yT C(ω) = kyT D(ω).

(12.13)

The dispersion relation in implicit form is thus
D(ω, k) = yT C(ω)x − kyT D(ω)x,

(12.14)
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whose first differentials when evaluated on the dispersion relation are
∂D
∂C
∂D
= yT
x − kyT
x,
∂ω
∂ω
∂ω
∂D
= −yT Dx.
∂k
Again, since we know the explicit expressions for all matrices, these formulas allow for
a very efficient evaluation of the group velocity at every (ω, k) point of the dispersion
relation, given only the knowledge of the eigenvectors y and x. The group velocity is
explicitly [109]
yT Dx
vg =
.
(12.15)
∂C
∂D
yT ∂ω x − kyT ∂ω
x
This formula was used to plot the group velocity variation with frequency in Figures 9.11 and 9.12.

12.2 Refractive sonic crystal lenses
Traditional optical lenses are based on refraction at curved interfaces between glass
and air. As the refractive index of glass (≈ 1.45 to 1.9) is larger than the refractive index
of air (≈ 1), refraction is positive and the angle of refraction is smaller than the angle of
incidence. The same principle applies to refractive acoustic lenses that use a shaped
piece of material with a longitudinal velocity smaller than the velocity of the host fluid
medium. In the low frequency range of the band structure of a sonic crystal, the EFS
for the first band initially has the shape of a cone originating from the Γ point. As
a consequence, in every direction of propagation there is an effective velocity veff (n)
that is independent of frequency – at least for low frequencies. This effective velocity
is the result of the homogenization of the Bloch wave attached to the first band [21].
For an incident wavelength that is much larger than the lattice constant, and as long
as we can disregard any evanescent Bloch wave, the sonic crystal appears as if it were
homogeneous [153]. For the hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal of aluminum rods in air
shown in Figure 12.3, veff (n) ≈ 270 m/s for the ΓM direction, resulting in an equivalent
acoustic refractive index of 1.3 ± 0.1 with respect to air [21]. The experimental result
shows that it is possible to produce a sonic crystal lens that can focus sound waves
in air.
The biconvex shape given to the sonic crystal lens in Figure 12.3 is purely heuristic and inspired by the appearance of traditional optical lenses. Håkansson et al. proposed designing this shape by using a numerical optimization procedure [45]; they
specifically used genetic optimization, but this choice is not unique. Their design goal
was the maximization of the sound enhancement at a given position after the lens and
at a given frequency. The design variables are the presence or not of an aluminum rod
at every unit cell of a 20 × 19 array of rods. Optimization time and results obviously
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Fig. 12.3: A sonic crystal lens in air. (a) The photograph shows a sonic crystal lens for audible frequencies hanging from the ceiling as seen from below. Part of the frame, the walls and the ceiling of the anechoic chamber can be seen. Sound level maps are measured in air at a frequency of
1 700 Hz (b) after a flat lens and (c) after a biconvex lens. The sketches are drawn to scale: both
sonic crystal samples are 1.2 m wide (after Cervera et al. [21], copyright 2002 American Physical
Society).

depend on the constraints that are added to reduce the size of the solution space. In
Figure 12.4 (a)–(d), the lens was imposed to be symmetric with respect to both the horizontal and the vertical axis, and to have no missing rod inside the lens. The results
show the different optimized shapes when the focusing distance varies from 0.65 to
1.25 m. In Figure 12.4 (e)–(g), the constraints are progressively relieved for a focusing
distance of 1.05 m. In (e), the lens is permitted to have constrictions, loosening its con-
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Fig. 12.4: Genetic algorithm optimization of refractive sonic crystal lenses in air. (a)–(d) Four
thick sonic crystal lenses are designed for 1 700 Hz and different focal distances: (a) 0.65 m,
(b) 0.85 m, (c) 1.05 m and (d) 1.25 m. The maximum amplification in the focus is indicated in each
plot. (e)–(g) Three thick SC lenses are designed to focus sound at a distance of 1.05 m with three
different symmetry conditions (see text). The symmetry constraint is hardest for (a) and successively lifted for (b) and (c). The maximum amplification in the focus is indicated in each plot (after
Håkansson et al. [45], copyright 2004 American Physical Society).

vex character; the enhancement is only marginal compared to (c). In (f), rods are permitted to be removed inside the lens, leading to another small improvement in the
pressure level at the focus. Finally, in (g) symmetry with respect to the vertical axis is
relaxed, leading to a more significant improvement.
The previous example implies that the convex shape for the lens was not particularly necessary given the optimization goal: maximize the pressure level at a given
point in space and at a given frequency. Håkansson et al. proceeded to demonstrate
that this goal can be achieved even with flat sonic crystal lenses [46]. The designs in
Figure 12.5 are for flat refractive lenses using either five or nine layers of a hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal. In addition to the previous designs, three different diameters
for the rods are permitted, either 0 (no rod), 12 mm, or 30 mm. The optimization result is not intuitive and has no clear resemblance to a traditional lens. It has to be
pointed out, however, that the flat sonic crystal lens is designed to operate at a single
frequency, so it is not guaranteed that it will operate properly at different frequencies
and consequently with short acoustic pulses having an inherent wide bandwidth.
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Fig. 12.5: Flat sonic crystal lenses optimized by a genetic algorithm. A hexagonal-lattice sonic crystal of aluminum rods in air is designed as an acoustic lens that is either 5 (left) or 9 (right) layers
thick. The pressure enhancement maps obtained numerically (a), (c) are compared with experimental results (b), (d). The lattice constant is a = 67 mm and rods with diameters of 12 mm or 30 mm are
considered (after Håkansson et al. [46], copyright 2005 American Institute of Physics).

12.3 Negative refraction in sonic crystals
Note 1: Fig. 12.6:
There is no reference “yangPRL2004”. The
changed entry is
“wangPRL2004”.
Please check and
correct.
Note 2: Fig. 12.7:
There is no reference “yangPRL2004”. The
changed entry is
“wangPRL2004”.
Please check and
correct.

We illustrated in Figure 12.2 that negative refraction can occur at certain frequencies
and for certain directions of propagation in sonic crystal. An experimental demonstration was provided by Yang et al. [172] for a 3D FCC sonic crystal of tungsten carbide beads in water. The EFS cross sections in Figure 12.6 are drawn for several frequencies just below 1.6 MHz. For the geometrical conditions considered, the EFS is
centered on the Γ point of the first Brillouin zone. As the band involved is a folded
band extending above the full band gap, the wavenumber decreases along the EFS as
frequency increases; as a result, the group velocity vector points inward to the cross
sections of the EFS. For the particular frequency 1.57 MHz, spatial dispersion is quite
strong around the ΓL direction: for small angles of incidence the group velocity vector changes rapidly. The negative refraction at the first interface between the incident
medium and the sonic crystal is expected to produce a strong focusing of the acoustic
beam inside the crystal. At the second interface between the crystal and the substrate,
negative refraction again produces a converging beam which can be detected with
a hydrophone. The experimental results reported in Figure 12.7 show that a focused
beam is clearly observed at a frequency of 1.57 MHz. But at the very close frequency
of 1.6 MHz the beam is spatially dispersed and out of focus. This demonstrates the extreme dispersion sensitivity of the sonic crystal.
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Fig. 12.6: Negative refraction in an FCC sonic crystal of tungsten carbide beads in water. The closepacked crystal is composed of beads with a diameter of 0.8 mm. Cross sections of the equifrequency surfaces at frequencies are drawn near 1.60 MHz in the reduced (a) and extended Brillouin
zones (b). The cross sections are shown in a plane containing the [001], [111], and [110] directions,
as shown in the inset. As the cross sections are annular around the Γ point and converging to this
point as the frequency increases, the group velocity vector always points inward. Negative refraction occurs for directions around the Γ L direction. (c) The experimental set-up is designed to demonstrate negative refraction. The diagram shows rays indicating the predicted directions of the group
velocity at 1.6 MHz for angles of incidence of 1.5° and 5°. (d) The focusing condition in a medium
with negative refraction is depicted schematically (after Wang et al. [158], copyright 2004 American
Physical Society).

As illustrated in Figure 12.2 (b)–(c), the 2D square-lattice sonic crystal potentially
shows negative refraction for directions around the ΓM direction for the first band,
providing there is a directional band gap in direction ΓX and even in the absence
of negative group velocities. This property has been widely exploited in the literature. Zhang et al. discussed the case of steel cylinders in air and of water cylinders in
mercury through numerical simulations [175]. They remarked that the fact the EFS is
annular around the point M leads to focusing but also to negative refraction around
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Fig. 12.7: Negative refraction in an FCC sonic crystal of tungsten carbide beads in water. Field patterns are measured at 1.57 MHz without (a1) and with (a2) the crystal in place. The x  and y  axes
are in the plane parallel to the sample surface, with x  in the LK direction. Corresponding field patterns for measurements at 1.60 MHz are shown in (b1) and (b2) (after Wang et al. [158], copyright
2004 American Physical Society).

the direction ΓM. As in the example of FCC crystal in Figures 12.6 and 12.7, these
properties do not originate from a negative index of refraction as is often sought with
metamaterials; they are the consequence of band foldings at the edges of the first
Brillouin zone. Feng et al. discussed through numerical simulations how the local
shape of the EFS could be shaped around point M by replacing the circular rods with
square rods and rotating them in-plane [40]. The tunability range proves to be quite
large. He et al. numerically consider a square lattice of rubber-coated tungsten rods
in water [47]. As depicted in Figure 12.8, the first band is quite flat just below point M.
The cross sections of the equifrequency surface assume a square shape with rounded
corners. As a result, refraction is slightly negative in a rather large range of directions
of incidence around the ΓM direction. Assuming that a source of pressure waves is
placed in water quite close to the entrance surface of the sonic crystal, it is expected
that both propagating and evanescent waves emitted by the source can be converted
to Bloch waves of the crystal. This canalization mechanism leads to the formation
of an image of the source, as shown in Figure 12.9. The image is formed at the exit
surface of the sonic crystal and has a width of 0.16λ, with λ the wavelength in the
host medium. Capturing incident evanescent waves indeed appears to be the key to
obtaining super-resolution [145, 146]. Further numerical simulations show that if the
source is placed farther away from the entrance surface of the crystal the image is
virtual and forms inside the crystal.
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Fig. 12.8: Band structure and equifrequency contours of a square-lattice sonic crystal. (a) The first
and second bands are shown for a square array of rubber-coated tungsten rods in water. (b) Equifrequency contours (EFC) are plotted at selected frequencies near the top of the first band, which
are closed contours surrounding point M, moving inward to M with increasing frequencies. The
small dashed circle is the EFC of water at reduced frequency 0.4058. (c) A schematic diagram of
modal conversion at reduced frequency 0.4058 from plane waves in water to Bloch waves of the
second band around the Γ M direction is proposed. The governing half of the EFC of water as indicated by the semicircle on the left is smaller than the governing half of the EFC of the sonic crystal
on the right. Both propagating modes and evanescent modes in water are able to be canalized by
the Bloch modes in the crystal. The flat region of the EFC, for which the group velocity vector remains almost parallel to the Γ M direction, captures both type of incident waves (after He et al. [47],
copyright 2008 American Institute of Physics).

12.4 Collimation
The flat equifrequency contours for certain frequencies in connection with the existence of directional band gaps suggest producing collimated beams. Chen et al. presented numerical simulations for a square lattice of rigid solid rods in air [24]. We have
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Fig. 12.9: Subwavelength imaging with a flat square-lattice sonic crystal of rubber-coated tungsten
rods in water. The reduced frequency is 0.4058. The numerical simulation is performed with a point
source placed at a distance of √2a from the left surface of a 14 layer sonic crystal. The intensity (a)
and the phase (b) field distributions show that an image of the source is formed on the right surface
of the PC. Cross sections show the intensity distribution (c) along the surface and (d) orthogonally
to it (after He et al. [47], copyright 2008 American Institute of Physics).

already seen that for the first band the ΓM direction can be used with profit when there
is a directional BG for the ΓX direction; these authors also proposed making use of the
deaf second band in the ΓM direction to obtain collimated emission in the ΓX direction. In both cases, similar collimation properties and canalization imaging effects are
observed in the numerical simulations. Ke et al. proposed a different setting to obtain
collimation and more precisely to convert the highly divergent beam emitted by a pinhole transducer into a collimated beam with limited divergence [61]. The system in
Figure 12.10 uses an asymmetric Fabry–Perot cavity defined by removing exactly one
line of rods from a square-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water. The Fabry–Perot
cavity supports one resonance inside the full band gap of the sonic crystal. A pinhole
transducer is introduced in the cavity. The highly divergent beam emitted by the transducer is trapped in the Fabry–Perot interferometer and exits preferentially from the
side with the least number of crystal rows. At the resonant frequency, an exiting col-
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Fig. 12.10: A collimated source of pressure waves in water based on a Fabry–Perot sonic crystal interferometer. The sonic crystal is a square-lattice array of steel rods in water, with diameter
d = 1 mm and lattice constant a = 1.3 mm. A full band gap extends from about 0.57 to 0.72 MHz.
The Fabry–Perot cavity consists of four layers for the front crystal and six layers for the back crystal.
The separation between the two crystals is exactly one lattice constant. The measured amplitude
pressure field distribution at 0.68 MHz after the sonic crystal system reveals the emission of a collimated beam with a divergence less than 6°(after Ke et al. [61], copyright 2006 American Institute
of Physics).

limated beam is observed with a divergence slightly less than 6°. All in all, the sonic
crystal system transforms the beam from a point source (the pinhole transducer) to
an extended plane source. The resolution limit, however, does not reach that of an
extended plane transducer that would have the same aperture as the sonic crystal. Indeed, the aperture is about L = 30λ, with λ the wavelength in water at the operating
λ
frequency, so one could expect at best a divergence δθ ≈ 2L
≈ 1°.
Collimation is not limited to beams propagating in the host medium of a phononic
crystal. Actually, since the spatial dispersion of the crystal can be tailored, subdiffractive propagation can be obtained inside the crystal itself [35]. Figure 12.11 shows that
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Fig. 12.11: Subdiffractive propagation of ultrasound in a sonic crystal. The square-lattice crystal of
steel rods in water is formed for a rod diameter d = 1.6 mm and a lattice constant a = 2.25 mm.
Isofrequency contours are evaluated for the first (a) and second (b) bands, centered at the point Γ .
The plot extends over the first Brillouin zone. Numerals denote the reduced frequency ωa/(2πc)
with c = 1483 m/s the celerity of sound waves in water. The arrows indicate the location of the flat
regions, and consequently the direction of wavevectors belonging to a self-collimated beam. Note
that the group velocity vector points inward around the Γ point in case (b). The numerical simulation
reveals (c) the propagation of an ultrasonic beam in a self-collimated mode in the second band. The
lines represent the lobe of the beam propagating in a homogeneous medium. The source frequency
is 230 kHz (reduced frequency 0.814). The radius of the plane source is R = 12.5 mm (after Espinosa
et al. [35], copyright 2007 American Physical Society).

the equifrequency contours for the second band can be very flat around the Γ point of
a square lattice of steel rods in water. For a particular frequency and for propagation
in the ΓX direction, the sonic crystal dispersion compensates the natural spreading
of the beam that is inherent to isotropic homogeneous media such as water. Espinosa
et al. provided an experimental validation of this subdiffractive propagation effect [35].
An obvious drawback of collimation or subdiffractive propagation in sonic crystals is that it can only work in a rather narrow frequency range around the optimal
frequency for which the equifrequency contour is the flattest. Coming back to the first
band and to the direction ΓM of a square-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water, Shi
et al. proposed to extend this frequency range by combining two sonic crystals with
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Fig. 12.12: Extension of the frequency range of collimation by using a sequence of sonic crystals.
(a) An acoustic collimation lens comprising two sonic crystals (SC1 and SC2) of the same period but
different filling ratios is drawn schematically. (b) The dependence of critical angles as a function
of reduced frequency for SC1, SC2, and the composite SC1 + SC2 (after Shi et al. [139], copyright
2008 American Institute of Physics).

different filling fractions [139]. As depicted in Figure 12.12, the collimation frequency
range is approximately doubled in the case considered. It should be noted, however,
that this extension is provided for a punctual source of waves placed in the middle
of the central sonic crystal. Indeed, as depicted in Figure 12.12 (a), the frequencies in
the collimation range of SC1 remain approximately collimated when they propagate
in SC2, while the frequencies in the collimation range of SC2 first undergo negative refraction in SC1 before being collimated in SC2. This principle would not apply to subdiffractive propagation inside two sonic crystals arranged according to the scheme of
Figure 12.11.

12.5 Gradient-index phononic crystals
The idea of combining different sonic or phononic crystals with variable properties in
order to obtain given propagation characteristics is natural and is reminiscent of the
field of acoustic metamaterials. Lin et al. for instance proposed to define a gradientindex (GRIN) phononic crystal so as to impose the equivalent of a graded optical index
of refraction [88]. Indeed, in optics the index of refraction is a measure of the slowness
of light in a material as compared to a vacuum. Since light rays tend to bend toward
the regions of space with the highest index of refraction, engineering the distribution
of the index leads to the formation of continuous waveguides. The hyperbolic secant
law is especially known to result in the focusing of an incident plane wave. The design
in Figure 12.13 is based on a square-lattice phononic crystal of heavy metal rods in an
epoxy matrix. For simplicity, the analysis is limited to out-of-plane shear waves only,
which are uncoupled with in-plane elastic waves in 2D phononic crystals composed
of isotropic constituents. Wave propagation is considered in the first band, originat-
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Fig. 12.13: A gradient-index phononic crystal. The square-lattice phononic crystal is composed of
metal rods in an epoxy matrix. Only pure shear elastic waves polarized along the rod axis are considered. Elastic wave propagation inside the gradient-index (GRIN) phononic crystal is simulated
numerically with FDTD at a reduced frequency of (a) 0.05 and (b) 0.20. The amplitudes of displacement fields are normalized and presented in decibel scale. Reduced frequencies are normalized
with respect to the transverse velocity in epoxy. The refractive index profile along the direction
transverse to the propagation axis follows a hyperbolic secant law and enables redirection of incident beams inside the medium. The GRIN phononic crystal can be realized by (c) adjusting the
filling fraction or (d) changing the elastic properties of cylinders along the transverse direction.
The band structures are shown along the Γ X direction only. The group velocity decreases when the
filling fraction increases or when the cylinder stiffness decreases (after Lin et al. [88], copyright
2009 American Physical Society).
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ing from the Γ point, and is limited to the low frequency range where the phononic
crystal can be homogenized. In order to work exactly as planned, it would be necessary that the homogenized phononic crystal be perfectly isotropic. This condition is
only fulfilled approximately in the cases considered, when the variable effective shear
velocity is provided by either locally tuning the filling fraction or by varying the material composing the rods in every unit cell. The numerical simulations in Figure 12.13
indicate that the focal length achieved by the GRIN phononic crystal is frequency dependent, i.e. the focal length decreases continuously as frequency increases.
Lin and Huang further developed their idea to numerically demonstrate the equivalent of the mirage effect in phononic crystals [87]. The optical mirage effect is an atmospheric phenomenon that results from a gradient in the index of refraction as a
function of altitude, causing light rays to bend along their propagation, thus forming
a false image of a distant object. The acoustic mirage effect is also observed in seawater, as gradients in sound velocity can result from different variations of temperature,
pressure, or salinity. The general rule is that rays bend toward regions with lower velocity. Lin and Huang again considered a square-lattice phononic crystal of steel rods
in epoxy with a variable filling fraction. This time, however, the second pure shear
band is considered around the Γ point. For all filling fractions in Figure 12.14 refraction is negative. The acoustic mirage effect manifests as a continuous bending of the
direction of propagation of wave energy.
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Fig. 12.14: Acoustic mirage effect in a gradient-index phononic crystal. The square-lattice phononic
crystal is composed of steel rods in an epoxy matrix. (a) The numerical simulation demonstrates
the acoustic mirage effect inside a GRIN phononic crystal illuminated with a pure shear acoustic
beam with a width of 4a, an incident angle of 10° and an operating reduced frequency of 0.79. The
light and dark regions correspond to the strong and weak amplitudes of the displacement field,
respectively. (b) Equifrequency contours are shown for the filling fractions 1.2 %, 3.4 %, and 6.7 %
at a reduced frequency of 0.79. The dotted arrow represents the incident direction. The solid line
represents the construction line plotted for an incident angle of 10°. The solid arrows represent
the direction of the group velocity vector (after Lin et al. [87], copyright 2009 American Institute of
Physics).
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Experimental demonstrations of GRIN phononic crystals are not easily performed with
2D crystals, as it is difficult to image the propagation of elastic waves inside them.
Zhao et al. provided such a demonstration for flexural waves (the A0 Lamb wave) in
a phononic crystal slab of holes in silicon [177, 178]. Their analysis includes the cases
of square-lattice and of rectangular-lattice phononic crystals. Indeed, with the rectangular lattice it is possible in principle to adjust the anisotropy in the direction of
propagation while the transverse direction is used to encode the gradient in phase
velocity, here tuned by changing the diameter of the holes. An experimental result is
shown in Figure 12.15 for the square lattice. Experimental results for the rectangular
lattice are also provided by the authors but show only a small improvement compared
to the square lattice.
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Fig. 12.15: A gradient-index phononic crystal slab of holes in silicon. The amplitude of the out-ofplane displacement in the GRIN square-lattice phononic crystal slab is measured at three different
times and demonstrates focusing of the A0 Lamb wave at different positions along the crystal. The
parameters of the phononic crystal slab are a = 100 μm and h = 110 μm. The diameter-to-lattice
constant ratio for the holes (d/a) varies between 0.4 and 0.8 (after Zhao et al. [177]).

12.6 Negative refraction in phononic crystals
Let us now consider negative refraction in phononic crystals. For sonic crystals, propagation in the matrix is isotropic and can be treated with scalar pressure waves. In
contrast, propagation in phononic crystals must be described with vector displacement waves and anisotropy in the solid constituents is not uncommon. It is sometimes
stated that negative refraction cannot be found in Nature; a counterexample is easily
provided for elastic waves in anisotropic solids [58]. Let us consider for instance in
Figure 12.16 the slowness curve for the quasi-shear bulk elastic wave in rutile (TiO2 )
that we already presented in Figure 5.5. For the range of angles of incidence depicted
in gray, refraction is always negative for an interface that is orthogonal to axis x1 . This
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Fig. 12.16: Negative refraction and phonon focusing in rutile (TiO2 ). The range of angles for which
there is negative refraction with respect to an interface normal to axis x1 is shown in gray. The construction is based on the slowness curve for quasi-shear elastic waves.

situation leads to phonon focusing in anisotropic solids as can be measured for orthorhombic and tetragonal crystals [144, 165], or in silicon [38].
Morvan et al. provided an experimental demonstration of negative refraction for
quasi-shear elastic waves in a phononic crystal [112]. Their experimental arrangement
is depicted in Figure 12.17. The 2D square-lattice phononic crystal of holes in aluminum
decouples out-of-plane pure shear waves from in-plane waves. The latter subsystem
of bands is used. For the chosen geometrical parameters, there is a quasi-shear band
that is the sole propagating band in some frequency range. Equifrequency contours in
this range are annular around the Γ point in a manner similar to Figure 12.14 (b) and
the group velocity is always negative, leading to negative refraction. The experimental demonstration of negative refraction is performed using a prism-shaped phononic
crystal and is thus rigorously valid for only one direction, but it potentially extends to
all angles of incidence.
Croënne et al. later explored negative refraction for quasi-longitudinal waves in
a phononic crystal [28]. The 2D hexagonal-lattice phononic crystal of steel rods in
epoxy – of the solid-solid type as compared to the previous solid-hole sample – again
decouples out-of-plane pure shear waves from in-plane waves. A quasi-longitudinal
band is the only propagating band in a frequency range lying above the first complete
band gap for in-plane waves. Probably due to the hexagonal symmetry compared to
the square symmetry, equifrequency contours in this range are mostly circular around
the Γ point, implying that propagation of quasi-longitudinal waves in-plane is almost
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Fig. 12.17: Negative refraction for quasi-shear elastic waves in a 2D phononic crystal of holes in
aluminum. The square-lattice crystal has geometrical parameters a = 3.9 mm and d = 3.2 mm.
(a) A photograph of the experimental sample shows the phononic crystal machined in an aluminum
block and the transducer of elastic waves placed in mechanical contact with one lateral side. (b) The
top view schematic diagram explains the experimental arrangement. (c) The amplitude of the signal
received on surface S is plotted in arbitrary units versus the angle of refraction for frequencies 480
and 450 kHz (after Morvan et al. [112], copyright 2010 American Institute of Physics).

isotropic, though still strongly dispersive. The experimental demonstration follows a
scheme similar to the one in Figure 12.17, with a prism-shaped phononic crystal.
Negative refraction in a phononic crystal slab of holes in silicon was investigated
experimentally by Pierre et al. as shown in Figure 12.18 [122]. With the pump-probe
experimental set-up used to generate and detect acoustic phonons, mostly flexural
waves (A0 Lamb waves) are accessed. The experimental configuration again involves
a square-lattice phononic crystal shaped in the form of a prism so that negative refraction is observed for a particular direction of propagation.
As a final example of a negative refraction experiment, let us consider the foamlike metallic structure or metal water structure examined by Hladky-Hennion et al.
[50]. As depicted in Figure 12.19, this is a honeycomb-lattice phononic crystal with a
very special design of the internals of the unit cell. A photograph of the actual sam-
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Fig. 12.18: Negative refraction for A0 flexural Lamb waves in a phononic crystal slab of holes in silicon. Flexural waves are excited and detected in a pump-probe experimental set-up. The squarelattice phononic crystal slab has geometrical parameters a = 267 μm, thickness h/a = 0.6 and diameter of the circular holes d/a = 0.71. The refracted signal is presented in the frequency position
domain, and is recorded along four parallel lines. The distances along the normal to the interface
are (a) 2.8 mm, (b) 4.2 mm, and (c)–(d) 8.5 mm. The frequency of the acoustic pulse was centered
either on (a)–(c) 5.8 MHz or on (d) 4 MHz. The inset shows a scheme of the experiment. The arrow is
for the direction of propagation of the Lamb waves in the PC. Two consecutive measurements along
the vertical lines are distant by 0.75 mm. (after Pierre et al. [122], copyright 2010 American Institute
of Physics).

ple was presented in Figure 6.1 (b). The whole structure is made of aluminum, permeated by air, and mainly consists of masses placed at the intersections of a thin
hexagonal web. The lattice constant is √3a = 11.16 mm, with a the distance between
masses. The dimensions of the thin web and of the masses are chosen so that the effective density, bulk modulus, and shear modulus in the quasi-static regime are very
close to those of water.³ It is actually clear in the band structure of Figure 12.19 that
the first quasi-longitudinal band has the same slope at the origin as the water line.
The frequency range of operation is chosen to include only an isolated propagating
quasi-longitudinal band. The equifrequency contours around the operating frequency
71.2 kHz are almost circular and parallel to the dispersion relation in water. As the
group velocity is negative for any point of the equifrequency contours, the all-angle
negative diffraction criterion [146] is satisfied: the moduli of the phase velocity in the

3 The quasi-static regime refers to the range of low frequencies where the phononic crystal can be
homogenized.
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Fig. 12.19: Negative refraction of acoustic waves using a foam-like metallic structure. (a) The foamlike metallic structure follows a honeycomb lattice with additional masses on the corners. The thin
solid line is for the water line. The band structure is drawn along the Γ -K-M path around the irreducible Brillouin zone (K and M points are denoted J and X on the figure). (b) The unit cell used for
FEM calculation is indicated for reference. The gray parts are for aluminum while the white parts are
hollow. (c) Normalized (source level equal to 1 arbitrary unit) pressure field maps are obtained for
a focusing simulation at a frequency of 71.2 kHz. Aluminum surfaces are shown in gray. The source
is located below the slab, and the focusing effect is observed above. Locations of the source and
of the focus point are shown as black crosses. For clarity, different gray scales are used below and
above the slab (after Hladky–Hennion et al. [50], copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics).

phononic crystal and in the surrounding water match for all angles of incidence. In
optical terms, the index of refraction in the phononic crystal equals −1 with respect to
water. Despite this excellent phase velocity matching, it should not be concluded that
impedance matching is achieved as well. Actually this would be true for low frequencies, but the operating frequency is too far from the quasi-static regime. Figure 12.19 (c)
presents a numerical simulation of focusing through the phononic crystal. The image
is formed above the flat lens, demonstrating that negative refraction is active for all
angles of incidence. The intensity in the image, however, is about 6% of the intensity
of the source, as a consequence of poor impedance matching leading to strong Fresnel
reflection at the interfaces between the phononic crystal and water.
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12.7 Reflection and refraction at a crystal boundary
In this section we discuss modal conversion at the boundary between a finite-size
crystal and a host homogeneous medium. Incidence is from the host medium but
the derivation can be reversed by reciprocity. As we show, generalized Fresnel formulas can be obtained for reflection and transmission, providing the generation of
orders of diffraction in the host medium is taken into account. The analysis follows
the derivation in reference [82] and is limited to scalar waves (sonic crystal) and twodimensional space for simplicity. Extension to the anisotropic case of phononic crystals is straightforward. The geometry of the problem was already considered in Figure 4.19. The crystal boundary is along axis x1 . It supports a periodic corrugation and
thus acts as a diffraction grating with period a‖ , which can be different from the lattice
constant of the crystal depending on the orientation of the boundaries of the crystal.
The basic idea of the calculation is to use modal expansions inside the crystal and
inside the host medium that are matched at the boundary through continuity conditions. This idea makes sense providing the functional bases used for expansion are
complete. For this reason, the basis of evanescent Bloch waves described in Chapter 9
is employed for the crystal.
In the host medium, we consider an incident plane wave with angular frequency ω
and wavevector k0 (cos θ, sin θ)T ,
p0i (r, t) = exp(ı(ωt − k0 cos(θ)x1 − k0 sin(θ)x2 )).

(12.16)

The distribution of the particle velocity component that is normal to the boundary is
v02i (r, t) =

1
p0i (r, t),
Z0

(12.17)

with the directional impedance Z0 = Z/ cos θ and Z = ρc the usual impedance. The
reason for defining a directional impedance will be clearer later.
Upon reflection on the periodic boundary, multiple reflected diffraction orders are
created and have the form of propagating or evanescent plane waves. The m-th reflected diffraction order is
p mr (r, t) = exp(ı(ωt − k m1 x1 − k m2 x2 )),

(12.18)

with k m1 = k0 cos θ + 2πm/a‖ , and
k m2 = −√ ω2 /c2 − k2m1

or

k m2 = ı√|ω2 /c2 − k2m1 |

for propagating and evanescent diffracted waves, respectively. The form of k m1 results from conservation of the tangential component of the wavevector up to an arbitrary reciprocal lattice translation; the form of k m2 then results from the dispersion relation in the host medium (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2 and the discussion around
them). Reflected diffraction orders in (12.17) can be cast in the form of Bloch waves
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by specifying their wavevector as km = (k0 cos(θ), k m2 ) and the periodic wavefield as
p̄ mr (r) = exp(−ı2πmx1 /a‖ ). The distribution of the normal particle velocity of reflected
diffraction orders further satisfies
v m2r =

k m2
−1
p mr ,
p mr =
ρω
Zm

(12.19)

where Z m is the (directional) mechanical impedance of the m-th diffraction order. The
minus sign in the definition of the impedance Z m accounts for propagation toward
decreasing x2 .
In order to make reciprocity apparent in the final expressions, we also consider
all possible incident diffraction orders. Incident diffraction orders assume exactly the
same form as reflected diffraction orders, but with the reverse sign in the definition of
k m2 , i.e.
k m2 = +√ ω2 /c2 − k2m1 or k m2 = −ı√|ω2 /c2 − k2m1 |
for propagating and evanescent diffracted waves, respectively. The distribution of the
normal particle velocity of incident diffraction orders satisfies v m2i = Z1m p mi , with the
plus sign accounting for propagation to increasing x2 .
In the crystal, a complete set of Bloch waves can be obtained from the complex
band structure for the particular choice α = (0, 1)T and k0 = (k0 cos θ, 0)T in (9.15).
The Bloch wave distributions are noted p n (r, t) for the pressure and v n (r, t) for the
normal component of the particle velocity.
Continuity equations for pressure and normal velocity are next expressed along
the boundary. The continuity equations have the form
∑ i m v i (r, t) + ∑ r m v mr (r, t) = ∑ t n v n (r, t),
m

m

∑ i m p i (r, t) + ∑ r m p mr (r, t) = ∑ t n p n (r, t),
m

m

(12.20)

n

(12.21)

n

where the i m are the incident amplitude, the r m are the reflected amplitudes, and the
t n are the transmitted amplitudes. For the reflection/refraction problem, it is sufficient
to select the incident amplitudes as i m = 1 if m = 0 and i m = 0 otherwise. We next
multiply by
exp(ık0 cos(θ)x1 ) exp(ı2πmx1 /a‖ )
and integrate along the boundary, for all values of m. Because of the orthogonality of
Fourier exponentials we end up with the matrix relations
1
1
im −
r m = M v (m, n)t n ,
Zm
Zm

(12.22)

i m + r m = M p (m, n)t n .

(12.23)
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The matrices
M v (m, n) =

1
∫ dx1 exp(ı2πmx1 /a‖ )v̄ n (r)
a‖

(12.24)

1
∫ dx1 exp(ı2πmx1 /a‖ )p̄ n (r)
a‖

(12.25)

σ

and
M p (m, n) =

σ

govern the modal conversion process. They can be easily evaluated from knowledge
of the Bloch waves of the crystal. Solving the matrix equations (12.22) and (12.23) is
straightforward and results in the following generalized version of the Fresnel formulas for refraction and reflection
t = 2(M p + ZM v )−1 i,

(12.26)
−1

r = (M p − ZM v )(M p + ZM v ) i,

(12.27)

with the diagonal impedance matrix Z(m, n) = Z m δ(m − n). In the above equations,
vectors i, r and t gather the amplitudes of the incident, reflected and transmitted
waves, respectively.
The traditional Fresnel formulas of Chapter 3 must obviously be recovered when
the phononic crystal is replaced by a homogeneous medium. In this case, there is only
one reflected and one transmitted wave, and the matrices above simplify to scalars. Let
us consider medium A as the incidence medium and medium B as the transmission
medium. We have Z0−1 = Z −1
A cos θ A , with Z A = ρ A c A and θ A the angle of incidence.
For the transmitted wave, M v /M p = Z −1
B cos θ B or −ı|k y |/(ρ B ω) if it is propagating or
θ A −Z A cos θ B
if the transmitted wave is
evanescent, respectively. It follows that r = ZZ BB cos
cos θ A +Z A cos θ B
propagating and |r| = 1 if it is evanescent. This is of course the same result as (3.39).
With the generalized Fresnel formulas, it is easy to show that antisymmetric Bloch
waves are not excited in the case of normal incidence on a crystal that is symmetric
with respect to the direction of incidence, a result that we used explicitly in the discussion of deaf bands in Chapter 4. To that end, we first rearrange the order of Bloch
waves of the PC so as to separate symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (AS) Bloch waves
t=(

tS
).
tAS

(12.28)

Because of normal incidence, we can also recast the reflected diffraction orders into
Bloch waves in the incident medium with km = (k0 , k my ), with p̄ mr (r) = cos(2πmx/b)
for m ≥ 0 (S) or sin(2πmx/b) for m > 0 (AS). To achieve this reordering, it is sufficient to recombine the original diffraction orders m and −m. Matrices M p and M v then
become block diagonal, e.g.
Mp = (

M p,S
0

0
M p,AS

).

(12.29)
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Since the incident plane wave is itself symmetric, we conclude that tAS = 0 and rAS =
0, i.e. antisymmetric (deaf) Bloch waves are not transmitted and antisymmetric reflected diffraction orders are not excited.

12.8 Sonic crystal as a diffraction grating
From the results of the previous section, it appears that seen from the outside a finitesize sonic or phononic crystal will cause diffraction of incident plane waves and that
the diffraction orders are governed by the equivalent of the grating law of optics (conservation of the tangential component of the wavevector up to an arbitrary reciprocal
lattice translation). It can be demonstrated, in particular, that the angles of propagation of diffraction orders in the surrounding medium are governed by the periodic
boundaries between the incident medium and the crystal [108]. Diffraction efficiencies, however, are governed by a rich interplay with the Bloch waves of the crystal, as
summarized by (12.26) and (12.27). The diffraction efficiency of a sonic crystal grating
can further be optimized by combining blazing with a phononic band gap [110]. The
principle of blazing is depicted in Figure 12.20 (a). Diffraction efficiency for a particular order of diffraction depends on the internal details of the unit cell of the grating. If
there is an internal facet in the unit cell such that the incident plane wave is mirrored
on reflection into the order of diffraction, then it is said that the grating is blazed. In
the particular case of the figure, the sawtooth profile is such that there are two facets
oriented at an angle +60° and −30° with respect to the normal to the boundary. For
every frequency and angle of incidence such that an order of diffraction happens to
be the mirror image of the incident plane wave, it can be expected that the diffraction
efficiency will be reinforced.
The square-lattice sonic crystal of steel rods in water of Figure 12.20 (b) is designed
to be blazed in the Littrow configuration for order of diffraction −1. The latter means
that the diffracted wave is exactly back propagating in the direction of incidence. With
square cross section rods, there are two possible blazing angles, +60° and −30°. In
the considered frequency range, there are only two propagating orders, 0 and −1; all
other orders of diffraction are evanescent. The design of the unit cell is adjusted so that
specular reflection (or diffraction to order zero) is minimized. This can be achieved by
tuning the filling fraction. It remains that transmitted orders of diffraction 0 and −1
exist. Their diffraction efficiency can be minimized if a complete band gap exists. The
numerical simulations in Figure 12.20 (b), (c) illustrate these design principles.
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Fig. 12.20: Blazed sonic crystal diffraction grating. (a) Littrow condition for a diffraction grating supporting a surface corrugation with the shape of a sawtooth. An operating frequency can be found
so that incidence is perpendicular to the elementary facet and at the same time diffraction order −1
is back propagating. (b) A blazed sonic crystal diffraction grating formed by a square-lattice array
of square cross section steel rods in water. The lattice constant a = 2.6 mm and the rod width
d = 1.5 mm. (c) Finite element simulation of intensity distributions for a (left) 1-layer and (right)
a 5-layer sonic crystal at frequency 0.329 MHz and incidence angle 60°. (d) Same for frequency
0.569 MHz and incidence angle −30° (after Moiseyenko et al. [110], copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics).
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Fig. 12.21: Blazed sonic crystal diffraction grating. The square cross section square-lattice sonic
crystal design described in Figure 12.20 is implemented as (a) a 1 × 25 grating sample and
(b) a 25 × 25 sonic crystal sample. The samples are immersed in water for measurement. A single transducer is used to generate and detect acoustic waves. The transducer angle thus represents
both the angle of incidence and the angle of reception. (c) For the grating sample, the measured
intensity as a function of transducer angle and frequency concentrates along lines given by the grating law. (d) For the sonic crystal, the intensity is further enhanced around the blazing angles marked
as B1 and B2. For normal incidence, an enhanced specular reflection is observed with band gaps
BG1 and BG2 (after Moiseyenko et al. [110], copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics).

Fig. 12.22: Ultrasound tunneling through an FCC sonic crystal of tungsten carbide beads in water.
▸
The sonic crystal has a complete band gap extending from 0.8 to 1.2 MHz, in correspondence with
the band structure in Figure 4.24. The close-packed beads have a diameter d = 0.8 mm. (a) A short
ultrasonic pulse transmitted through a six-layer sample (right) is compared with the input pulse
(left). (b) The Fourier spectra of the two pulses in (a) indicate that most of the signal received originates from the part of the initial pulse spectrum outside the band gap range. (c) The theoretical and
experimental frequency dependencies of the amplitude transmission coefficient for a six-layer and
a twelve-layer sample are compared. The frequency dependence of the experimental group velocity
(actually L/t g (ω); see text for a definition) is shown for a five-layer sample. (after Yang et al. [172],
copyright 2002 American Physical Society).
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Experimental results are shown in Figure 12.21 for both a single layer grating and a 25layer sonic crystal. There is clear evidence that the grating law applies to determine the
direction of waves diffracted in water, irrespective of the internal details of the crystal,
as intensity concentrates along lines given by the Littrow condition
2 sin θ = |m|
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with θ the transducer angle, c the celerity of sound waves in water, and m the order of diffraction. The normal incidence case (θ = 0) shows that enhancement of the
redirected energy is obtained within frequency band gaps BG1 and BG2. Experimental
data also confirm that the one layer grating is already quite efficient, as the numerical
simulations of Figure 12.20 already suggested. Surprisingly, the diffraction efficiency
for m = −1 approaches 100 % for angles of incidence between 40° and 70°, and also
around 50°, even though blazing was not especially expected to operate under such
conditions. The diffraction efficiency at blazing points B1 and B2 is around 60 %. It
is definitely enhanced by using more layers in the sonic crystal. In the absence of a
phononic band gap, at point B2, the diffraction efficiency is experimentally increased
to 77 %. Within the complete phononic band gap BG1, at point B1, the diffraction efficiency is increased up to 98 %. In this case, the 25-layer blazed sonic crystal grating
achieves an enhancement factor of 1.59 at blazing point B1.

12.9 Temporal dispersion and tunneling
Transmission measurements of waves going through a phononic or sonic crystal have
been used several times in this book to show experimental evidence of frequency band
gaps. In most reported experiments, only the modulus of the spectrum is shown. There
is information attached to the phase on transmission, however, that can additionally
be obtained. Following Yang et al. [172], let us write the spectral transmission as
t(L, ω) = A(L, ω) exp(ıϕ(L, ω)).

(12.30)

A and ϕ are the modulus and phase of the complex spectral transmission, and L is the
length of the crystal. By definition, the derivative of the spectral phase with angular
frequency is the group delay
∂ϕ
.
(12.31)
t g (L, ω) =
∂ω
For a propagating wave with real wavenumber k(ω), it is a common place that
ϕ(L, ω) = k(ω)L and then that
t g (L, ω) = L

∂k
= L(v g )−1 .
∂ω

(12.32)

For a propagating Bloch wave, this derivation makes perfect sense. Inside a phononic
or sonic band gap, however, there are no propagating Bloch waves and (12.32) should
not be employed: the complex-imaginary wavenumber dependence enters the amplitude A(L, ω) instead of the phase ϕ(L, ω). Equation (12.31) still remains valid and provides a classical equivalent of the tunneling time through a potential barrier in quantum mechanics. This classical tunneling time is actually independent of the thickness
of the barrier, L, as this thickness increases, which is known as the Hartman effect
[164]. Measurements of the group delay on transmission through one-dimensional
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photonic crystals have been provided [140, 141] and its exact value for quarterwave
dielectric mirrors has been found analytically as a function of the indices of refraction [76]. Yang et al. reported experimentally the measurement of the group delay on
transmission through an FCC sonic crystal of tungsten carbide beads in water [172],
see Figure 12.22. The experimentally determined value is about 1 μs in their case, independent of the number of crystal layers.

13 Conclusion
Looking back at the contents of this book, we can say that the understanding of the
physics of waves in sonic and phononic crystals has reached a form of maturity. The
differences and the common properties of acoustic waves in sonic crystals and of elastic waves in phononic crystals are firmly established. Bloch’s theorem and the concept
of Bloch waves allowed us to reach deep inside the details of wave propagation, incorporating important concepts such as anisotropy in relation to crystal and lattice
symmetries, dispersion in relation to periodicity, the formation of evanescent waves
whenever periodicity is broken. On the numerical side of things, powerful methods
have been developed to explore wave propagation in artificial crystals. We have especially insisted on finite element modeling as a generic approach that is able to cope
with all types of waves, materials and geometries, and we hope the reader can find in
the previous pages enough indications to conduct numerical experiments.
Among the collective achievements of phononic and sonic crystal researchers,
one can cite the understanding and the control of the origins of frequency band gaps,
either through Bragg scattering or local resonances of the unit cell; the choice of lattices, of material couples and of internal structure of the primitive cell; the control of
spatial dispersion and anisotropy to achieve refractive functions; the use of defects to
create various types of resonators, cavities, and waveguides.
There are, however, improvements that remain to be achieved, especially for actual applications of phononic crystals. For medical imaging applications, bandwidth
is usually an important requirement, especially if short acoustic pulses are used. In
this respect, strongly dispersive periodic structures are in principle more suited to
medium to narrow bandwidths, or even monochromatic experiments. In the GHz frequency range, for wireless telecommunications for instance, phononic crystals certainly have the potential to lead to compact filter designs, e.g. to replace existing resonators and Bragg mirrors. One difficulty, however, is technological and resides in the
robustness of designs to periodicity imperfections and in the fabrication tolerance of
holes, inclusions, or pillars. Any error at fabrication time and because material properties are not known with sufficient accuracy will result in a deviation from the expected
response and can hardly be adjusted a posteriori. A related challenge is the need for
tunability or reconfigurability of the structures. With this remark, we mean that the
functionality of a phononic crystal structure is usually designed by a spatial distribution of materials or a geometrical structure, and is hence fixed by design. Finally,
there is a general lack of adequate phonon sources that would match the possibilities
of artificial crystals. Indeed, most transducers produce or detect plane or cylindrical
waves that do not properly match the Bloch waves of crystals.
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Adopting a broader perspective, phononic crystals are one part of a wider emerging force in applied physics: phononics. The word “phononics” is built on the model
of electronics and photonics that have preceded it. Phononics can be understood as
the analysis and the manipulation of phonons at the nanoscale, microscale or larger
scales. Looking closer, phononics encompasses a wide range of disciplines that are
usually labeled in terms of the host medium for wave propagation, including phononic and sonic crystals, acoustic metamaterials, phononic superlattices, and periodic
structures in mechanical engineering. Applications range from vibration isolation,
through frequency sensing in radio frequency communications, to nanoscale thermal
transport control in semiconductors. With the recent advent of metamaterials, novel
applications are appearing, such as acoustic cloaking and superlensing [26]. The interaction of light and sound in tiny resonators and cavities, i.e. optomechanics [6] and
in simultaneous photonic and phononic crystals [93] is currently attracting a lot of attention.
At the very small scale, nanophononics is exploring the fundamental quantumlimited properties of mechanical objects. One general goal is to bring a nanoscale
object to its fundamental quantum state by cooling it, i.e. quenching its elementary
thermal vibrations, or phonons. The connection with phononic crystals could be
the achievement of molecular phononic crystals whose unit cell is composed of a
small number of atoms or molecules. Achieving such a program poses formidable
challenges in terms of fabrication, but also for the transition from an atomistic to
a mesoscopic description of matter. Molecular dynamical or ab initio calculations
have to be combined with the continuous matter description we have relied upon
in this book. At about the same or slightly larger scale, thermal phonon control and
thermoelectricity could benefit from phononic band gaps or from phonon dispersion
engineering [94].
At the opposite end of the scale, the control of long wavelengths by arrays of small
resonators is finding potential applications. For instance, thin sound screens for audible sound can be implemented with resonances of small holes or slits in a solid plate
[33, 36]. The coupling of acoustic waves with elastic waves is an enabling design feature in such structures. Protection against earthquakes is being proposed using acoustic metamaterial cloaks that could redirect the flow of energy so that it avoids a particular building [18]. Acoustic metamaterials are generally conceived as artificial media
whose unit cell is very small compared to the operating wavelength. Introducing local
resonances within the unit cell, the range of homogenized effective material properties
that can be obtained exceeds that of natural microscopically homogeneous materials.
In the vicinity of resonances, negative effective material constants in particular can be
obtained. Transformation acoustics can then supply the necessary mathematical tools
to convert a chosen wave functionality into a spatial distribution of metamaterial [23].
The interaction of photons and phonons in nanoscale structures that are able to
store and guide them simultaneously has and will benefit from advances in phononic
crystals. The combination of phononic and photonic crystals is now termed phoxonic
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crystals [118, 133]. Beyond traditional acousto-optics, which describes the interactions
of plane elastic and optical waves, phoxonic crystals can simultaneously confine light
and sound in a tiny volume measured by their common wavelength scale. In addition
to the bulk photoelastic effect, acousto-optical surface couplings also result from the
motion of the boundaries of a waveguide or resonator [121]. There are strong relations
with the fields of Brillouin scattering in optical and photonic crystal fibers [29], but
also with optomechanical crystals [134].
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